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Abstract
We study the interplay between dependent types and computational effects, two im-

portant areas of modern programming language research. On the one hand, dependent

types underlie proof assistants such as Coq and functional programming languages

such as Agda, Idris, and F*, providing programmers a means for encoding detailed

specifications of program behaviour using types. On the other hand, computational

effects, such as exceptions, nondeterminism, state, I/O, probability, etc., are integral to

all widely-used programming languages, ranging from imperative languages, such as

C, to functional languages, such as ML and Haskell. Separately, dependent types and

computational effects both come with rigorous mathematical foundations, dependent

types in the effect-free setting and computational effects in the simply typed setting.

Their combination, however, has received much less attention and no similarly exhaus-

tive theory has been developed. In this thesis we address this shortcoming by providing

a comprehensive treatment of the combination of these two fields, and demonstrating

that they admit a mathematically elegant and natural combination.

Specifically, we develop a core effectful dependently typed language, eMLTT,

based on Martin-Löf’s intensional type theory and a clear separation between (effect-

free) values and (possibly effectful) computations familiar from simply typed lan-

guages such as Levy’s Call-By-Push-Value and Egger et al.’s Enriched Effect Calculus.

A novel feature of our language is the computational Σ-type, which we use to give a

uniform treatment of type-dependency in sequential composition. In addition, we de-

fine and study a class of category-theoretic models, called fibred adjunction models,

that are suitable for defining a sound and complete interpretation of eMLTT. Specifi-

cally, fibred adjunction models naturally combine standard category-theoretic models

of dependent types (split closed comprehension categories) with those of computa-

tional effects (adjunctions). We discuss and study various examples of these models,

including a domain-theoretic model so as to extend eMLTT with general recursion.

We also investigate a dependently typed generalisation of the algebraic treatment of

computational effects by showing how to extend eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects

and their handlers. In particular, we specify fibred algebraic effects using a depen-

dently typed generalisation of Plotkin and Pretnar’s effect theories, enabling us to cap-

ture precise notions of computation such as state with location-dependent store types

and dependently typed update monads. For handlers, we observe that their conven-

tional term-level definition leads to unsound program equivalences becoming derivable

in languages that include a notion of homomorphism, such as eMLTT. To solve this
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problem, we propose a novel type-based treatment of handlers via a new computation

type, the user-defined algebra type, which pairs a value type (the carrier) with a family

of value terms (the operations). This type internalises Plotkin and Pretnar’s insight that

handlers denote algebras for a given equational theory of computational effects. We

demonstrate the generality of our type-based treatment of handlers by showing that

their conventional term-level presentation can be routinely derived, and this treatment

provides a useful mechanism for reasoning about effectful computations. Finally, we

show that these extensions of eMLTT can be soundly interpreted in a fibred adjunction

model based on the families of sets fibration and models of Lawvere theories.
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Lay Summary

Dependent types provide a lightweight and modular means to integrate programming

and formal program verification. In particular, the types of programs written in depen-

dently typed programming languages (Agda, Idris, F*, etc.) can be used to express

specifications of program correctness. These specifications can vary from being as

simple as requiring the divisor in the division function to be non-zero, to as complex

as specifying the correctness of compilers of industrial-strength languages. Successful

compilation of a program then guarantees that it satisfies its type-based specification.

While dependent types allow many runtime errors to be eliminated by rejecting

erroneous programs at compile-time, dependently typed languages are yet to gain pop-

ularity in the wider programming community. One reason for this is their limited

support for computational effects, an integral part of all widely used programming lan-

guages, ranging from imperative languages, such as C, to functional languages, such

as ML and Haskell. For example, in addition to simply turning their inputs to out-

puts, programs written in these programming languages can raise exceptions, access

computer’s memory, communicate over a network, render images on a screen, etc.

Therefore, if dependently typed programming languages are to truly live up to

their promise of seamlessly integrating programming and formal program verification,

we must first understand how to properly account for computational effects in such

languages. While there already exists work on this topic, ingredients needed for a

comprehensive theory are generally missing. For example, foundations are often not

settled; available effects may be limited; or effects may not be treated systematically.

In this thesis we address these shortcomings by providing a comprehensive treat-

ment of the combination of dependent types and general computational effects. Specif-

ically, we i) define a core effectful dependently typed programming language; ii) study

its category-theoretic denotational semantics; and iii) demonstrate how to extend the

algebraic treatment of computational effects (including the handlers of algebraic ef-

fects) to the dependently typed setting, enabling us to uniformly specify a wide range

of computational effects in terms of operations and equations. In particular, in this

thesis we demonstrate that dependent types and computational effects admit a math-

ematically natural combination, in which well-known concepts and results from the

simply typed setting can be reused and adapted, but which also reveals new and inter-

esting programming language features and corresponding mathematical structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis we study the interplay between dependent types and computational ef-

fects, two important areas of modern programming language research.

On the one hand, dependent types underlie modern proof assistants such as Coq [71],

and programming languages such as Agda [78], Idris [26], and F* [108]. In particular,

dependent types provide a lightweight and modular means to formally specify and ver-

ify properties of programs using their types. These specifications can vary from being

as simple as requiring the divisor in the division function to be non-zero, to as complex

as specifying the correctness of compilers of industrial-strength languages [1].

On the other hand, computational effects, such as exceptions, nondeterminism,

state, interactive I/O, etc., are an integral part of all widely used programming lan-

guages, ranging from imperative languages, such as C [57], to functional languages,

such as ML [73] and Haskell [68]. While some computational effects can be repre-

sented in languages that do not support them off the shelf, e.g., stateful programs can

be naturally encoded as functions St→ A×St, having primitive support for computa-

tional effects such as state means that compilers can perform effect-dependent optimi-

sations (e.g., see [52]) which can lead to programs being executed more efficiently.

Consequently, if dependently typed languages are to truly live up to their promise of

providing a lightweight means for integrating formal verification and practical (func-

tional) programming, we must first understand how to correctly account for compu-

tational effects in this setting. At the moment, the level of support for them varies

greatly in existing languages. For example, Agda does not offer any principled support

except for a very basic foreign function interface to Haskell; Idris represents compu-

tational effects using a domain specific language that is elaborated to the underlying

pure language; and F* includes primitive support for state and exceptions via extrac-
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

tion to OCaml, and allows some other effects to be represented using monads defined

in a simply typed definition language. As a testament to the benefits of including

computational effects primitively in the design of dependently typed languages, F*,

with its support to program with and reason about primitively supported effects such

as state, has a central role in Microsoft’s Everest project [2] that aims to deliver a

high-performance, standards-compliant, verified implementation of the full HTTPS

ecosystem.

While the Everest project demonstrates the potentially groundbreaking impact that

effectful dependently typed programming languages could have in the years to come,

the intersection of these two fields still lacks a general and exhaustive treatment. This

is in stark contrast to our rigorous understanding of computational effects in the simply

typed setting. We address this shortcoming by providing a comprehensive language-

based, category-theoretic, and algebraic treatment of the combination of dependent

types and computational effects. Our goal is to establish the following claim:

Dependent types and computational effects admit a natural combination.

It is worth noting that compared to the kinds of computational effects supported by

languages such as Idris and F*, we take a step back and investigate more foundational

questions in the design and semantics of effectful dependently typed languages, leaving

questions about a general treatment of more expressive type-and-effect systems (such

as the ones used in Idris and F*) for future work—see Sections 8.1.2 and 8.1.3.

1.1 Two guiding questions

That the above claim is non-trivial was already recognised by Moggi [75]. In this thesis

we identify two key questions that one needs to answer in order to provide a general

treatment of the combination of dependent types and computational effects:

• Should one allow effectful computations to appear in types?

• How should one treat type-dependency in sequential composition?

We discuss both of these questions and some possible answers to them in detail below,

separately highlighting the answers that form the basis of the effectful dependently

typed language we develop in this thesis, and its denotational semantics. For both

questions, our choice of answers is based on being able to maximally reuse and natu-

rally combine respective existing work on dependent types and computational effects.
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We assume that the reader has basic knowledge of both dependent types and com-

putational effects. For a good overview of dependent types and their denotational

semantics, we suggest [45, 51, 107]. For computational effects, there are a variety of

sources one can consult, ranging from the seminal monad-based work of Moggi [74,

75], to the more recent adjunction-based work of Levy [61], to the algebraic treat-

ment pioneered by Plotkin and Power [88, 92]. For functional programmers, a good

overview of the algebraic treatment and a source of further references is Pretnar’s tu-

torial [100]. We give a short overview of these three approaches in Section 2.1.

Should one allow effectful computations to appear in types?

To make the first question more concrete, let us consider the prototypical example of

a dependent type, namely, the type of vectors of values from some type A, written

Vec A M, where M is a term of type Nat. We can then rephrase the question as follows:

• Should one allow M to raise an effect in Vec A M, e.g., perform I/O?

In practice, the answer to this question depends on the kinds of computational

effects one considers. In particular, it depends on whether we can expect to evaluate

a closed M to a natural number at compile-time, which is crucial to typecheck the

constructors of Vec A M and to compare two such types for equality.

For computational effects that do not involve interaction with the runtime envi-

ronment, M does not need to be restricted. For example, such effects include local

names [86, 32] and recursion [29]. While M might diverge in the latter case, making

typechecking undecidable, it is important that its evaluation does not get stuck because

of, for example, the need to perform I/O. On the other hand, if one wants to accommo-

date a wide range of different computational effects, including both local names and

I/O, M should be restricted to a value so as to guarantee that it evaluates to a natural

number during typechecking. Furthermore, while there exists semantics for these two

specific computational effects (see [86] and [82], respectively), we do not know of a

denotational semantics that would account for type-dependency on an unrestricted M.

It is worthwhile to note that the problem with general M only arises when one takes

a coarse-grained language, such as Moggi’s computational λ-calculus [74], as a basis

for building an effectful dependently typed language. In particular, in such languages

neither the types nor the typing judgements contain information about whether and

which computational effects a term might perform. As a result, a closed term of type

Nat can “surprisingly” perform I/O or raise an exception, instead of evaluating to a
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natural number. While this style of programming is convenient in many situations, it

contradicts the spirit of dependently typed programming, namely, that types ought to be

as precise descriptions of program properties as possible. For example, when pattern-

matching on a vector of type Vec A 5, the typechecker can readily use the knowledge

that this vector must be exactly of length 5. Thus, when combining dependent types

and computational effects, one naturally expects similar precision to also apply to the

types of effectful computations, i.e., we had better not be able to assign just the type

Nat to a program that can potentially perform I/O or raise an exception.

Our solution: Guided by the above discussion, we allow types to depend only on

values in order to support a wide range of computational effects. While this decision

might seem limiting at first, we recover the ability to depend on effectful computa-

tions via thunks and handlers (see Section 7.5 for examples of this). To ensure that

types depend only on values, we make a clear distinction between value types A and

computation types C, and between value terms V and computation terms M, as is done

in simply typed effectful languages such as Levy’s Call-By-Push-Value (CBPV) [61],

and Egger, Møgelberg, and Simpson’s Enriched Effect Calculus (EEC) [35].

Specifically, the well-formed types of the effectful dependently typed language we

develop in this thesis are defined using judgements Γ ` A and Γ `C, where the vari-

ables in contexts Γ are required to range exclusively over value types. As a result, our

language lends itself to a very natural denotational semantics that combines standard

category-theoretic models of dependent types and the corresponding generalisation of

standard adjunction-based models of computational effects.

It is worth noting that we could have chosen other effectful simply typed languages

as the basis of our effectful dependently typed language, such as Moggi’s monadic

metalanguage [75] or Levy’s fine-grain call-by-value language [61, Appendix A.3.2].

Each of these languages distinguishes between effect-free values and possibly effectful

computations. The former does so by assigning effectful computations monadic types

TA, while the latter makes this distinction already in the grammar of terms. However,

as we next discuss, by basing our work in this thesis on CBPV and EEC, we are able

to give a more uniform treatment of type-dependency in sequential composition.

How should one treat type-dependency in sequential composition?

In order to make the above question more concrete, we recall the typing rule for the
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sequential composition of effectful computations from CBPV:

Γ `M : FA Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A in N : C

It is important to observe that in the dependently typed setting, this typing rule is no

longer correct because the second premise allows the value variable x to appear freely

in C, meaning that x can also appear free in the conclusion where it ought to be bound.

Based on this observation, we rephrase our second guiding question as follows:

• How should one fix this typing rule for sequential composition so that the value

variable x would not appear free in its conclusion?

As already suggested by Levy [61, Section 12.4.1], the most straightforward so-

lution to this problem would be to not allow the variable x to appear free in the com-

putation type C, i.e., require that C is well-formed in Γ and change the typing rule to

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A in N : C

(∗)

On the one hand, this solution would have two important advantages: i) it solves the

above-mentioned problem with minimal changes; and ii) sequential composition typed

using this rule can be given a denotational semantics using split fibred adjunctions,

naturally generalising the semantics of CBPV’s simply typed sequential composition.

On the other hand, this solution can be somewhat restrictive in some situations. For

example, when M involves opening a file and the return values of M model whether the

file was opened successfully or not, the computation type C and the computation terms

allowed to inhabit it could crucially depend on the return values of M. For instance, if

the given file was not opened successfully in M, we might want to use dependency on

the variable x in C to prohibit reading from and writing to the given file in N.

In recent unpublished manuscripts [112, 111], Vákár has proposed an alternative

solution in which C is allowed to depend on thunks of computations. In particular,

Vákár studies a dependently typed CBPV in which sequential composition is typed as

Γ1 `M : FA Γ1,y :UFA,Γ2 `C
Γ1,x :A,Γ2[thunk (return x)/y] ` N : C[thunk (return x)/y]

Γ1,Γ2[thunk M/y] `M to x :A in N : C[thunk M/y]

However, while this rule solves the above-mentioned problem with the typing rule of

sequential composition, its thunks-based type-dependency introduces new problems in

the presence of algebraic effects. We discuss these problems further in Section 1.4.
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Finally, if we would have chosen Moggi’s monadic metalanguage as the basis of

our language, instead of CBPV and EEC, we would have had the option to simply use

the standard (value) Σ-type to fix the typing rule of sequential composition. In par-

ticular, given two terms Γ ` M : TA and Γ,x : A ` N : T B, we could have considered

“closing-off” the type of the sequential composition of M and N as T (Σx :A.B). How-

ever, it is not immediate whether this proposed use of the Σ-type is the right solution

to this problem, e.g., why not use Σx :A.T B, or why use the Σ-type in the first place?

Our solution: Guided by the above discussion, we choose to use the restricted rule (∗)
to type sequential composition for the reasons listed earlier, namely, because it solves

the above-mentioned problem with minimal changes and the resulting language lends

itself to a denotational semantics that naturally generalises that of simply typed CBPV.

We overcome the restrictive nature of this rule (see earlier discussion) by “closing-off”

C using a Σ-type. However, as C is a computation type, we cannot use the standard

(value) Σ-type from Martin-Löf’s type theory (MLTT) [69]. Instead, we introduce

a computational variant of it, written Σx : A.C, to complement the typing rule (∗). In

particular, by combing the typing rule (∗) with the computational Σ-type, we can derive

Γ `M : FA Γ ` Σx :A.C
Γ,x :A ` x : A Γ,x :A ` N : C

Γ,x :A ` 〈x,N〉 : Σx :A.C
Γ `M to x :A in 〈x,N〉 : Σx :A.C

where the type of N is allowed to depend on the values returned by M, but we “close

it off” using the introduction form for Σx :A.C, given by computational pairing, before

concluding the derivation by applying the typing rule (∗) for sequential composition.

Our use of the computational Σ-type is inspired by the algebraic treatment of com-

putational effects in which computational effects are specified using equational the-

ories, whose algebras then model computation types. To explain this further, let us

consider the effect of accessing read-only memory that stores a single bit. Follow-

ing [106], this effect can be represented using a binary operation ? and the equations:

M ? M = M (M1 ? M2) ? (N1 ? N2) = M1 ? N2

The idea is that M ? N is a computation that first reads the bit in the store and then

continues by following either M or N, depending on whether the bit was 0 or 1.

Next, let us consider the following program:

((return 4) ? (return 2)) to x :Nat in N
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When we examine how this program would evaluate, assuming that x :Nat ` N : C and

x:Nat`C, we see that after reading the bit in the store, we continue either by evaluating

N[4/x], that has type C[4/x], or by evaluating N[2/x], that has type C[2/x], leading us

to naturally conclude that the whole program denotes an element of the coproduct of

algebras denoted by C[4/x] and C[2/x]. The elements of this coproduct are equivalence

classes of binary computation trees whose leaves are given by elements of the algebras

denoted by C[4/x] and C[2/x]. For example, the given program denotes the tree

?

N[4/x] N[2/x]

As the same pattern also reoccurs with computational effects other than reading a

bit and dependency on arbitrary value types, we introduce the computational Σ-type as

a uniform means to account for general type-dependency in sequential composition.

In particular, if x : A ` C denotes an A-indexed family of algebras, then the computa-

tional Σ-type Σx : A.C denotes an A-indexed coproduct of algebras C[ai/x]. However,

as already demonstrated in the above derivation of M to x :A in 〈x,N〉, we separate

concerns by not making the computational Σ-type part of the typing rule for sequen-

tial composition, but instead equip it with its own introduction and elimination forms,

given by pairing and pattern-matching, analogously to the (value) Σ-type from MLTT.

This general treatment also justifies our earlier proposal of using the (value) Σ-type

to “close-off” free variables to type sequential composition in a dependently typed ver-

sion of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage. In particular, based on the above discussion,

an embedding of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage in ours by taking TA def
=UFA, and a

computation type isomorphism Γ ` F(Σx :A.B)∼= Σx :A.FB provable in our language,

we get that the canonical treatment of type-dependency in sequential composition for

Moggi’s metalanguage amounts to using the following derivable typing rule:

Γ `M : TA Γ,x :A ` N : T B
Γ `M to x :A in (N to y :B in return 〈x,y〉) : T (Σx :A.B)

The above discussion also shows us why using Σx : A.T B to type sequential com-

position in a dependently typed version of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage would not

have the desired effect. In particular, if Σx : A.T B were used to type the sequential

composition of Γ `M : TA and Γ,x :A ` N : T B, then M would need to return the same

exact value of type A in each of its branches. From an algebraic perspective, if B
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denotes an A-indexed family of sets, then Σx :A.T B would denote an A-indexed co-

product of sets of computation trees, where each tree in an a’th component of this

coproduct would have all its leaves given by elements of the set denoted by B[a/x]. As

a result, the example program ((return 4) ? (return 2)) to x :Nat in N, where now

x :Nat ` N : T B, could not be modelled as an element of the set denoted by Σx:Nat.T B.

While useful for providing a general treatment of type-dependency in sequential

composition, we note that we have yet to find interesting examples involving computa-

tion types Σx:A.C where C would not be of the form FB. In particular, a natural imple-

mentation of the dependently typed parsing example we alluded to in [9] also turns out

to only require types of the form FB (and Σx :A.FB), e.g., as sketched in Appendix A

using a shallow embedding of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage in Agda [78]. However,

we would like to draw the reader’s attention to that in the context of more expressive

typing disciplines than considered in this thesis, the combination of the computational

Σ-type and computation types of the form FW B (where F is now indexed by a value

term W ) can give rise to interesting consequences, e.g., as discussed in Section 8.1.2.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• An effectful dependently typed language, called eMLTT, that naturally combines

intensional MLTT with general computational effects, based on a clear separa-

tion between values and computations. The most notable feature of eMLTT is

the computational Σ-type that provides a uniform treatment of type-dependency

in the sequential composition of effectful computations.

• A class of category-theoretic models, called fibred adjunction models, with re-

spect to which eMLTT is both sound and complete. These models naturally com-

bine standard category-theoretic models of dependent types (split closed com-

prehension categories) and computational effects (adjunctions). Further, they

– provide evidence that one can keep using monads and adjunctions to model

computational effects in the dependently typed setting;

– demonstrate that computational Π- and Σ-types can be modelled analo-

gously to their value counterparts, as adjoints to weakening functors; and
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– provide a category-theoretically natural axiomatisation of structures needed

for modelling type-dependency in the elimination forms of value types.

• A collection of natural examples of fibred adjunction models, based on

– simple fibrations and models of EEC (i.e., enriched adjunctions);

– the families of sets fibration and lifting of adjunctions;

– the Eilenberg-Moore resolutions of split fibred monads, where we give suf-

ficient conditions for the Eilenberg-Moore fibration to support computa-

tional Π- and Σ-types, generalising known results about the existence of

products and coproducts in the Eilenberg-Moore category of a monad; and

– the fibration of continuous families of ω-complete partial orders and lifting

of CPO-enriched adjunctions, so as to accommodate general recursion.

• An extension of eMLTT with algebraic effects and their handlers, including

– a notion of fibred effect theory that allows computational effects to be spec-

ified using dependently typed operation symbols (and equations), enabling

one to capture precise notions of computation, such as state with location-

dependent store types and dependently typed update monads;

– an observation that naively following the literature and defining handlers at

the term level leads to unsound program equivalences becoming derivable

in languages involving a notion of homomorphism, such as eMLTT;

– a novel computation type, called the user-defined algebra type, that pairs a

value type (the carrier) to a family of value terms (the operations), allowing

us to safely extend eMLTT with handlers of fibred algebraic effects;

– a demonstration that the conventional term-level presentation of handlers

can be routinely derived from our type-based treatment; and

– a proof that this extended language can be soundly interpreted in a fibred

adjunction model based on the families of sets fibration and models of a

countable Lawvere theory we derive from the given fibred effect theory.

• A demonstration that our type-based treatment of handlers provides a useful

mechanism for reasoning about effectful computations, e.g., allowing us to

– lift predicates given on return values to predicates on computations;
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– define Dijkstra’s weakest precondition predicate transformers; and

– specify detailed patterns of allowed (I/O-)effects in computations.

1.3 Organisation

Chapter 1 is this introduction which also includes an overview of related work.

Chapter 2 recalls some preliminaries of category-theoretic models of computational

effects and dependent types that are needed to understand the rest of the thesis.

Chapter 3 introduces and studies our effectful dependently typed language eMLTT.

Chapter 4 defines and studies fibred adjunction models, including various examples.

Chapter 5 defines and studies the interpretation of eMLTT in fibred adjunction models.

Chapter 6 extends eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects.

Chapter 7 extends eMLTT with handlers of fibred algebraic effects.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and discusses some possible future work directions.

Appendix A presents an example of dependently typed monadic parsing.

Appendices B, C, and D contain detailed proofs of results in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.

1.4 Related work

In this section we give an overview of existing work on combining dependent types

and computational effects. In particular, these works either

• develop new dependently typed languages in which computational effects are

included primitively in the design of the language; or

• use domain specific languages to represent computational effects in existing de-

pendently typed languages.

Compared to our treatment of the combination of dependent types and computa-

tional effects, all these languages lack ingredients needed for a general theory, e.g.,

the foundations are often not settled; the available effects may be limited; or they may

lack a systematic treatment of (equational) effect specification. However, it is also im-

portant to note that by being more specialised than eMLTT, and focussed on specific

computational effects and effect-typing disciplines, some of these languages support

more sophisticated types for effectful computations than eMLTT (see below).
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Dependently typed CBPV

A dependently typed CBPV was already briefly discussed as a potential future work

direction in Levy’s original work [61, Section 12.4.1]. In particular, similarly to us,

Levy recognises that one cannot use CBPV’s typing rule for sequential composition in

the dependently typed setting. To solve this problem, Levy suggests the same solution

that we have adopted in eMLTT, i.e., to type sequential composition as follows:

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A in N : C

However, Levy does not investigate this dependently typed version of CBPV further.

In particular, he does not consider the computational Σ-type or any other means to

overcome the restrictive nature of this typing rule. On the other hand, he highlights

an important drawback of allowing type-dependency only on values and typing se-

quential composition using this rule. Namely, there is no obvious translation from a

dependently typed λ-calculus into this version of CBPV, in contrast to the simply typed

setting where there exists two canonical translations (call-by-value and call-by-name).

The closest work to ours appears in recent unpublished manuscripts by Vákár [112,

111], which appeared independently of the author’s paper [9] that large parts of this

thesis are based on. In particular, Vákár develops a dependently typed version of

CBPV, gives it a denotational semantics based on indexed categories and indexed ad-

junctions between them, and an abstract machine based operational semantics. Com-

pared to eMLTT, Vákár’s language lacks the computational Σ-type, he only considers

algebraic operations whose possible continuations are listed explicitly, and he does not

provide any treatment of handlers in the dependently typed setting. On the other hand,

Vákár fixes the typing rule for sequential composition differently from us and Levy, by

Γ1 `M : FA Γ1,y :UFA,Γ2 `C

Γ1,x :A,Γ2[thunk (return x)/y] ` N : C[thunk (return x)/y]

Γ1,Γ2[thunk M/y] `M to x :A in N : C[thunk M/y]

However, while this typing rule enables Vákár to define call-by-value and call-by-

name translations from a dependently typed λ-calculus into his language, he observes

that not all computationally natural monads support this typing rule for sequential com-

position, when considering liftings of their Eilenberg-Moore resolutions to families of

sets. For example, while the exceptions monad supports this typing rule, the standard

monads for reading, writing, state, and continuations fail to do so. Significant problems
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also arise in the presence of algebraic effects due to the thunks-based type-dependency

in his proposed typing rule for sequential composition. For example, in order to prove

that the subject reduction property holds of his language in the presence of algebraic

effects that involve equations, such as nondeterminism and state, Vákár needed to fur-

ther extend his language with the following typing rules (for all algebraic operations)1:

Γ `M : C[thunk Mi/x]
Γ `M : C[thunk (op(M1, . . . ,Mn))/x]

It is however not immediate if and how these typing rules could be adapted to general

algebraic operations that involve variable bindings, such as the ones we use to extend

eMLTT in Chapters 6 and 7. In summary, we conjecture that in order to make Vákár’s

proposed approach work in general, the computation type C should be allowed to de-

pend directly on computations of type FA rather than their thunks. We discuss some

possibilities for extending eMLTT with this kind of type-dependency in Section 8.1.4.

Linear dependent types

While not directly addressing the combination of dependent types and computational

effects, the recent works of Krishnaswami et al. [59] and Vákár [110] on integrating

dependent and linear types have many features in common with our work. In particu-

lar, they develop languages that contain both intuitionistic and linear fragments, based

on adjunction models of linear logic, with both kinds of types allowed to depend only

on intuitionistic variables. Compared to eMLTT, where the contexts of (linear) com-

putation variables contain exactly one variable, the contexts of linear variables in their

work can contain arbitrary number of variables, which can be used in any order. Fur-

ther, while the type of homomorphisms between computation types (the homomorphic

function type C( D) has to be treated as a value type in eMLTT, so as to be able to

capture a wide range of computational effects, the adjunctions used to model linear

logic enable them to treat the corresponding type of linear functions as a linear type.

Krishnaswami et al. also investigate extending their language with computational ef-

fects via a state monad on the linear types, allowing them to support state with strong

(type-changing) updates and to encode the effectful primitives of Hoare Type Theory.

1In other words, without these additional typing rules for algebraic operations, one would be unable
to assign a single canonical computation type to the left- and right-hand sides of definitional algebraicity
equations of the form op(M1, . . . ,Mn) to x :A in N = op(M1 to x :A in N, . . . ,Mn to x :A in N).
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Hoare Type Theory

Hoare Type Theory (HTT) [77] was developed by Nanevski et al. to allow program-

mers to specify and verify stateful computations in a dependently typed setting using

the Hoare type {P}x:A{Q}, where P and Q are logical pre- and postcondition formulae

over the heap, and A is the type of values returned by a computation of this type. The

resulting language is a dependently typed version of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage,

with the ordinary monad replaced by the Hoare type, and with the typing rules of rel-

evant terms adapted accordingly. HTT resolves the problem with type-dependency in

sequential composition by restricting the free variables in the return type, and by using

existential quantification to “close-off” the free variable in the logical formulae. In

particular, using idealised syntax, HTT’s typing rule for sequential composition is

Γ `M : {P}x :A{Q} Γ ` B Γ,x :A ` N : {Q}y :B{R}
Γ `M to x :A in N : {P}y :B{∃x :A.R}

HTT has been given both an abstract machine based operational semantics [77] and

a realisability based denotational semantics [83]. The latter is organised using a split

fibration of uniform families of chain-complete partial equivalence relations, a split

comprehension category of uniform families of assemblies, and a split fibred reflection

between them, based on Jacobs’s fibrational models of higher-order dependent predi-

cate logic and full higher-order dependent type theory, see [51, Sections 11.2 and 11.6].

F*

Swamy et al.’s F* [108] is a closely related language to HTT. As well as state, F* sup-

ports other computational effects such as exceptions and divergence, and their com-

binations, organised in a lattice of effects. Compared to the pre- and postconditions

based reasoning in HTT, F* instead uses weakest precondition predicate transformers,

structured as Dijkstra monads T A wp, to reason about the behaviour of effectful com-

putations. Here, A is the type of values returned by a computation of this type and wp

is the weakest precondition transformer. For example, for the state effect one has

wp : (A→ St→ Type)→ St→ Type

Namely, wp transforms a type-theoretic predicate on return values and final states to

a predicate on initial states. Specifically, in a total correctness setting, being able to

assign the type T A wp to a stateful computation M guarantees that if M is executed

in a state VS that satisfies wp VQ VS (for some postcondition VQ), then the execution of
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M produces a value V and a state V ′S that satisfy VQ V V ′S. In a recent joint work by

the author and Hriţcu et al. [10], F* has been extended with a means for representing

computational effects and their combinations using monads defined in a simply typed

definition language, with the corresponding predicate transformers and Dijkstra mon-

ads derived automatically using a selective CPS-transformation; this includes global

state, exceptions, and continuations, but currently excludes I/O and probability.

F* resolves the problem with type-dependency in sequential composition by re-

stricting the free variables in the return type, and by using the monad structure of the

weakest precondition predicate transformers. In particular, using idealised syntax, F*

includes the following typing rule for sequential composition:

Γ `M : T A wp1 Γ ` B Γ,x :A ` N : T B wp2

Γ `M to x :A in N : T A (wp1 to x :A in wp2)

While F* has been equipped with an operational semantics, a (category-theoretic) de-

notational semantics and a general algebraic account of it remain open problems. Fi-

nally, it is worth noting that while the treatment of computational effects in F* is based

on weakest precondition predicate transformers, its end users are usually presented

with a HTT-style programming interface that uses pre- and postconditions.

Dependent types and local names

Pitts et al. [86] and Cheney [32] have successfully combined dependent types with

another important notion of computation, namely, local names. A significant differ-

ence between these works and eMLTT, and the languages described above, is that the

languages developed Pitts et al. and Cheney do not include a distinct layer of effectful

computations, i.e., return and sequential composition. As a result, types can depend di-

rectly on terms that contain name abstractions and concretion. This is possible because

local names, when considered as a computational effect, do not require interaction

with the runtime environment, and so a closed term of type A will always evaluate to a

value of type A in these languages during typechecking. Pitts et al. show how to define

a sound interpretation of their language in a category with families (CwF, see [45])

of nominal sets. Meanwhile, Cheney develops a sound and complete normalisation

algorithm for the equational theory of his language.

A somewhat different approach to combining dependent types with local names has

been taken by Schöpp and Stark [103] (also [102]) who extend an extensional MLTT

with ideas from the logic of bunched implications [101]. In particular, they derive the
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operations for local names, such as name abstraction, from a central notion of freshness

that they formalise using monoidal versions of Σ- and Π-types. Similarly to the work of

both Pitts et al. and Cheney, the resulting language does not include a distinct layer of

effectful computations. Schöpp and Stark give their language a denotational semantics

based on split closed comprehension categories that have affine monoidal bases, and

that additionally support monoidal versions of split dependent sums and products.

Dependent types and general recursion

Casinghino et al. [29] have studied combining dependent types with another impor-

tant computational effect, namely, general recursion and the possibility of divergence.

While their language also does not include combinators for returning values and se-

quential composition, similarly to the work on local names discussed earlier, their

language includes separate typing judgements to distinguish between code that is guar-

anteed to terminate (used for logical reasoning) and code that can potentially diverge

(used for programming). Casinghino et al. equip their language with an operational

semantics but they do not investigate a corresponding denotational semantics.

A domain-theoretic denotational semantics has been developed by Palmgren and

Stoltenberg-Hansen [82] for intensional MLTT that supports recursion via an iteration

type Ω. In contrast to Casinghino et al.’s work, this variant of MLTT does not distin-

guish between terminating and diverging code. As a result, it is inconsistent as a logic

because all its types are inhabited, including the empty type 0. In comparison, when

we extend eMLTT with general recursion in Section 4.3.5, we take care to ensure that

recursion can only be used in computation terms, thus ensuring that the pure fragment

of eMLTT can be used to reason about programs. This is similar to the distinction

between terminating and possibly diverging code in Casinghino et al.’s work.

It is worth noting that Agda [78], Idris [26], and F* also support general recursion.

While the first two use syntactic termination checkers to ensure the totality of general

recursive definitions and therefore the consistency of logical reasoning, F* supports a

semantic termination check based on a well-founded partial order on its terms.

Representing computational effects using interaction structures

Regarding the use of domain specific languages to represent computational effects

in existing dependently typed languages, a general treatment has been developed by

Hancock and Setzer [41], who embed Moggi’s monadic metalanguage in type theory.
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They achieve generality by specifying computational effects using interaction struc-

tures; these are an abstract representation of single-sorted signatures, also known in

the literature under the name of containers [4]. The corresponding monad is then gen-

erated freely on the polynomial endofunctor induced by the given interaction structure.

It is worth noting that while this work is general enough to capture all single-sorted sig-

natures, it does not support the equational specification of computational effects.

Representing effects using monads on indexed sets and parameterised monads

We conclude our overview of related work by discussing the work of McBride [72] and

Brady [27], who also use existing languages to monadically represent computational

effects. Compared to Hancock and Setzer’s work, McBride and Brady also support

sophisticated effect-typing disciplines to specify and verify properties of effectful pro-

grams, e.g., that one can read from a file only after it has been opened. McBride’s

representation of computational effects and the corresponding effect-typing is based

on monads on indexed sets, using a custom version of Haskell as the underlying lan-

guage. Brady, on the other hand, uses a natural dependently typed generalisation of

Atkey’s parameterised monads (see Section 8.1.2) to represent computational effects

in Idris, and to use pre- and postconditions to track the “worlds” of computation, e.g.,

whether a file is open or closed. For example, the type of the function representing

sequential composition in Brady’s work can be described using the following rule:

Γ `M : TW1,W2 A Γ ` B Γ `W3 : World Γ,x :A ` N : TW2,W3 B
Γ `M to x :A in N : TW1,W3 B

More recently, Brady has extended his (dependently typed parameterised) monads

with additional type-dependency [28], by allowing the postcondition worlds to depend

on return values, thus alleviating the limitation that W2 is not allowed to depend on the

return values of M (via x) in the above typing of sequential composition. However, as

part of our exploratory investigations into extending eMLTT with dependently typed

effect typing, we observed that there does not seem to be a category-theoretically nat-

ural axiomatisation of the corresponding adjunctions. Instead, our preliminary work

has shown that this more dependently typed version of Brady’s monad turns out to

be simply the composite of the less dependently typed parameterised adjoints and our

computational Σ-type. We discuss this observation in more detail in Section 8.1.2.



Chapter 2

Semantic preliminaries

To make our work accessible to a wider audience, we begin by recalling some prelim-

inaries of category-theoretic models of computational effects (monads, adjunctions,

and Lawvere theories) and dependent types (split fibrations and split comprehension

categories). We assume familiarity with basic category theoretical concepts such as

categories, functors, and natural transformations—we refer the reader to Mac Lane’s

book [66] for an in-depth overview. Later in the thesis, we also assume familiarity with

basic enriched category theory—see Kelly’s book [56] for an in-depth overview.

We also note that throughout this chapter (and more generally, throughout this

entire thesis), we assume the Axiom of Choice in results involving sets and functions.

2.1 Models of computational effects

We begin by recalling the definitions and key properties of category-theoretic struc-

tures used for modelling computational effects: monads, adjunctions, and Lawvere

theories, including their relationships. For more details, see [66, 20, 67, 25, 97].

2.1.1 Monads

The uniform category-theoretic study of computational effects dates back to the semi-

nal work of Moggi [74, 75], who recognised that all computational effects commonly

used in programming languages can be modelled using (strong) monads.

Definition 2.1.1. Given a category V , a monad T=(T,η,µ) on V is given by a functor

T : V −→ V and two natural transofrmations, the unit η : idV −→ T and the multipli-

17
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cation µ : T ◦T −→ T , subject to the following commuting diagrams:

T
η◦T //

idT
!!

T ◦T

µ

��

T
T ◦ηoo

idT
}}

T

T ◦T ◦T
T ◦µ //

µ◦T

��

T ◦T

µ

��

T ◦T µ
// T

Through the work of Wadler [115], who popularised the use of monads as a conve-

nient means to structure functional programs, and the subsequent adoption of monads

as a uniform mechanism to include computational effects in Haskell, functional pro-

grammers are probably more familiar with the Kleisli triple presentation of monads.

Definition 2.1.2. Given a category V , a Kleisli triple (T,η,(−)†) on V is given by a

mapping T : ob(V ) −→ ob(V ), a family of morphisms ηA : A −→ T (A) (for all A in

V ) and morphisms f † : T (A)−→ T (B) (for all f : A−→ T (B) in V ) such that

η
†
A = idT (A) f † ◦ηA = f g† ◦ f † = (g† ◦ f )†

for all f : A−→ T (B) and g : B−→ T (C).

As is well-known, these two definitions are in fact equivalent.

Proposition 2.1.3 ([67, Theorem 3.18]). Monads and Kleisli triples on a category V
are in a 1-to-1 correspondence, with f † and µ defined respectively as follows:

f † def
= µB ◦T ( f ) µA

def
= id†

T (A)

Moggi’s insight was that for a suitable monad (T,η,µ), the object T (A) can be

used to model effectful computations that return values modelled by A; the unit η can

be used to model the effect-free computation that returns a value and does not perform

any effects; and the multiplication µ (or, equivalently, the Kleisli extension (−)†) can

be used to model the sequential composition of effectful computations, e.g., the let-

expression in the ML-family of languages. Based on this monadic approach to denota-

tional semantics, Moggi also developed two simply typed languages to provide a for-

mal basis for proving equivalences between effectful programs, namely, the computa-

tional λ-calculus [74] and the monadic metalanguage [75]. These languages were later

refined by Levy to a single fine-grain call-by-value language [61, Appendix A.3.2].

Below we list some computational effects that Moggi considered and recall the

underlying functors of the corresponding monads (for simplicity, on the category Set):
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• for exceptions, the monad is given on objects by TEXC(A)
def
= A+E;

• for nondeterminism, the monad is given on objects by TND(A)
def
= P+

fin(A);

• for global state, the monad is given on objects by TGS(A)
def
= S⇒ (A×S);

• for I/O, the monad is given on objects by TI/O(A)
def
= µX .A+(I⇒ X)+(O×X);

and

• for continuations, the monad is given on objects by TCONT(A)
def
= (A⇒ R)⇒ R,

where E is a set of exception names, S of store values, I of input values, O of output

values, and R of results. We omit the definitions of η and µ for each of these monads;

they can be readily found in [75]. These monads also generalise straightforwardly to

categories V other than Set, as long as V has appropriate structure, e.g., coproducts

for the exceptions monad, and Cartesian products and exponentials for global state.

It is worth noting that the global state monad only models state where the store

is changed by overwriting. In contrast, the author has also studied models of a more

fine-grained notion of state where the store is changed by applying (potentially small)

updates to it. For this notion of state, the store is modelled using a set S, the updates

using a monoid (P,o,⊕), and the interaction of the two using an action ↓ of the monoid

on S. The corresponding update monad is given on objects by TUPD(A)
def
= S⇒ (P×A).

For more details about update monads, see the author’s joint paper with Uustalu [13].

This paper also describes a natural dependently typed generalisation of update

monads, where one uses a dependently typed generalisation of a monoid, a directed

container (S,P,↓,o,⊕) [8]. In short, in (S,P,↓,o,⊕), P is not a set but instead an S-

indexed family of sets, with ↓, o, and ⊕ typed accordingly, thus providing fine-grained

control over which updates are applicable to specific stores—see Example 6.1.10 for

more details. The corresponding dependently typed update monad is then given on

objects by1 TDUPD(A)
def
=

d
s∈S(Ps× A). We discuss the equational presentations of

(dependently typed) update monads in Examples 6.1.9, 6.1.10, 6.1.25, and 6.1.26.

Moggi also observed that monads by themselves are not sufficient to model com-

putations in non-empty contexts of variables. Correspondingly, one requires the given

monad (T,η,µ) to also be strong, so as to ensure that every morphism of the form

A×B−→ T (C) canonically induces a morphism of the form A×T (B)−→ T (C).

1Given a set X and an X-indexed family of sets Y , then
d

x∈X Yx is the X-indexed product of Yx’s.
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Definition 2.1.4. A monad T = (T,η,µ) on a category V with Cartesian products is

said to be strong if it is equipped with a natural transformation

σ : (−)×T (=)−→ T ((−)× (=))

making the following four diagrams commute:

1×T (A)
σI,A //

λT (A)

""

T (1×A)

T (λA)

��

T (A)

(A×B)×T (C)

αA,B,T (C)

��

σA×B,C // T ((A×B)×C)

T (αA,B,C)

��

A× (B×T (C))
idA×σB,C

// A×T (B×C)
σA,B×C

// T (A× (B×C))

A×B
idA×ηB //

ηA×B

!!

A×T (B)

σA,B

��

T (A×B)

A×T (T (B))

idA×µB

��

σA,T (B) // T (A×T (B))
T (σA,B) // T (T (A×B))

µA×B

��

A×T (B)
σA,B

// T (A×B)

where λA : I×A
∼=−→ A and αA,B,C : (A×B)×C

∼=−→ A× (B×C) are components of

the canonical natural isomorphisms induced by the Cartesian monoidal structure of V .

The notion of strength easily generalises to arbitrary monoidal categories, see [58].
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We conclude by recalling a well-known result that every monad on Set has a unique

strength σ, given by σA,B
def
= 〈a,d〉 7→ T (b 7→ 〈a,b〉)(d). One way to show this result

is to first observe that a strong monad on a monoidal closed category V can be equiv-

alently characterised as a V -enriched monad on V (see [58]), and as it happens, ev-

ery monad on Set is trivially Set-enriched. The uniqueness of σ then follows from

Set having enough points, in that for any two functions f ,g : A −→ B, we have that

(∀h :1−→ A. f ◦h = g◦h) implies f = g (see [75, Proposition 3.4] for more details).

2.1.2 Adjunctions

A decade after Moggi’s seminal work, Levy [61] gave a more fine-grained analysis of

effects based on adjunctions, using them to account for the clear separation between

values and computations in his Call-By-Push-Value (CBPV) language. Adjunctions

were also important in Egger et al.’s [35] subsequent work on the linear aspects of ef-

fects, and for giving a denotational semantics to their Enriched Effect Calculus (EEC).

Definition 2.1.5. An adjunction F a U : C −→V between categories V and C is given

by two functors, the left adjoint F : V −→ C and the right adjoint U : C −→ V , and

two natural transformations, the unit η : idV −→U ◦F and the counit ε : F ◦U −→ idC ,

subject to the following two commuting diagrams:

U
η◦U //

idU
##

U ◦F ◦U

U ◦ε

��

F
F ◦η //

idF
##

F ◦U ◦F

ε◦F

��

U F

As a convention, we write A,B, . . . for the objects of V and C,D, . . . for the objects

of C . While this notation coincides with our notation for value and computation types,

we make sure that it is clear from the context whether A and C mean types or objects.

Similarly to monads, there are other, equivalent ways in which one can define ad-

junctions. We recall the other commonly used definition based on hom-sets.

Definition 2.1.6. A hom-set presentation of an adjunction F a U : C −→ V consists

of two functors, the left adjoint F : V −→ C and the right adjoint U : C −→ V , and an

isomorphism of hom-sets C (FA,C)∼= V (A,UC) that is natural in both A and C.

A useful property of adjoints is that they are unique up-to-isomorphism.
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Proposition 2.1.7 ([66, Section IV.1]). Given F a U : C −→V and F ′ a U : C −→V ,

then there exists a natural isomorphism F ∼= F ′. Analogously, given F a U : C −→ V
and F a U ′ : C −→ V , then there exists a natural isomorphism U ∼=U ′.

Analogously to using monads for giving denotational semantics to effectful lan-

guages, adjunctions by themselves are not sufficient to model CBPV and EEC’s terms

in non-empty contexts. To this end, one requires the adjunction F a U : C −→V to be

SetV
op

-enriched in the models of CBPV and V -enriched in the models of EEC.

Next, we recall the close relationship between adjunctions and monads.

Proposition 2.1.8 ([66, Section VI.1]). Given an adjunction F a U : C −→V between

categories V and C , we get a monad (U ◦F,η,U ◦ ε◦F) on the category V .

Definition 2.1.9. Given a monad (T,η,µ) on a category V , a resolution of (T,η,µ) is

given by a category C and an adjunction F a U : C −→V such that (T,η,µ) coincides

with the monad canonically derived from this adjunction, as given in Proposition 2.1.8.

While there does not exist a unique resolution of a monad, it is well-known that

there exist two canonical resolutions: the Kleisli and Eilenberg-Moore resolutions. In

fact, these two resolutions turn out to be the initial and terminal object in the category

of resolutions of a monad, respectively—see [66, Chapter VI] for more details. These

resolutions are also a common source of models of languages such as CBPV and EEC.

Definition 2.1.10. Given a monad T = (T,η,µ) on a category V , its Kleisli resolution

is given by a category VT and an adjunction FT aUT : VT −→ V , where the objects

of VT are the objects of V ; and the morphisms A −→ B in VT are the morphisms

A−→ T (A) in V . The left and right adjoints are defined as follows:

FT(A)
def
= A FT( f ) def

= ηB ◦ f UT(A)
def
= T (A) UT(h)

def
= µB ◦T (h)

where f : A−→ B in V and h : A−→ B in VT.

Definition 2.1.11. Given a monad T = (T,η,µ) on a category V , its Eilenberg-Moore

(EM-) resolution is given by a category V T and an adjunction FT aUT : V T −→ V .

The objects of V T are given by pairs (A,α) of an object A in V and a morphism

α : T (A)−→ A in V such that the following two diagrams commute:

A

idA
  

ηA // T (A)

α

��

T (T (A))

µA

��

T (α) // T (A)

α

��

A T (A)
α

// A
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A morphism h : (A,α)−→ (B,β) in V T is given by a morphism h : A−→ B in V such

that the following diagram commutes:

T (A)
T (h) //

α

��

T (B)

β

��

A
h

// B

The left and right adjoints are defined as follows:

FT(A) def
= (T (A),µA) FT( f ) def

= T ( f ) UT(A,α) def
= A UT(h) def

= h

where f : A−→ B in V and h : (A,α)−→ (B,β) in V T.

The category V T is called the Eilenberg-Moore (EM-) category of the monad T.

Its objects are commonly known as the Eilenberg-Moore (EM-) algebras of T and its

morphisms as the EM-algebra homomorphisms. For a given EM-algebra (A,α), the

object A is typically called the carrier, and the morphism α the structure map.

It is worth noting that some computationally important monads can be naturally

decomposed into resolutions other than their Kleisli and EM-resolutions. Below we

assume that the monads in question are given on some Cartesian closed category V .

Proposition 2.1.12. The global state monad, given by TGS(A)
def
= S⇒ (A× S), can be

decomposed into the resolution given by (−)×S a S⇒ (−) : V −→ V .

Proposition 2.1.13. The continuations monad, given by TCONT(A)
def
= (A⇒ R)⇒ R,

can be decomposed into the resolution given by (−)⇒ R a (−)⇒ R : V op −→ V .

We conclude our discussion about monads and adjunctions by recalling some known

results about the existence of products and coproducts in the EM-category of a monad.

We later use these results and their natural fibrational generalisations as a basis for

constructing examples of models of eMLTT—see Section 4.3 for details.

In the interest of generality, we state these existence results in terms of limits and

colimits, from which the results for Cartesian products and coproducts follow as simple

corollaries. To this end, we first recall the definitions of limits and colimits.

Definition 2.1.14. Given any category V and a small category D , we say that a functor

J : D −→ V is a diagram of shape D .

Definition 2.1.15. Given a diagram J : D −→ V and an object A in V , we say that a

natural transformation α : ∆(A)−→ J is a cone over J. We call A the vertex of α.
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In the above definition, ∆ : V −→ V D is the standard diagonal functor that maps

an object A in V to the constant functor that maps every D in D to the given A in V .

Definition 2.1.16. Given a diagram J : D −→ V , and two cones α : ∆(A) −→ J and

β : ∆(B)−→ J, we say that a morphism h : A−→ B in V is a morphism of cones from

α to β if for all objects D in D , we have βD ◦h = αD.

Definition 2.1.17. Given a diagram J : D −→ V , a limit of J is the terminal cone over

J, which we write as prJ : ∆(lim(J)) −→ J. For any other cone α : ∆(A) −→ J, we

write 〈α〉 for the unique mediating morphism of cones from α to prJ .

Definition 2.1.18. If the category V has limits for all diagrams J : D −→ V , we say

that V has limits of shape D . Further, if the category V has limits of all shapes D , we

say that V has all small limits and that V is complete.

Definition 2.1.19. A pullback of morphisms f : A −→C and g : B −→C in V is the

limit of a diagram J : D −→ V , where D is given by morphisms i : D1 −→ D3 and

j : D2 −→ D3; and J is given by J(i) def
= f and J( j) def

= g.

As standard, we denote the existence of the pullback of f : A−→C and g : B−→C

in V using a diagram of the following form, commonly called a pullback square:

lim(J)
prJD1 //

prJD2

y

��

A

f

��

B g
// C

As also standard, we often leave the diagram J and the corresponding terminal cone

implicit, and instead write pullback squares as in Definition 2.1.20 below.

Definition 2.1.20. A kernel pair of a morphism f : A −→ B is a pair of morphisms

g,h : C−→ A that form the pullback of f and f , as illustrated in the following diagram:

C h //

g

y

��

A

f

��

A
f

// B

Definition 2.1.21. Given a diagram J : D −→ V and an object A in V , we say that a

natural transformation α : J −→ ∆(A) is a cocone over J. We call A the vertex of α.
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Definition 2.1.22. Given a diagram J : D −→V , and two cocones α : J −→ ∆(A) and

β : J −→ ∆(B), we say that a morphism h : A −→ B in V is a morphism of cocones

from α to β if for all objects D in D , we have h◦αD = βD.

Definition 2.1.23. Given a diagram J : D −→ V , a colimit of J is the initial cocone

over J, which we write as inJ : J−→∆(colim(J)). For any other cocone α : J−→∆(A),

we write [α] for the unique mediating morphism of cocones from inJ to α.

Definition 2.1.24. If the category V has colimits for all diagrams J : D −→V , we say

that V has colimits of shape D . Further, if the category V has colimits of all shapes

D , we say that V has all small colimits and that V is cocomplete.

Definition 2.1.25. A pushout of morphisms f : A −→ B and g : A −→ C in V is the

colimit of a diagram J : D −→ V , where D is given by morphisms i : D1 −→ D2 and

j : D1 −→ D3; and J is given by J(i) def
= f and J( j) def

= g.

Definition 2.1.26. A coequalizer of a parallel pair of morphisms f ,g : A−→ B in V is

the colimit of a diagram J : D −→V , where D consists of a parallel pair of morphisms

i, j : D1 −→ D2; and J is given by J(i) def
= f and J( j) def

= g.

Definition 2.1.27. A section of a morphism f : A−→ B is a morphism g : B−→ A that

is a right inverse to f , i.e., f ◦g = idB.

Definition 2.1.28. A reflexive coequalizer is a coequalizer of a parallel pair of mor-

phisms f ,g : A−→ B that have a common section.

We now list the results about the existence of limits and colimits in the EM-category

of a monad. The cases of Cartesian products and coproducts follow as simple corollar-

ies to these results if we take D def
= 2, where 2 is the discrete two-object category.

Proposition 2.1.29 ([25, Proposition 4.3.1]). Given a monad T on a category V and

a diagram J : D −→ V T, then there exists a limit of J if there exists a limit of the

composite diagram UT ◦ J. In particular, if V has all limits of shape D , then V T also

has all limits of shape D .

Proposition 2.1.30 ([25, Proposition 4.3.2]). Given a monad T = (T,η,µ) on a cate-

gory V and a diagram J : D −→ V T such that there exists a colimit of the composite

functor UT ◦ J which is preserved by T , then there exists a colimit of J and it is pre-

served by UT. In particular, if V has all colimits of shape D and they are preserved

by T , then V T also has all colimits of shape D and they are preserved by UT.
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Proposition 2.1.31 ([65, Corollary 2]). Given a monad T on a cocomplete category

V , then V T is cocomplete if it has reflexive coequalizers.

Proposition 2.1.32 ([25, Theorem 4.3.5 (i)]). Given a monad T on a complete, cocom-

plete, and regular category V in which every regular epimorphism has a section, then

V T is complete, cocomplete, and regular.

In particular, recall that a category is regular when i) every morphism in it has a

kernel pair, ii) every kernel pair has a coequalizer, and iii) the pullback of a regular

epimorphism (a coequalizer of some parallel pair of morphisms) along any morphism

exists and is again a regular epimorphism—see [25, Chapter 2] for more details.

Finally, it is worth highlighting a useful result about the EM-categories of monads

on Set that follows as a straightforward corollary to Propositions 2.1.29 and 2.1.32.

We use this result in Section 4.3.3 to construct examples of models of eMLTT.

Proposition 2.1.33. For any monad T on Set, SetT is both complete and cocomplete.

Proof. Completeness of SetT follows directly from Proposition 2.1.29 because it is

well-known that Set is complete. Cocompleteness of SetT then follows from Proposi-

tion 2.1.32 because it is well-known that Set is also cocomplete, and that by the Axiom

of Choice, every epimorphism (i.e., surjective function) in Set has a section. Further,

it is also well-know that Set is a regular category (e.g., see [25, Example 2.4.2]).

2.1.3 Algebraic treatment of computational effects

While Moggi’s seminal work shows that strong monads provide a uniform means to

model basic combinators on effectful computations (returning values and sequential

composition), it leaves two important questions unanswered:

• Given any programming language with its computational effects, which monad

should we use to model this language?

• Given monads for two or more computational effects, how should we combine

them into a monad for the combination of these effects?

In particular, recall that the monads Moggi considered were defined on a case-by-case

basis for specific computational effects. Further, while his subsequent work with Cen-

ciarelli [31] on monad transformers (pointed endofunctors on the category of strong

monads) provides some means of modularity for combining monads, these transform-

ers are defined on a similar case-by-case basis for specific computational effects.
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An elegant answer to both questions is provided by the algebraic treatment of com-

putational effects, as originally proposed and developed by Plotkin and Power [88, 92,

89]. In this approach, one represents computational effects algebraically using a set

of operation symbols (representing the sources of effects) and a set of equations (de-

scribing their computational properties). Consequently, computational effects that fit

this approach are commonly called algebraic. A good source of examples of algebraic

effects is [95]. We also discuss examples of common algebraic effects in Section 6.1.

Plotkin and Power’s key insight was that computational effects themselves, when

represented using operations and equations, canonically determine the monads and

adjunctions that one can use to model effectful languages. For example, the global state

monad is determined by operations for reading from and writing to the store, together

with a set of equations describing the natural computational behaviour of reading and

writing, as given in [92]. In the same way one can recover most of Moggi’s monads,

with the notable exception of the continuation monad that is not algebraic [48].

Focussing on operations and equations also enables computational effects and the

corresponding monads to be composed modularly. For example, Hyland et al. [49]

explain various commonly used monad transformers in terms of two canonical con-

structions on equational theories, the sum and tensor product of equational theories.

For both constructions, the set of operation symbols of the resulting theory is given by

the union of the sets of operation symbols of the given theories, and the set of equations

of the resulting theory includes the union of the sets of equations of the given theories.

For the tensor product, the set of equations of the resulting theory additionally includes

equations ensuring that operations from different given theories commute with each

other. The algebraic treatment of computational effects has also resulted in a general

account of effect handlers [95], and has been successfully applied to effect-dependent

optimisations [54], operational semantics [90, 5], and a logic of effects [93].

In more detail, Plotkin and Power modelled algebraic computational effects using

equationally presented Lawvere theories, making use of the wealth of existing theory

and the particularly good properties of Lawvere theories and their models. Informally,

a Lawvere theory is an abstract, category-theoretic description of the clone of equa-

tional theories. Plotkin and Power’s original work has since been extended to account

for more general notions of algebraic effects. For example: i) countable Lawvere theo-

ries [97] enable one to model natural number valued global state, ii) enriched Lawvere

theories [96, 49, 50] enable one to model partiality and recursion, and iii) indexed

Lawvere theories [98] and parameterised algebraic theories [106] enable one to model
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local computational effects, such as the allocation of fresh names and references.

In this thesis, we use countable Lawvere theories for modelling algebraic effects.

We recall their definition and some key properties below—see [97] for more details. In

particular, on the one hand, countable Lawvere theories are general enough to be used

to model the corresponding extensions of eMLTT we discuss in Chapters 6 and 7. On

the other hand, they are sufficiently concrete to be accessible to a wide audience.

Definition 2.1.34. A countable Lawvere theory is given by a small category L with

countable products and a strict countable-product preserving identity-on-objects func-

tor I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L , where ℵ1 is the skeleton of the category of countable sets and all

functions between them (countable coproducts in ℵ1 are given by cardinal sum).

It is worthwhile to note that the objects of L are exactly those of ℵ
op
1 , or equiva-

lently, those of ℵ1. In more concrete terms, every object of L is either a natural number

or the distinguished symbol ω denoting the cardinality of countable sets.

In the rest of this thesis we let n,m, . . . to range over the objects of ℵ1; we ensure

that it is clear from the context whether n denotes a natural number or the symbol ω.

Definition 2.1.35. A morphism of countable Lawvere theories, from I1 : ℵ
op
1 −→L1 to

I2 : ℵ
op
1 −→ L2, is given by a strict countable-product preserving functor from L1 to

L2 that commutes with the functors I1 and I2. This gives us the category Lawc.

Definition 2.1.36. A model of a countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L in a category

V with countable products is a countable-product preserving functor M : L −→ V .

Definition 2.1.37. A morphism of models M1 : L −→ V and M2 : L −→ V of a

countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L in a category V with countable products is

given by a natural transformation from M1 to M2. This gives us a category Mod(L ,V ).

The category Mod(L ,V ) comes equipped with a canonical forgetful functor to V ,

whose left adjoint, if it exists, enables us to derive the corresponding monad on V .

Definition 2.1.38. The canonical forgetful functor UL : Mod(L ,V )−→ V is given by

UL(M )
def
= M (1) UL(α)

def
= α1

Proposition 2.1.39. If the forgetful functor UL has a left adjoint FL , then it exhibits

Mod(L ,V ) as equivalent to the EM-category for the monad given by TL
def
=UL ◦FL .

Proposition 2.1.40. The left adjoint FL exists when V is locally countably presentable.
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We recall that V is locally countably presentable if it is cocomplete and there is

a set A of countably presentable objects such that every object in V is a countably

directed colimit of objects in A . We also recall that A is a countably presentable object

if its hom-functor V (A,−) : V −→ Set preserves countably directed colimits. Finally,

we recall that a countably directed colimit is the colimit of a diagram J : D −→ V
whose shape D is given by a partial order in which every countable subset has an

upper bound. See [7, Chapter 1] for more details about locally presentable categories.

In particular, we recall from op. cit. that Set is locally countably presentable.

Corollary 2.1.41. Given any countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L , there exists an

adjunction FL a UL : Mod(L ,Set)−→ Set.

We later use these adjunctions as a basis for giving a denotational semantics to the

extensions of eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects and their handlers, see Chapters 6

and 7 for details. In order to show that these models of eMLTT support the computa-

tional Σ- and Π-types, we recall another important property of Mod(L ,Set) from [97].

Proposition 2.1.42. For any countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L , the category

Mod(L ,Set) is both complete and cocomplete.

Next, we show how to specify countable Lawvere theories using operation sym-

bols and equations, the key idea underlying the algebraic treatment of computational

effects, as discussed earlier. We follow Plotkin and Pretnar [95] in using countable

equational theories [40] for freely generating countable Lawvere theories. Equiva-

lently, and more abstractly, one could also specify countable Lawvere theories using

single-sorted countable-product sketches [21], e.g., as discussed by Power in [97]. We

choose to use countable equational theories instead of the corresponding sketches with

the aim of making our work more accessible to a functional programming audience.

Definition 2.1.43. A countable signature is given by set S of operation symbols op,

and an assignment op : n of an arity to each op in S, where n is an object of ℵ1.

Definition 2.1.44. Given a countably infinite set of variables ranged over by x,y, . . .,

the set of terms t,u, . . . derivable from a countable signature S is given by the grammar

t ::= x | op(ti)1≤i≤n

where n is the arity of the operation symbol op, given either by a natural number or the

distinguished symbol ω2. As a convention, if n = 1, we write op(t) for op(ti)1≤i≤1.
2In this thesis, we use the convention that if the arity n of op is the distinguished symbol ω, then the

notation 1≤ i≤ n stands for i ∈ N, where N is the set of natural numbers.
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We can then define substitution by straightforward structural recursion.

Definition 2.1.45. Given terms t, u1, . . . , un, and variables x1, . . . , xn, then the simul-

taneous substitution of u1, . . . , un for x1, . . . , xn in t, written t[u1/x1, . . . ,un/xn], or

t[−→ui /
−→xi ] for short, is defined by recursion on the structure of t as follows:

xi[
−→ui /
−→xi ]

def
= ui

y[−→ui /
−→xi ]

def
= y (if y 6∈ {x1, . . . ,xn})

op(t j)1≤ j≤m[
−→ui /
−→xi ]

def
= op(t j[

−→ui /
−→xi ])1≤ j≤m

Definition 2.1.46. A context ∆ is a countable list of distinct variables.

Definition 2.1.47. We say that a term t derived from S is well-formed in context ∆

when there exists a derivation for the judgement ∆ ` t using the following rules:

x ∈ ∆

∆ ` x
∆ ` ti (1≤ i≤ n)

∆ ` op(ti)1≤i≤n
(op : n ∈ S)

It is then straightforward to show that these derivations are closed under the stan-

dard rules of weakening, exchange of variables, and substitution.

Proposition 2.1.48.

• Given a term t and a variable x such that ∆ ` t and x 6∈ ∆, then we have ∆,x ` t.

• Given a term t such that ∆,x,y,∆′ ` t, then we have ∆,y,x,∆′ ` t.

• Given a term t and terms u1, . . . ,un such that −→xi ` t and ∆ ` ui (for all xi), then

we have ∆ ` t[−→ui /
−→xi ].

Proof. All three cases are proved by induction on the given derivation.

Definition 2.1.49. A countable equational theory T is given by a countable signature

S and a set E of equations ∆ ` t = u between well-formed terms ∆ ` t and ∆ ` u, closed

under the rules of reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, replacement, and substitution:

∆ ` t
∆ ` t = t

∆ ` u = t
∆ ` t = u

∆ ` t1 = t2 ∆ ` t2 = t3
∆ ` t1 = t3

−→xi ` t ∆ ` ui = u′i (for all xi)

∆ ` t[−→ui /
−→xi ] = t[

−→
u′i /
−→xi ]

−→xi ` t = t ′ ∆ ` ui (for all xi)

∆ ` t[−→ui /
−→xi ] = t ′[−→ui /

−→xi ]

Next, we show how to construct a countable Lawvere theory from a given countable

equational theory, based on the intuition that a countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→L

is an abstract, category-theoretic description of a clone of countable equational theo-

ries. In particular, one should think of morphisms n−→ 1 in L as terms in n variables.
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Definition 2.1.50. Given a countable equational theory T = (S,E), we define a cate-

gory LT, whose

• objects n are those of ℵ1 (i.e., n is either a natural number or the distinguished

symbol ω denoting the cardinality of countable sets);

• morphisms n−→ m are given by m-tuples (−→xi ` tj)1≤ j≤m of equivalence classes

of terms in n variables (for convenience, we refer to these equivalence classes

via their representatives, i.e., we write −→xi ` tj for the equivalence class [−→xi ` tj]);

• identity morphisms are given by tuples of variables, i.e., given an object n in LT,

the identity morphism idn : n−→ n is given by the tuple (−→xi ` xj)1≤ j≤n; and

• composition of morphisms is given by substitution, i.e., given two morphisms

n1−→ n2 and n2−→ n3, given by the tuples (−→xi ` tj)1≤ j≤n2 and (−→yj ` uk)1≤k≤n3 ,

then their composite is given by the tuple (−→xi ` uk[
−→tj /
−→yj ])1≤k≤n3 .

Proposition 2.1.51. The category LT has countable products.

Proof. Given a countable set I and objects ni in LT, for all i in I, their countable product
d

i∈I ni is given by their cardinal sum +i∈I ni. By the Axiom of (Countable) Choice, the

cardinal sum of countably many objects ω is again ω, and therefore an object of LT.

The j’th projection proj j :
d

i∈I ni−→ nj is given by the following nj-tuple of variables:

(−→xl ` x+(1≤ l≤ j−1) nl +k)1≤k≤nj

Given morphisms m−→ ni, represented by tuples of terms (−→yk ` ti, j)1≤ j≤ni , for all i in

I, the unique mediating morphism m−→
d

i∈I ni is given by the +i∈I ni-tuple of terms

(−→yl ` t f (k))1≤k≤+i∈I ni

where the auxiliary function f is given by

f def
= j 7→ (i, j−+(1≤k≤ i−1) nk) (when +(1≤k≤ i−1) nk < j ≤+(1≤k≤ i) nk)

The proof that these definitions indeed equip LT with countable products is straight-

forward. It involves unfolding the definition of composition of morphisms in LT and

then using standard properties of substitution. We omit the details of this proof.

Proposition 2.1.52. The functor IT : ℵ
op
1 −→ LT, given by

IT(n)
def
= n IT( f ) def

= (−→xi ` x f ( j))1≤ j≤m : n−→ m (where f : n−→ m ∈ℵ
op
1 )

is a countable Lawvere theory.
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Proof. First, we prove that IT is indeed a functor, by proving the following equations:

IT(idn) IT(g◦ f )

= (−→xi ` xidn( j))1≤ j≤n = (−→xi ` x f (g(k)))1≤k≤n3

= (−→xi ` xj)1≤ j≤n = (−→xi ` yg(k)[
−−→x f ( j)/

−→yj ])1≤k≤n3

= idIT(n) = (−→yj ` yg(k))1≤k≤n3 ◦ (
−→xi ` x f ( j))1≤ j≤n2

= IT(g)◦ IT( f )

where f : n1 −→ n2 and g : n2 −→ n3 are morphisms in ℵ
op
1 .

We also need to show that IT strictly preserves countable products in ℵ
op
1 . Specifi-

cally, we need to prove that the following three equations hold:

IT(
l

i∈I
ni) =

l

i∈I
(IT(ni)) IT(proj j) = proj j IT(〈 fi〉i∈I) = 〈IT( fi)〉i∈I

To this end, we recall from [97] that the countable products in ℵ
op
1 are given by

countable coproducts in ℵ1, which are in turn given by the cardinal sum of objects in

ℵ1. In particular, given a countable set I and objects ni in ℵ
op
1 (for all i in I), their

countable product
d

i∈I ni is given by +i∈I ni. Consequently, we can show that

IT(
d

i∈I ni) =
d

i∈I ni =+i∈I ni =
d

i∈I ni =
d

i∈I(IT(ni))

Next, we recall that the j’th projection morphism proj j :
d

i∈I ni −→ nj in ℵ
op
1

is given by the corresponding j’th injection function in ℵ1, namely, by a function

nj −→+i∈I ni given by k 7→+(1≤ l≤ j−1) nl + k. Consequently, we can show that

IT(proj j) = (−→xl ` x+(1≤ l≤ j−1) nl +k)1≤k≤nj = proj j :
d

i∈I(IT(ni))−→ IT(nj)

Finally, we recall that given a countable set I and morphisms fi : m −→ ni in ℵ
op
1

(for all i in I), the unique mediating morphism 〈 fi〉i∈I : m−→
d

i∈I ni in ℵ
op
1 is given by

the corresponding unique mediating morphism for countable coproducts in ℵ1, namely,

by a function [ fi]i∈I : +i∈I ni −→ m defined as

[ fi]i∈I
def
= j 7→ fi( j−+(1≤k≤ i−1) nk) (when +(1≤k≤ i−1) nk < j ≤+(1≤k≤ i) nk)

Now, if we write ti, fi(k) for y fi(k), and unfold the definitions of IT( fi) and 〈IT( fi)〉i∈I, we

see that showing IT(〈 fi〉i∈I) = 〈IT( fi)〉i∈I amounts to proving the following equation:

(−→yl ` y[ fi]i∈I(k))1≤k≤+i∈I ni = (−→yl ` t f (k))1≤k≤+i∈I ni
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where the auxiliary function f is defined as in the proof of Proposition 2.1.51. We

prove this equation by showing that for every k, the k’th terms in the two tuples are

equal. As 1≤ k≤+i∈I ni, there must be a i such that +(1≤ l≤ i−1) nl < k≤+(1≤ l≤ i) nl .

Based on this observation, we can show that the k’th terms in these tuples are equal:

y[ fi]i∈I(k) = yfi(k−+(1≤ l≤ i−1) nl) = ti, fi(k−+(1≤ l≤ i−1) nl) = t f (k)

We conclude this section by formally presenting the equational theory of global

state which we used as an informal example of algebraic effects towards the beginning

of this section. In particular, given a countable set S of store values, the countable equa-

tional theory of global state is given by an |S |-ary3 operation symbol get : |S | and an

|S |-indexed family of unary operation symbols puts : 1, and the following equations:

x ` get(puts(x))1≤s≤ |S | = x

−→xs ` puts′(get(xs)1≤s≤ |S | ) = puts′(xs′)

x ` puts(puts′(x)) = puts′(x)

closed under the rules of reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, replacement, and substitu-

tion. The monad one obtains from the corresponding countable Lawvere theory is the

standard one for global state, given on objects by TGS(A)
def
= |S| ⇒ (A×|S|), see [92].

2.2 Fibred category theory

In this section we recall some basic definitions and results from fibred category theory

which we use through Chapters 4–7 for giving a denotational semantics to eMLTT and

its extensions. A much more detailed overview of fibred category theory, including

its use in modelling various type theories and logics, can be found in [51]. While the

results we present in this section are well-known (see op. cit.), we spell out some of

the proofs to introduce the reader to the style of proofs used in fibred category theory.

We have chosen to work with fibred category theory because it provides a natural

framework for developing denotational semantics of dependently typed languages. In

particular, i) functors model type-dependency; ii) split fibrations model substitution;

and iii) the notion of comprehension models context extension. However, it is worth

3As standard in the literature, we write |X | for the cardinality of a given set X .
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noting that the ideas we develop in this thesis also apply to other models of depen-

dent types, such as categories with families, categories with attributes, and contextual

categories4. We suggest [45, 85] for an overview of these models of dependent types.

We begin our overview of fibred category theory with some common terminology.

Definition 2.2.1. Given a functor p : V −→ B , we say that an object A in V is over an

object X in B when p(A) = X . Analogously, we say that a morphism f : A−→ B in V
is over a morphism g : X −→ Y in B when p(A) = X , p(B) = Y , and p( f ) = g.

Definition 2.2.2. Given a functor p : V −→ B , we say that a morphism f : A−→ B in

V is vertical when p(A) = p(B) = X and p( f ) = idX .

Definition 2.2.3. Given a functor p : V −→ B and an object X in B , we write VX for

the fibre (category) over X , i.e., for the subcategory of V consisting of objects over X

and vertical morphisms over idX .

Next, we define two important concepts in fibred category theory: Cartesian mor-

phisms and fibrations. We also recall some basic but useful facts about these concepts.

Definition 2.2.4. Given a functor p : V −→ B , a morphism f : A−→ B in V is said to

be Cartesian over a morphism g : X −→ Y in B if p( f ) = g, and if for all i : C −→ B

in V and j : p(C)−→ X in B such that p(i) = g◦ j, there exists a unique mediating

morphism h : C−→A over j such that f ◦ h= i, as illustrated in the following diagram:

C

i

$$

h
// A

f
// B in V

p

��

p(C)
j //

p(i)

::X
g=p( f ) // Y in B

Throughout the rest of this thesis, we often do not mention the morphism g ex-

plicitly because it is equal to p( f ). In that case, we simply say that f is a Cartesian

morphism. In addition, we often omit the lower part of such diagrams and only work

with the top part when the morphism j is clear from the surrounding context.

An important property of Cartesian morphisms worth noting is that they are unique

up-to a unique isomorphism, as made precise in the next proposition.

4In the field of homotopy type theory, the latter are also known under the name of C-systems [114].
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Proposition 2.2.5 ([51, Exercise 1.1.1 (i)]). Given a functor p : V −→ B , and two

Cartesian morphisms f : A−→C and g : B−→C such that p( f ) = p(g), then there is

a unique vertical isomorphism ψ f ,g : A
∼=−→ B such that f = g◦ψ f ,g.

Proof. To improve readability, we let X def
= p(A). As a consequence, also p(B) = X .

Then, we define ψ f ,g : A−→ B as the unique mediating morphism over idX in

A
ψ f ,g

//

f

''
B g

// C

and ψ
−1
f ,g : B−→ A as the unique mediating morphism over idX in the diagram

B
ψ
−1
f ,g

//

g

''
A

f
// C

Clearly, both ψ
−1
f ,g ◦ψ f ,g : A −→ A and ψ f ,g ◦ψ

−1
f ,g : B −→ B are vertical over

idX : X −→ X , and they are determined uniquely. Therefore, it remains to show that

ψ
−1
f ,g ◦ψ f ,g = idA ψ f ,g ◦ψ

−1
f ,g = idB

which we do by using the universal properties of the Cartesian morphisms f and g,

respectively. In particular, we observe that the following two diagrams commute:

def. of ψ f ,g

composition

B
ψ
−1
f ,g

((

g

&&

def. of ψ
−1
f ,g

A
ψ
−1
f ,g ◦ψ f ,g

//

ψ f ,g

66

f

��
A

f
// C

def. of ψ
−1
f ,g

composition

A
ψ f ,g

((

f

&&

def. of ψ f ,g

B
ψ f ,g ◦ψ

−1
f ,g

//

ψ
−1
f ,g

66

g

��
B g

// C

from which it follows that the composite morphisms ψ
−1
f ,g ◦ψ f ,g and ψ f ,g ◦ψ

−1
f ,g are

equal to the unique mediating morphisms over idX induced by f and g, respectively.
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Namely, the commutativity of these two diagrams shows that these composite mor-

phisms satisfy the same universal properties that uniquely determine these mediating

morphisms. However, as the identity morphisms idA and idB also satisfy the same

universal properties, these composite morphisms are in fact equal to idA and idB.

Proposition 2.2.6 ([51, Exercise 1.1.4 (ii)]). The composition of two Cartesian mor-

phisms is itself a Cartesian morphism.

Proof. According to the definition of Cartesian morphisms, given a functor p :V −→B ,

two Cartesian morphisms f : A −→ B and g : B −→C, a morphism i : D−→C in V ,

and a morphism j : p(D)−→ p(A) in B such that p(i) = p(g)◦ p( f )◦ j, we need to

construct a unique mediating morphism h : D−→ A over j such that g◦ f ◦h = i, as in

D

i

''

h
// A

f
// B g

// C

First, we use the universal property of the Cartesian morphism g : B−→C to con-

struct a unique mediating morphism h′ : D−→ B over p( f )◦ j, as illustrated below:

D

i

''

h′
// B g

// C

Next, we use the universal property of the Cartesian morphism f : A −→ B to

construct a unique morphism h : D−→ A over j, as illustrated below:

D

h′

''

h
// A

f
// B

After combining g◦h′ = i and f ◦h = h′, we see that h also satisfies g◦ f ◦h = i.

Finally, we need to show that h is the unique morphism over j satisfying g◦ f ◦h= i.

This follows straightforwardly from the definitions of h′ and h. Namely, given any

other morphism h′′ : D−→ A over j such that g◦ f ◦h′′ = i, we first get f ◦h′′ = h′ by

using the uniqueness of h′, and then h′′ = h by using the uniqueness of h.

Definition 2.2.7. A functor p : V −→ B is called a fibration if for every object B in V
and every morphism g : X −→ p(B) in B , there exists a morphism f : A −→ B that is

Cartesian over g. We refer to V as the total category and to B as the base category.

Definition 2.2.8. A fibration p : V −→ B is said to be cloven if it comes with a choice

of Cartesian morphisms. As standard, we write f (A) : f ∗(A)−→ A for the chosen

Cartesian morphism (and f ∗(A) for its domain) over a morphism f : X −→ p(A) in B .
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See Examples 2.2.14–2.2.16 below for common cloven fibrations.

Definition 2.2.9. Given a cloven fibration p : V −→ B and a morphism f : A−→ B in

V , then we write f † : A −→ (p( f ))∗(B) for the unique mediating morphism induced

by the universal property of the Cartesian morphism p( f )(B) : (p( f ))∗(B)−→ B, as in

A

f

&&

f †
// (p( f ))∗(B)

p( f )(B)
// B

Proposition 2.2.10 ([51, Section 1.4]). Given a cloven fibration p : V −→ B , then any

morphism f : X −→ Y in B induces a reindexing functor f ∗ : VY −→ VX , which maps

an object A to the domain f ∗(A) of the chosen Cartesian morphism f (A) over f ; and

a morphism g : A−→ B to the unique mediating morphism induced by f (B), as in

f ∗(A)

f ∗(g)

��

f (A) // A

g

��

f ∗(B)
f (B)

// B

Proposition 2.2.11 ([51, Section 1.4]). Given a cloven fibration p : V −→ B , the rein-

dexing functors f ∗ : VY −→ VX satisfy the following two natural isomorphisms:

(idX)
∗ ∼= idVX

(h◦g)∗ ∼= g∗ ◦h∗

where g : X −→ Y and h : Y −→ Z.

Definition 2.2.12. A cloven fibration is said to be split if the isomorphisms given in

Proposition 2.2.11 are identities, i.e., when (idX)
∗ = idVX

and (h◦g)∗ = g∗ ◦h∗.

Definition 2.2.13. For any category-theoretic structure ~, such as products, coprod-

ucts, etc., a split fibration p : V −→ B is said to have split fibred ~ if every fibre VX

has ~ and this structure is preserved on-the-nose by reindexing functors.

Example 2.2.14. A prototypical example of a cloven fibration is given by the codomain

functor codB : B→ −→ B , for any category B with pullbacks. In this case, given an

object f : X → Y in B→ and a morphism g : Z −→ Y in B , the chosen Cartesian
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morphism over g is given by the following pullback square:

g∗(X) //

g∗( f )

y

��

X

f

��

Z g
// Y

Here, B→ is the arrow category of B . Its objects are given by morphisms f : X −→ Y

of B; and its morphisms from f : X1 −→ Y1 to g : X2 −→ Y2 are given by pairs (h1,h2)

of morphisms h1 : X1 −→ X2 and h2 : Y1 −→ Y2 in B such that g◦h1 = h2 ◦ f .

While codB is cloven, it is well-known that it fails to be split because pullback

squares are closed under composition only up-to-isomorphism, and not up-to-equality.

Example 2.2.15. Another common example of a cloven fibration is given by the V -

valued families functor famV : Fam(V )−→ Set, for any category V . Here, the objects

of Fam(V ) are pairs (X ,A) of a set X and a functor A : X −→ V , i.e., an X-indexed

family of objects of V . Similarly, a morphism from (X ,A) to (Y,B) is given by a pair

( f ,g) of a function f : X −→ Y and a natural transformation g : A −→ B ◦ f , i.e., an

X-indexed family of morphisms {gx : A(x)−→ B( f (x))}x∈X in V . For an object (Y,A)

in Fam(V ) and a function f : X −→ Y , the chosen Cartesian morphism over f is

f (Y,A) def
= ( f ,{idA( f (x))}x∈X) : (X ,A◦ f )−→ (Y,A)

A typical example of families fibrations is the families of sets fibration with V def
= Set.

Compared to the codomain fibrations, the families fibrations are split because com-

position of morphisms is strictly associative, see [51, Section 1.4] for more details.

Example 2.2.16. The third and final class of examples of cloven fibrations we consider

in this section is given by the simple fibration construction on any category V that

has Cartesian products, see [51, Definition 1.3.1]. In particular, we can construct a

category s(V ) whose objects are given by pairs (X ,A) of objects of V , and whose

morphisms (X ,A) −→ (Y,B) are given by pairs ( f ,g) of morphisms f : X −→Y and

g : X×A−→B in V . The simple fibration sV :s(V )−→V is then given by the functor

sV (X ,A) def
= X sV ( f ,g) def

= f

Given a morphism f : X −→ Y in V and an object (Y,A) in s(V ), the Cartesian mor-

phism over f can be shown to be given by f (Y,A) def
= ( f ,snd) : (X ,A)−→ (Y,A).
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Analogously to the families fibrations, the simple fibrations are also split. In fact,

one can view the simple fibrations as a non-indexed version of the families fibrations.

As the main use of fibred category theory in this thesis is to give a denotational

semantics to eMLTT and its extensions, we only focus on split fibrations and con-

structions on them that preserve Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose. Informally, the

on-the-nose preservation of Cartesian morphisms corresponds to the up-to-equality

preservation of type- and term-formers by substitution in dependently typed languages.

Therefore, we only consider split versions of fibred functors, fibred natural transfor-

mations, fibred adjunctions, etc. The non-split variants of these constructions can be

easily recovered by relaxing the preservation conditions for reindexing so that they

hold up-to-isomorphism rather than equality. In addition, it is well-known that one

can transform every (possibly non-split) fibration into an equivalent split fibration—

see [51, Lemma 5.2.4, Corollary 5.2.5] for details of this construction.

Next, we equip split fibrations over some base category B with the structure of a

2-category, given by split fibred functors and split fibred natural transformations.

Definition 2.2.17. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , a split fi-

bred functor F : p−→ q is given by a functor F : V −→ C such that the diagram

V

p
��

F // C

q
��

B

commutes and F preserves the chosen Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose.

Proposition 2.2.18. Given split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , a split fibred

functor F : p−→ q, an object B in V , and a morphism f : X −→ p(A) in B , then

f ∗(F(A)) = F( f ∗(A))

Proof. This equality follows directly from the on-the-nose preservation of the chosen

Cartesian morphisms by F , i.e., from f (F(A)) and F( f (A)) being equal.

In the diagrammatic proofs we present in the rest of this thesis, we represent such

equalities on objects using morphisms which we write as f ∗(F(A)) =−→ F( f ∗(A)).

Definition 2.2.19. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , and two

split fibred functors F : p−→ q and G : p−→ q, a split fibred natural transformation

α : F −→ G is given by a natural transformation α : F −→ G, whose every component

αA : F(A)−→ G(A) is vertical over idp(A).
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Proposition 2.2.20. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , two split

fibred functors F : p−→ q and G : p−→ q, and a split fibred natural transformation

α : F −→ G, then the components of α are preserved by reindexing, i.e., we have

f ∗(αA) = α f ∗(A)

in CX , for any object A of V and any morphism f : X −→ p(A) in B .

Proof. First, we observe that the following two diagrams commute in C :

def. of f ∗(αA)

F(A) αA

$$G is split fibred

f ∗(F(A))
f ∗(αA)

//

f (F(A))

88

f ∗(G(A)) =
//

f (G(A))

((
G( f ∗(A))

G( f (A))
// G(A)

F is split fibred

F(A) αA

$$

nat. of α

f ∗(F(A)) =
//

f (F(A))

88

F( f ∗(A))

F( f (A))

OO

α f∗(A)
// G( f ∗(A))

G( f (A))
// G(A)

As we also know that q( f ∗(αA)) = q(α f ∗(A)) = idX , the universal property of the Carte-

sian morphism G( f (A)) tells us that the vertical morphisms f ∗(αA) and α f ∗(A) are both

equal to the unique mediating morphism over idX induced by αA ◦ f (F(A)).

Proposition 2.2.21 ([51, Section 1.7]). Split fibrations with a base category B , split fi-

bred functors, and split fibred natural transformations form the 2-category Fibsplit(B).

The denotational semantics of eMLTT and its extensions is based on split fibred

adjunctions. These are defined in Fibsplit(B) analogously to how ordinary adjunctions

are defined in the 2-category Cat of categories, functors, and natural transformations.

Definition 2.2.22. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , a split

fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p is given by two split fibred functors F : p−→ q

and U : q−→ p, and two split fibred natural transformations η : idV −→U ◦F and

ε : F ◦U −→ idC , subject to the standard two unit-counit laws (see Definition 2.1.5).

Proposition 2.2.23. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B , and a

split fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p, then, for every object X in B , the restriction of

F and U to the fibres over X determines an adjunction FX a UX : CX −→ VX .
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Proof. The adjunction FX a UX : CX −→ VX follows directly from F and U being split

fibred functors, and the components of η and ε being vertical morphisms.

As we know by definition that FX(A) = F(A) and FX( f ) = F( f ), and similarly for

UX , we often omit the subscripts in FX and UX when X is clear from the context.

Next, we define split fibred monads. Similarly to split fibred adjunctions, these are

defined in Fibsplit(B) analogously to how ordinary monads are defined in Cat.

Definition 2.2.24. A split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on a split fibration p : V −→ B
is given by a split fibred functor T : p −→ p, and split fibred natural transformations

η : idp−→ T and µ : T ◦T −→ T , subject to standard monad laws (see Definition 2.1.1).

Analogously, we can also define a split fibred variant of resolutions of monads.

Definition 2.2.25. Given a split fibred monad (T,η,µ) on a split fibration p : V −→B ,

its split fibred resolution is given by a split fibration q : C −→ B and a split fibred

adjunction F a U : q −→ p such that (T,η,µ) coincides with the split fibred monad

canonically derived from this split fibred adjunction (this monad is derived analogously

to the ordinary, non-fibred case discussed in Proposition 2.1.8).

Analogously to monads in Cat, there are again two canonical split fibred resolu-

tions of a split fibred monad, the Kleisli and Eilenberg-Moore resolutions. As before,

these are the initial and terminal objects in the category of split fibred resolutions. As

we only use the split fibred Eilenberg-Moore resolution in this thesis, we omit the

definition of the Kleisli resolution—it can be found in [51, Exercise 1.7.9 (i)].

Proposition 2.2.26 ([51, Exercise 1.7.9 (ii)]). Given a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ)

on a split fibration p : V −→ B , its split fibred Eilenberg-Moore resolution is given by

a split fibration pT : V T−→B and a split fibred adjunction FT a UT : pT−→ p, where

the category V T and the adjunction FT a UT : V T −→ V are defined as if we were

constructing the EM-resolution of the monad (T,η,µ) on V (see Definition 2.1.11).

In Proposition 2.2.26, the functor pT : V T −→ B is given by pT(A,α) def
= p(A) and

pT(h) def
= p(h). We call pT the split Eilenberg-Moore (EM-) fibration of T. The chosen

Cartesian morphism in pT over a morphism f : X −→ pT(B,β) in B is given by

f (B,β) def
= f (B) : ( f ∗(B), f ∗(β))−→ (B,β)

We conclude our overview of fibred category theory by discussing structures that

are commonly used to model the core features of dependently typed languages.
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The general idea behind modelling a dependent type Γ ` A in a split fibration

p : V −→ B is to interpret the context Γ as an object JΓK in the base category B and

the dependent type A as an object JAK in the total category V , such that p(JAK) = JΓK.

Regardless of the particular grammar of types, a crucial step in the definition of

the interpretation of contexts Γ (lists of distinct variables x annotated with types A)

involves defining the interpretation of extended contexts Γ,x :A. In fibrational models

of dependently typed languages, Γ,x : A is most naturally interpreted using the notion

of comprehension, which we define below, in terms of a terminal object functor for p.

Definition 2.2.27. A split terminal object functor for a split fibration p : V −→ B is

given by a functor 1 : B −→V that is a split fibred right adjoint to p in Fibsplit(B), i.e.,

V

p
��

p
**⊥ B

idB
��

1

jj

B

Below we note that the existence of a such terminal object functor equips every

fibre VX with a terminal object 1X , and these are preserved on-the-nose by reindexing.

Proposition 2.2.28. If p : V −→ B is a split fibration, then p comes equipped with a

split terminal object functor 1 : B −→ V if and only if every fibre of p has a terminal

object and these terminal objects are preserved on-the-nose by reindexing.

Proof. For a detailed proof, we refer the reader to [51, Lemma 1.8.8], where a non-

split version of this proposition is proved. The proof of this split version is proved

analogously, but using the additional information that for any morphism f : X −→ Y

in B , we have f ∗(1Y ) = 1X . Here, we simply sketch the definitions one uses to prove

both directions of this proposition. First, in the if -direction, we define the terminal

object functor 1 : B −→ V by mapping an object X in B to the terminal object 1X

in VX ; and by mapping a morphism f : X −→ Y in B to the composite morphism

1X
=−→ f ∗(1Y )

f (1Y )−→ 1Y . In the opposite direction, we define the terminal object 1X in

VX to be 1(X). The on-the-nose preservation of terminal objects by reindexing follows

from the on-the-nose preservation of Cartesian morphisms by 1 : B −→ V .

As noted by Jacobs [51, Section 1.8], this characterisation is a fibred analogue of a

category V having a terminal object if and only if the unique functor !V : V −→ 1 has

a right adjoint. In Fibsplit(B), the terminal object is given by idB : B −→ B .
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Based on this correspondence, we use the convention of writing 1X for 1(X).

Definition 2.2.29. A split fibration p : V −→ B is called a split comprehension

category with unit if i) p comes equipped with a split terminal object functor

1 : B −→ V ; and ii) this terminal object functor has a (not necessarily fibred) right

adjoint {−} : V −→ B in Cat, called the comprehension functor, as illustrated below:

V

p

##

{−}

{{

a a

B

1

OO

Proposition 2.2.30 ([51, Section 10.4]). Given a split comprehension category with

unit p : V −→ B , then there exists a functor P : V −→ B→ such that p = codB ◦P
and P sends the chosen Cartesian morphisms in V to pullback squares in B→. A

functor with these properties is called a comprehension category.

We recall from [51, Section 10.4] that the functor P : V −→B→ is given on objects

by mapping an object A in V to the morphism {A} =−→ p(1{A})
p(ε1a{−}

A )
−→ p(A), and by

mapping a morphism f : A−→ B in V to the following commuting diagram:

{A}
{ f} //

= p◦1 = idB

��

{B}

=

��

p(1{A})

p(ε1a{−}
A ) nat. of ε1a{−}

��

p(1({ f})) // p(1{A})

p(ε1a{−}
B )

��

p(A)
p( f )

// p(B)

Definition 2.2.31. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B and an

object A in V , the morphism P (A) : {A} −→ p(A) is called a projection morphism and

commonly written as πA. The reindexing functor π∗A is called a weakening functor.

Definition 2.2.32. A split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B is said to be

full if the corresponding comprehension category P : V −→ B→ is full and faithful.
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Returning to the interpretation of dependently typed languages (such as MLTT),

we now briefly describe how to interpret well typed terms in a full split comprehension

category with unit p : V −→ B . In the literature, a well typed term Γ `V : A is usually

interpreted either i) as a global element 1JΓK −→ JAK of JAK in VJΓK, or ii) as a section

of the projection morphism πJAK : {JAK} −→ JΓK in B . However, as is well known,

these two ways of interpreting terms are interchangeable, see Proposition 2.2.33 below.

Therefore, one often switches between i) and ii) when working with the denotations of

terms. In particular, ii) corresponds to the fact that the fully-faithfulness of P allows

us to consider πJAK : {JAK} −→ JΓK in B as an equivalent denotation of a type Γ ` A.

Proposition 2.2.33. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B and

an object A in V , then there exists an isomorphism

Vp(A)(1p(A),A)∼= { f : p(A)−→ {A}|πA ◦ f = idp(A)}

Proof. This proposition is a special case of [51, Lemma 10.4.9 (i)], whose proof is

omitted in op. cit. Here we give the proof of the above isomorphism explicitly.

First, given a global element f : 1p(A) −→ A of A in Vp(A), we define the corre-

sponding section s( f ) : p(A)−→ {A} in B as the following composite morphism:

p(A)
η

1a{−}
p(A) // {1p(A)}

{ f} // {A}

The required equation πA ◦ s( f ) = idp(A) then follows from the commutativity of the

following diagram:

p(A)

s( f )

def. of s( f )
((

= p◦1 = idB

��

η
1a{−}
p(A) // {1p(A)}

=

��

{ f} //

P ( f )

{A}

=

��
πA

def. of πA

��

p(1p(A))

idp(1p(A))

''

p(1(η1a{−}
p(A) ))

//

1 a {−}

p(1{1p(A)})

p(ε1a{−}
1p(A)

)

��

p(1{A})

p(ε1a{−}
A )

  

p(1p(A)) =
// p(A)
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Next, given a morphism f : p(A)−→{A} in V such that πA ◦ f = idp(A), we define

the corresponding global element s−1( f ) : 1p(A) −→ A in V as the composite

1p(A)
1( f ) // 1{A}

ε
1a{−}
A // A

and show that s−1( f ) is in Vp(A) by proving that the following diagram commutes:

p(1p(A))

p(s−1( f ))

def. of s−1( f )
%%

= p◦1 = idB

��

p(1( f )) // p(1{A})

= def. of πA

��

p(ε1a{−}
A )

// p(A)

idp(A)

��

p(A)

idp(A)

f is a section of πA

99f
// {A}

πA
// p(A)

Next, we show that the equation s−1(s( f )) = f holds for all f : 1p(A) −→ A in

Vp(A), by proving that the following diagram commutes:

1p(A)

1(η1a{−}
p(A) )

##

s−1(s( f ))

def. of s−1(s( f ))

%%

id1p(A)

''

1(s( f ))
//

def. of s( f )

1{A}
ε

1a{−}
A

// A

1{1p(A)}

1({ f})

;;

ε
1a{−}
1p(A)

1 a {−}

��

1p(A)

f

nat. of ε1a{−}

GG

Finally, we show that the equation s(s−1( f )) = f holds for all f : p(A)−→ {A} in
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V with πA ◦ f = idp(A), by proving that the following diagram commutes:

p(A)

f

nat. of η1a{−}

--

s(s−1( f ))

def. of s(s−1( f ))

&&

η
1a{−}
p(A)

// {1p(A)}

{1( f )}
&&

def. of s−1( f )

{s−1( f )}
// {A}

{1{A}}

{ε1a{−}
A }

99

{A}

id{A}

PP

η
1a{−}
{A}

1 a {−}
OO

To make better use of this interchangeability of the global elements f : 1p(A) −→ A

in the fibres and the sections s( f ) : p(A)−→{A} in the base category, we now describe

a construction for s( f ) that corresponds to applying a reindexing functor to f .

Proposition 2.2.34. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B , a

global element f : 1p(A) −→ A of A in Vp(A) and a morphism g : X −→ p(A) in B , then

s−1(h) = g∗( f )

where h : X −→ {g∗(A)} is the unique mediating morphism in the following pullback

situation:

p(A)
s( f )

��

X

idX
,,

g

33

h // {g∗(A)}

πg∗(A)

y

��

{g(A)} // {A}

πAP (g(A))

��

X g
// p(A)

The composite morphisms that make up the outer perimeter from X to p(A) are equal

because of Proposition 2.2.33, namely, because we know that πA ◦ s( f ) = idp(A).
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Proof. In order to prove the required equation

s−1(h) = g∗( f )

we instead prove an auxiliary equation

h = s(g∗( f ))

from which the required equation follows because s and s−1 form an isomorphism.

We show that this auxiliary equation holds by observing that the morphism s(g∗( f ))

satisfies the same universal property as the unique mediating morphism h given above

in the proposition. In particular, we first show that the following diagram commutes:

p(A)

s( f )
def. of s( f )

��

η
1a{−}
p(A)

// {1p(A)}

{ f}

��

{g∗(1p(A))}

{g(1p(A))}

ff

X

s(g∗( f ))

def. of s(g∗( f ))
88

g nat. of η1a{−}

OO

η
1a{−}
X // {1X}

{1(g)} 1 is split fibred

OO

=
def. of g∗( f )

88

{g∗( f )} // {g∗(A)}
{g(A)}

// {A}

Next, we note that πg∗(A) ◦ s(g∗( f )) = idX by Proposition 2.2.33. As a result, we get

that s(g∗( f )) is equal to the unique mediating morphism h : X −→ {g∗(A)}.

In addition to allowing us to translate between the global elements f : 1p(A) −→ A

in the fibres and the sections s( f ) : p(A)−→ {A} in the base category, the unit η1a{−}

of the adjunction 1 a {−} has a further useful property, namely, it is in fact a natural

isomorphism, as noted in [51, Section 10.4] and proved in detail below.

Proposition 2.2.35 ([51, Exercise 10.4.7 (i)]). Given a split comprehension category

with unit p : V −→ B and an object X in B , then the component η
1a{−}
X : X −→ {1X}

of the unit η1a{−} is an isomorphism, with its inverse given by π1X : {1X} −→ X.
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Proof. A neat way to prove this proposition is to note that η1a{−} must be a natural

isomorphism to start with because the left adjoint 1 in 1a {−} is fully-faithful. In more

detail, as highlighted in [51, Section 10.4], the fact that p a 1 is a fibred adjunction,

means that p◦1 = idB , resulting in the counit ε p a1 being identity and therefore also a

natural isomorphism. However, it is well-known that the counit of an adjunction is a

natural isomorphism if and only if the right adjoint is fully-faithful, e.g., see [66, Sec-

tion IV.4]. In the context of this proposition, this means that 1 must be fully-faithful.

The dual of this fact states that the unit of an adjunction is a natural isomorphism if and

only if the left adjoint is fully-faithful. Therefore, as we know that 1 is fully-faithful,

and it is the left adjoint in 1 a {−}, the unit η1a{−} must be a natural isomorphism.

Now, as we know that for each object X in B , η
1a{−}
X must have an inverse

(η
1a{−}
X )−1, we are left with showing that (η1a{−}

X )−1 = π1X . To this end, we first

show that π1X is the left inverse of η
1a{−}
X , i.e., that π1X ◦η

1a{−}
X = idX . This equation

follows straightforwardly from the commutativity of the following diagram:

X

= p◦1 = idB

��

η
1a{−}
X // {1X}

= def. of π1X

��

π1X // X

=

��

p(1X)
p(1(η1a{−}

X ))
//

idp(1X )

1 a {−}
99

p(1{1X})
p(ε1a{−}

1X
)
// p(1X)

Finally, we show that the equation (η
1a{−}
X )−1 = π1X holds by observing that

(η
1a{−}
X )−1 = idX ◦ (η

1a{−}
X )−1 = π1X ◦η

1a{−}
X ◦ (η1a{−}

X )−1 = π1X ◦ id{1X} = π1X
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eMLTT: Martin-Löf’s type theory

with fibred computational effects

In this chapter we introduce and study eMLTT—our take on intensional MLTT with

general computational effects. Specifically, eMLTT combines dependently typed pro-

gramming in MLTT with features familiar from simply typed languages with compu-

tational effects such as CBPV and EEC. Similarly to CBPV and EEC, eMLTT makes a

clear distinction between values (i.e., effect-free programs) and computations (i.e., po-

tentially effectful programs), at both the level of types and the level of terms, with both

kinds of types only allowed to depend on values—see the discussion in Section 1.1.

In Section 3.1, we present the syntax of eMLTT; in Section 3.2, we equip eMLTT

with a type system and define its equational theory; and in Section 3.3, we establish

some basic meta-theoretic properties of eMLTT, including the closure of well-formed

expressions under weakening and substitution. We conclude this chapter by discussing

syntax that is not part of the definition of eMLTT but that is nevertheless derivable. In

Section 3.4, we show how to eliminate various value types into computations; and in

Section 3.5, we derive some standard equations that are familiar from other computa-

tional languages, such as the unit and associativity laws for sequential composition.

3.1 Syntax

We begin by assuming two disjoint and countably infinite sets of value variables and

computation variables, respectively. We use x,y, . . . to range over value variables and

z, . . . to range over computation variables. The former are treated intuitionistically,

as in MLTT, and enjoy structural properties of weakening and contraction. The latter

49
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are treated linearly, as in EEC, so as to ensure that effectful computations are not

duplicated or discarded arbitrarily—an important property for the correct formulation

of the elimination rule for the computational Σ-type, as discussed later in this section.

For types, we use A,B, . . . to range over value types; and C,D, . . . to range over

computation types. For terms, we use V,W, . . . to range over value terms; M,N, . . .

to range over computation terms; and K,L, . . . to range over homomorphism terms.

As is common for dependently typed languages, eMLTT’s types and terms are given

by a mutually inductive definition—see Definitions 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, respectively. We

discuss these different kinds of types and terms after their respective definitions.

Definition 3.1.1. eMLTT’s value and computation types are given by

A ::= Nat type of natural numbers

| 1 unit type

| Σx :A.B value Σ-type

| Πx :A.B value Π-type

| 0 empty type

| A+B coproduct type

| V =A W propositional equality

| UC type of thunked computations

| C( D homomorphic function type

C ::= FA type of computations that return values of type A

| Σx :A.C computational Σ-type

| Πx :A.C computational Π-type

where

• in Σx :A.B and Πx :A.B, the value variable x is bound in B; and

• in Σx :A.C and Πx :A.C, the value variable x is bound in C.

We write FVV (A) and FVV (C) for the sets of free value variables of a value type

A and a computation type C, respectively.

eMLTT’s value types coincide with the types of MLTT, except for the type UC of

thunks of computations of type C and the homomorphic function type C( D; these

are respectively based on analogous types in CBPV and EEC. The inhabitants of the

former are suspended computations of type C. The inhabitants of the latter are effect-

ful functions that accept computations of type C as their arguments and additionally
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guarantee that the argument computation “happens first” in function application—see

the homomorphic lambda abstraction in Definition 3.1.2. To keep the presentation fo-

cussed on the computational aspects of eMLTT, we omit general inductive types and

use the type of natural numbers as a representative example. If needed, general induc-

tive types can be added using standard techniques, e.g., using W-types [70]. As is com-

mon in presentations of dependently typed languages, we use simply typed notation

for Σx :A.B and Πx :A.B when x 6∈ FVV (B), writing A×B and A→ B, respectively.

eMLTT’s computation types include the type FA of computations that return val-

ues of type A. Computation types also include computational variants of the Σ- and

Π-types, written Σx : A.C and Πx : A.C. The former is a natural dependently typed

generalisation of EEC’s computational tensor type. The latter is a natural dependently

typed generalisation of EEC and CBPV’s computational function type. Based on this

relationship, we use simply typed notation for Σx:A.C and Πx:A.C when x 6∈FVV (C),

writing A⊗ C and A→C, respectively. Compared to EEC and CBPV, we omit binary

(and nullary) coproducts and products of computation types. In the models we study

in this thesis, these are special cases of Σx :A.C and Πx :A.C. In order to define them

in terms of Σx : A.C and Πx : A.C in the language itself, one needs to extend eMLTT,

e.g., either with large elimination forms or universes (see the next paragraph).

We note that as our focus is on the general principles of combining dependent

types and computational effects, we treat type-dependency abstractly in most parts of

this thesis, leaving the exact means through which one defines dependent types implicit

(with the exception of propositional equality). Analogously to accommodating general

inductive types, one can easily extend eMLTT using standard techniques. For example,

one can extend its value and computation types with large elimination forms, such as

A ::= . . . | pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) in A

C ::= . . . | pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) in C

and analogously for eliminating other value types. Alternatively, one could also extend

eMLTT with universes of value and computation types, e.g., as discussed and used in

Section 7.5. Finally, we note that in Section 8.1.4 we discuss a possible way to also

accommodate type-dependency on computations directly, rather than only via thunks.

We also highlight that eMLTT is a minor extension of the language the author

studied in the paper [9] large parts of this thesis are based on. eMLTT additionally

includes the empty type, the coproduct type, and the homomorphic function type. The

first two extensions better align it with dependently typed languages such as Agda and
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Idris, and enable us to specify signatures of fibred algebraic effects in Chapter 6; the

latter extension enables us to eliminate various value types into computations. We also

note that in Section 4.3.5 we extend the core language presented in this chapter with

general recursion, and in Chapters 6 and 7 with algebraic effects and their handlers.

Definition 3.1.2. eMLTT’s value, computation, and homomorphism terms are given

by

V ::= x value variable

| zero zero

| succ V successor

| nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V ) primitive recursion

| ? unit

| 〈V,W 〉(x:A).B pairing

| pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.B W pattern-matching

| λx :A.V lambda abstraction

| V (W )(x:A).B function application

| case V ofx.A () empty case analysis

| inlA+B V left injection

| inrA+B V right injection

| case V ofx.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W1, binary case analysis
inr(y2 :A2) 7→W2)

| refl V reflexivity of
propositional equality

| eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,y.W,V1,V2,Vp) elimination of
propositional equality

| thunk M thunked computation

| λz :C.K homomorphic
lambda abstraction

M ::= return V returning a value

| M to x :A inC N sequential composition

| 〈V,M〉(x:A).C computational pairing

| M to (x :A,z :C) inD K computational
pattern-matching

| λx :A.M computational
lambda abstraction
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| M(V )(x:A).C computational
function application

| forceC V forcing a
thunked computation

| V (M)C,D homomorphic
function application

K ::= z computation variable

| K to x :A inC M sequential composition

| 〈V,K〉(x:A).C computational pairing

| K to (x :A,z :C) inD L computational
pattern-matching

| λx :A.K computational
lambda abstraction

| K(V )(x:A).C computational
function application

| V (K)C,D homomorphic
function application

where

• in nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V ), the value variable x is bound in A, and the value

variables y1 and y2 are bound in Vs;

• in 〈V,W 〉(x:A).B, the value variable x is bound in B;

• in pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.B W , the value variable x1 is bound in A2 and W ,

the value variable x2 is bound in W , and the value variable y is bound in B;

• in λx :A.V , the value variable x is bound in V ;

• in V (W )(x:A).B, the value variable x is bound in B;

• in case V ofx.A (), the value variable x is bound in A

• in case V ofx.B (inl(y1 : A1) 7→W1,inr(y2 : A2) 7→W2), the value variable x is

bound in B, the value variable y1 is bound in W1, and the value variable y2 is

bound in W2;

• in eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,y.W,V1,V2,Vp), the value variables x1, x2, and x3 are

bound in B, and the value variable y is bound in W ;

• in λz :C.K, the computation variable z is bound in K;
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• in M to x :A inC N, the value variable x is bound in N;

• in 〈V,M〉(x:A).C, the value variable x is bound in C;

• in M to (x : A,z :C) inD K, the value variable x is bound in C and K, and the

computation variable z is bound in K;

• in λx :A.M, the value variable x is bound in M;

• in M(V )(x:A).C, the value variable x is bound in C;

• in K to x :A inC M, the value variable x is bound in M;

• in 〈V,K〉(x:A).C, the value variable x is bound in C;

• in K to (x : A,z : C) inD L, the value variable x is bound in C and L, and the

computation variable z is bound in L;

• in λx :A.K, the value variable x is bound in K; and

• in K(V )(x:A).C, the value variable x is bound in C.

For better readability, we sometimes use left and right projections instead of pattern-

matching in our examples. These projections are derived from pattern-matching as

fstV def
= pm V as (x1 :A,x2 :B) in x1 sndV def

= pm V as (x1 :A,x2 :B) in x2

We write FVV (V ), FVV (M), and FVV (K) for the sets of free value variables of

a value term V , a computation term M, and a homomorphism term K, respectively.

In particular, the free value variables of terms also include the free variables of type

annotations. Regarding free computation variables, we have the following properties:

Proposition 3.1.3.

(a) Value types A, computation types C, value terms V , and computation terms M do

not contain free computation variables.

(b) Every homomorphism term K contains exactly one free computation variable

which we write as FCV (K).

Proof. We prove (a) and (b) by simultaneous induction: the former by induction on

the structure of A, C, V , and M, and the latter by induction on the structure of K.
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eMLTT’s value terms coincide with the terms of MLTT, except for thunked com-

putations thunk M and the homomorphic lambda abstraction λz : C.K. In contrast

to CBPV, eMLTT’s value terms include elimination forms for value types in order to

accommodate effect-free programs that the types of eMLTT could depend on.

eMLTT’s computation terms include standard combinators for programming with

computational effects, namely, returning values and sequential composition of compu-

tations. They also include introduction and elimination forms for the computational

Σ- and Π-types, forcing of thunked computations, and homomorphic function appli-

cations. We deliberately use similar notation for sequential composition and compu-

tational pattern-matching—compare M to x : A in N and M to (x : A,z :C) in K—so

as to emphasise that the effects of M are performed before the effects of N and K,

respectively. Further, notice that in order to account for the fact that M produces a pair

of a value and a computation, the second term in computational pattern-matching is

necessarily a homomorphism term.

eMLTT’s homomorphism terms are analogous to EEC’s linear terms. Similarly

to computation terms, they also include sequential composition, and introduction and

elimination forms for the computational Σ- and Π-types. However, unlike computation

terms, they do not include returning values and forcing of thunked computations but

instead include computation variables z that are required to be used linearly. Further,

the definition of homomorphism terms also requires computation variables to be used

so that effects of a computation bound to z always “happen first” in a term containing

it. For example, when eliminating a computational pair 〈V,M〉, the effects of M are

guaranteed to be performed before the effects of K in 〈V,M〉 to (x :A,z :C) in K.

This linear use of computation variables, together with leaving out returning values

and forcing thunked computations, ensures that homomorphism terms denote algebra

homomorphisms in the examples based on Eilenberg-Moore algebras of monads (see

Section 4.3.4), or on algebraic effects (see Section 6.5): hence their name. A similar

form of linearity is also present in CBPV with stacks, as defined in [61, §2.3.4]. Indeed,

homomorphism terms can be viewed as a programmer-friendly syntax for dependently

typed CBPV stack terms (or equivalently, for one-hole evaluation contexts).

Later, in Section 7.8, we also briefly discuss an alternative presentation of eMLTT

in which one omits computation variables and homomorphism terms, and instead uses

value variables and computation terms, in combination with equational proof obliga-

tions ensuring that the value variables are used analogously to computation variables.

It is worth observing that compared to the corresponding terms in CBPV and EEC,
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eMLTT’s computation terms (resp. homomorphism terms) do not include elimination

forms for value types as they can be easily derived from the corresponding elimination

forms included in eMLTT’s value terms using thunking and forcing (resp. homomor-

phic lambda abstraction and function application). We show this in Section 3.4.

The reader should also note that eMLTT’s terms are decorated with more type an-

notations than one usually expects to see in a high-level (dependently typed) program-

ming language. We later use these annotations to define the interpretation of eMLTT

in fibred adjunction models by recursion on (raw) types and terms rather than the (non-

unique) typing derivations. This is a standard technique in the literature to avoid having

to define the interpretation simultaneously with proving its coherence, see [107, 45].

Nevertheless, we conjecture that this annotated syntax is equivalent to the correspond-

ing unannotated syntax, based on analogous results for MLTT, e.g., see [107, 30]. We

leave a formal proof of this conjecture for future work. However, for better readability,

we often omit these annotations in our examples and informal discussion.

We conclude this section by establishing some useful properties of substitution in

eMLTT. In order to keep our definitions and propositions concise and readable, we

refer to types and terms collectively as expressions and use E, . . . to range over them.

In detail, expressions are given by the following grammar:

E ::= A | C | V | M | K

When working with expressions involving bound variables, we follow the stan-

dard conventions: i) we identify expressions that differ only in the names of bound

variables, i.e., we identify expressions up-to α-equivalence; and ii) we assume that in

any mathematical context (definitions, theorems, proofs, etc.), the bound variables of

expressions are chosen to be different from the free variables appearing in that context.

Definition 3.1.4. The substitution of a value term V for a value variable x in an ex-

pression E, written E[V/x], is defined by recursion on the structure of E as follows:

Nat[V/x] def
= Nat

. . .

x[V/x] def
= V

y[V/x] def
= y (if x 6= y)

. . .

(return W )[V/x] def
= return (W [V/x])

(M to y :A inC N)[V/x] def
= M[V/x] to y :A[V/x] inC[V/x] N[V/x]

. . .
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(K(W )(y:A).C)[V/x] def
= (K[V/x])(W [V/x])(y:A[V/x]).C[V/x]

(W (K)C,D)[V/x] def
= (W [V/x])(K[V/x])C[V/x],D[V/x]

where the bound value variables are assumed to be different from the value variable x

we are substituting W for, according to the variable conventions we have adopted.

Later, in Section 5.3, we also demonstrate that this definition of unary substitutions

naturally generalises to a definition of simultaneous substitutions. We then use simul-

taneous substitutions in op. cit. when constructing the classifying categorical model of

eMLTT, and in Chapters 6 and 7 when extending eMLTT with algebraic effects and

their handlers. Meanwhile, we found it more convenient to work with unary substitu-

tions when presenting the well-formed syntax and meta-theory of eMLTT (Sections 3.2

and 3.3), and its denotational semantics and the soundness proof (Sections 5.1 and 5.2).

Proposition 3.1.5. Given a value variable x, a value term V , and an expression E,

then E[V/x] is the same kind of expression as E, e.g., if E is a computation term, then

E[V/x] is also a computation term.

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 3.1.6. Given a value variable x, a value term V , and an expression E,

then FVV (E[V/x])⊆ (FVV (E)−{x}) ∪ FVV (V ).

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 3.1.7. Given a value variable x, a value term V , and an expression E such

that x 6∈ FVV (E), then E[V/x] = E.

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 3.1.8. Given a value variable x and an expression E, then E[x/x] = E.

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 3.1.9. Given value variables x and y, value terms W1 and W2, and an ex-

pression E such that x 6= y and x 6∈ FVV (W ), then E[V/x][W/y] = E[W/y][V [W/y]/x].

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.
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Definition 3.1.10. The substitution of a computation term M for a computation vari-

able FCV (K) = z in a homomorphism term K, written K[M/z], is defined by recursion

on the structure of K as follows:

z[M/z] def
= M

(K to x :A inC N)[M/z] def
= K[M/z] to x :A inC N

(〈V,K〉(x:A).C)[M/z] def
= 〈V,K[M/z]〉(x:A).C

(K to (x :A,z′ :C) inD L)[M/z] def
= K[M/z] to (x :A,z′ :C) inD L

(λx :A.K)[M/z] def
= λx :A.K[M/z]

(K(V )(x:A).C)[M/z] def
= (K[M/z])(V )(x:A).C

(V (K)C,D)[M/z] def
= V (K[M/z])C,D

Proposition 3.1.11. Given a homomorphism term K with FCV (K) = z and a compu-

tation term M, then K[M/z] is a computation term.

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Proposition 3.1.12. Given a homomorphism term K with FCV (K) = z, a computation

term M, a value variable x, and a value term V , then K[M/z][V/x] =K[V/x][M[V/x]/z].

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Definition 3.1.13. The substitution of a homomorphism term K for a computation

variable FCV (L) = z in a homomorphism term L, written L[K/z], is defined by recur-

sion on the structure of L as follows:

z[K/z] def
= K

(L to x :A inC N)[K/z] def
= L[K/z] to x :A inC N

(〈V,L〉(x:A).C)[K/z] def
= 〈V,L[K/z]〉(x:A).C

(L1 to (x :A,z′ :C) inD L2)[K/z] def
= L1[K/z] to (x :A,z′ :C) inD L2

(λx :A.L)[K/z] def
= λx :A.L[K/z]

(L(V )(x:A).C)[K/z] def
= (L[K/z])(V )(x:A).C

(V (L)C,D)[K/z] def
= V (L[K/z])C,D

Proposition 3.1.14. Given homomorphism terms K and L with FCV (K) = z, then

K[L/z] is also a homomorphism term.

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.
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Proposition 3.1.15. Given homomorphism terms K and L with FCV (L) = z, then

FCV (L[K/z]) = FCV (K).

Proof. By induction on the structure of L.

Proposition 3.1.16. Given a homomorphism term K with FCV (K)=z, then K[z/z]=K.

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Proposition 3.1.17. Given homomorphism terms K and L with FCV (L) = z, a value

variable x, and a value term V , then L[K/z][V/x] = L[V/x][K[V/x]/z].

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Proposition 3.1.18. Given homomorphism terms K and L with FCV (L) = z1 and

FCV (K) = z2, and a computation term M, then L[K/z1][M/z2] = L[K[M/z2]/z1].

Proof. By induction on the structure of K1.

Proposition 3.1.19. Given homomorphism terms K1, K2, and K3 with FCV (K1) = z1

and FCV (K2) = z2, then K1[K2/z1][K3/z2] = K1[K2[K3/z2]/z1].

Proof. By induction on the structure of K1.

3.2 Well-formed syntax and equational theory

In this section we present the well-formed syntax of eMLTT and its equational theory.

First, we define the notions of value and computation contexts, and prove some

basic properties about the former.

Definition 3.2.1. A value context Γ is a finite list x1 : A1, . . . ,xn : An of pairs of value

variables xi and value types Ai such that all the value variables xi are distinct. We write

� for the empty value context and Vars(Γ) for the set of value variables in Γ.

Definition 3.2.2. A computation context z :C is a pair of a computation variable z and

a computation type C.

Definition 3.2.3. Given two value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, we say that Γ1 and Γ2 are

disjoint when Vars(Γ1) ∩ Vars(Γ2) = /0.
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Definition 3.2.4. Given two disjoint value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, their concatenation is

written Γ1,Γ2, and defined by recursion on the length of Γ2:

Γ1,�
def
= Γ1

Γ1,(Γ2,x :A) def
= (Γ1,Γ2),x :A

where the second case is well-defined because of the disjointness assumption.

Proposition 3.2.5. Given that Γ1,Γ2 exists, then Vars(Γ1,Γ2) =Vars(Γ1) ∪Vars(Γ2).

Proof. By induction on the length of Γ2.

Next, we note that the notion of substitution of value terms for value variables

extends straightforwardly from value types to value contexts:

Definition 3.2.6. The substitution of a value term V for a value variable x in a value

context Γ = y1 :A1, . . . ,yn :An, written Γ[V/x], is defined by

Γ[V/x] def
= y1 :A1[V/x], . . . ,yn :An[V/x]

Proposition 3.2.7. Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.8, and 3.1.9 extend to Definition 3.2.6.

Proof. By applying the cases of value types of Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.8, and 3.1.9 to

each of the value types Ai in the given value context Γ = y1 :A1, . . . ,yn :An.

Finally, we define the well-formed syntax of eMLTT and its equational theory. To

this end, it is worth recalling that eMLTT is based on MLTT with intensional proposi-

tional equality. As a consequence, we do not include an η-equation for the elimination

form of propositional equality. We also do not include an η-equation for primitive

recursion. In both cases, we do so to avoid a known source of undecidability for the

equational theory of eMLTT, see [44] and [80], respectively. While we do not in-

vestigate normalisation of eMLTT’s equational theory in this thesis, it would be an

important property for future implementations of eMLTT (see Section 8.1.5).

In addition, as discussed in Section 1.1, the rules for sequential composition (both

for computation and homomorphism terms) disallow the type of the second computa-

tion to depend on the variable bound by sequential composition. As also discussed in

Section 1.1, we can uniformly recover this type-dependency using the computational

Σ-type. A similar restriction on type-dependency also appears in the rules for compu-

tational pattern-matching; this type-dependency can be recovered analogously to the

case of sequential composition. These restrictions on type-dependency enable us to

give eMLTT a denotational semantics using a natural fibrational generalisation of the

adjunction-based semantics of CBPV and EEC—see Chapters 4 and 5 for details.
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Definition 3.2.8. The well-formed syntax of eMLTT and its equational theory are de-

fined using the following judgement forms:

` Γ well-formed value context

` Γ1 = Γ2 definitionally equal value contexts

Γ ` A well-formed value type

Γ ` A = B definitionally equal value types

Γ `C well-formed computation type

Γ `C = D definitionally equal computation types

Γ `V : A well-typed value term

Γ `V =W : A definitionally equal value terms

Γ `M : C well-typed computation term

Γ `M = N : C definitionally equal computation terms

Γ |z :C ` K : D well-typed homomorphism term

Γ |z :C ` K = L : D definitionally equal homomorphism terms

These judgements are defined mutually inductively, using the rules given below. We

have organised these rules so that closely-related rules for different judgements are

grouped together. For example, we group the formation rule for the type of natural

numbers together with the corresponding typing rules and definitional equations.

Well-formed value contexts

Formation rules for value contexts:

` �
` Γ Γ ` A x 6∈Vars(Γ)

` Γ,x :A

Rules for definitionally equal value contexts:

` �= �
` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 ` A = B x 6∈Vars(Γ1) x 6∈Vars(Γ2)

` Γ1,x :A = Γ2,x :B

Context and type conversions

Context conversion rules for types:

Γ1 ` A ` Γ1 = Γ2
Γ2 ` A

Γ1 `C ` Γ1 = Γ2

Γ2 `C

Γ1 ` A = B ` Γ1 = Γ2
Γ2 ` A = B

Γ1 `C = D ` Γ1 = Γ2

Γ2 `C = D
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Context and type conversion rules for terms:

Γ1 `V : A ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 ` A = B
Γ2 `V : B

Γ1 `M : C ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 `C = D
Γ2 `M : D

Γ1 |z :C1 ` K : D1 ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 `C1 =C2 Γ1 ` D1 = D2
Γ2 |z :C2 ` K : D2

Γ1 `V =W : A ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 ` A = B
Γ2 `V =W : B

Γ1 `M = N : C ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 `C = D
Γ2 `M = N : D

Γ1 |z :C1 ` K = L : D1 ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 `C1 =C2 Γ1 ` D1 = D2
Γ2 |z :C2 ` K = L : D2

Reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity

Rules for reflexivity:

Γ ` A
Γ ` A = A

Γ `C
Γ `C =C

Γ `V : A
Γ `V =V : A

Γ `M : C
Γ `M = M : C

Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ |z :C ` K = K : D

Rules for symmetry:

Γ ` B = A
Γ ` A = B

Γ ` D =C
Γ `C = D

Γ `W =V : A
Γ `V =W : A

Γ ` N = M : C
Γ `M = N : C

Γ |z :C ` L = K : D
Γ |z :C ` K = L : D

Rules for transitivity:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ ` A2 = A3
Γ ` A1 = A3

Γ `C1 =C2 Γ `C2 =C3
Γ `C1 =C3

Γ `V1 =V2 : A Γ `V2 =V3 : A
Γ `V1 =V3 : A

Γ `M1 = M2 : C Γ `M2 = M3 : C
Γ `M1 = M3 : C

Γ |z :C ` K1 = K2 : D Γ |z :C ` K2 = K3 : D
Γ |z :C ` K1 = K3 : D
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Replacement

Replacement rules for value and computation types:

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` B Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] ` B[V1/x] = B[V2/x]

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `C[V1/x] =C[V2/x]

Replacement rules for value, computation, and homomorphism terms:

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `W : B Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `W [V1/x] =W [V2/x] : B[V1/x]

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V1/x] = M[V2/x] : C[V1/x]

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 |z :C ` K : D Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] |z :C[V1/x] ` K[V1/x] = K[V2/x] : D[V1/x]

Γ |z :C ` K : D Γ `M = N : C
Γ ` K[M/z] = K[N/z] : D

Γ |z1 :D1 ` K : D2 Γ |z2 :C ` L1 = L2 : D1
Γ |z2 :C ` K[L1/z1] = K[L2/z1] : D2

Variables

Typing rules for value and computation variables:

` Γ1,x :A,Γ2
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` x : A

Γ `C
Γ |z :C ` z : C

Natural numbers

Formation rule for the type of natural numbers:

` Γ

Γ ` Nat

Typing rules for zero, successor, and primitive recursion:

` Γ

Γ ` zero : Nat
Γ `V : Nat

Γ ` succ V : Nat

Γ,x :Nat ` A Γ `V : Nat
Γ `Vz : A[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x] `Vs : A[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V ) : A[V/x]
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Congruence rules for successor and primitive recursion:

Γ `V =W : Nat
Γ ` succ V = succ W : Nat

Γ,x :Nat ` A = B Γ `V =W : Nat
Γ `Vz =Wz : A[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x] `Vs =Ws : A[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V ) = nat-elimx.B(Wz,y1.y2.Ws,W ) : A[V/x]

β-equations for primitive recursion:

Γ,x :Nat ` A Γ `Vz : A[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x] `Vs : A[succ y1/x]
Γ ` nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,zero) =Vz : A[zero/x]

Γ,x :Nat ` A Γ `V : Nat
Γ `Vz : A[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x] `Vs : A[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,succ V )

= Vs[V/y1][nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V )/y2] : A[succ V/x]

Unit type

Formation rule for the unit type:
` Γ

Γ ` 1

Typing rule for the unit:
` Γ

Γ ` ? : 1

η-equation for the unit:
Γ `V : 1

Γ `V = ? : 1

Value Σ-type

Formation rule for the value Σ-type:

Γ,x :A ` B
Γ ` Σx :A.B

Typing rules for pairing and pattern-matching:

Γ `V : A Γ,x :A ` B Γ `W : B[V/x]
Γ ` 〈V,W 〉(x:A).B : Σx :A.B

Γ,y :Σx1 :A1.A2 ` B
Γ `V : Σx1 :A1.A2 Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2 `W : B[〈x1,x2〉(x1:A1).A2/y]

Γ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.B W : B[V/y]
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Congruence rules for the value Σ-type, pairing, and pattern-matching:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` B1 = B2
Γ ` Σx :A1.B1 = Σx :A2.B2

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` B1 = B2 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1 Γ `W1 =W2 : B1[V1/x]
Γ ` 〈V1,W1〉(x:A1).B1 = 〈V2,W2〉(x:A2).B2 : Σx :A1.B1

Γ ` A11 = A12 Γ,x1 :A11 ` A21 = A22 Γ,y :Σx1 :A11.A21 ` B1 = B2

Γ `V1 =V2 : Σx1 :A11.A21 Γ,x1 :A11,x2 :A21 `W1 =W2 : B1[〈x1,x2〉(x1:A11).A21/y]

Γ ` pm V1 as (x1 :A11,x2 :A21) iny.B1 W1

= pm V2 as (x1 :A12,x2 :A22) iny.B2 W2 : B1[V1/y]

β- and η-equations for pattern-matching:

Γ,y :Σx1 :A1.A2 ` B Γ `V1 : A1 Γ `V2 : A2[V1/x1]

Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2 `W : B[〈x1,x2〉(x1:A1).A2/y]

Γ ` pm 〈V1,V2〉(x1:A1).A2 as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.B W

= W [V1/x1][V2/x2] : B[〈V1,V2〉(x1:A1).A2/y]

Γ ` A1 Γ,x1 :A1 ` A2 Γ `V : Σx1 :A1.A2

Γ,y1 :Σx1 :A1.A2 ` B Γ,y2 :Σx1 :A1.A2 `W : B[y2/y1]

Γ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny1.B W [〈x1,x2〉(x1:A1).A2/y2] =W [V/y2] : B[V/y1]

Value Π-type

Formation rule for the value Π-type:

Γ,x :A ` B
Γ `Πx :A.B

Typing rules for lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ,x :A `V : B
Γ ` λx :A.V : Πx :A.B

Γ,x :A ` B Γ `V : Πx :A.B Γ `W : A
Γ `V (W )(x:A).B : B[W/x]

Congruence rules for the value Π-type, lambda abstraction, and function application:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` B1 = B2
Γ `Πx :A1.B1 = Πx :A2.B2

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `V1 =V2 : B
Γ ` λx :A1.V1 = λx :A2.V2 : Πx :A1.B

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` B1 = B2 Γ `V1 =V2 : Πx :A1.B1 Γ `W1 =W2 : A1

Γ `V1(W1)(x:A1).B1 =V2(W2)(x:A2).B2 : B1[W1/x]
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β- and η-equations for lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ,x :A `V : B Γ `W : A
Γ ` (λx :A.V )(W )(x:A).B =V [W/x] : B[W/x]

Γ,x :A ` B Γ `V : Πx :A.B
Γ `V = λx :A.V (x)(x:A).B : Πx :A.B

Empty type

Formation rule for the empty type:
` Γ

Γ ` 0

Typing rule for empty case analysis:

Γ,x :0 ` A Γ `V : 0
Γ ` case V ofx.A () : A[V/x]

Congruence rule for empty case analysis:

Γ,x :0 ` A1 = A2 Γ `V1 =V2 : 0
Γ ` case V1 ofx.A1 () = case V2 ofx.A2 () : A1[V1/x]

η-equation for empty case analysis:

Γ,x :0 ` A Γ `V : 0 Γ,x :0 `W : A
Γ ` case V ofx.A () =W [V/x] : A[V/x]

Coproduct type

Formation rule for the coproduct type:

Γ ` A Γ ` B
Γ ` A+B

Typing rules for the left and right injections, and binary case analysis:

Γ `V : A
Γ ` inlA+B V : A+B

Γ `V : B
Γ ` inrA+B V : A+B

Γ,x :A1 +A2 ` B Γ `V : A1 +A2

Γ,y1 :A1 `W1 : B[inlA1+A2 y1/x] Γ,y2 :A2 `W2 : B[inrA1+A2 y2/x]

Γ ` case V ofx.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W1,inr(y2 :A2) 7→W2) : B[V/x]
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Congruence rules for the coproduct type, left and right injections, and binary case

analysis:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ ` B1 = B2
Γ ` A1 +B1 = A2 +B2

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ ` B1 = B2 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1
Γ ` inlA1+B1 V1 = inlA2+B2 V2 : A1 +B1

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ ` B1 = B2 Γ `V1 =V2 : B1
Γ ` inrA1+B1 V1 = inrA2+B2 V2 : A1 +B1

Γ ` A11 = A12 Γ ` A21 = A22 Γ,x :A11 +A21 ` B1 = B2

Γ `V1 =V2 : A11 +A21 Γ,y1 :A11 `W11 =W12 : B1[inlA11+A21 y1/x]
Γ,y2 :A12 `W21 =W22 : B1[inrA12+A22 y2/x]

Γ ` case V1 ofx.B1 (inl(y1 :A11) 7→W11,inr(y2 :A21) 7→W21)

= case V2 ofx.B2 (inl(y1 :A12) 7→W12,inr(y2 :A22) 7→W22) : B1[V1/x]

β- and η-equations for binary case analysis:

Γ,x :A1 +A2 ` B Γ `V : A1

Γ,y1 :A1 `W1 : B[inlA1+A2 y1/x] Γ,y2 :A2 `W2 : B[inrA1+A2 y2/x]

Γ ` case (inlA1+A2 V ) ofx.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W1,inr(y2 :A2) 7→W2)

= W1[V/y1] : B[inlA1+A2 V/x]

Γ,x :A1 +A2 ` B Γ `V : A2

Γ,y1 :A1 `W1 : B[inlA1+A2 y1/x] Γ,y2 :A2 `W2 : B[inrA1+A2 y2/x]

Γ ` case (inrA1+A2 V ) ofx.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W1,inr(y2 :A2) 7→W2)

= W2[V/y2] : B[inrA1+A2 V/x]

Γ,x1 :A1 +A2 ` B Γ `V : A1 +A2 Γ,x2 :A1 +A2 `W : B[x2/x1]

Γ ` case V ofx1.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W [inlA1+A2 y1/x2],

inr(y2 :A2) 7→W [inrA1+A2 y2/x2]) =W [V/x2] : B[V/x1]

Propositional equality

Formation rule for propositional equality:

Γ `V : A Γ `W : A
Γ `V =A W
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Typing rules for the introduction and elimination forms of propositional equality:

Γ `V : A
Γ ` refl V : V =A V

Γ ` A Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 ` B Γ `V1 : A Γ `V2 : A
Γ `Vp : V1 =A V2 Γ,y :A `W : B[y/x1][y/x2][refl y/x3]

Γ ` eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,y.W,V1,V2,Vp) : B[V1/x1][V2/x2][Vp/x3]

Congruence rules for propositional equality, and its introduction and elimination forms:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1 Γ `W1 =W2 : A1
Γ ` (V1 =A1 W1) = (V2 =A2 W2)

Γ `V1 =V2 : A
Γ ` refl V1 = refl V2 : V1 =A V1

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A1,x3 :x1 =A1 x2 ` B1 = B2

Γ `V11 =V12 : A1 Γ `V21 =V22 : A1 Γ `Vp1 =Vp2 : V11 =A1 V21

Γ,y :A1 `W1 =W2 : B1[y/x1][y/x2][refl y/x3]

Γ ` eq-elimA1
(x1.x2.x3.B1,y.W1,V11,V21,Vp1)

= eq-elimA2
(x1.x2.x3.B2,y.W2,V12,V22,Vp2) : B1[V11/x1][V21/x2][Vp1/x3]

β-equation for the elimination form of propositional equality:

Γ ` A Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 ` B
Γ `V : A Γ,y :A `W : B[y/x1][y/x2][refl y/x3]

Γ ` eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,y.W,V,V,refl V ) =W [V/y] : B[V/x1][V/x2][refl V/x3]

Thunked computations

Formation rule for the type of thunked computations:

Γ `C
Γ `UC

Typing rules for thunking and forcing:

Γ `M : C
Γ ` thunk M : UC

Γ `V : UC
Γ ` forceC V : C
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Congruence rules for the type of thunked computations, thunking, and forcing:

Γ `C1 =C2
Γ `UC1 =UC2

Γ `M1 = M2 : C
Γ ` thunk M1 = thunk M2 : UC

Γ `C1 =C2 Γ `V1 =V2 : UC1
Γ ` forceC1 V1 = forceC2 V2 : C1

Equations relating thunking and forcing:

Γ `V : UC
Γ ` thunk (forceC V ) =V : UC

Γ `M : C
Γ ` forceC (thunk M) = M : C

Homomorphic function type

Formation rule for the homomorphic function type:

Γ `C Γ ` D
Γ `C( D

Typing rules for the homomorphic lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ ` λz :C.K : C( D

Γ `V : C( D Γ `M : C
Γ `V (M)C,D : D

Γ `V : D1( D2 Γ |z :C ` K : D1
Γ |z :C `V (K)D1,D2 : D2

Congruence rules for the homomorphic function type, lambda abstraction, and function

application:

Γ `C1 =C2 Γ ` D1 = D2
Γ `C1( D1 =C2( D2

Γ `C1 =C2 Γ |z :C1 ` K1 = K2 : D
Γ ` λz :C1.K1 = λz :C2.K2 : C1( D

Γ `C1 =C2 Γ ` D1 = D2 Γ `V1 =V2 : C1( D1 Γ `M1 = M2 : C1
Γ `V1(M1)C1,D1 =V2(M2)C2,D2 : D1

Γ ` D11 = D12 Γ ` D21 = D22 Γ `V1 =V2 : D11( D21 Γ |z :C ` K1 = K2 : D11
Γ |z :C `V1(K1)D11,D21 =V2(K2)D12,D22 : D21
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β- and η-equations for homomorphic lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ ` (λz :C.K)(M)C,D = K[M/z] : D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : D1 Γ |z2 :D1 ` L : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` (λz2 :D1.L)(K)D1,D2 = L[K/z2] : D2

Γ `V : C( D
Γ `V = λz :C.V (z)C,D : C( D

Type of computations that return values of a give value type

Formation rule for the type of computations that return values of a give value type:

Γ ` A
Γ ` FA

Typing rules for returning a value and sequential composition:

Γ `V : A
Γ ` return V : FA

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A inC N : C

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ ` D Γ,x :A `M : D
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A inD M : D

Congruence rules for the type of computations that return values of a given value type,

returning a value, and sequential composition:

Γ ` A1 = A2
Γ ` FA1 = FA2

Γ `V1 =V2 : A
Γ ` return V1 = return V2 : FA

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ `M1 = M2 : FA1 Γ `C1 =C2 Γ,x :A1 ` N1 = N2 : C1
Γ `M1 to x :A1 inC1 N1 = M2 to x :A2 inC2 N2 : C1

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ |z :C ` K1 = K2 : FA1 Γ ` D1 = D2 Γ,x :A1 `M1 = M2 : D1
Γ |z :C ` K1 to x :A1 inD1 M1 = K2 to x :A2 inD2 M2 : D1
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β- and η-equations for sequential composition:

Γ `V : A Γ `C Γ,x :A `M : C
Γ ` return V to x :A inC M = M[V/x] : C

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ |z :FA ` K : C
Γ `M to x :A inC K[return x/z] = K[M/z] : C

Γ |z1 :C ` K : FA Γ ` D Γ |z2 :FA ` L : D
Γ |z1 :C ` K to x :A inD L[return x/z2] = L[K/z2] : D

Computational Σ-type

Formation rule for the computational Σ-type:

Γ,x :A `C
Γ ` Σx :A.C

Typing rules for computational pairing and pattern-matching:

Γ `V : A Γ,x :A `C Γ `M : C[V/x]
Γ ` 〈V,M〉(x:A).C : Σx :A.C

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ ` D Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) inD K : D

Γ `V : A Γ,x :A ` D Γ |z :C ` K : D[V/x]
Γ |z :C ` 〈V,K〉(x:A).D : Σx :A.D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ ` D2 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) inD2 L : D2

Congruence rules for the computational Σ-type, computational pairing, and pattern-

matching:

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `C1 =C2
Γ ` Σx :A1.C1 = Σx :A2.C2

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `C1 =C2 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1 Γ `M1 = M2 : C1[V1/x]
Γ ` 〈V1,M1〉(x:A1).C1

= 〈V2,M2〉(x:A2).C2
: Σx :A1.C1

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `C1 =C2 Γ ` D1 = D2

Γ `M1 = M2 : Σx :A1.C1 Γ,x :A1 |z :C1 ` K1 = K2 : D1

Γ `M1 to (x :A1,z :C1) inD1 K1 = M2 to (x :A2,z :C2) inD2 K2 : D1
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Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` D1 = D2 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1 Γ |z :C ` K1 = K2 : D1[V1/x]
Γ |z :C ` 〈V1,K1〉(x:A1).D1

= 〈V2,K2〉(x:A2).D2
: Σx :A1.D1

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` D11 = D12 Γ ` D21 = D22

Γ |z1 :C ` K1 = K2 : Σx :A1.D11 Γ,x :A1 |z2 :D11 ` L1 = L2 : D21

Γ |z1 :C ` K1 to (x :A1,z2 :D11) inD21 L1 = K2 to (x :A2,z2 :D12) inD22 L2 : D21

β- and η-equations for computational pattern-matching:

Γ `V : A Γ `M : C[V/x] Γ ` D Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D
Γ ` 〈V,M〉(x:A).C to (x :A,z :C) inD K = K[V/x][M/z] : D

Γ,x :A `C Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ ` D Γ |z2 :Σx :A.C ` K : D
Γ `M to (x :A,z1 :C) inD K[〈x,z1〉(x:A).C/z2] = K[M/z2] : D

Γ `V : A Γ |z1 :C ` K : D1[V/x] Γ ` D2 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` 〈V,K〉(x:A).D1

to (x :A,z2 :D1) inD2 L = L[V/x][K/z2] : D2

Γ,x :A ` D1 Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ ` D2 Γ |z3 :Σx :A.D1 ` K : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) inD2 L[〈x,z2〉(x:A).D1

/z3] = L[K/z3] : D2

Computational Π-type

Formation rule for the computational Π-type:

Γ,x :A `C
Γ `Πx :A.C

Typing rules for computational lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ,x :A `M : C
Γ ` λx :A.M : Πx :A.C

Γ,x :A `C Γ `M : Πx :A.C Γ `V : A
Γ `M(V )(x:A).C : C[V/x]

Γ `C Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D
Γ |z :C ` λx :A.K : Πx :A.D

Γ,x :A ` D Γ |z :C ` K : Πx :A.D Γ `V : A
Γ |z :C ` K(V )(x:A).D : D[V/x]

Congruence rules for the computational Π-type, lambda abstraction, and function ap-

plication:
Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `C1 =C2

Γ `Πx :A1.C1 = Πx :A2.C2

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `M1 = M2 : C
Γ ` λx :A1.M1 = λx :A2.M2 : Πx :A1.C
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Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 `C1 =C2 Γ `M1 = M2 : Πx :A1.C1 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1

Γ `M1(V1)(x:A1).C1
= M2(V2)(x:A2).C2

: C1[V1/x]

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ `C Γ,x :A1 |z :C ` K1 = K2 : D
Γ |z :C ` λx :A1.K1 = λx :A2.K2 : Πx :A1.D

Γ ` A1 = A2 Γ,x :A1 ` D1 = D2 Γ ` K1 = K2 : Πx :A1.D1 Γ `V1 =V2 : A1

Γ |z :C ` K1(V1)(x:A1).D1
= K2(V2)(x:A2).D2

: D1[V1/x]

β- and η-equations for computational lambda abstraction and function application:

Γ,x :A `M : C Γ `V : A
Γ ` (λx :A.M)(V )(x:A).C = M[V/x] : C[V/x]

Γ,x :A `C Γ `M : Πx :A.C
Γ `M = λx :A.M(x)(x:A).C : Πx :A.C

Γ `C Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D Γ `V : A
Γ |z :C ` (λx :A.K)(V )(x:A).D = K[V/x] : D[V/x]

Γ,x :A ` D Γ |z :C ` K : Πx :A.D
Γ |z :C ` K = λx :A.K(x)(x:A).D : Πx :A.D

Convention for proving definitional equations

In this thesis we use the following convention: when we say that we prove a definitional

equation Γ ` V1 = Vn : A, we formally mean constructing a corresponding derivation

using the rules given above. In order to improve the readability of these proofs, we

omit the full derivations and instead present the proofs as sequences of equations

Γ `V1 =V2 = . . .=Vn−1 =Vn : A

where each individual equation corresponds to a derivation of Γ `Vi =Vj : A, and the

sequence as a whole corresponds to the derivation of Γ `V1 =Vn : A by repeated use of

the transitivity rule on these individual derivations. These individual derivations often

consist of an application of a β- or η-rule under some number of congruence rules.

3.3 Meta-theory

In this section we prove various meta-theoretical properties of the well-formed syntax

of eMLTT we introduced in the previous section; these include closure under weaken-
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ing and substitution, and that well-typed terms are assigned only well-formed types.

We begin with some properties of well-formed value contexts. First, we show that

all value types in a well-formed value context are themselves well-formed.

Proposition 3.3.1. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value variable x, and a value

type A such that ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2, then we also have Γ1 ` A.

Proof. By induction on the length of Γ2 and by observing that in each of the cases the

derivation of ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2 has to end with the context extension rule.

Next, we observe that our axiomatisation of definitionally equal value contexts in

terms of a reflexivity rule for the empty context and a congruence rule for context

extension gives rise to an equivalence relation.

Proposition 3.3.2. The following rules are admissible for value contexts:

` Γ

` Γ = Γ

` Γ2 = Γ1
` Γ1 = Γ2

` Γ1 = Γ2 ` Γ2 = Γ3
` Γ1 = Γ3

Proof. We prove reflexivity by induction on the derivation of ` Γ, symmetry by in-

duction on the derivation of ` Γ2 = Γ1, and transitivity by induction on the sum of

the heights of the derivations of ` Γ1 = Γ2 and ` Γ2 = Γ3. We use the reflexivity,

symmetry, transitivity, and context conversion rules for value types where needed.

Next, we show that definitionally equal value contexts have the same structure.

Proposition 3.3.3. Given Γ1 and Γ2 such that ` Γ1 = Γ2, then Vars(Γ1) = Vars(Γ2);

and moreover, these value variables are given in the same exact order in both contexts.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of ` Γ1 = Γ2.

Proposition 3.3.4. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 and Γ3 such that ` Γ1,Γ2 = Γ3,

then there exist value contexts Γ4 and Γ5 such that Γ3 = Γ4,Γ5 and ` Γ1 = Γ4.

Proof. By induction on the length of Γ2.

Corollary 3.3.5. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 and Γ3, a value variable x, and a

value type A such that ` Γ1,x : A,Γ2 = Γ3, then there exist value contexts Γ4 and Γ5,

and a value type B such that Γ3 = Γ4,x :B,Γ5 and ` Γ1 = Γ4 and Γ1 ` A = B.

Proof. We use Proposition 3.3.4 with value contexts Γ1,x : A and Γ2 and Γ3, and ob-

serve that the last rule used in the derivation of ` Γ1,x :A= Γ4 has to be the congruence

rule for definitionally equal value contexts, giving us the required value type B.
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Proposition 3.3.6. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 and Γ such that ` Γ1 = Γ2 and

` Γ1,Γ, then ` Γ1,Γ = Γ2,Γ.

Proof. By induction on the length of Γ.

Next, we show that the free value variables of a well-formed expression are con-

tained in the value context in which the given expression is well-formed.

Proposition 3.3.7.

(a) Given Γ ` A, then FVV (A)⊆Vars(Γ).

(b) Given Γ ` A = B, then FVV (A)⊆Vars(Γ) and FVV (B)⊆Vars(Γ).

(c) Given Γ `C, then FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ).

(d) Given Γ `C = D, then FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ) and FVV (D)⊆Vars(Γ).

(e) Given Γ `V : A, then FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ) and FVV (A)⊆Vars(Γ).

(f) Given Γ `V =W : A, then FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ), FVV (W )⊆Vars(Γ), and

FVV (A)⊆Vars(Γ).

(g) Given Γ `M : C, then FVV (M)⊆Vars(Γ) and FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ).

(h) Given Γ `M = N : C, then FVV (M)⊆Vars(Γ), FVV (N)⊆Vars(Γ), and

FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ).

(i) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D, then FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ), FVV (K)⊆Vars(Γ), and

FVV (D)⊆Vars(Γ).

(j) Given Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, then FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ), FVV (K)⊆Vars(Γ),

FVV (L)⊆Vars(Γ), and FVV (D)⊆Vars(Γ).

Proof. We prove (a)–( j) simultaneously, by induction on the derivations of the given

judgements, using Proposition 3.1.6 for rules involving the substitution of value terms

for value variables.

Analogously, we can also show that the free computation variable of a well-typed

homomorphism term matches the computation variable mentioned in its typing judge-

ment, and analogously for definitional equations between homomorphism terms:
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Proposition 3.3.8.

(a) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D, then FCV (K) = z.

(b) Given Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, then FCV (K) = z and FCV (L) = z.

Proof. We first prove (a) and then (b), by induction on the given derivations of

Γ |z :C ` K : D and Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, respectively. In the cases that involve substitut-

ing homomorphism terms for computation variables, we use Proposition 3.1.15.

We are now ready to prove that the judgements of eMLTT are closed under weak-

ening of value contexts and under substitution of value terms for value variables.

Theorem 3.3.9 (Weakening). Assuming that x 6∈Vars(Γ1,Γ2) and Γ1 ` A, we have:

(a) Given ` Γ1,Γ2, then ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2.

(b) Given ` Γ1,Γ2 = Γ3,Γ4, then ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2 = Γ3,x :A,Γ4.

(c) Given Γ1,Γ2 ` B, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` B.

(d) Given Γ1,Γ2 ` B1 = B2, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` B1 = B2.

(e) Given Γ1,Γ2 `C, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C.

(f) Given Γ1,Γ2 `C = D, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C = D.

(g) Given Γ1,Γ2 `V : B, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `V : B.

(h) Given Γ1,Γ2 `V =W : B, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `V =W : B.

(i) Given Γ1,Γ2 `M : C, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C.

(j) Given Γ1,Γ2 `M = N : C, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M = N : C.

(k) Given Γ1,Γ2 |z :C ` K : D, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 |z :C ` K : D.

(l) Given Γ1,Γ2 |z :C ` K = L : D, then Γ1,x :A,Γ2 |z :C ` K = L : D.

Proof. We prove this theorem simultaneously with Theorem 3.3.10. We prove all cases

simultaneously: (a)–(b) by induction on the length of Γ2 and (c)–(l) by induction on

the derivations of the given judgements. We sketch the proofs of two cases that need

extra work, namely, those involving context and type conversions, and substitution.
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Context and type conversion rule for computation terms: In this case, the given

derivation ends with
Γ3 `M : C ` Γ3 = Γ1,Γ2 Γ3 `C = D

Γ1,Γ2 `M : D

and we are required to construct a derivation of Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : D.

First, by using Proposition 3.3.4, together with the symmetry of definitionally equal

value contexts, we get that Γ3 = Γ4,Γ5 and ` Γ1 = Γ4, for some Γ4 and Γ5.

Next, by combining this definitional equation with the context and type conversion

rule for value types, we get a derivation of Γ4 ` A.

Next, we observe that our assumptions give us that x 6∈Vars(Γ1,Γ2), and Proposi-

tion 3.3.3 gives us that Vars(Γ1,Γ2) =Vars(Γ3) =Vars(Γ4,Γ5).

Therefore, we can use the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ4,Γ5 `M : C

to get a derivation of Γ4,x:A,Γ5 `M : C. Analogously, we can use (b) on the derivation

of ` Γ4,Γ5 = Γ1,Γ2 to get a derivation of ` Γ4,x : A,Γ5 = Γ1,x : A,Γ2, and ( f ) on the

derivation of Γ4,Γ5 `C = D to get a derivation of Γ4,x :A,Γ5 `C = D.

As a result, we can now construct the required derivation, as shown below:

Γ4,x :A,Γ5 `M : C ` Γ4,x :A,Γ5 = Γ1,x :A,Γ2 Γ4,x :A,Γ5 `C = D
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : D

Other cases involving context and type conversion rules are proved analogously.

Replacement rule for computation terms: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ3,y :B,Γ4 `M : C Γ3 `V1 =V2 : B

Γ3,Γ4[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y]

with Γ1,Γ2 = Γ3,Γ4[V1/y].

We now have two possibilities to consider, according to how Γ1 and Γ3 overlap. In

both cases, we note that our adopted variable convention does not apply because y is

not a bound value variable. As a result, it is not guaranteed that x and y are different.

To overcome this, we choose a fresh y′ satisfying y′ 6∈Vars(Γ3,y :B,Γ4) and y′ 6= x.

Case for Vars(Γ3) ⊆ Vars(Γ1): In this case, the value context Γ4[V1/y] is of the form

Γ41[V1/y],Γ42[V1/y], with Γ1 = Γ3,Γ41[V1/y] and Γ2 = Γ42[V1/y], and we are required

to construct a derivation of

Γ3,Γ41[V1/y],x :A,Γ42[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y]

Based on that y′ 6∈Vars(Γ3,y :B,Γ4), we can use (i) on the given derivation of

Γ3,y : B,Γ41,Γ42 ` M : C to get a derivation of Γ3,y′ : B,y : B,Γ41,Γ42 ` M : C,
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on which we can in turn use (i) of Theorem 3.3.10 to get a derivation of

Γ3,y′ :B,Γ41[y′/y],Γ42[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y].

Next, we observe that x 6∈ Vars(Γ3,y′ : B,Γ41[y′/y],Γ42[y′/y]). Therefore, we can

use (i) on the derivation of Γ3,y′ : B,Γ41[y′/y],Γ42[y′/y] ` M[y′/y] : C[y′/y] to get a

derivation of Γ3,y′ :B,Γ41[y′/y],x :A,Γ42[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y].

Now, by applying the replacement rule for computation terms on this derivation,

we get a derivation ending with

Γ3,y′ :B,Γ41[y′/y],x :A,Γ42[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y] Γ3 `V1 =V2 : B

Γ3,Γ41[y′/y][V1/y′],x :A[V1/y′],Γ42[y′/y][V1/y′] ` M[y′/y][V1/y′]

= M[y′/y][V2/y′] : C[y′/y][V1/y′]

(∗)

Next, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we know that FVV (V1) ⊆ Vars(Γ3) and

FVV (V2) ⊆ Vars(Γ3). Therefore, we have that y 6∈ FVV (V1) and y 6∈ FVV (V2).

Furthermore, as a consequence of the way we have chosen y′, we also know that

y′ 6∈ FVV (Γ41), y′ 6∈ FVV (Γ42), y′ 6∈ FVV (M), y′ 6∈ FVV (A), and y′ 6∈ FVV (C).

By combining these observations with Definition 3.1.4 and Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.9,

and 3.2.7, we can show that the following equations hold:

Γ41[y′/y][V1/y′] = Γ41[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ41[y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ41[V1/y]

A[V1/y′] = A

Γ42[y′/y][V1/y′] = Γ42[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ42[y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ42[V1/y]

M[y′/y][V1/y′] = M[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] = M[y′[V1/y′]/y] = M[V1/y]

M[y′/y][V2/y′] = M[V2/y′][y′[V2/y′]/y] = M[y′[V2/y′]/y] = M[V2/y]

C[y′/y][V1/y′] =C[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] =C[y′[V1/y′]/y] =C[V1/y]

As a result, the derivation we constructed above that ends with (∗) gives us the

required derivation of Γ3,Γ41[V1/y],x :A,Γ42[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y].

Case for Vars(Γ3) 6⊆Vars(Γ1): In this case, the value context Γ3 is of the form Γ31,Γ32,

with Γ1 = Γ31 and Γ2 = Γ32,Γ4[V1/y], and we are required to construct a derivation of

Γ31,x :A,Γ32,Γ4[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y]

Based on that y′ 6∈ Vars(Γ3,y : B,Γ4), we can use (i) on the derivation of

Γ31,Γ32,y : B,Γ4 ` M : C to get a derivation of Γ31,Γ32,y′ : B,y : B,Γ4 ` M : C,

on which we can in turn use (i) of Theorem 3.3.10 to get a derivation of

Γ31,Γ32,y′ :B,Γ4[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y].
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Next, we observe that x 6∈ Vars(Γ31,Γ32,y′ : B,Γ4[y′/y]). Therefore, we can use

(i) on the derivation of Γ31,Γ32,y′ : B,Γ4[y′/y] ` M[y′/y] : C[y′/y] to get a derivation

of Γ31,x : A,Γ32,y′ : B,Γ4[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y]. Furthermore, as we also know that

x 6∈ Vars(Γ31,Γ32), we can use (h) on the derivation of Γ31,Γ32 ` V1 = V2 : B to get a

derivation of Γ31,x :A,Γ32 `V1 =V2 : B.

Now, by applying the replacement rule for computation terms on these derivations

we get a derivation ending with

Γ31,x :A,Γ32,y′ :B,Γ4[y′/y] `M[y′/y] : C[y′/y] Γ31,x :A,Γ32 `V1 =V2 : B
Γ31,x :A,Γ32,Γ4[y′/y][V1/y′] `M[y′/y][V1/y′] = M[y′/y][V2/y′] : C[y′/y][V1/y′]

(∗∗)

Next, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we know that FVV (V1)⊆Vars(Γ31,Γ32) and

FVV (V2) ⊆ Vars(Γ31,Γ32). Therefore, we have that y 6∈ FVV (V1) and y 6∈ FVV (V2).

Furthermore, as a consequence of the way we have picked y′, we also know that

y′ 6∈ FVV (Γ4), y′ 6∈ FVV (M), and y′ 6∈ FVV (C).

By combining these observations with Definition 3.1.4 and Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.9,

and 3.2.7, we can show that the following equations hold:

Γ4[y′/y][V1/y′] = Γ4[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ4[y′[V1/y′]/y] = Γ4[V1/y]

M[y′/y][V1/y′] = M[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] = M[y′[V1/y′]/y] = M[V1/y]

M[y′/y][V2/y′] = M[V2/y′][y′[V2/y′]/y] = M[y′[V2/y′]/y] = M[V2/y]

C[y′/y][V1/y′] =C[V1/y′][y′[V1/y′]/y] =C[y′[V1/y′]/y] =C[V1/y]

As a result, the derivation we constructed above that ends with (∗∗) gives us the

required derivation for Γ31,x :A,Γ32,Γ4[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y].

Other cases that involve substitution in rule conclusions are proved analogously.

Theorem 3.3.10 (Value term substitution). Assuming Γ1 `V : A, we have:

(a) Given ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2, then ` Γ1,Γ2[V/x].

(b) Given ` Γ1,x :A,Γ2 = Γ3,x :A′,Γ4, then ` Γ1,Γ2[V/x] = Γ3,Γ4[V/x].

(c) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` B, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` B[V/x].

(d) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` B1 = B2, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` B1[V/x] = B2[V/x].

(e) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `C[V/x].

(f) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C = D, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `C[V/x] = D[V/x].
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(g) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `W : B, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `W [V/x] : B[V/x].

(h) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `W1 =W2 : B, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `W1[V/x] =W2[V/x] : B[V/x].

(i) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x].

(j) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M = N : C, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `M[V/x] = N[V/x] : C[V/x].

(k) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 |z :C ` K : D, then Γ1,Γ2[V/x] |z :C[V/x] ` K[V/x] : D[V/x].

(l) Given Γ1,x :A,Γ2 |z :C ` K = L : D, then

Γ1,Γ2[V/x] |z :C[V/x] ` K[V/x] = L[V/x] : D[V/x].

Proof. We prove this theorem simultaneously with Theorem 3.3.9. We prove all cases

simultaneously: (a)–(b) by induction on the length of Γ2 and (c)–(l) by induction on

the derivations of the given judgements. We sketch the proofs of three cases that need

extra work, namely, those involving context and type conversions, and substitution.

Context and type conversion rule for computation terms: In this case, the given

derivation ends with
Γ3 `M : C ` Γ3 = Γ1,x :A,Γ2 Γ3 `C = D

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : D

and we are required to construct a derivation of Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `M[V/x] : D[V/x].

First, using Corollary 3.3.5, together with the symmetry of definitionally equal

value contexts, we get that Γ3 = Γ4,x :B,Γ5 and ` Γ1 = Γ4 and Γ1 ` A = B, for some

value contexts Γ4 and Γ5, and a value type B.

Next, by combining these definitional equations with the context and type conver-

sion rule for value terms, we get a derivation of Γ4 `V : B.

As a result, we can use the induction hypothesis on the given derivation of

Γ4,x :B,Γ5 `M : C to get a derivation of Γ4,Γ5[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x]. Analogously,

we can use (b) on the derivation of ` Γ4,x : B,Γ5 = Γ1,x : A,Γ2 to get a derivation of

` Γ4,Γ5[V/x] = Γ1,Γ2[V/x], and (d) on the derivation of Γ4,x :B,Γ5 `C = D to get a

derivation of Γ4,Γ5[V/x] `C[V/x] = D[V/x].

As a result, we can now construct the required derivation, as shown below:

(1) ` Γ4,Γ5[V/x] = Γ1,Γ2[V/x] Γ4,Γ5[V/x] `C[V/x] = D[V/x]

Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `M[V/x] : D[V/x]

where (1) denotes a derivation of

Γ4,Γ5[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x]
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Other cases involving context and type conversion rules are proved analogously.

Typing rule for computational pairing: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `W : B Γ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B `C Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C[W/y]
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` 〈W,M〉(y:B).C : Σy :B.C

and we are required to construct a derivation of

Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` 〈W [V/x],M[V/x]〉(y:B[V/x]).C[V/x] : Σy :B[V/x].C[V/x]

First, we use (g) on the derivation of Γ1,x : A,Γ2 ` W : A to get a derivation

of Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `W [V/x] : A[V/x]. Analogously, we use (e) on the given derivation

of Γ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B `C to get a derivation of Γ1,Γ2[V/x],y :B[V/x] `C[V/x].

Next, we use the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ1,x:A,Γ2 `M : C[W/x]

to get a derivation of Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` M[V/x] : C[W/y][V/x], which is the same as a

derivation of Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` M[V/x] : C[V/x][W [V/x]/y] due to Proposition 3.1.9. In

particular, based on our adopted variable convention, we have y 6∈ Vars(Γ1,x : A,Γ2),

from which it follows that y 6∈ Vars(Γ1). Further, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we

also know that FVV (V ) ⊆ Vars(Γ1). Therefore, y 6∈ FVV (V ). Combining these ob-

servations with Proposition 3.1.9, we get that C[W/y][V/x] =C[V/x][W [V/x]/y].

Finally, we can construct the required derivation by using the typing rule for com-

putational pairing with the derivations we have constructed above, as shown below:

Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `W [V/x] : B[V/x] (1) Γ1,Γ2[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x][W [V/x]/y]
Γ1,Γ2[V/x] ` 〈W [V/x],M[V/x]〉(y:B[V/x]).C[V/x] : Σy :B[V/x].C[V/x]

where (1) denotes a derivation of

Γ1,Γ2[V/x],y :B[V/x] `C[V/x]

Other cases that involve substitution in rule premises are proved analogously.

Replacement rule for computation terms: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ3,y :B,Γ4 `M : C Γ3 `V1 =V2 : B

Γ3,Γ4[V1/y] `M[V1/y] = M[V2/y] : C[V1/y]

where Γ1,x :A,Γ2 = Γ3,Γ4[V1/y].

Similarly to the analogous case in the proof of Theorem 3.3.9, we now have two

possibilities to consider, depending on whether x ∈Vars(Γ3) or x ∈Vars(Γ4[V1/y]).
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Case for x ∈ Vars(Γ3): In this case, the value context Γ3 is of the form Γ31,x : A,Γ32,

with Γ1 = Γ31 and Γ2 = Γ31,Γ4[V1/y], and we are required to construct a derivation of

Γ3,Γ4[V1/y][V/x] `M[V1/y][V/x] = M[V2/y][V/x] : C[V1/y][V/x]

First, we use (i) on the derivation of Γ31,x : A,Γ32,y : B,Γ4 ` M : C to get a

derivation of Γ31,Γ32[V/x],y :B[V/x],Γ4[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x].

Next, we use (h) on the derivation of Γ31,x :A,Γ32 `V1 =V2 : B to get a derivation

of Γ31,Γ32[V/x] `V1[V/x] =V2[V/x] : B[V/x].

Using these derivations, we can use the replacement rule for computation terms to

get a derivation ending with

Γ3,y :B[V/x],Γ4[V/x] `M[V/x] : C Γ3[V/x] `V1[V/x] =V2[V/x] : B[V/x]

Γ3,Γ4[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] ` M[V/x][V1[V/x]/y]
= M[V/x][V2[V/x]/y] : C[V/x][V1[V/x]/y]

(∗)

Next, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we know that FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ31). There-

fore, as y 6∈Vars(Γ31), we also know that y 6∈ FVV (V ).

By combining these observations with Propositions 3.1.9 and 3.2.7, we can show

that the following equations hold:

Γ4[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] = Γ4[V1/y][V/x]

M[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] = M[V1/y][V/x]

M[V/x][V2[V/x]/y] = M[V2/y][V/x]

C[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] =C[V1/y][V/x]

As a result, the derivation we constructed above that ends with (∗) gives us the re-

quired derivation of Γ3,Γ4[V1/y][V/x] `M[V1/y][V/x] = M[V2/y][V/x] : C[V1/y][V/x].

Case for x ∈ Vars(Γ4[V1/y]): In this case, the value context Γ4[V1/y] is of the form

Γ41[V1/y],x : A[V1/y],Γ42[V1/y], with Γ1 = Γ3,Γ41[V1/y] and Γ2 = Γ42[V1/y], and we

are required to construct a derivation of

Γ3,Γ41[V1/y],Γ42[V1/y][V/x] `M[V1/y][V/x] = M[V2/y][V/x] : C[V1/y][V/x]

First, we use (i) on the derivation of Γ3,y:B,Γ41,x:A,Γ42 `M :C to get a derivation

of Γ3,y :B,Γ41,Γ42[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x].

Using this derivation, together with the given derivation of Γ3 `V1 =V2 : B, we can

use the replacement rule for computation terms to get a derivation ending with

Γ3,y :B,Γ41,Γ42[V/x] `M[V/x] : C[V/x] Γ3 `V1 =V2 : B
Γ3,Γ41[V1/y],Γ42[V/x][V1/y] `M[V/x][V1/y] = M[V/x][V2/y] : C[V/x][V1/y]

(∗∗)
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Next, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we know that FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ3,Γ41[V1/y]).

Therefore, as y 6∈Vars(Γ3,Γ41[V1/y]), we also know that y 6∈ FVV (V ).

In addition, according to Proposition 3.3.7, we know that FVV (V1)⊆Vars(Γ3) and

FVV (V2)⊆Vars(Γ3). Therefore, as x 6∈Vars(Γ3), we also have that x 6∈ FVV (V1) and

x 6∈ FVV (V2).

By combining these observations with Propositions 3.1.7, 3.1.9, and 3.2.7, we can

show that the following equations hold:

Γ42[V/x][V1/y] = Γ42[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] = Γ42[V1/y][V/x]

M[V/x][V1/y] = M[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] = M[V1/y][V/x]

M[V/x][V2/y] = M[V/x][V2[V/x]/y] = M[V2/y][V/x]

C[V/x][V1/y] =C[V/x][V1[V/x]/y] =C[V1/y][V/x]

As a result, the above derivation ending with (∗∗) gives us the required derivation

of Γ3,Γ41[V1/y],Γ42[V1/y][V/x] `M[V1/y][V/x] = M[V2/y][V/x] : C[V1/y][V/x].

Other cases involving substitution in rule conclusions are proved similarly. In the

cases that involve substituting computation terms and homomorphism terms for com-

putation variables, the proofs use Propositions 3.1.12 and 3.1.17, respectively.

In addition to the substitution theorem for value variables, we also prove two sub-

stitution theorems for computation variables, one for substituting computation terms

and one for substituting homomorphism terms.

Theorem 3.3.11 (Computation term substitution). Assuming Γ `M : C, we have:

(a) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D, then Γ ` K[M/z] : D.

(b) Given Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, then Γ ` K[M/z] = L[M/z] : D.

Proof. We first prove (a) and then (b), by induction on the given derivations of

Γ |z :C ` K : D and Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, respectively. We sketch the proof of a case that

needs extra work compared to other cases, namely, the case that involves substitution.

Replacement rule for homomorphism terms: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ |z1 :D1 ` K : D2 Γ |z2 :C ` L1 = L2 : D1

Γ |z2 :C ` K[L1/z1] = K[L2/z1] : D2

and we are required to build a derivation of Γ`K[L1/z1][M/z2] =K[L2/z1][M/z2] : D2.

First, we use the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ |z2 :C ` L1 = L2 : D1

to get a derivation of Γ ` L1[M/z2] = L2[M/z2] : D1.
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Next, using this derivation, together with the derivation of Γ |z1 : D1 ` K : D2, we

can use the replacement rule for homomorphism terms to get a derivation ending with

Γ |z1 :D1 ` K : D2 Γ ` L1[M/z2] = L2[M/z2] : D1
Γ ` K[L1[M/z2]/z1] = K[L2[M/z2]/z1] : D2

(∗)

Next, we can use Proposition 3.1.18 to show that the following equations hold:

K[L1[M/z2]/z1] = K[L1/z1][M/z2] K[L2[M/z2]/z1] = K[L2/z1][M/z2]

As a result, the derivation we constructed above that ends with (∗) gives us the

required derivation of Γ ` K[L1/z1][M/z2] = K[L2/z1][M/z2] : D2.

Other cases involving substitution are proved similarly. In the cases that involve

substituting value terms for value variables, the proofs use Propositions 3.1.7 and 3.1.12.

Theorem 3.3.12 (Homomorphism term substitution). Assuming Γ |z1 :C ` K : D1, we

have:

(a) Given Γ |z2 :D1 ` L : D2, then Γ |z1 :C ` L[K/z] : D2.

(b) Given Γ |z2 :D1 ` L1 = L2 : D2, then Γ |z1 :C ` L1[K/z] = L2[K/z] : D2.

Proof. We first prove (a) and then (b), by induction on the derivations of

Γ |z2 : D1 ` L : D2 and Γ |z2 : D1 ` L1 = L2 : D2, respectively. We sketch the proof

of a case that needs extra work compared to other cases, namely, the case that involves

substitution.

Replacement rule for homomorphism terms: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ |z3 :D3 ` L : D2 Γ |z2 :D1 ` L1 = L2 : D3

Γ |z2 :D1 ` L[L1/z1] = L[L2/z1] : D2

and we are required to construct a derivation of

Γ |z1 :C ` L[L1/z1][K/z2] = L[L2/z1][K/z2] : D2

First, we use the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ |z2 :D1 ` L1 = L2 : D3

to get a derivation of Γ |z1 :C ` L1[K/z2] = L2[K/z2] : D1.

Next, using this derivation, together with the derivation of Γ |z3 : D3 ` L : D2, we

can use the replacement rule for homomorphism terms to get a derivation ending with

Γ |z3 :D3 ` L : D2 Γ |z1 :C ` L1[K/z2] = L2[K/z2] : D3
Γ |z1 :C ` L[L1[K/z2]/z1] = L[L2[K/z2]/z1] : D2

(∗)
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Next, we can use Proposition 3.1.19 to show that the following equations hold:

L[L1[K/z2]/z1] = L[L1/z1][K/z2] L[L2[K/z2]/z1] = L[L2/z1][K/z2]

As a result, the derivation we constructed above that ends with (∗) gives us the

required derivation of Γ |z1 :C ` L[L1/z1][K/z2] = L[L2/z1][K/z2] : D2.

Other cases involving substitution are proved similarly. In the cases that involve

substituting value terms for value variables, the proofs use Propositions 3.1.7 and 3.1.17.

In the next proposition we show that the value types that are assigned to the same

variable in definitionally equal contexts are themselves definitionally equal.

Proposition 3.3.13. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value variable x, and a value

type A such that ` Γ1 = Γ2 and x : A ∈ Γ1, then there exists a value type B such that

x :B ∈ Γ2 and Γ1 ` A = B.

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of ` Γ1 = Γ2, using

Theorem 3.3.9 when the last variable of Γ1 and Γ2 is different from x in order to weaken

the definitional equation given by the induction hypothesis.

Next, we prove inversion lemmas for well-formed expressions, showing that the

corresponding formation and typing rules can be inverted.

Proposition 3.3.14. The following inversion principles are valid for value types:

(a) Given Γ ` Σx :A.B, then Γ ` A and Γ,x :A ` B.

(b) Given Γ `Πx :A.B, then Γ ` A and Γ,x :A ` B.

(c) Given Γ ` A+B, then Γ ` A and Γ ` B.

(d) Given Γ `V =A W, then Γ ` A and Γ `V : A and Γ `W : A.

(e) Given Γ `UC, then Γ `C.

(f) Given Γ `C( D, then Γ `C and Γ ` D.

Proof. We prove (a)–( f ) independently of each other, by induction on the given deriva-

tions.

First, by recalling the rules that define the judgement Γ ` A from Definition 3.2.8,

we can see that the given derivation can only end with the corresponding type forma-

tion rule or with the context conversion rule for value types.
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If the given derivation ends with a type formation rule, the required derivations

follow immediately from the premises of that rule.

If the given derivation ends with the context conversion rule, we apply the con-

text conversion rule on the derivations given to us by the induction hypotheses. For

example, in the case of the context conversion rule for (a), the given derivation ends

with
` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 ` Σx :A.B

Γ2 ` Σx :A.B

By using the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ1 ` Σx:A.B, we get derivations

of Γ1 ` A and Γ1,x :A ` B. We can then use the context conversion rule with ` Γ1 = Γ2

on these derivations to get the required derivations of Γ2 ` A and Γ2,x :A ` B.

Proposition 3.3.15. The following inversion principles are valid for computation types:

(a) Given Γ ` FA, then Γ ` A.

(b) Given Γ ` Σx :A.C, then Γ ` A and Γ,x :A `C.

(c) Given Γ `Πx :A.C, then Γ ` A and Γ,x :A `C.

Proof. We prove (a)–(c) independently of each other, by induction on the given deriva-

tions. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3.14, we again observe that the given derivations

can only end with a corresponding type formation rule, or with a context conversion

rule. Both cases are treated analogously to the proof of Proposition 3.3.14.

Proposition 3.3.16. The following inversion principles are valid for value terms:

(a) Given Γ ` x : A, then x :B ∈ Γ and Γ ` A = B, for some value type B.

(b) Given Γ ` zero : A, then Γ ` A = Nat.

(c) Given Γ ` succ V : A, then Γ ` A = Nat and Γ `V : Nat.

(d) Given Γ ` nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V ) : B, then Γ ` B = A[V/x] and

Γ `Vz : Nat and Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x] `Vs : A[succ y1/x] and Γ `V : Nat.

. . .

(q) Given Γ ` λx :C.K : A, then Γ ` A =C( D and Γ |z :C ` K : D,

for some computation type D with Γ ` D.
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Proof. We prove (a)–(q) independently of each other, by induction on the given deriva-

tions.

First, by recalling the rules that define the judgement Γ`V : A from Definition 3.2.8,

we can see that the given derivation can only end with the corresponding typing rule,

or with a context and type conversion rule.

If the given derivation ends with a typing rule, the required derivations of the sub-

terms of the given term follow immediately from the premises of that rule. Further, we

prove the required definitional equations using the reflexivity of Γ ` A = B.

If the given derivation ends with a context and type conversion rule, we apply the

context and type conversion rule on the derivations given by the induction hypotheses.

For example, in the case of the context and type conversion rule for (q), the given

derivation ends with

Γ1 ` λz :C.K : A ` Γ1 = Γ2 Γ1 ` A = B
Γ2 ` λz :C.K : B

Now, by using the induction hypothesis on the derivation of Γ1 ` λz :C.K : A, we get

a type D, and derivations of Γ1 ` D, Γ1 ` A = C( D, and Γ1 |z :C ` K : D. We can

then use the context and type conversion rules on these derivations, in combination

with the assumed derivations of ` Γ1 = Γ2 and Γ1 ` A = B, to get the required deriva-

tions of Γ2 ` D and Γ2 ` B =C( D and Γ2 |z :C ` K : D.

In the induction step case for (a), we further use Proposition 3.3.13 to show that

the types assigned to x in definitionally equal contexts are definitionally equal.

Proposition 3.3.17. The following inversion principles are valid for computation terms:

(a) Given Γ ` return V : C, then Γ `C = FA and Γ `V : A, for some value type A.

(b) Given Γ `M to x:A inC N : D, then Γ `D =C and Γ `M : FA and Γ,x:A `N : C.

(c) Given Γ` 〈V,M〉(x:A).C : D, then Γ`D=Σx:A.C and Γ`V : A and Γ`M :C[V/x].

(d) Given Γ `M to (x :A,z :C1) inC2 K : D, then Γ ` D =C2 and

Γ `M : Σx :A.C1 and Γ,x :A |z :C1 ` K : C2.

(e) Given Γ ` λx :A.M : D, then Γ ` D = Πx :A.C and Γ,x :A `M : C,

for some computation type C with Γ,x :A `C.

(f) Given Γ`M(V )(x:A).C : D, then Γ`D=C[V/x] and Γ`M : Πx:A.C and Γ`V : A.

(g) Given Γ ` forceC V : D, then Γ ` D =C and Γ `V : UC.
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(h) Given Γ `V (M)C1,C2 : D, then Γ ` D =C2 and Γ `V : C1(C2 and Γ `M : C1.

Proof. We prove (a)–(h) independently of each other, by induction on the given deriva-

tions. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3.16, we again observe that the given

derivation can only end with a corresponding typing rule, or with a context and type

conversion rule. Both cases are treated analogously to the proof of Proposition 3.3.16.

Proposition 3.3.18. The following inversion principles are valid for homomorphism

terms:

(a) Given Γ |z1 :C ` z2 : D, then Γ ` D =C and z1 = z2.

(b) Given Γ |z :C ` K to x :A inD1 N : D2, then Γ ` D2 = D1 and

Γ |z :C ` K : FA and Γ,x :A ` N : D1.

(c) Given Γ |z :C ` 〈V,K〉(x:A).D1
: D2, then Γ ` D2 = Σx :A.D1 and

Γ `V : A and Γ |z :C ` K : D1[V/x].

(d) Given Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) inD2 L : D3, then Γ ` D3 = D2 and

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 and Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : D2.

(e) Given Γ |z :C ` λx :A.K : D2, then Γ ` D2 = Πx :A.D1 and Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D1,

for some computation type D1 with Γ,x :A ` D1.

(f) Given Γ |z :C ` K(V )(x:A).D1
: D2, then Γ ` D2 = D1[V/x] and

Γ |z :C ` K : Πx :A.D1 and Γ `V : A.

(g) Given Γ |z :C `V (K)D1,D2 : D3, then Γ ` D3 = D2 and

Γ `V : D1( D2 and Γ |z :C ` K : D1.

Proof. We prove (a)–(g) independently of each other, by induction on the given deriva-

tions. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3.16, we again observe that the given

derivation can only end with a corresponding typing rule, or with a context and type

conversion rule. Both cases are treated analogously to the proof of Proposition 3.3.16.

As a direct consequence of these three inversion lemmas, we can prove that the

type assignment in eMLTT is unique up to definitional equations between types.
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Proposition 3.3.19.

(a) Given Γ `V : A1 and Γ `V : A2, then Γ ` A1 = A2.

(b) Given Γ `M : C1 and Γ `M : C2, then Γ `C1 =C2.

(c) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D1 and Γ |z :C ` K : D2, then Γ ` D1 = D2.

Proof. We prove (a)–(c) simultaneously: (a) by induction on the structure of V , (b)

by induction on the structure of M, and (c) by induction on the structure of K. In each

of these cases, we use the corresponding case of Proposition 3.3.16, 3.3.17, or 3.3.18.

For example, in the case when V is a value variable x, the case (a) of Proposi-

tion 3.3.16 gives us that x : B ∈ Γ, for some value type B, together with derivations of

Γ ` A1 = B and Γ ` A2 = B. By combining these derivations using the symmetry and

transitivity rules for definitionally equal value types, we get the required derivation of

Γ ` A1 = A2.

As another example, in the case when M is of the form N1 to x : A inC N2, the

case (b) of Proposition 3.3.17 gives us derivations of Γ ` D1 =C and Γ ` D2 =C. By

combining these derivations using the symmetry and transitivity rules for definitionally

equal computation types, we get the required derivation of Γ ` D1 = D2.

As a final example, in the case when K is of the form λx : B.L, the case (e) of

Proposition 3.3.18 gives us derivations of Γ `D1 = Πx :B.D3 and Γ `D2 = Πx :B.D4,

together with derivations of Γ,x : B |z :C ` L : D3 and Γ,x : B |z :C ` L : D4, for some

computation types D3 and D4. Next, by using the induction hypothesis on the lat-

ter two derivations, we get a derivation of Γ,x : B ` D3 = D4. Further, by using the

congruence rule for the computational Π-type on this derivation, we get a derivation of

Γ `Πx :B.D3 = Πx :B.D4. Finally, by combining this derivation with the derivations

of Γ ` D1 = Πx : B.D3 and Γ ` D2 = Πx : B.D4 using the symmetry and transitiv-

ity rules for definitionally equal computation types, we get the required derivation of

Γ ` D1 = D2.

We conclude this section by showing that the judgements of well-formed expres-

sions and definitional equations only involve well-formed contexts, well-formed types,

and well-typed terms.

Proposition 3.3.20.

(a) Given Γ ` A, then ` Γ.
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(b) Given Γ ` A = B, then Γ ` A and Γ ` B.

(c) Given Γ `C, then ` Γ.

(d) Given Γ `C = D, then Γ `C and Γ ` D.

(e) Given Γ `V : A, then Γ ` A.

(f) Given Γ `V =W : A, then Γ `V : A and Γ `W : A.

(g) Given Γ `M : C, then Γ `C.

(h) Given Γ `M = N : C, then Γ `M : C and Γ ` N : C.

(i) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D, then Γ `C and Γ ` D.

(j) Given Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, then Γ |z :C ` K : D and Γ |z :C ` L : D.

Proof. We prove (a)–( j) simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations. Below

we sketch the proofs of four cases that demonstrate the use of the weakening and

substitution theorems, the inversion lemmas from Proposition 3.3.14, and the well-

formedness assumptions for type annotations.

Typing rule for value variables: In this case, the given derivation ends with

` Γ1,x :A,Γ2
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` x : A

and we are required to construct a derivation of Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` A.

First, we use Proposition 3.3.1 to get a derivation of Γ1 ` A. Next, we use (c) of

Theorem 3.3.9 on this derivation of Γ1 ` A to get a derivation of Γ1,x :A ` A.

Finally, we turn this derivation of Γ1,x :A ` A into the derivation of Γ1,x :A,Γ2 ` A

by induction on the length of Γ2, using (c) of Theorem 3.3.9, and by observing that

in each of the cases the last rule used in the derivation of ` Γ1,x : A,Γ2 has to be the

context extension rule.

Typing rule for forcing a thunked computation: In this case, the given derivation

ends with
Γ `V : UC

Γ ` forceC V : C

and we are required to construct a derivation of Γ `C.
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We observe that by using (e) on the derivation of Γ ` V : UC, we get a derivation

Γ `UC. As a result, by using Proposition 3.3.14 on this derivation of Γ `UC, we get

the required derivation of Γ `C.

Typing rule for computational pairing: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ `W : B Γ,x :A `C Γ `M : C[W/y]
Γ ` 〈W,M〉(x:A).C : Σx :A.C

and we are required to construct derivations of ` Γ and Γ ` Σx :A.C.

We observe that by using the derivation of Γ,x:A`C, we can construct the required

derivation of Γ ` Σx :A.C simply by using the corresponding type formation rule.

Replacement rule for computation terms: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A

Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V1/x] = M[V2/x] : C[V1/x]

and we are required to construct derivations of Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] ` M[V1/x] : C[V1/x] and

Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V2/x] : C[V1/x].

First, we use (g) on the given derivation of Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `M : C to get derivations of

` Γ1,x :A,Γ2 and Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C.

Next, we use ( f ) on the given derivation of Γ1 ` V1 = V2 : A to get derivations of

Γ1 `V1 : A and Γ1 `V2 : A.

Further, we use (i) of Theorem 3.3.10 on the derivations of Γ1,y : A,Γ2 ` M : C,

Γ1 ` V1 : A, and Γ1 ` V2 : A to get derivations of Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V1/x] : C[V1/x] and

Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] `M[V2/x] : C[V2/x].

Finally, we construct the required derivation of Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V2/x] : C[V1/x] by

combining the context and type conversion rule for computation terms with replace-

ment rules for value contexts and computation types, as shown below

(1)
(2)

` Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] = Γ1,Γ2[V1/x]
(3)

Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] `C[V2/x] =C[V1/x]
Γ1,Γ2[V1/x] `M[V2/x] : C[V1/x]

where (1) is given by

Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] `M[V2/x] : C[V2/x]

and (2) by
` Γ1,x :A,Γ2

` Γ1,x :A,Γ2 = Γ1,x :A,Γ2

Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1 `V2 =V1 : A

` Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] = Γ1,Γ2[V1/x]
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and (3) by
Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C

Γ1,x :A,Γ2 `C =C
Γ1 `V1 =V2 : A
Γ1 `V2 =V1 : A

Γ1,Γ2[V2/x] `C[V2/x] =C[V1/x]

Proposition 3.3.21. Given ` Γ1 = Γ2, then ` Γ1 and ` Γ2.

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of ` Γ1 = Γ2.

In the case of the congruence rule for context extension, when the equation is of the

form ` Γ1,x :A = Γ2,x :B, we use (b) of Proposition 3.3.20 to get derivations of Γ1 ` A

and Γ1 ` B from the derivation of Γ1 ` A = B. We then use the context conversion rule

on Γ1 ` B to get a derivation of Γ2 ` B. Finally, we use the context extension rule on

Γ1 ` A and Γ2 ` B to get the required derivations of ` Γ1,x :A and ` Γ2,x :B.

3.4 Derivable elimination forms

In this section we show how to eliminate value types into computation and homomor-

phism terms. In addition, we show that the corresponding β- and η-equations hold.

Recall that the type of natural numbers, the value Σ-type, the empty type, the

coproduct type, and propositional equality are only eliminated into value terms in

eMLTT. While being able to eliminate these types into value terms is necessary to

accommodate effect-free programs on which eMLTT’s types could depend on, it is

also desirable to be able to eliminate these types into computation and homomorphism

terms, e.g., to use primitive recursion in effectful programs. Below we show that such

elimination forms are derivable using thunking and forcing for computation terms, and

homomorphic lambda abstraction and function application for homomorphism terms.

First, we show how to derive the elimination forms for computation terms.

Definition 3.4.1. The computation term variant of

• primitive recursion is defined as

nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,V )
def
=

forceC[V/x] (nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V ))

• pattern-matching is defined as

pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C M def
=

forceC[V/y] (pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.UC thunk M)
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• empty case analysis is defined as

case V ofx.C ()
def
= forceC[V/x] (case V ofx.UC ())

• binary case analysis is defined as

case V ofy.C (inl(x1 :A1) 7→M,inr(x2 :A2) 7→ N)
def
=

forceC[V/y] (case V ofy.UC (inl(x1 :A1) 7→ thunk M,

inr(x2 :A2) 7→ thunk N))

• elimination of propositional equality is defined as

eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.C,y.M,V1,V2,Vp)
def
=

forceC[V1/x1][V2/x2][Vp/x3] (eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.UC,y.thunk M,V1,V2,Vp))

Next, we show that these derived elimination forms are well-typed.

Proposition 3.4.2. The following typing rules are derivable for the computation term

variant of:

• primitive recursion

Γ,x :Nat `C Γ `V : Nat
Γ `Mz : C[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :UC[y1/x] `Mz : C[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,V ) : C[V/x]

• pattern-matching

Γ,y :Σx1 :A1.A2 `C
Γ `V : Σx1 :A1.A2 Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2 `M : C[〈x1,x2〉/y]

Γ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C M : C[V/y]

• empty case analysis
Γ `V : 0 Γ,x :0 `C

Γ ` case V ofx.C () : C[V/x]

• binary case analysis

Γ,y :A1 +A2 `C Γ `V : A1 +A2

Γ,x1 :A1 `M : C[inlA1+A2 x1/y] Γ,x2 :A2 ` N : C[inrA1+A2 x2/y]

Γ ` case V ofy.C (inl(x1 :A1) 7→M,inr(x2 :A2) 7→ N) : C[V/y]
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• elimination of propositional equality

Γ ` A Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 `C Γ `V1 : A Γ `V2 : A
Γ `Vp : V1 =A V2 Γ,y :A `M : C[y/x1][y/x2][refl y/x3]

Γ ` eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.C,y.M,V1,V2,Vp) : C[V1/x1][V2/x2][Vp/x3]

Proof. We prove this proposition by constructing the corresponding typing derivations.

For example, the typing derivation for primitive recursion is given by

Γ,x :Nat `C
Γ,x :Nat `UC Γ `V : Nat (1) (2)

Γ ` nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V ) : UC[V/x]
Γ ` forceC (nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V )) : C[V/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,V ) : C[V/x]

where (1) is given by
Γ `Mz : C[zero/x]

Γ ` thunk Mz : UC[zero/x]

and (2) by
Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :UC[y1/x] `Mz : C[succ y1/x]

Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :UC[y1/x] ` thunk Mz : UC[succ y1/x]

Derivations of the other typing rules listed above are constructed similarly.

We finish our discussion about these derived elimination forms by proving that they

satisfy computation term variants of the β- and η-equations given in Definition 3.2.8.

Proposition 3.4.3. The following β- and η-equations are derivable for the computation

term variant of:

• primitive recursion

Γ,x :Nat `C
Γ `Mz : C[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :UC[y1/x] `Ms : C[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,zero) = Mz : C[zero/x]

Γ,x :Nat `C Γ `V : Nat
Γ `Mz : C[zero/x] Γ,y1 :Nat,y2 :UC[y1/x] `Ms : C[succ y1/x]

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,succ V )

= Ms[V/y1][thunk (nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,V ))/y2] : C[succ V/x]
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• pattern-matching

Γ,y :Σx1 :A1.A2 `C
Γ `V1 : A1 Γ `V2 : A2[V1/x1] Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2 `M : C[〈x1,x2〉/y]

Γ ` pm 〈V1,V2〉 as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C M

= M[V1/x1][V2/x2] : C[〈V1,V2〉/y]

Γ ` A1 Γ,x1 :A1 ` A2 Γ `V : Σx1 :A1.A2

Γ,y1 :Σx1 :A1.A2 `C Γ,y2 :Σx1 :A1.A2 `M : C[y2/y1]

Γ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny1.C M[〈x1,x2〉/y2] = M[V/y2] : C[V/y1]

• empty case analysis

Γ,x :0 `C Γ `V : 0 Γ,x :0 `M : C
Γ ` case V ofx.C () = M[V/x] : C[V/x]

• binary case analysis

Γ,y :A1 +A2 `C Γ `V : A1

Γ,x1 :A1 `M : C[inlA1+A2 x1/y] Γ,x2 :A2 ` N : C[inrA1+A2 x2/y]

Γ ` case (inlA1+A2 V ) ofy.C (inl(x1 :A1) 7→M,inr(x2 :A2) 7→ N)

= M[V/x1] : C[inlA1+A2 V/y]

Γ,y :A1 +A2 `C Γ `V : A2

Γ,x1 :A1 `M : C[inlA1+A2 x1/y] Γ,x2 :A2 ` N : C[inrA1+A2 x2/y]

Γ ` case (inrA1+A2 V ) ofy.C (inl(x1 :A1) 7→M,inr(x2 :A2) 7→ N)

= N[V/x2] : C[inrA1+A2 V/y]

Γ,y1 :A1 +A2 `C Γ `V : A1 +A2 Γ,y2 :A1 +A2 `M : C[y2/y1]

Γ ` case V ofy1.C (inl(x1 :A1) 7→M[inlA1+A2 x1/y2],

inr(x2 :A2) 7→M[inrA1+A2 x2/y2])

= M[V/y2] : C[V/y1]

• elimination of propositional equality

Γ ` A Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 `C
Γ `V : A Γ,y :A `M : C[y/x1][y/x2][refl y/x3]

Γ ` eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.C,y.M,V,V,refl V )

= M[V/y] : C[V/x1][V/x2][refl V/x3]
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Proof. We prove this proposition by using the corresponding β- and η-equations for

the value term variants of these elimination forms, together with the equations for

thunking and forcing.

For example, the first β-equation for primitive recursion is proved as follows:

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,zero)

= forceC[zero/x]
(
nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,zero)

)
= forceC[zero/x] (thunk Mz)

= Mz : C[zero/x]

and the second β-equation as follows:

Γ ` nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,succ V )

= forceC[succ V/x]
(
nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,succ V )

)
= forceC[succ V/x]

(
(thunk Ms)[V/y1]

[nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V )/y2]
)

= forceC[succ V/x]
(
thunk (Ms[V/y1]

[nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V )/y2])
)

= Ms[V/y1][nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V )/y2]

= Ms[V/y1]

[thunk
(
forceC[V/x]

(
nat-elimx.UC(thunk Mz,y1.y2.thunk Ms,V )

))
/y2]

= Ms[V/y1][thunk (nat-elimx.C(Mz,y1.y2.Ms,V ))/y2] : C[succ V/x]

As another example, the η-equation for pattern-matching is proved as follows:

Γ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C M[〈x1,x2〉/y]

= forceC[V/x]
(
pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C (thunk M[〈x1,x2〉/y])

)
= forceC[V/x]

(
pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.C (thunk M)[〈x1,x2〉/y]

)
= forceC[V/x] ((thunk M)[V/y])

= forceC[V/x] (thunk M[V/y])

= M[V/y] : C[V/y]

The other β- and η-equations listed above are proved similarly.

Next, we show how to derive the elimination forms for homomorphism terms.
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Definition 3.4.4. The homomorphism term variant of

• primitive recursion is defined as

nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,V )
def
=(

nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],V )
)

z

given that FCV (Kz) = FCV (Ks) = z, and where x1 and x2 are chosen fresh;

• pattern-matching is defined as

pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D K def
=(

pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) inx.C[x/y3](D[x/y4] (λz :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3].K)
)

z

given that FCV (K) = z, and where x is chosen fresh;

• empty case analysis is defined as

case V ofy1.C,y2.D ()
def
=
(
case V ofx.C[x/y1](D[x/y2] ()

)
z

where x is chosen fresh;

• binary case analysis is defined as

case V ofy1.C,y2.D (inl(y3 :A) 7→ K,inr(y4 :B) 7→ L) def
=(

case V ofx.C[x/y1](D[x/y2] (inl(y3 :A) 7→ λz :C[inlA+B y3/y1].K,

inr(y4 :B) 7→ λz :C[inrA+B y4/y1].L)
)

z

given that FCV (K) = FCV (L) = z, and where x is chosen fresh; and

• elimination of propositional equality is defined as

eq-elimA(y1.y2.y3.C,y4.y5.y6.D,y7.K,V1,V2,Vp)
def
=(

eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.C[x1/y1][x2/y2][x3/y3]( D[x1/y4][x2/y5][x3/y6],

y7.λz :C[y7/y1][y7/y2][refl y7/y3].K,V1,V2,Vp)
)

z2

given that FCV (K) = z, and where x1, x2, and x3 are chosen fresh.
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Proposition 3.4.5. The following typing rules are derivable for the homomorphism

term variant of:

• primitive recursion

Γ `C Γ `V : Nat Γ |z :C ` Kz : C Γ,y :Nat |z :C ` Ks : C
Γ |z :C ` nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,V ) : C

• pattern-matching

Γ,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C Γ,y4 :Σy1 :A.B ` D
Γ `V : Σy1 :A.B Γ,y1 :A,y2 :B |z :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3] ` K : D[〈y1,y2〉/y4]

Γ |z :C[V/y3] ` pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D K : D[V/y4]

• empty case analysis
Γ `V : 0 Γ,y1 :0 `C Γ,y2 :0 ` D

Γ |z :C[V/y1] ` case V ofy1.C,y2.D () : D[V/y2]

• binary case analysis

Γ,y1 :A+B `C Γ,y2 :A+B ` D Γ `V : A+B
Γ,y3 :A |z :C[inlA+B y3/y1] ` K : D[inlA+B y3/y2]

Γ,y4 :B |z :C[inrA+B y4/y1] ` L : D[inrA+B y4/y2]

Γ |z :C[V/y1] ` case V ofy1.C,y2.D (inl(y3 :A) 7→ K,

inr(y4 :B) 7→ L) : D[V/y2]

• elimination of propositional equality

Γ ` A Γ,y1 :A,y2 :A,y3 :y1 =A y2 `C Γ,y4 :A,y5 :A,y6 :y4 =A y5 ` D
Γ `V1 : A Γ `V2 : A Γ `Vp : V1 =A V2

Γ,y7 :A |z :C[y7/y1][y7/y2][refl y7/y3] ` K : D[y7/y4][y7/y5][refl y7/y6]

Γ |z :C[V1/y1][V2/y2][Vp/y3] `
eq-elimA(y1.y2.y3.C,y4.y5.y6.D,y7.K,V1,V2,Vp)

: D[V1/y4][V2/y5][Vp/y6]

Proof. We prove this proposition by constructing the corresponding typing derivations.

For example, the typing derivation for the homomorphism term variant of pattern-

matching is constructed as follows:

(1)

Γ `V : Σy1 :A.B Γ,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C
Γ `C[V/y3]

Γ |z :C[V/y3] ` z : C[V/y3]

Γ |z :C[V/y3] `(
pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) inx.C[x/y3](D[x/y4] (λz :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3].K)

)
z : D[V/y4]

Γ |z :C[V/y3] ` pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D K : D[V/y4]
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where (1) is given by

Γ `V : Σy1 :A.B (2) (3)

Γ ` pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) inx.C[x/y3](D[x/y4] (λz :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3].K)

: C[V/y3]( D[V/y4]

and (2) by

Γ,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C
x is chosen fresh

x 6∈Vars(Γ)∪{y3}
Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C (4)

Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B `C[x/y3]

Γ,y4 :Σy1 :A.B ` D
x is chosen fresh

x 6∈Vars(Γ)∪{y4}
Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B,y4 :Σy1 :A.B ` D (4)

Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B ` D[x/y4]

Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B `C[x/y3]( D[x/y4]

and (3) by

Γ,y1 :A,y2 :B |z :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3] ` K : D[〈y1,y2〉/y4]

Γ,y1 :A,y2 :B ` λz :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3].K : C[〈y1,y2〉/y3]( D[〈y1,y2〉/y4]

and (4) by

` Γ Γ ` Σy1 :A.B
x is chosen fresh

x 6∈Vars(Γ)
` Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B

Γ,x :Σy1 :A.B ` x : Σy1 :A.B

Derivations of the other typing rules listed above are constructed similarly.

Proposition 3.4.6. The following β- and η-equations are derivable for the homomor-

phism term variant of:

• primitive recursion

Γ `C Γ |z :C ` Kz : C Γ,y :Nat |z :C ` Ks : C
Γ |z :C ` nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,zero) = Kz : C

Γ `C Γ `V : Nat Γ |z :C ` Kz : C Γ,y :Nat |z :C ` Ks : C

Γ |z :C ` nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,succ V ) = Ks[V/y][nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,V )/z] : C

• pattern-matching

Γ,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C Γ,y4 :Σy1 :A.B ` D Γ `V1 : A
Γ `V2 : B[V1/y1] Γ,y1 :A,y2 :B |z :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3] ` K : D[〈y1,y2〉/y4]

Γ |z :C[〈V1,V2〉/y3] ` pm 〈V1,V2〉 as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D K
= K[V1/y1][V2/y2] : D[〈V1,V2〉/y4]
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Γ,y3 :Σy1 :A.B `C Γ,y4 :Σy1 :A.B ` D
Γ `V : Σy1 :A.B Γ,y5 :Σy1 :A.B |z :C[y5/y3] ` K : D[y5/y4]

Γ |z :C[V/y3] ` pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D K[〈y1,y2〉/y5]

= K[V/y5] : D[V/y4]

• empty case analysis

Γ,y1 :0 `C Γ,y2 :0 ` D Γ `V : 0 Γ,y3 :0 |z :C[y3/y1] ` K : D[y3/y2]

Γ |z :C[V/y1] ` case V ofy1.C,y2.D () = K[V/y3] : D[V/y2]

• binary case analysis

Γ,y1 :A+B `C Γ,y2 :A+B ` D Γ `V : A
Γ,y3 :A |z :C[inlA+B y3/y1] ` K : D[inlA+B y3/y2]

Γ,y4 :B |z :C[inrA+B y4/y1] ` L : D[inrA+B y4/y2]

Γ |z :C[inlA+B V/y1] ` case (inlA+B V ) ofy1.C,y2.D (inl(y3 :A) 7→ K,

inr(y4 :B) 7→ L)

= K[V/y3] : D[inlA+B V/y2]

Γ,y1 :A+B `C Γ,y2 :A+B ` D Γ `V : B
Γ,y3 :A |z :C[inlA+B y3/y1] ` K : D[inlA+B y3/y2]

Γ,y4 :B |z :C[inrA+B y4/y1] ` L : D[inrA+B y4/y2]

Γ |z :C[inrA+B V/y1] ` case (inrA+B V ) ofy1.C,y2.D (inl(y3 :A) 7→ K,

inr(y4 :B) 7→ L)

= L[V/y4] : D[inrA+B V/y2]

Γ,y1 :A+B `C Γ,y2 :A+B ` D
Γ `V : A+B Γ,y5 :A+B |z :C[y5/y1] ` K : D[y5/y2]

Γ |z :C[V/y1] ` case V ofy1.C,y2.D (inl(y3 :A) 7→ K[inlA+B y3/y5],

inr(y4 :B) 7→ K[inrA+B y4/y5])

= K[V/y4] : D[V/y2]
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• elimination of propositional equality

Γ ` A Γ `V : A
Γ,y1 :A,y2 :A,y3 :y1 =A y2 `C Γ,y4 :A,y5 :A,y6 :y4 =A y5 ` D

Γ,y7 :A |z :C[y7/y1][y7/y2][refl y7/y3] ` K : D[y7/y4][y7/y5][refl y7/y6]

Γ |z :C[V/y1][V/y2][refl V/y3] `
eq-elimA(y1.y2.y3.C,y4.y5.y6.D,y7.K,V,V,refl V )

= K[V/y7] : D[V/y4][V/y5][refl V/y6]

Proof. We prove this proposition by using the corresponding β- and η-equations for

the value term variants of these elimination rules, together with the β-equation for

homomorphic lambda abstraction and homomorphic function application.

For example, the first β-equation for primitive recursion is proved as follows:

Γ |z :C ` nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,zero)

=
(
nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],zero)

)
z

= (λz :C.Kz) z

= Kz : C

and the second β-equation as follows:

Γ |z :C ` nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,succ V,z3)

=
(
nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],succ V )

)
z

=
(
(λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z])[V/y]
[nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],V )/x2]

)
z

= Ks[x2 z/z][V/y][nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],V )/x2]

= Ks[V/y][x2 z/z][nat-elimx1.C(C(λz :C.Kz,y.x2.λz :C.Ks[x2 z/z],V )/x2]

= Ks[V/y][nat-elimC(Kz,y.Ks,V )/z] : C

As another example, the η-equation for pattern-matching is proved as follows:

Γ |z :C[V/y3] ` pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) iny3.C,y4.D (K[〈y1,y2〉/y5])

=
(
pm V as (y1 :A,y2 :B) inx.C[x/y3](D[x/y4]

(λz :C[〈y1,y2〉/y3].K[〈y1,y2〉/y5])
)

z

= (λz :C[V/y3].K[V/y5]) z

= K[V/y5] : D[V/y4]

The other β- and η-equations listed above are proved similarly.
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3.5 Derivable equations

We conclude this chapter by presenting some useful derivable equations.

We begin with equations that are familiar from other (monadic) effectful languages,

such as Moggi’s computational λ-calculus [74]. Specifically, we show how to derive

the right unit and associativity equations for for sequential composition. Note that the

left unit equation is already included in the definition of eMLTT’s equational theory.

Proposition 3.5.1. The following right unit and associativity equations are derivable

for sequential composition:

Γ `M : FA x 6∈Vars(Γ)
Γ `M to x :A in return x = M : FA

Γ |z :C ` K : FA x 6∈Vars(Γ)
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in return x = K : FA

Γ `M1 : FA Γ,x :A `M2 : FB Γ,y :B `M3 : C Γ `C x 6= y
Γ `M1 to x :A in (M2 to y :B in M3) = (M1 to x :A in M2) to y :B in M3 : C

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ,x :A `M : FB Γ,y :B ` N : D Γ ` D x 6= y
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in (M to y :B in N) = (K to x :A in M) to y :B in N : D

Proof. All four equations are proved using the β- and η-equations for sequential com-

position. In particular, the two right unit equations are proved as follows:

Γ `M to x :A in return x Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in return x

= M to x :A in z[return x]/z = K to x :A in z[return x]/z

= z[M/z] = z[K/z]

= M : FA = K : FA

the associativity equation for computation terms is proved as follows:

Γ `M1 to x :A in (M2 to y :B in M3)

= M1 to x :A in
(
(return x to x′ :A in M2[x′/x]) to y :B in M3

)
= M1 to x :A in

(
(z to x′ :A in M2[x′/x]) to y :B in M3

)
[return x/z]

= (M1 to x′ :A in M2[x′/x]) to y :B in M3

= (M1 to x :A in M2) to y :B in M3 : C
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and the associativity equation for homomorphism terms is proved as follows:

Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in (M to y :B in N)

= K to x :A in
(
(return x to x′ :A in M[x′/x]) to y :B in N

)
= K to x :A in

(
(z to x′ :A in M[x′/x]) to y :B in N

)
[return x/z]

= (K to x′ :A in M[x′/x]) to y :B in N

= (K to x :A in M) to y :B in N : D

Next, we observe that we can also derive analogous right unit and associativity

equations for computational pattern-matching.

Proposition 3.5.2. The following right unit and associativity equations are derivable

for computational pattern-matching:

Γ `M : Σx :A.C
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in 〈x,z〉= M : Σx :A.C

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D) in 〈x,z2〉= K : Σx :A.D

Γ `M : Σx :A.C1 Γ,x :A |z1 :C1 ` K : Σy :B.C2 Γ,y :B |z2 :C2 ` L : D Γ ` D

Γ ` M to (x :A,z1 :C1) in (K to (y :B,z2 :C2) in L)
= (M to (x :A,z1 :C1) in K) to (y :B,z2 :C2) in L : D

Γ |z1 :C ` K1 : Σx :A.D1 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` K2 : Σy :B.D2

Γ,y :B |z3 :D2 ` K3 : D3 Γ ` D3

Γ |z1 :C ` K1 to (x :A,z2 :D1) in (K2 to (y :B,z3 :D2) in K3)

= (K1 to (x :A,z2 :D1) in K2) to (y :B,z3 :D2) in K3 : D3

Proof. These four equations are proved similarly to the equations given in Proposi-

tion 3.5.1, using the β- and η-equations for computational pattern-matching.

Next, we can show that sequential composition commutes with other computational

term formers from the left.

Proposition 3.5.3. Sequential composition commutes with computational pairing,

computational pattern-matching, lambda abstraction, computational function appli-
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cation, and homomorphic function application from the left:

Γ `M : FA Γ `V : B Γ,x :A ` N : C[V/y] Γ,y :B `C
Γ `M to x :A in 〈V,N〉= 〈V,M to x :A in N〉 : Σy :B.C

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ `V : B Γ,x :A `M : D[V/y] Γ,y :B ` D
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in 〈V,M〉= 〈V,K to x :A in M〉 : Σy :B.D

Γ `M : FA Γ,x :A ` N : Σy :B.C Γ,y :B `C Γ,y :B |z :C ` K : D Γ ` D

Γ ` M to x :A in (N to (y :B,z :C) in K)

= (M to x :A in N) to (y :B,z :C) in K : D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : FA Γ,x :A `M : Σy :B.D1

Γ,y :B ` D1 Γ,y :B |z2 :C ` L : D2 Γ ` D2

Γ |z1 :C ` K to x :A in (M to (y :B,z2 :D1) in L)
= (K to x :A in M) to (y :B,z2 :D1) in L : D2

Γ `M : FA Γ,x :A,y :B ` N : C Γ ` B Γ,y :B `C
Γ `M to x :A in (λy :B.N) = λy :B.(M to x :A in N) : Πy :B.C

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ,x :A,y :B `M : D Γ ` B Γ,y :B ` D
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in (λy :B.M) = λy :B.(K to x :A in M) : Πy :B.D

Γ `M : FA Γ,x :A ` N : Πy :B.C Γ `V : B Γ,y :B `C
Γ `M to x :A in NV = (M to x :A in N)V : C[V/x]

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ,x :A `M : Πy :B.D Γ `V : B Γ,y :B ` D
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in MV = (K to x :A in M)V : D[V/x]

Γ `M : FA Γ `V : C( D Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A in V N =V (M to x :A in N) : D

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ `V : D1( D2 Γ,x :A `M : D1
Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in V M =V (K to x :A in M) : D2

Proof. All these equations are proved using the β- and η-equations for sequential com-

position, following a similar pattern to the proofs of Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.5.2.
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For example, commutativity with homomorphic function application is proved as

follows:

Γ |z :C ` K to x :A in V M

= K to x :A in V (return x to y :A in M[y/x])

= K to x :A in V (z to y :A in M[y/x])[return x/z]

= K to x :A in
(
V (z to y :A in M[y/x])

)
[return x/z]

=V (K to y :A in M[y/x])

=V (K to x :A in M) : D2

Analogously to sequential composition, computational pattern-matching also com-

mutes with other computational term-formers from the left, as shown next.

Proposition 3.5.4. Computational pattern-matching commutes with sequential com-

position, computational pairing, computational lambda abstraction, computational

function application, and homomorphic function application from the left:

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : FB Γ,y :B ` N : D Γ ` D
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in (K to y :B in N) = (M to (x :A,z :C) in K) to y :B in N : D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : FB Γ,y :B `M : D2 Γ ` D2

Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in (L to y :B in M)

= (K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L) to y :B in M : D2

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ `V : B Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D[V/y] Γ,y :B ` D
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in 〈V,K〉= 〈V,M to (x :A,z :C) in K〉 : Σy :B.D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ `V : B Γ,x :A |z :D1 ` L : D2[V/y] Γ,y :B ` D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in 〈V,L〉= 〈V,K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L〉 : Σy :B.D2

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ,x :A,y :B |z :C ` K : D Γ,y :B ` D
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in (λy :B.K) = λy :B.(M to (x :A,z :C) in K) : Πy :B.D

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ,x :A,y :B |z2 :D1 ` L : D2 Γ,y :B ` D2

Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in (λy :B.L)
= λy :B.(K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L) : Πy :B.D2
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Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : Πy :B.D Γ `V : B Γ,y :B ` D
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in K V = (M to (x :A,z :C) in K)V : D[V/y]

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : Πy :B.D2 Γ `V : B Γ,y :B ` D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L V = (K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L)V : D2[V/y]

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ `V : D1( D2 Γ,x :A |z :C ` K : D1
Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in V K =V (M to (x :A,z :C) in K) : D2

Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σx :A.D1 Γ `V : D2( D3 Γ,x :A |z2 :D1 ` L : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in V L =V (K to (x :A,z2 :D1) in L) : D3

Proof. All these equations are proved by using the β- and η-equations for computa-

tional pattern-matching, following a similar pattern to the proof of Proposition 3.5.3.

For example, commutativity with sequential composition is proved as follows:

Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in (K to y :B in N)

= M to (x :A,z :C) in
((
〈x,z〉 to (x′ :A,z′ :C[x′/x]) in K[x′/x][z′/z]

)
to y :B in N

)
= M to (x :A,z :C) in

((
z′′ to (x′ :A,z′ :C[x′/x]) in K[x′/x][z′/z]

)
[〈x,z〉/z′′] to y :B in N

)
= M to (x :A,z :C) in

((
z′′ to (x′ :A,z′ :C[x′/x]) in K[x′/x][z′/z]

)
to y :B in N

)
[〈x,z〉/z′′]

=
(
M to (x′ :A,z′ :C[x′/x]) in K[x′/x][z′/z]

)
to y :B in N

= (M to (x :A,z :C) in K) to y :B in N : D

As another example, commutativity with homomorphic function application is

proved as follows:

Γ `M to (x :A,z :C) in V K

= M to (x :A,z :C) in V
(
〈x,z〉 to (y :A,z′ :C[z′/z]) in K[y/x][z′/z]

)
= M to (x :A,z :C) in

(
V
(
z′′ to (y :A,z′ :C[z′/z]) in K[y/x][z′/z]

))
[〈x,z〉/z′′]

=V
(
M to (y :A,z′ :C[z′/z]) in K[y/x][z′/z]

)
=V (M to (x :A,z :C) in K) : D2
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Fibred adjunction models

In this chapter we discuss the category-theoretic structures we use in Chapter 5 to give

eMLTT a denotational semantics. Specifically, we work in the setting of fibred cate-

gory theory because it provides a natural framework for developing the semantics of

dependently typed languages, where i) functors model type-dependency, ii) split fibra-

tions model substitution, and iii) split closed comprehension categories model Σ- and

Π-types. See Section 2.2 for a brief overview of fibred category theory. It is impor-

tant to note that the ideas we develop in this chapter can also be expressed in terms

of other equivalent category-theoretic models of dependent types, such as contextual

categories [107], categories with families [45], or categories with attributes [85].

Specifically, in Section 4.1, we study the category-theoretic structures needed to

model value and computation Σ- and Π-types, the empty type, the coproduct type,

the type of natural numbers, intensional propositional equality, and the homomorphic

function type. It is worth highlighting that in the case of the empty type, the coproduct

type, and type of natural numbers, we identify category-theoretically more natural

axiomatisations than commonly used in the semantics of dependently typed languages.

In Section 4.2, we combine these category-theoretic structures into a class of mod-

els suitable for giving a denotational semantics to eMLTT, called fibred adjunction

models. These models are a natural fibrational generalisation of adjunction-based

models of simply typed computational languages such as CBPV and EEC. Finally,

in Section 4.3, we discuss some examples of these models, arising from i) identity ad-

junctions, ii) simple fibrations and models of EEC, iii) families fibrations and lifting of

adjunctions, iv) the Eilenberg-Moore fibrations of split fibred monads, and v) the fibra-

tion of continuous families of ω-complete partial orders and lifting of CPO-enriched

Eilenberg-Moore adjunctions (so as to extend eMLTT with general recursion).

107
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4.1 Category theory for modelling eMLTT

In this section we discuss the category-theoretic structures that we use in Chapter 5 to

give eMLTT a sound and complete denotational semantics. Similarly to the overview

of fibred category theory we gave in Section 2.2, we only discuss split versions of

these structures. The non-split versions can be recovered by relaxing the preservation

conditions for reindexing so that they hold up-to-isomorphism rather than equality.

4.1.1 Π- and Σ-types

We begin by discussing the structures we use to model the value Π- and Σ-types. As

standard in categorical semantics of dependent types, we use well-behaved right and

left adjoints to weakening functors to model these types, e.g., see [51, Section 10.5].

Definition 4.1.1. A split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B is said to have

split dependent products if every weakening functor π∗A : Vp(A) −→ V{A} has a right

adjoint ΠA : V{A} −→ Vp(A) such that the split Beck-Chevalley condition holds: for

any Cartesian morphism f : A−→ B in V , the canonical natural transformation

(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB
η

π∗AaΠA ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB // ΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB
= // ΠA ◦ (p( f )◦πA)

∗ ◦ΠB

=
��

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB
ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦ε

π∗BaΠB

oo ΠA ◦ (πB ◦{ f})∗ ◦ΠB=
oo

is required to be an identity. In particular, we must have (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB = ΠA ◦{ f}∗.

Definition 4.1.2. A split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B is said to have

weak split dependent sums if every weakening functor π∗A : Vp(A) −→ V{A} has a left

adjoint ΣA : V{A}−→Vp(A) such that the split Beck-Chevalley condition holds: for any

Cartesian morphism f : A−→ B in V , the canonical natural transformation

ΣA ◦{ f}∗
ΣA ◦{ f}∗ ◦η

ΣBaπ∗B
// ΣA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΣB

= // ΣA ◦ (πB ◦{ f})∗ ◦ΣB

=
��

(p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB ΣA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB
ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB

oo ΣA ◦ (p( f )◦πA)
∗ ◦ΣB=

oo

is required to be an identity. In particular, we must have ΣA ◦{ f}∗ = (p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB.

Observe that these Beck-Chevalley conditions seem to guarantee that only the ΠA-

and ΣA-functors are preserved by reindexing. However, as we show below, they in fact

ensure that the units and counits of the corresponding adjunctions are also preserved.
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Proposition 4.1.3. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

split dependent products, and a Cartesian morphism f : A−→ B in V , then we have

(p( f ))∗ ◦η
π∗BaΠB = η

π∗AaΠA ◦ (p( f ))∗ { f}∗ ◦ ε
π∗BaΠB = ε

π∗AaΠA ◦{ f}∗

Proof. These two equations follow from the commutativity of the next two diagrams.

(p( f ))∗
η

π∗AaΠA ◦(p( f ))∗ //

(p( f ))∗◦η
π∗BaΠB

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

$$

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗

=

}}

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦η
π∗BaΠB

π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ = { f}∗ ◦π∗B

xx

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB ◦π∗B
= // ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB ◦π∗B

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦ε
π∗BaΠB ◦π∗B

π∗B a ΠB

��

(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB ◦π∗B =
//

ηπ∗A aΠA ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB ◦π∗B

split Beck-Chevalley

OO

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ηπ∗B aΠB

]]

idΠA◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B

OO

{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB
<<

=

{ f}∗ ◦ε
π∗BaΠB

// { f}∗
cc

ε
π∗AaΠA ◦{ f}∗

nat. of επ∗A aΠA

π∗A ◦ΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦πB
= //

επ∗A aΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB

π∗A aΠA

��

π∗A ◦ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB

ε
π∗AaΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB

π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ = { f}∗ ◦π∗B

ee

π∗A ◦ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦ επ∗B aΠB

split Beck-Chevalley
��

π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB

idπ∗A◦(p( f ))∗◦ΠB

��

=
//

π∗A ◦η
π∗AaΠA ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB

\\

π∗A ◦ΠA ◦{ f}∗

π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB
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In both diagrams, we write π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ = { f}∗ ◦π∗B for the composite equation

π
∗
A ◦ (p( f ))∗ = (p( f )◦πA)

∗ = (πB ◦{ f})∗ = { f}∗ ◦π
∗
B

where the middle equation holds because ({ f}, p( f )) : πA −→ πB is a morphism in

B→ given by P ( f )—see Proposition 2.2.30 for the definition of P : V −→ B→.

Proposition 4.1.4. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

weak split dependent sums, and a Cartesian morphism f : A−→ B in V , then we have

{ f}∗ ◦η
ΣBaπ∗B = η

ΣAaπ∗A ◦{ f}∗ (p( f ))∗ ◦ ε
ΣBaπ∗B = ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗

Proof. By straightforward diagram chasing, analogously to Proposition 4.1.3.

Analogously to [51, Section 10.5], we also require these split dependent sums to

be strong, as made precise in Definition 4.1.5, so as to be able to model the type-

dependency appearing in the typing rule of the elimination form for the value Σ-type.

Definition 4.1.5. A split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B is said to have

strong split dependent sums if it has weak split dependent sums, as defined above, and

if for every two objects A in V and B in V{A}, the canonical composite morphism

κA,B
def
= {B}

{η
ΣAaπ∗A
B }

// {π∗A(ΣA(B))}
{πA(ΣA(B))} // {ΣA(B)}

is an isomorphism.

Following [51, Section 10.5], we next combine split dependent products and strong

split dependent sums into a structure that forms the basis of our semantics of eMLTT’s

value fragment. In particular, this structure allows us to model the core features of

eMLTT such as the empty value context, the extension of value contexts, and the value

Σ- and Π-types, including the corresponding introduction and elimination forms.

Definition 4.1.6. A split closed comprehension category (SCCompC) is a full split

comprehension category with unit that has both split dependent products and strong

split dependent sums, and a terminal object 1 in its base category.

Similarly to how we defined the product type A×B and the function type A→ B

as non-dependent versions of Σx : A.B and Πx : A.B in Chapter 3, the split dependent

products and strong split dependent sums make each fibre of a given SCCompC into a

Cartesian closed category (CCC), as illustrated in the next proposition.
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Proposition 4.1.7. Given a SCCompC p : V −→B , then every fibre VX is a CCC with

A×X B def
= ΣA(π

∗
A(B)) A⇒X B def

= ΠA(π
∗
A(B))

and this structure is preserved on-the-nose by reindexing, i.e., p is a split fibred CCC.

We omit the details of the proof of this proposition and refer the reader to the proof

of the non-split version of this proposition given in [51, Proposition 10.5.4].

However, as the fibre-wise Cartesian products A×X B play an important role in the

interpretation of sequential composition in Section 5.1, we spell out the definitions of

the corresponding vertical projection and pairing morphisms.

We obtain the first projection fst : A×X B −→ A by using the fully-faithfulness of

P : V −→ B→ on the following morphism between πΣA(π
∗
A(B))

and πA in B→:

{ΣA(π
∗
A(B))}

πΣA(π
∗
A(B))

id. law

��

κ
−1
A,π∗A(B) //

id{ΣA(π
∗
A(B))}

κA,π∗A(B) is an iso.

((

{π∗A(B)}
ππ∗A(B) //

κA,π∗A(B)

def. of κA,π∗A(B)

%%

{η
ΣAaπ∗A
π∗A(B)

}

��

{A}

πA

P (πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(B))))

��

{π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))}

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))}

��

ππ∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))

P (η
ΣA aπ∗A
π∗A(B)

)

88

{ΣA(π
∗
A(B))}

πΣA(π
∗
A(B))

&&
X

idX

// X

We obtain the second projection snd : A×X B−→B by defining

snd
def
= ε

ΣAaπ∗A
B

Finally, given two vertical morphisms f : C −→ A and g : C −→ B in VX , we

obtain the unique mediating (pairing) morphism 〈 f ,g〉 : C −→ A×X B using the fully-

faithfulness of P on the following morphism between πC and πΣA(π
∗
A(B))

in B→:
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{C}

πC

P ( f )

��

{ f}

def. of h

��

h // {π∗A(B)}

id{π∗A(B)} ΣA a π∗A

��

{η
ΣAaπ∗A
π∗A(B)

}

def. of κA,π∗A(B)

&&

κA,π∗A(B) // {ΣA(π
∗
A(B))}

πΣA(π
∗
A(B))P (ε

ΣA aπ∗A
B )

��

{ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B }

def. of π∗A(ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

��

{π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))}

{π∗A(ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B )}

xx

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))}

77

{π∗A(B)}

ππ∗A(B)

��

{πA(B)}
// {B}

πB

P (πA(B))

��

{A}

πA

{{

πA

id. law

++X
idX

// X

where h is the unique mediating morphism in the following pullback situation:

{C}

{ f}
--

{g}

$$
h // {π∗A(B)}

ππ∗A(B)

y

��

{πA(B)} // {B}

πBP (πA(B))

��

{A}
πA

// X

and where πA ◦{ f}= πC = πB ◦{g} follow from P ( f ) and P (g), respectively.

Next, we prove two useful results (Proposition 4.1.8 and Corollary 4.1.9) that we

later use to relate different ways of modelling non-dependent substitution. At a high

level, Proposition 4.1.8 says that given value terms Γ ` V : A and Γ,x : A `W : B,

where the value type B does not depend on x, i.e., Γ ` B, we can model the substitution

Γ `W [V/x] : B either by applying a reindexing functor, or by composing morphisms.

Proposition 4.1.8. Given a full split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B
with strong split dependent sums, an object X in B , objects A and B in VX , a morphism
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f : 1X −→ A in VX , and a morphism g : 1{A} −→ π∗A(B) in V{A}, then

1X
= //

f
��

(s( f ))∗(1{A})
(s( f ))∗(g) // (s( f ))∗(π∗A(B))

= // B

A
〈idA,!A〉

// ΣA(π
∗
A(1X)) =

// ΣA(1{A})
ΣA(g)

// ΣA(π
∗
A(B))

ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B

OO

commutes in VX .

Proof. This diagram commutes because we have

1X
= //

f (a)

��

1(s( f ))

##

(s( f ))∗(1{A})
(s( f ))∗(g) //

s( f )(1{A})

1 is s. fib.

def. of (s( f ))∗(g)��

(s( f ))∗(π∗A(B))
= //

s( f )(π∗A(B))

p is a s. fib.

��

B

1{A} g
//

ε
1a{−}
A using the fully-faithfulness of P on (b)

{{

π∗A(B)

πA(B)

99

A
〈idA,!A〉

// ΣA(π
∗
A(1X)) =

// ΣA(1{A})
ΣA(g)

// ΣA(π
∗
A(B))

ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B

OO

where (a) commutes because we have

1X

1(s( f ))

def. of s( f )
&&

1(η1a{−}
X )

//

f

++

id1X ,,

1{1X} 1({ f})
//

ε
1a{−}
1X

1 a {−}
��

1{A}

ε
1a{−}
A

nat. of ε1a{−}

ss

1X

f

id. law

��

A

Further, we note that (b) refers to a diagram in B→ between π1{A} : {1{A}}−→{A} and

πB : {B}−→ X that commutes because i) we have the following sequence of equations:

p(πA(B))◦ p(g) = p(πA(B))◦ id{A} = πA = p(ε1a{−}
A ) =

idX ◦ p(ε1a{−}
A ) = p(εΣAaπ∗A

B )◦ p(ΣA(g))◦ p(〈idA, !A〉)◦ p(ε1a{−}
A )
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for the morphisms between the codomains of π1{A} and πB; and ii) we can show for the

morphisms between the domains of π1{A} and πB that the following diagram commutes:

{1{A}}

{ε1a{−}
A }

��

{g} //

η
1a{−}
{1{A}}

iso.

""

id{1{A}}

1 a {−}

��

{π∗A(B)}
{πA(B)} // {B}

{1{1{A}}}

{1({ε1a{−}
A })}

''

{ε1a{−}
1{A}

}P (1({ε1a{−}
A }))

1 is s. f.

��

π1{1{A}}

VV

{A}

〈idA,!A〉 def. of 〈idA, !A〉

��

η
1a{−}
{A}

11

h

##

{1{A}}

π1{A}

η
1a{−}
{A} is an iso.tt

=(c)

��

{g}
// {π∗A(B)}

{η
ΣAaπ∗A
π∗A(B)

}

��

id{π∗A(B)}

id{π∗A(B)} ◦ {g}= {g} ◦ id{1{A}}
DD

{π∗A(1X)}

κA,π∗A(1X )

{{

{η
ΣAaπ∗A
π∗A(1X )

}def. of κA,π∗A(1X )

nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

��

{ΣA(π
∗
A(1X))}

=

��

{π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(1X)))}

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(1X )))}

cc

=1 is split fibred

��

{π∗A(ΣA(1{A}))}

{πA(ΣA(1{A}))} def. of π∗A(ΣA(g))

{{

{π∗A(ΣA(g))}
// {π∗A(ΣA(π

∗
A(B)))}

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))}

  

{π∗A(ε
Σaπ∗A
B )}

ΣA a π∗A

SS

{ΣA(1{A})} {ΣA(g)}
// {ΣA(π

∗
A(B))}

{ε
Σaπ∗A
B }

def. of π∗A(ε
Σaπ∗A)

OO
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In the previous diagram, h is defined as the unique mediating morphism into the pull-

back square given by P (πA(1X)), for {!A} : {A} −→ {1X} and id{A} : {A} −→ {A}.
Finally, we show that (c) commutes by observing that η

1a{−}
{A} satisfies the same

universal property as h, as shown in the following diagram:

{1X}

π1X

P (!A) η
1a{−}
X is an iso.��

id{1X }

��

X

η
1a{−}
X

nat. of η1a{−}

��

{1{A}}

= 1 is split fibred

1 is s. fib.
��

π1{A}

η
1a{−}
{A} is an iso.

  

{1(πA)}

��

{A}

η
1a{−}
{A}

99

id{A}
//

πA

;;

{!A}

;;

{π∗A(1X)}

ππ∗A(1X )

y

��

{πA(1X )} // {1X}

πAP (πA(1X ))

��

{A}
πA

// X

Corollary 4.1.9 follows from Proposition 4.1.8 by setting B def
= UC. Intuitively, it

says that given a value term Γ `V : A and a computation term Γ,x:A `M : C, where the

computation type C does not depend on x, we can model the substitution Γ`M[V/x] :C

either by applying a reindexing functor, or by composing vertical morphisms.

Corollary 4.1.9. Given a full split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B
with strong split dependent sums, a split fibration q : C −→ B , a split fibred functor

U : q −→ p, an object X in B , an object A in VX , an object C in CX , a morphism
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f : 1X −→ A in VX , and a morphism g : 1{A} −→U(π∗A(C)) in V{A}, then

1X
= //

f

��

(s( f ))∗(1{A})
(s( f ))∗(g)// (s( f ))∗(U(π∗A(C))) = // (s( f ))∗(π∗A(U(C)))

=

��

A

〈idA,!A〉

��

U(C)

ΣA(π
∗
A(1X)) =

// ΣA(1{A})
ΣA(g)

// ΣA(U(π∗A(C))) =
// ΣA(π

∗
A(U(C)))

ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B

OO

commutes in VX .

Next, we define the structures we use to model the computational Π- and Σ-types.

Similarly to their value counterparts, we also model these types using well-behaved

right and left adjoints to weakening functors, but in a different fibration. These defini-

tions are based on P -products and -coproducts discussed in [51, Definition 9.3.5].

Definition 4.1.10. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B , a split

fibration q : C −→ B is said to have split dependent p-products if every weakening

functor π∗A : Cp(A) −→ C{A} has a right adjoint ΠA : C{A} −→ Cp(A) such that the split

Beck-Chevalley condition holds: for any Cartesian morphism f : A −→ B in V , the

canonical natural transformation

(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB
η

π∗AaΠA ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB // ΠA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB
= // ΠA ◦ (p( f )◦πA)

∗ ◦ΠB

=
��

ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΠB
ΠA ◦{ f}∗ ◦ε

π∗BaΠB

oo ΠA ◦ (πB ◦{ f})∗ ◦ΠB=
oo

is required to be an identity. In particular, we must have (p( f ))∗ ◦ΠB = ΠA ◦{ f}∗.

Observe that while the projection morphism πA : {A} −→ p(A) in B is still induced

by the split comprehension category with unit p, as in Definition 4.1.1, the weakening

functor π∗A : Cp(A) −→ C{A} is now induced by reindexing along πA in q.

Definition 4.1.11. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B , a

split fibration q : C −→ B is said to have split dependent p-sums if every weakening

functor π∗A : Cp(A) −→ C{A} has a left adjoint ΣA : C{A} −→ Cp(A) such that the split

Beck-Chevalley condition holds: for any Cartesian morphism f : A −→ B in V , the
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canonical natural transformation

ΣA ◦{ f}∗
ΣA ◦{ f}∗ ◦η

ΣBaπ∗B
// ΣA ◦{ f}∗ ◦π∗B ◦ΣB

= // ΣA ◦ (πB ◦{ f})∗ ◦ΣB

=
��

(p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB ΣA ◦π∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB
ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦(p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB

oo ΣA ◦ (p( f )◦πA)
∗ ◦ΣB=

oo

is required to be an identity. In particular, we must have ΣA ◦{ f}∗ = (p( f ))∗ ◦ΣB.

Observe that compared to the split dependent sums of p (see Definition 4.1.5), we

do not attempt to define a notion of strength for the split dependent p-sums of q. We do

so because the typing rule of the elimination form for the computational Σ-type does

not involve type-dependency, compared to the elimination form for the value Σ-type.

Analogously to Propositions 4.1.3 and 4.1.4, these split Beck-Chevalley conditions

again ensure that the units and counits of these adjunctions are preserved by reindexing.

Proposition 4.1.12. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B , a

split fibration q : C −→ B with split dependent p-products, and a Cartesian morphism

f : A−→ B in V , then we have

(p( f ))∗ ◦η
π∗BaΠB = η

π∗AaΠA ◦ (p( f ))∗ { f}∗ ◦ ε
π∗BaΠB = ε

π∗AaΠA ◦{ f}∗

Proposition 4.1.13. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B , a

split fibration q : C −→ B with split dependent p-sums, and a Cartesian morphism

f : A−→ B in V , then we have

{ f}∗ ◦η
ΣBaπ∗B = η

ΣAaπ∗A ◦{ f}∗ (p( f ))∗ ◦ ε
ΣBaπ∗B = ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦ (p( f ))∗

Proof. Propositions 4.1.12 and 4.1.13 are proved by straightforward diagram chasing,

analogously to the proof of Proposition 4.1.3.

We conclude this section by showing that if the split comprehension category with

unit p : V −→ B and the split fibration q : C −→ B are connected by a split fibred

adjunction F a U : q−→ p, then U preserves split dependent products and F preserves

split dependent sums.

Proposition 4.1.14. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B
with split dependent products (resp. weak split dependent sums), a split fibration

q : C −→ B with split dependent p-products (resp. split dependent p-sums), and a

split fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p, then we have the natural isomorphism

U ◦ΠA ∼= ΠA ◦U : C{A} −→ Vp(A) (resp. F ◦ΣA ∼= ΣA ◦F : V{A} −→ Cp(A))

for all objects A in V .
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Proof. Both natural isomorphisms follow straightforwardly from the fact that adjoints

are unique up-to a unique natural isomorphism.

Specifically, in order to prove that the left-hand natural isomorphism involving U

and ΠA exists, we first observe that we have the following two composite adjunctions:

Vp(A)

F

''

⊥ Cp(A)

π∗A

&&

U

gg
⊥ C{A}

ΠA

gg

Vp(A)

π∗A

''

⊥ V{A}

F

&&

ΠA

gg
⊥ C{A}

U

gg

We also recall that F is a split fibred functor, meaning that π∗A ◦F = F ◦π∗A.

By combining these two observations, we get that both U ◦ΠA and ΠA ◦U are right

adjoints to π∗A ◦F (or, equivalently, to F ◦π∗A). Therefore, as right adjoints are unique

up-to a unique natural isomorphism, we get that U ◦ΠA∼=ΠA◦U . In detail, this natural

isomorphism is given by the following two vertical natural transformations:

U ◦ΠA
η

π∗AaΠA ◦U ◦ΠA// ΠA ◦π∗A ◦U ◦ΠA
= // ΠA ◦U ◦π∗A ◦ΠA

ΠA ◦U ◦ε
π∗AaΠA

// ΠA ◦U

and

ΠA ◦U
ηF aU ◦ΠA ◦U // U ◦F ◦ΠA ◦U

U ◦η
π∗AaΠA ◦F ◦ΠA ◦U// U ◦ΠA ◦π∗A ◦F ◦ΠA ◦U

=
��

U ◦ΠA U ◦ΠA ◦F ◦U
U ◦ΠA ◦εF aU

oo U ◦ΠA ◦F ◦π∗A ◦ΠA ◦U
U ◦ΠA ◦F ◦ε

π∗AaΠA ◦U
oo

We denote this natural isomorphism by ζΠ,A : U ◦ΠA
∼=−→ ΠA ◦U .

The other natural isomorphism is constructed similarly, by combining the adjunc-

tions ΣA a π∗A with the fact that U is a split fibred functor. In detail, it is given by

F ◦ΣA
F ◦ΣA ◦ηF aU

// F ◦ΣA ◦U ◦F
F ◦ΣA ◦U ◦η

ΣAaπ∗A ◦F // F ◦ΣA ◦U ◦π∗A ◦ΣA ◦F

=
��

ΣA ◦F F ◦U ◦ΣA ◦F
εF aU ◦ΣA ◦F

oo F ◦ΣA ◦π∗A ◦U ◦ΣA ◦F
F ◦ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦U ◦ΣA ◦F
oo
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and

ΣA ◦F
ΣA ◦F ◦η

ΣAaπ∗A
// ΣA ◦F ◦π∗A ◦ΣA

= // ΣA ◦π∗A ◦F ◦ΣA
ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦F ◦ΣA // F ◦ΣA

We denote this natural isomorphism by ζΣ,A : F ◦ΣA
∼=−→ ΣA ◦F .

We now show that the corresponding units and counits are also preserved by U and F .

Proposition 4.1.15. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

split dependent products, a split fibration q : C −→ B with split dependent p-products,

and a split fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p, then the next two diagrams commute.

U
η

π∗AaΠA ◦U //

U ◦η
π∗AaΠA

��

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦U

U ◦ΠA ◦π∗A ζΠ,A ◦π∗A

// ΠA ◦U ◦π∗A

=

OO
π∗A ◦ΠA ◦U ε

π∗AaΠA ◦U //

π∗A ◦ζ
−1
Π,A

��

U

π∗A ◦U ◦ΠA =
// U ◦π∗A ◦ΠA

U ◦ε
π∗AaΠA

OO

Proof. We show the commutativity of these two diagrams by straightforward diagram

chasing. For example, the left-hand square commutes because we have

U
η

π∗AaΠA ◦U //

U ◦η
π∗AaΠA

&&

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦U
ΠA ◦π∗A ◦U ◦η

π∗AaΠA

uu ΠA ◦U ◦π∗A ◦η
π∗AaΠA

U is s. fib.

π∗A aΠA
��

ΠA ◦π∗A ◦U ◦ΠA ◦π∗A =
// ΠA ◦U ◦π∗A ◦ΠA ◦π∗A

ΠA ◦U ◦ε
π∗AaΠA ◦π∗A

��

U ◦ΠA ◦π∗A ζΠ,A ◦π∗A

//

η
π∗AaΠA ◦U ◦ΠA ◦π∗A

def. of ζΠ,A

OO

ΠA ◦U ◦π∗A

=

ee

The commutativity of the second square is proved analogously.

Proposition 4.1.16. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

weak split dependent sums, a split fibration q : C −→ B with split dependent p-sums,

and a split fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p, then the next two diagrams commute.

F
η

ΣAaπ∗A ◦F //

F ◦η
ΣAaπ∗A

��

π∗A ◦ΣA ◦F

F ◦π∗A ◦ΣA =
// π∗A ◦F ◦ΣA

π∗A ◦ζΣ,A

OO
ΣA ◦π∗A ◦F ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦F //

=

��

F

ΣA ◦F ◦π∗A
ζ
−1
Σ,A ◦π∗A

// F ◦ΣA ◦π∗A

F ◦ε
ΣAaπ∗A

OO
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Proof. This proposition is proved analogously to Proposition 4.1.15, also by straight-

forward diagram chasing, and by unfolding the definitions of ζΣ,A and ζ
−1
Σ,A.

4.1.2 Empty type and coproduct type

As their syntax suggests, the empty type 0 and the coproduct type A+B are respectively

most naturally modelled in terms of split fibred initial objects and split fibred binary

coproducts in some split fibration p : V −→B . However, it is important to observe that

assuming such split fibred structure by itself does not suffice to model the dependently

typed elimination forms for these types, i.e., the empty and binary case analysis.

For the coproduct type, an appropriate fibrational structure has been characterised

by Jacobs in [51, Exercise 10.5.6]. Specifically, Jacobs requires a certain mediating

functor, induced by the injections of the split fibred coproducts, to be fully-faithful.

In this section we observe that the structure Jacobs suggested for modelling the de-

pendently typed elimination form for the coproduct type is in fact an instance of a more

general phenomenon. Namely, we show that Jacobs’s ideas apply to arbitrary split fi-

bred colimits, including split fibred initial objects, enabling us to also model the empty

type and the empty case analysis. In addition, we demonstrate that in fact one does not

need to separately assume the existence of split fibred colimits of a given shape before

imposing the fully-faithfulness condition—every split fibred cocone of a given shape

for which the fully-faithfulness condition on the induced mediating functor holds turns

out to be a split fibred colimit of that shape. We refer the reader to Section 2.1.2 for

the definitions of shapes, diagrams, cones, cocones, limits, and colimits.

We begin by defining a notion of strong colimits, based on the fully-faithfulness

condition that Jacobs proposed for fibred coproducts in [51, Exercise 10.5.6].

Definition 4.1.17. Let us assume a small category D and a full split comprehension

category with unit p : V −→ B . Then, given an object X in B , we say that the fi-

bre VX has strong colimits of shape D if for every diagram J : D −→ VX , there ex-

ists a cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)) over J such that the unique mediating functor

〈{inJ
D}∗D∈D〉 : V{colim(J)} −→ lim(Ĵ), induced by the universal property of the limit

prĴ : ∆(lim(Ĵ))−→ Ĵ, is fully-faithful. Here, the diagram Ĵ : Dop −→ Cat is given by

Ĵ(D)
def
= V{J(D)} Ĵ(g) def

= {J(g)}∗

More specifically, the functor 〈{inJ
D}∗D∈D〉 arises as the unique mediating morphism

in Cat for lim(Ĵ) because the reindexing functors {inJ
D}∗ form a cone over Ĵ. In partic-
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ular, for all morphisms g : Di −→ D j in D , the outer triangle commutes in

V{colim(J)}

{inJ
D j
}∗

		

{inJ
Di
}∗

��

〈{inJ
D}∗D∈D〉

��

lim(Ĵ)
prĴD j

{{

prĴDi

##

V{J(D j)} =
// Ĵ(D j) {J(g)}∗

// Ĵ(Di) =
// V{J(Di)}

because we have the following sequence of equations:

{inJ
Di
}∗ = {inJ

D j
◦ J(g)}∗ = {J(g)}∗ ◦{inJ

D j
}∗

where the left-hand equation holds because colim(J) is the vertex of the cocone inJ .

Definition 4.1.18. A full split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B has split

fibred strong colimits of shape D if every fibre of p has strong colimits of shape D
and this structure is preserved on-the-nose by reindexing, i.e., given any morphism

f : X −→ Y in B and any diagram J : D −→ VY , then we must have

f ∗(colim(J)) = colim( f ∗ ◦ J) f ∗(inJ
D) = in

f ∗◦J
D : f ∗(J(D))−→ colim( f ∗ ◦ J)

It is instructive to see what the above characterisation means for modelling the

empty type and the coproduct type in a full split comprehension category with unit p.

To model the empty type, we require p to have split fibred strong colimits of shape

0, i.e., we require p to have split fibred strong initial objects. Writing 0X for the split

fibred strong initial object in the fibre VX , its strength ensures that in the fibre V{0X}

there is exactly one morphism between any two objects. In particular, when later

defining the interpretation of eMLTT, we make use of the fact that there is a unique

vertical morphism from 1{0X} to any other object A in V{0X}, written ?A : 1{0X} −→ A.

To model the coproduct type, we require p to have split fibred strong colimits of

shape 2, i.e., we require p to have split fibred strong coproducts. Writing A1 +X A2 for

the split fibred strong binary coproduct of A1 and A2 in VX , its strength ensures that ver-

tical morphisms of the form B1 −→ B2 in V{A1+X A2} are in one-to-one

correspondence with pairs of vertical morphisms {inl}∗(B1) −→ {inl}∗(B2) and

{inr}∗(B1) −→ {inr}∗(B2) in V{A1} and V{A2}, respectively, where we write
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inl for inJ
0 : A1 −→ A1 +X A2 and inr for inJ

1 : A2 −→ A1 +X A2, with J(0) = A1 and

J(1) = A2. This one-to-one correspondence gives us a dependent case analysis prin-

ciple for A1 +X A2, arising as a special case of a corresponding dependent elimination

principle for arbitrary split fibred strong colimits whose existence we show next.

Proposition 4.1.19. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B that has split fibred strong colimits of shape D , a diagram of the form

J : D −→ VX , and an object A in V{colim(J)}. Then, given a family of vertical mor-

phisms fD : 1{J(D)} −→ {inJ
D}∗(A), for all objects D in D , such that for all morphisms

g : Di−→Dj in D we have {J(g)}∗( fDj) = fDi , there exists a unique vertical morphism

[ fD]D∈D : 1{colim(J)} −→ A in V{colim(J)} satisfying the following “β-equations”:

{inJ
Di
}∗([ fD]D∈D) = fDi : 1{J(Di)} −→ {in

J
Di
}∗(A)

for all objects Di in D .

Proof. We postpone the lengthy details of this proof to Appendix B.1, where much of

the space is taken up by straightforward but laborious diagram chasing. At a high level,

the proof is based on using the universal property of the limit prĴ : ∆(lim(Ĵ))−→ Ĵ and

the fully-faithfulness of the induced functor 〈{inJ
D}∗D∈D〉 : V{colim(J)} −→ lim(Ĵ).

In particular, when we define the interpretation of eMLTT’s coproduct type in

Chapter 5, we write [ f ,g] : 1{A1+X A2} −→ B for the corresponding unique copairing

of any two vertical morphisms f : 1{A1} −→ {inl}
∗(B) and g : 1{A2} −→ {inr}

∗(B).

Finally, notice that we have suggestively written the cocone in Definitions 4.1.17

and 4.1.18 as inJ : J−→∆(colim(J)). As the notation suggests, and as promised earlier,

it turns out that the fully-faithfulness condition ensures that inJ forms a colimit of J in

VX in the standard sense. In particular, the next proposition generalises an analogous

result for strong fibred coproducts in codB , as given in [51, Exercise 10.5.6 (ii)].

Proposition 4.1.20. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B that has split fibred strong colimits of shape D . Then, given a diagram

of the form J : D −→VX , the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)), induced by the existence

of split fibred strong colimits of shape D , is a colimit of J in VX in the standard sense,

i.e., the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)) is initial amongst the cocones over J in VX .

Proof. We prove this proposition by appropriately instantiating Proposition 4.1.19.

In particular, given another cocone α : J −→ ∆(A) in VX , we choose the object in

V{colim(J)} to be π∗colim(J)(A) and derive each fD from the corresponding component

αD of the given cocone α. We postpone the details of this proof to Appendix B.2.
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Further, observe that according to Definition 4.1.18, if the given full split compre-

hension category with unit has split fibred strong colimits, the colimiting cocones in

the fibres are preserved on-the-nose by reindexing. To add to this, we show below that

the unique mediating morphisms are also preserved on-the-nose by reindexing.

Proposition 4.1.21. Given a full split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B
that has split fibred strong colimits of shape D , a diagram J : D −→ VY , a cocone

α : J −→ ∆(A) in VY , and a morphism f : X −→ Y in B , then we have

f ∗([α]) = [ f ∗(α)]

where f ∗(α) is a cocone with ( f ∗(α))D
def
= f ∗(αD). Analogously, the unique morphisms

arising from Proposition 4.1.19 are also preserved on-the-nose by reindexing, i.e.,

{ f (colim(J))}∗([ fD]D∈D) = [{ f (J(D))}∗( fD)]D∈D

Proof. As [α] is a morphism of cocones from inJ to α, we know that

[α]◦ inJ
D = αD

for all D in D . Next, using the functoriality of the reindexing functor f ∗, we get that

f ∗([α])◦ f ∗(inJ
D) = f ∗(αD)

Now, as we have assumed split fibred strong colimits of shape D , we have that

f ∗(inJ
D) = in

f ∗◦J
D

from which we get that

f ∗([α])◦ in f ∗◦J
D = f ∗(αD)

meaning that f ∗([α]) is a morphism of cocones from in f ∗◦J to f ∗(α). But as we know

that in f ∗◦J is the colimit of f ∗ ◦ J, there is exactly one such morphism of cocones,

namely, [ f ∗(α)]. Therefore, we have successfully shown that f ∗([α]) = [ f ∗(α)].

The proof that the unique morphisms [ fD]D∈D arising from Proposition 4.1.19 are

also preserved on-the-nose by reindexing proceeds similarly: we show that the mor-

phism { f (colim(J))}∗([ fD]D∈D) satisfies the same universal property as the unique

morphism [{ f (J(D))}∗( fD)]D∈D , i.e., we show for all D in D that we have

{in f ∗◦J
D }∗({ f (colim(J))}∗([ fD]D∈D)) = { f (J(D))}∗( fD)

which follows by straightforward diagram chasing, based on p being a split fibration,

and using the equations given in Definition 4.1.18 and the definition of f ∗(inJ
D).
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4.1.3 Natural numbers

We recall that in the paper [9] on which this thesis is based on, the semantics of the

type of natural numbers was given somewhat synthetically, by reading the semantic

axiomatisation directly off the corresponding typing rules. Similar syntax-based ax-

iomatisations appear for natural numbers also elsewhere in the literature, e.g., in [18].

It is worth noting that while such syntax-based axiomatisation provides the struc-

ture one needs to interpret the type of natural numbers and the corresponding depen-

dently typed elimination form, it is not immediate how it relates to the existing work

on fibrational models of the induction principle for natural numbers in predicate logic,

which corresponds to the dependently typed elimination form via the Curry-Howard

correspondence. Specifically, in fibrational models of predicate logic, the induction

principle for an inductive type is commonly modelled by giving an algebra for the lift-

ing of the endofunctor whose least fixed point defines the inductive type in question,

e.g., as studied by Hermida and Jacobs [42], and Ghani et al. [38].

In this section we propose a category-theoretically more natural characterisation of

the structure we used in [9] for modelling the type of natural numbers, inspired by the

above-mentioned fibrational treatment of the induction principle for natural numbers.

Definition 4.1.22. Given a full split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B
such that B has a terminal object, we say that p has weak split fibred strong natural

numbers if there exists a distinguished object N in V1, together with a pair of vertical

morphisms

11
zero // N Nsuccoo

such that for any object X in B and any pair of morphisms

1{1X}
fz // A A

fsoo

in V , with

p(A) = {!∗X(N)} p( fz) = {!∗X(zero)} p( fs) = {!∗X(succ)}

there exists a (not necessarily unique) section rec( fz, fs) of πA : {A} −→ {!∗X(N)},
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making the following two squares commute:

{1X}
{!∗X (zero)} //

η
1a{−}
{1X }

��

{!∗X(N)}

rec( fz, fs)

��

{!∗X(N)}
{!∗X (succ)}oo

rec( fz, fs)

��

{1{1X}} { fz}
// {A} {A}

{ fs}
oo

As a direct consequence of the above definition, we can show that every fibre of

p has a weak natural numbers object (NNO) that also supports a dependently typed

elimination principle in the sense of the axiomatisation used in [9], as shown next.

Proposition 4.1.23. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B such that B has a terminal object and p has weak split fibred strong

natural numbers. Then, each fibre of p has a weak NNO and this structure is preserved

on-the-nose by reindexing.

Proof. Due to its length, we postpone the proof of Proposition 4.1.23 to Appendix B.3.

Here, we only note that given an object X in B , a weak NNO in VX can be given by

1X
!∗X (zero) // !∗X(N) !∗X(N)

!∗X (succ)oo

At this point, we would also like to report on a small oversight in [9]. Namely, the

semantic “β-equation” that corresponds to the application of the elimination form for

natural numbers to the successor should have of course been given by

{!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))
∗( fs)

Taking this oversight into account, we show that the axiomatisations are equivalent.

Proposition 4.1.24. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B such that B has a terminal object. Then, p having weak split fibred

strong natural numbers is equivalent to p supporting weak natural numbers as in [9],

i.e., for every object X in B , every object A in V{!∗X (N)}, every morphism

fz : 1X −→ (s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(A)

in VX , and every morphism

fs : 1{A} −→ π
∗
A({!∗X(succ)}∗(A))
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in V{A}, there exists a morphism

iA( fz, fs) : 1{!∗X (N)} −→ A

in V{!∗X (N)} such that

(s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs)) = fz

{!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))
∗( fs)

Proof. We postpone the straightforward but somewhat lengthy details of this proof to

Appendix B.4, where much of the space is taken up by laborious diagram chasing.

4.1.4 Propositional equality

We recall that for dependently typed languages that support extensional propositional

equality, i.e., languages that include an η-equation for propositional equality, the re-

quired category-theoretical structure is most naturally characterised by requiring all

contraction functors (defined later in this section) to have well-behaved left adjoints,

e.g., as discussed in [51, Section 10.5]. While we could use this adjunction-based char-

acterisation of models of extensional propositional equality to prove the soundness of

the interpretation of eMLTT, we would not be able to prove the completeness of the

interpretation in Section 5.3 because eMLTT’s propositional equality is intensional.

Therefore, in order to be able to later prove the completeness of the interpretation

of eMLTT, we characterise the structure needed to model its intensional propositional

equality similarly axiomatically as in the paper [9] on which this thesis is based on.

Definition 4.1.25. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B and an

object A in V , the unique mediating morphism δA : {A} −→ {π∗A(A)} induced by the

pullback situation below is called a diagonal morphism.

{A}

id{A}
--

id{A}

%%
δA // {π∗A(A)}

ππ∗A(A)

y

��

{πA(A)} // {A}

πAP (πA(A))

��

{A}
πA

// p(A)
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Definition 4.1.26. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B and an

object A in V , the functor δ∗A : V{π∗A(A)} −→ V{A} is called a contraction functor.

Definition 4.1.27. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B , we

say that p supports split intensional propositional equality if for every A in V , there

exists an object IdA in V{π∗A(A)} and a morphism rA : 1{A} −→ δ∗A(IdA) in V{A}, such

that for every object B in V{IdA} and morphism f : 1{A} −→ (s(rA))
∗({δA(IdA)}∗(B))

in V{A}, there exists a morphism iA,B( f ) : 1{IdA} −→ B in V{IdA}, satisfying

(s(rA))
∗({δA(IdA)}∗(iA,B( f ))) = f

such that for any Cartesian morphism g : A−→ A′ in V , the following equations hold:

{g′}∗(IdA′) = IdA

{g}∗(rA′) = rA

{{g′}(IdA′)}∗(iA′,B( f )) = iA,{{g′}(IdA′)}∗(B)
({g}∗( f ))

Here, the morphism g′ : π∗A(A) −→ π∗A′(A
′) in V is induced by the universal property

of the Cartesian morphism πA′(A′) : π∗A′(A
′)−→ A′, as illustrated in the next diagram.

A

g

##
π∗A(A) g′

//

πA(A)

;;

π∗A′(A
′)

πA′(A
′)
// A′

{A}
{g} //

πA
##

P (g)

{A′}
πA′ // p(A′)

p(A)

p(g)

;;

It is worth noting that the second equation {g}∗(rA′) = rA is well-formed because

the morphisms {g′} ◦ δA : {A} −→ {π∗A′(A
′)} and δA′ ◦ {g} : {A} −→ {π∗A′(A

′)} are

equal. In particular, these morphisms satisfy the same universal property as the un-
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named unique mediating morphism in the following pullback situation:

{A}

{g}
--

{g}

%%
// {π∗A′(A

′)}

π
π∗

A′ (A
′)

y

��

{πA′(A
′)}
// {A′}

πA′P (πA′(A′))

��

{A′}
πA′

// p(A′)

Finally, the third equation {{g′}(IdA′)}∗(iA′,B( f )) = iA,{{g′}(IdA′)}∗(B)
({g}∗( f )) is

well-formed because the following diagram commutes:

{A}
{g} //

η
1a{−}
{A} ��

s(rA)

""

{A′}

η
1a{−}
{A′}

P ({g}(1{A′})) iso.

��

s(rA′)

||

{1{A}}
= //

π1{A}iso.

\\

{rA}

def.

property of rA

��

{{g}∗(1{A′})}
{{g}(1{A′})} //

{{g}∗(rA′)} def. of {g}∗(rA′)

��

{1{A′}}

π1{A′}

BB

{rA′}

def.

��

{δ∗A(IdA)} =
//

{δA(IdA)} property of IdA p is a split fibration

��

{{g}∗(δ∗A′(IdA′))}
{{g}(δ∗A′(IdA′))}

// {δ∗A′(IdA′)}

{δA′(IdA′)}

��

{IdA} =
// {{g′}∗(IdA′)}

{{g′}(IdA′)}
// {IdA′}

4.1.5 Homomorphic function type

Analogously to EEC in the simply typed setting, the syntax of eMLTT suggests that

the homomorphic function type C( D ought to be modelled in terms of enrichment.

In particular, we seem to need a fibre-wise enrichment of the fibrations we use for

modelling computation types in the fibrations we use for modelling value types, such

that the enriched structure is preserved by reindexing in some appropriate sense.

While informally such fibre-wise enrichment might seem straightforward, then for-

mally the situation turns out to be much more involved. In particular, even if all the
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fibres are enriched, the total category of the fibration we use for modelling computa-

tion types also includes non-vertical morphisms, which would need to be compatible

with the vertical morphisms, now modelled using enrichment and hom-objects. Cor-

respondingly, the fibration would need to be given by a functor that is enriched when

restricted to fibres. But for this to be even possible, the base category would also need

to be an enriched category, with its enrichment compatible with that of the fibres.

As a result, the situation where some parts of the fibration are enriched and others

are not seems overly complicated and somewhat ad-hoc, particularly, when compared

to the arguably very natural and elegant models of eMLTT without the homomorphic

function type, as studied in [9]. Ideally, one would like the models of eMLTT with the

homomorphic function type to be only a small variation of the models given in op. cit.

As asking for fibre-wise enrichment does not seem to give a satisfactory semantic

structure for modelling the homomorphic function type, one could wonder why not

use the existing work on enriched fibrations, such as [104] and [113, Section 8.1]?

Unfortunately, while this existing work gives two systematic approaches to combining

enrichment and fibrations, neither fits well into the setting we are working in.

On the one hand, compared to the models of eMLTT without the homomorphic

function type from [9], trying to adapt [104] to our setting would lead us to having to

require the base categories of the fibrations we use to additionally have finite products.

While this would not be a significant problem in itself, the notion of enriched fibration

one gets by applying the Grothendieck construction (see [51, Definition 1.10.1]) to the

enriched indexed categories developed in [104] would be significantly more involved

compared to the ordinary (unenriched) fibrations that are used to model eMLTT in [9].

On the other hand, trying to adapt [113, Section 8.1] to our setting would involve

imposing even more substantial conditions on the base categories of the fibrations we

use. In particular, we would need to require the base categories of the fibrations we

work with to be self-enriched. Again, imposing such condition would be a significant

change from the kinds of fibrations we used to model eMLTT in [9].

Having discussed some approaches that do not work, we now explain one that

does work and that we use for modelling the homomorphic function type in Chapter 5.

While we still follow the intuition that the fibrations we use for modelling computa-

tion types should be fibre-wise enriched in the fibrations we use for modelling value

types, the enrichment-like structure we use is sufficiently relaxed to make the com-

patibility issues between vertical and non-vertical morphisms disappear. In particular,

we continue to use (unenriched) fibrations to model computation types, but addition-
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ally require the existence of fibre-wise “hom-objects”, given by functors of the form

C op
X ×CX −→ VX , satisfying certain compatibility conditions, as made precise below.

Before we define the relaxed notion of enrichment suitable for modelling eMLTT’s

homomorphic function type, we first note that given any split fibration q : C −→B , we

can construct a new split fibration

r :
∫
(X 7→ C op

X ×CX)−→ B

by applying the Grothendieck construction to the split B-indexed category1 given by

X 7→ C op
X ×CX f 7→ ( f ∗)op× f ∗

Concretely, the objects of the total category
∫
(X 7→ C op

X ×CX) are triples (X ,C,D),

where X is an object of B , and C and D are objects of CX . A morphism from (X ,C1,D1)

to (Y,C2,D2) is given by a triple ( f ,h,k), where f : X −→ Y is a morphism in B , and

h : f ∗(C2)−→C1 and k : D1 −→ f ∗(D2) are morphisms in CX . r is then given by

r(X ,C,D)
def
= X r( f ,h,k) def

= f

Finally, we note that r is split and the chosen Cartesian morphisms are of the form

( f , id f ∗(C), id f ∗(D)) : (X , f ∗(C), f ∗(D))−→ (Y,C,D)

It is informative to observe that while the above definition of r is convenient for

us to work with, it can also be characterised in more abstract terms. Namely, the split

B-indexed category given by X 7→ C op
X ×CX is the Cartesian product (in the 2-category

of split B-indexed categories) of the split B-indexed categories given by X 7→ C op
X and

X 7→ CX , of which the former is the opposite of the latter, e.g., as discussed in [51,

Definition 1.10.10]. As a result, based on the fact that the Grothendieck construction

forms an equivalence of categories between split B-indexed categories and split fibra-

tions with base category B (see [51, Proposition 1.10.9]), and that it takes the split

B-indexed category given by X 7→ C op
X to the opposite qop of the split fibration q (see

[51, Exercise 1.10.9]), the split fibration r can equivalently be characterised as the

Cartesian product qop×q of the split fibrations qop and q, in the 2-category Fibsplit(B).

We now define the relaxed notion of enrichment suitable for modelling eMLTT.

Definition 4.1.28. Given two split fibrations p : V −→ B and q : C −→ B such that p

has split fibred terminal objects, we say that q admits split fibred pre-enrichment in p

1A split B-indexed category is given by a functor Bop −→ Cat, see [51, Definition 1.4.4 (ii)].
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if there exists a split fibred functor( : r −→ p, as depicted in∫
(X 7→ C op

X ×CX)
( //

r
##

V

p

||
B

together with a family of isomorphisms (where we write C(X D for( (X ,C,D))

ξX ,C,D : VX(1X ,C(X D)
∼=−→ CX(C,D)

that are natural in both C and D, and preserved on-the-nose by reindexing, as respec-

tively illustrated by the commutativity of the two squares in the following diagram:

VX(1X ,C1(X D1)
ξX ,C1,D1 //

VX (1X ,h(idX k)
��

CX(C1,D1)

CX (h,k)
��

VX(1X , f ∗(C2)(X f ∗(D2))
ξX , f∗(C2), f

∗(D2) // CX( f ∗(C2), f ∗(D2))

VX( f ∗(1Y ), f ∗(C2(Y D2))

=

OO

VY (1Y ,C2(Y D2)

f ∗
OO

ξY,C2,D2

// CY (C2,D2)

f ∗

OO

for every morphism ( f ,h,k) : (X ,C1,D1)−→ (Y,C2,D2) in
∫
(X 7→ C op

X ×CX).

To improve the readability of our proofs, we sometimes omit the subscript on the

functor( when it is clear from the context, i.e., we write C( D for C(X D.

4.2 Fibred adjunction models

In this short section we combine the category-theoretic structures we discussed in Sec-

tion 4.1 into a class of categorical models suitable for interpreting eMLTT, called fibred

adjunction models. We use the same name for this class of models as we did in [9] for

a more restricted class of models because the core of the models remains the same.

Definition 4.2.1. A fibred adjunction model is given by

• a split closed comprehension category p : V −→ B ,
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• a split fibration q : C −→ B , and

• a split fibred adjunction F a U : q−→ p

such that

• q has split dependent p-products (as in Definition 4.1.10),

• q has split dependent p-sums (as in Definition 4.1.11),

• p has split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2 (as in Definition 4.1.18),

• p has weak split fibred strong natural numbers (as in Definition 4.1.22),

• p has split intensional propositional equality (as in Definition 4.1.27), and

• q admits split fibred pre-enrichment in p (as in Definition 4.1.28),

as depicted in

⊥V

p

��

a a {−}

��

F

)) C

U

ii

q

ttB

1

OO

In the rest of this thesis, we assume that whenever we work with fibred adjunction

models, their structure is given using the notation used in Definition 4.2.1 above, e.g.,

we use p for the split closed comprehension category, F a U for the adjunction, etc.

4.3 Examples of fibred adjunction models

We now discuss some examples of fibred adjunction models.

4.3.1 Identity adjunctions

Given an SCCompC p : V −→ B with split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2,

weak split fibred strong natural numbers, and split intensional propositional equality,

we can always pick the identity adjunction idV a idV : V −→ V to get an “effect-

free” fibred adjunction model, by letting q def
= p and observing that idV is trivially split
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fibred. Further, observe that the split dependent p-products and split dependent p-

sums are given in q by the corresponding structure in p. Finally, we can define the split

fibred pre-enrichment of q in p using the fact that p is a split fibred CCC, i.e., we let

A(X B def
= A⇒X B. We summarise this discussion in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.3.1. Given an SCCompC p : V −→ B with split fibred strong colimits of

shape 0 and 2, weak split fibred strong natural numbers, and split intensional propo-

sitional equality, the identity adjunction idV a idV : V −→ V gives rise to an “effect-

free” fibred adjunction model.

4.3.2 Simple fibrations and models of EEC+

Our second example of fibred adjunction models is based on the models of EEC+,

where EEC+ stands for an extension of EEC with finite coproducts, see [35, Defi-

nition 6.6]. The resulting fibred adjunction models are a restricted form of models

defined in Definition 4.2.1 in that they do not support propositional equality.

Definition 4.3.2. A model of EEC+ with weak natural numbers is given by a V -

enriched adjunction F a U : C −→V , where V is a CCC that also has finite coproducts

and a weak NNO, and where C is V -enriched, having all V -tensors and V -cotensors.

In this example we use X ,Y,A,B, . . . and f ,g, . . . to range over the objects and

morphisms of V , and C,D, . . . and h,k, . . . to range over the objects and morphisms of

C , respectively. We denote the Cartesian closed structure of V by A×B and A⇒ B,

the A-fold V -tensors of C by A⊗C, and the A-fold V -cotensors of C by A⇒C.

We recall from [56] that the universal properties of the A-fold V -tensors and V -

cotensors of C are characterised as the following two V -isomorphisms:

C (A⊗C,D)∼= A⇒ C (C,D) C (C,A⇒ D)∼= A⇒ C (C,D)

In order to improve the readability of this example, and to simplify the associated

proofs, we present this fibred adjunction model using the internal language of the mod-

els of EEC+, namely, a variant2 of the syntax of EEC+. This syntactic presentation

is justified by the soundness and completeness results proved in [35, Theorem 7.1].

Specifically, we represent morphisms f : X −→ Y of V as EEC+’s non-linear terms

x :X ` f (x) : Y , and morphisms h : C−→D of C as EEC+’s linear terms z :C ` h(z) : D.

2Compared to the syntax used to present EEC+ in [35], we use eMLTT’s syntax for its elimination
forms. Furthermore, we write F for the EEC type former ! and make the type former U explicit.
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We proceed by defining the SCCompC part of this example of fibred adjunction

models, based on the simple fibration construction discussed in Example 2.2.16. In

particular, we let p def
= sV , which gives us an SCCompC because sV can be easily seen

to be split, and because we have the following result regarding closed comprehension

categories (this closed comprehension category structure is also easily seen to be split).

Proposition 4.3.3 ([51, Theorem 10.5.5 (i)]). The simple fibration sV : s(V )−→ V is

a closed comprehension category if and only if V is a CCC.

In particular, the corresponding terminal object functor 1 : V −→ s(V ) and com-

prehension functor {−} : s(V )−→ V are given by

1(X)
def
= (X ,1) {(X ,A)} def

= X× A

The split dependent products and strong split dependent sums are given by

Π(X ,A)(X×A,B) def
= (X ,A⇒ B) Σ(X ,A)(X×A,B) def

= (X ,A×B)

with the strength of the latter witnessed by isomorphisms (X×A)×B ∼= X× (A×B).

Next, we note that sV also has other structure we require from p in Definition 4.2.1,

except for split intensional propositional equality, as mentioned earlier.

Proposition 4.3.4. sV has split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2, and weak split

fibred strong natural numbers.

Proof. The split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2 are given in terms of the initial

object and binary coproducts in V , i.e.,

0X
def
= (X ,0) (X ,A)+X (X ,B) def

= (X ,A+B)

and the weak split fibred strong natural numbers in terms of the weak NNO in V , i.e.,

N def
= (1,N)

zero
def
=
(
id1,(x :1×1 ` z(?) : N)

)
succ

def
=
(
id1,(x :1×N ` s(sndx) : N)

)
where z : 1 −→ N and s : N −→ N are the zero and successor morphisms associated

with the weak NNO N assumed to exist in V .

The proofs that these definitions give rise to the required structure consist of straight-

forward reasoning in the equational theory of EEC+. We thus omit these proofs.
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We proceed by observing that it is possible to extend the simple fibration con-

struction to an enriched (effectful) setting. In particular, we can construct a category

s(V ,C ) whose objects are given by pairs (X ,C) of an object X of V and an object C

of C , and whose morphisms (X ,C)−→ (Y,D) are given by pairs ( f ,h) of a morphism

f : X −→ Y in V and a morphism h : X ⊗ C −→ D in C . Analogously to the simple

fibration construction, we can define a split fibration whose total category is s(V ,C ).

Proposition 4.3.5. The functor sV ,C : s(V ,C )−→ V , given by

sV ,C (X ,C)
def
= X sV ,C ( f ,h) def

= f

is a split fibration, called the simple V -enriched fibration.

Proof. It is straightforward to show that sV ,C preserves identities and composition—

these properties follow from routine reasoning in the equational theory of EEC+.

Given a morphism f : X −→Y and an object (Y,D) in s(V ,C ), the chosen Cartesian

morphism over f can be shown to be given by

f (Y,D)
def
=
(

f ,(z :X⊗ D ` z to (x,z′) in z′ : D)
)

: (X ,D)−→ (Y,D)

As was the case for the simple fibration sV , it is also easy to verify that sV ,C is split.

Next, we show that the V -enriched adjunction F a U : C −→ V can be lifted to a

split fibred adjunction between the two simple fibration constructions.

Proposition 4.3.6. The V -enriched adjunction F a U : C −→ V lifts to a split fibred

adjunction F̂ a Û : sV ,C −→ sV .

Proof. The functors F̂ and Û are given on objects by

F̂(X ,A) def
= (X ,F(A)) Û(X ,C)

def
= (X ,U(C))

and on morphisms by

F̂( f ,g) def
=
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ F(A) ` z to (x,z′) in FA,B(λy :A.g〈x,y〉)(z′) : F(B)

))
Û( f ,h) def

=
(

f ,
(
x :X×U(C) `UC,D(λz :C.h〈fstx,z〉)(sndx) : U(D)

))
where the two morphisms

x :A⇒ B ` FA,B(x) : F(A)( F(B) x :C( D `UC,D(x) : U(C)⇒U(D)

are given by the V -enrichment of F and U , respectively.
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It is straightforward to show that F̂ and Û preserve identities and composition—

these properties follow from routine reasoning in the equational theory of EEC+, using

the preservation of identities and composition by F and U , respectively. We omit these

proofs but show how to prove that both F̂ and Û preserve Cartesian morphisms on-the-

nose, so as to illustrate the kinds of equational reasoning the proofs in this example are

based on. Specifically, given a morphism f : X −→ Y in V , we have

F̂( f (Y,B))

= F̂
(

f ,
(
x :X×B ` snd x : B

))
=
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ F(B) ` z to (x,z′) in FB,B(λy :B.snd〈x,y〉

)
(z′) : F(B)

))
=
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ F(B) ` z to (x,z′) in FB,B(λy :B.y)(z′) : F(B)

))
=
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ F(B) ` z to (x,z′) in (λz′′ :F(B).z′′)(z′) : F(B)

))
=
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ F(B) ` z to (x,z′) in z′ : F(B)

))
= f (Y,F(B))

= f (F̂(Y,B))

and

Û( f (Y,D))

= Û
(

f ,
(
z :X⊗ D ` z to (x,z′) in z′ : D

))
=
(

f ,
(
x :X×U(D) `UD,D(λz :D.〈fstx,z〉 to (x,z′) in z′)(sndx) : U(D)

))
=
(

f ,
(
x :X×U(D) `UD,D(λz :D.z)(sndx) : U(D)

))
=
(

f ,
(
x :X×U(D) ` (λy :U(D).y)(sndx) : U(D)

))
=
(

f ,
(
x :X×U(D) ` snd x : U(D)

))
= f (Y,U(D))

= f (Û(Y,D))

The unit and counit of the adjunction F̂ a Û are given by components

η(X ,A)
def
=
(
idX ,

(
x :X×A ` ηF aU

A (snd x) : U(F(A))
))

ε(X ,C)
def
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ F(U(C)) ` z to (x,z′) in εF aU

C (z′) : C
))

where the two morphisms

x :A ` η
F aU
A (x) : U(F(A)) z :F(U(C)) ` ε

F aU
C (z) : C

are given by the components of the unit and counit of the assumed adjunction F aU .
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The naturality of η and ε, and the two unit-counit laws are proved by straight-

forward equational reasoning in the equational theory of EEC+, using the naturality of

ηF aU and εF aU , and the commutativity of the corresponding unit-counit triangles.

We proceed by showing that sV ,C has split dependent sV -products and sV -sums.

Proposition 4.3.7. sV ,C has split dependent sV -products.

Proof. The functor

Π(X ,A) : s(V ,C )X×A −→ s(V ,C )X

is given on objects by

Π(X ,A)(X×A,C)
def
= (X ,A⇒C)

and on morphisms by

Π(X ,A)(idX×A,h)
def
=(

idX ,
(
z :X⊗ (A⇒C) ` z to (x,z′) in λy :A.h〈〈x,y〉,z′〉 : A⇒ D

))
where h : (X×A)⊗C −→ D.

The unit and counit of the adjunction π∗(X ,A) aΠ(X ,A) are given by components

η(X ,C)
def
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗C ` z to (x,z′) in λy :A.z′ : A⇒C

))
ε(X×A,C)

def
=
(
idX×A,

(
z :(X×A)⊗ (A⇒C) ` z to (x,z′) in z′ (sndx) : C

))
The well-definedness of Π(X ,A), the naturality of η and ε, and the corresponding

unit-counit laws are proved by straightforward equational reasoning in the equational

theory of EEC+. We omit the details of these proofs but show how to prove that the

split Beck-Chevalley condition holds. Specifically, given a Cartesian morphism

f (Y,B) def
=
(

f ,(x :X×B ` sndx : B)
)

: (X ,B)−→ (Y,B)

in sV , we show that the canonical natural transformation given in Definition 4.1.10 is

an identity.

In particular, for the fibred adjunction model we are constructing in this example,

the components of the canonical natural transformation given in Definition 4.1.10 can

be shown to be given by the composition of morphisms of the following form:(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x,z′) in λy :B.z′ : B⇒ (B⇒C)

))
: (X ,B⇒C)−→ (X ,B⇒ (B⇒C))
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and(
idX ,

(
z′′ :X⊗ (B⇒ (B⇒C)) ` z′′ to (x′,z′′′) in λy′ :B.(z′′′ y′) y′ : B⇒C

))
: (X ,B⇒ (B⇒C))−→ (X ,B⇒C)

which we can then show to be equal to the identity morphism id(X ,B⇒C) by(
idX ,

(
z′′ :X⊗ (B⇒ (B⇒C)) ` z′′ to (x′,z′′′) in λy′ :B.(z′′′ y′) y′ : B⇒C

))
◦(

idX ,
(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x,z′) in λy :B.z′ : B⇒ (B⇒C)

))
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x′′,z′′′′) in(

〈x′′,(〈x′′,z′′′′〉 to (x,z′) in λy :B.z′)〉 to (x′,z′′′) in λy′ :B.(z′′′ y′) y′
)

: B⇒C
))

=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x′′,z′′′′) in(

〈x′′,λy :B.z′′′′〉 to (x′,z′′′) in λy′ :B.(z′′′ y′) y′
)

: B⇒C
))

=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x′′,z′′′′) in λy′ :B.((λy :B.z′′′′) y′) y′ : B⇒C

))
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x′′,z′′′′) in λy′ :B.z′′′′ y′ : B⇒C

))
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (B⇒C) ` z to (x′′,z′′′′) in z′′′′ : B⇒C

))
= id(X ,B⇒C)

from which it then follows that the corresponding canonical natural transformation is

an identity, as required.

Proposition 4.3.8. sV ,C has split dependent sV -sums.

Proof. The functor

Σ(X ,A) : s(V ,C )X×A −→ s(V ,C )X

is given on objects by

Σ(X ,A)(X×A,C)
def
= (X ,A⊗C)

and on morphisms by

Σ(X ,A)(idX×A,h)
def
=(

idX ,
(
z :X⊗ (A⊗C) ` z to (x,z′) in (z′ to (y,z′′) in

〈
y,h〈〈x,y〉,z′′〉

〉
) : A⊗ D

))
where h : (X×A)⊗C −→ D.

The unit and counit of the adjunction Σ(X ,A) a π∗(X ,A) are given by components

η(X×A,C)
def
=
(
idX×A,

(
z :(X×A)⊗C ` z to (x,z′) in 〈sndx,z′〉 : A⊗C

))
ε(X ,C)

def
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗ (A⊗C) ` z to (x,z′) in (z′ to (y,z′′) in z′′) : C

))
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The well-definedness of Σ(X ,A), the naturality of η and ε, and the corresponding

unit-counit laws are proved by straightforward equational reasoning in the equational

theory of EEC+. The proof that the split Beck-Chevalley condition holds is analogous

to the corresponding proof we gave for the split dependent sV -products earlier.

Finally, we show that sV ,C admits split fibred pre-enrichment in sV .

Proposition 4.3.9. sV ,C admits split fibred pre-enrichment in sV .

Proof. The functor

( :
∫
(X 7→ C op

X ×CX)−→ V

is given on objects by

( (X ,(X ,C),(X ,D))
def
= (X ,C( D)

and on morphisms by

( ( f ,(idX ,h),(idX ,k))
def
=(

f ,
(
x :X× (C1( D1) ` λz :C2.k 〈fstx,(sndx)(h〈fstx,z〉)〉 : C2( D2

))
where h : X⊗C2 −→C1 and k : X⊗ D1 −→ D2.

The isomorphisms ξX ,(X ,C),(X ,D) between hom-sets are witnessed by functions

ξX ,(X ,C),(X ,D)(idX , f ) def
=
(
idX ,

(
z :X⊗C ` z to (x,z′) in ( f 〈x,?〉)z′ : D

))
ξ
−1
X ,(X ,C),(X ,D)(idX ,h)

def
=
(
idX ,

(
x :X×1 ` λz :C.h〈fstx,z〉 : C( D

))
where f : X×1−→C( D and h : X⊗C −→ D.

The well-definedness of the functor(, the naturality of ξ and ξ−1 in (X ,C) and

(X ,D), and their preservation under reindexing are proved by straightforward equa-

tional reasoning in the equational theory of EEC+. We thus omit these proofs.

We conclude this example by summarising the above results in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.3.10. Given a model F a U : C −→ V of EEC+ with weak natural num-

bers, we get a fibred adjunction model (without split intensional propositional equality)

by letting p def
= sV and q def

= sV ,C , and by using the lifted adjunction F̂ a Û : sV ,C −→ sV .
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4.3.3 Families of sets fibration and liftings of adjunctions

Our third example of fibred adjunction models is based on the families of sets fibration

famSet : Fam(Set) −→ Set, a prototypical model of dependent types. This split fibra-

tion is a Set-valued instance of the families fibrations we discussed in Example 2.2.15.

First, we define the SCCompC part of the fibred adjunction model by letting

p def
= famSet. This gives us an SCCompC because of the following well-known result.

Proposition 4.3.11 ([51, Section 10.5]). famSet is an SCCompC.

In particular, the corresponding terminal object functor 1 : Set −→ Fam(Set) and

comprehension functor {−} : Fam(Set)−→ Set are given by

1(X)
def
= (X ,x 7→ 1) {(X ,A)} def

=
⊔
x∈X

A(x)

where 1 is the terminal object in Set, i.e., a one-element set.

The split dependent products and strong split dependent sums are given by

Π(X ,A)(
⊔
x∈X

A(x),B) def
= (X ,x 7→

l

a∈A(x)

B〈x,a〉)

Σ(X ,A)(
⊔
x∈X

A(x),B) def
= (X ,x 7→

⊔
a∈A(x)

B〈x,a〉)

where
d

x∈X A(x) and
⊔

x∈X A(x) denote X-indexed products and coproducts, respec-

tively; and where 〈x,a〉 denotes the x’th injection into
⊔

x∈X A(x).

Next, we note that famSet also has all other structure we require in Definition 4.2.1.

Proposition 4.3.12. famSet has split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2, weak split

fibred strong natural numbers, and split intensional propositional equality.

Proof. All the structure mentioned in this proposition is given pointwise in terms of

the corresponding set-theoretic structure.

First, the split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2 can be shown to be given by

0X
def
= (X ,x 7→ 0) (X ,A)+X (X ,B) def

= (X ,x 7→ A(x)+B(x))

where 0 is the initial object in Set, i.e., the empty set; and A(x)+B(x) is the coproduct

of the sets A(x) and B(x), i.e., the disjoint union of A(x) and B(x).

Second, the weak split fibred strong natural numbers can be shown to be given by

N def
= (1,? 7→ N) zero

def
= (id1,{z}?∈1) succ

def
= (id1,{s}?∈1)
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where z : 1−→N and s : N−→N are the zero and successor functions associated with

the set N of natural numbers.

Finally, split intensional propositional equality can be shown to be given by

Id(X ,A)
def
=
( ⊔
〈x,a〉∈

⊔
x∈X A(x)

A(x),〈〈x,a〉,a′〉 7→ {? |a = a′}
)

Showing that these definitions indeed determine the required structure in famSet

amounts to straightforward set-theoretic reasoning, using the universal properties of

the set-theoretic structure used in these definitions.

Next, we recall a well-known result about lifting adjunctions to families fibrations.

Proposition 4.3.13 ([51, Example 1.8.7 (i)]). Every adjunction F a U : C −→ V lifts

pointwise to a split fibred adjunction F̂ a Û : famC −→ famV as follows:

F̂(X ,A) def
= (X ,x 7→ F(A(x))) Û(X ,C)

def
= (X ,x 7→U(C(x)))

Given an adjunction F a U : C −→ Set, we next give sufficient conditions for famC

to have split dependent famSet-products and split dependent famSet-sums.

Proposition 4.3.14. Given an adjunction F a U : C −→ Set, then if C has set-indexed

products, the split fibration famC has split dependent famSet-products.

Proof. The split dependent famSet-products are defined analogously to how the split

dependent products are defined in famSet, i.e., they are given on objects by

Π(X ,A)(
⊔
x∈X

A(x),C)
def
= (X ,x 7→

l

a∈A(x)

C 〈x,a〉)

Defining Π(X ,A) on morphisms and showing the existence of the corresponding adjunc-

tion π∗(X ,A) aΠ(X ,A) amounts to straightforward set-theoretic reasoning.

Proposition 4.3.15. Given an adjunction F a U : C −→ Set, then if C has set-indexed

coproducts, the split fibration famC has split dependent famSet-sums.

Proof. The split dependent famSet-sums are defined analogously to how strong split

dependent sums are defined in famSet, i.e., they are given on objects by

Σ(X ,A)(
⊔
x∈X

A(x),C)
def
= (X ,x 7→

⊔
a∈A(x)

C 〈x,a〉)

Defining Σ(X ,A) on morphisms and showing the existence of the corresponding adjunc-

tion Σ(X ,A) a π∗(X ,A) amounts to straightforward set-theoretic reasoning.
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Finally, we show that famC admits split fibred pre-enrichment in famSet.

Proposition 4.3.16. Given an adjunction F a U : C −→ Set, the split fibration famC

admits split fibred pre-enrichment in famSet.

Proof. We define the functor

( :
∫
(X 7→ FamX(C )op×FamX(C ))−→ Fam(Set)

pointwise by using the Set-enrichment of C , i.e., we define it as

( (X ,(X ,C),(X ,D))
def
= (X ,x 7→ C (C(x),D(x)))

( ( f ,(idX ,h),(idX ,k))
def
= ( f ,{lx 7→ kx ◦ lx ◦hx}x∈X)

where hx : C2( f (x))−→C1(x), kx : D1(x)−→D2( f (x)), and lx : C1(x)−→D1(x). We

omit the straightforward proofs showing that( preserves identities and composition

but show how to prove that it preserves Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose:

( ( f ,(idX ,{idC(x)}x∈X),(idX ,{idD(x)}x∈X))

= ( f ,{lx 7→ idD(x) ◦ lx ◦ idC(x)}x∈X)

= ( f ,{lx 7→ lx}x∈X)

= ( f ,{idC (C(x),D(x))}x∈X)

The isomorphisms ξX ,(X ,C),(X ,D) between hom-sets are witnessed by functions

ξX ,(X ,C),(X ,D)(idX , f ) def
= (idX ,{ fx(?)}x∈X)

ξ
−1
X ,(X ,C),(X ,D)(idX ,h)

def
= (idX ,{? 7→ hx}x∈X)

where fx : 1−→ C (C(x),D(x)) and hx : C(x)−→ D(x).

The naturality of ξ and ξ−1 in (X ,C) and (X ,D), and their preservation under

reindexing are proved using straightforward set-theoretic reasoning.

We summarise these results in the next theorem.

Theorem 4.3.17. Given an adjunction F a U : C −→ Set such that C has set-indexed

products and set-indexed coproducts, then the families fibrations famSet and famC ,

together with the lifting F̂ a Û of F a U, give rise to a fibred adjunction model.

We conclude this section by highlighting some concrete examples of fibred adjunc-

tion models built from the families of sets fibration famSet. These examples follow as

corollaries to Theorem 4.3.17 by instantiating the adjunction F a U appropriately.
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The first two instances of Theorem 4.3.17 are based on the decompositions of two

of Moggi’s monads—the global state monad and the continuations monad—into reso-

lutions other than their Eilenberg-Moore resolutions.

Corollary 4.3.18. Given a set S, the adjunction (−)×S a S⇒ (−) : Set−→ Set gives

rise to a fibred adjunction model.

Corollary 4.3.19. Given a set R, the adjunction (−)⇒ R a (−)⇒ R : Setop −→ Set

gives rise to a fibred adjunction model.

For Corollary 4.3.19 to be an instance of Theorem 4.3.17, it suffices to recall that

Setop trivially has set-indexed products and coproducts—these are given by the set-

indexed coproducts and set-indexed products in Set, respectively.

The next instance of Theorem 4.3.17 arises from the algebraic treatment of com-

putational effects, namely, from countable Lawvere theories (see Section 2.1.3).

Corollary 4.3.20. Given a countable Lawvere theory I : ℵ
op
1 −→ L , the free model

adjunction FL a UL : Mod(L ,Set)−→ Set gives rise to a fibred adjunction model.

For Corollary 4.3.20 to be an instance of Theorem 4.3.17, it suffices to recall that

Mod(L ,Set) is both complete and cocomplete (see Proposition 2.1.42), meaning that

Mod(L ,Set) has all set-indexed products and set-indexed coproducts, as required.

The final instance of Theorem 4.3.17 we present is based on one of the two standard

ways of decomposing monads into adjunctions—the Eilenberg-Moore resolution.

Corollary 4.3.21. Given a monad T = (T,η,µ) on Set, its Eilenberg-Moore resolution

FT a UT : SetT −→ Set gives rise to a fibred adjunction model.

For Corollary 4.3.21 to be an instance of Theorem 4.3.17, it suffices to recall that

SetT is both complete and cocomplete for any monad T on Set (see Proposition 2.1.32),

meaning that SetT has all set-indexed products and set-indexed coproducts.

4.3.4 Eilenberg-Moore fibrations of fibred monads

We continue our overview of examples of fibred adjunction models by investigating

the conditions under which the Eilenberg-Moore fibration pT of a split fibred monad

T = (T,η,µ) supports split dependent p-products and split dependent p-sums. To this

end, we generalise some well-known results about the existence of limits and colimits

in the EM-category of a monad (see Section 2.1 for an overview) from products and

coproducts to split dependent p-products and split dependent p-sums, respectively.
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We begin by recalling a useful fact about the EM-algebras of a split fibred monad.

This result later enables us to define split dependent p-products and p-sums in pT using

the functoriality of the corresponding structure in p.

Proposition 4.3.22 ([51, Exercise 1.7.9 (ii)]). The structure map of every EM-algebra

(A,α) of a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on a split fibration p : V −→ B is vertical.

Proof. The proof of this proposition is straightforward. All one needs to do is to

consider the diagram relating η and α, and apply the functor p to it, i.e., we have

p(α) = p(α)◦ idp(A) = p(α)◦ p(ηA) = p(α◦ηA) = p(idA) = idp(A)

where p(A) = p(T (A)) holds because T is assumed to be a fibred functor.

Another observation we make about split fibred monads is that every split fibred

monad on a split comprehension category with unit and strong split dependent sums

comes equipped with a dependent notion of strength. We use this dependent strength

to impose one of the conditions under which pT has split dependent p-sums.

Proposition 4.3.23. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then there

exists a family of natural transformations

σA : ΣA ◦T −→ T ◦ΣA (A ∈ V )

collectively called the dependent strength of T, satisfying the following diagrams:

Σ1p(A)(π
∗
1p(A)

(T (A))) = //

ε

Σ1p(A)
a π∗1p(A)

T (A)
&&

Σ1p(A)(T (π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))
σ1p(A),π

∗
1p(A)

(A)

// T (Σ1p(A)(π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))

T (ε
Σ1p(A)

a π∗1p(A)
A )

(1)

xx
T (A)
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ΣΣA(B)(T (C))
σΣA(B),T (C) //

αA,B,T (C)

��

T (ΣΣA(B)(C))

T (αA,B,C)(2)

��

ΣA(ΣB(κ
∗
A,B(T (C))))

=

��

ΣA(ΣB(T (κ∗A,B(C))))

ΣA(σB,κ∗A,B(C))

$$

T (ΣA(ΣB(κ
∗
A,B(C))))

ΣA(T (ΣB(κ
∗
A,B(C))))

σA,ΣB(κ
∗
A,B(C))

::

ΣA(B)
ΣA(ηB) //

ηΣA(B)

&&

ΣA(T (B))

σA,B

(3)

��

T (ΣA(B))

ΣA(T (T (B)))
σA,T (B) //

ΣA(µB)

��

T (ΣA(T (B)))
T (σA,B) // T (T (ΣA(B)))

µΣA(B)(4)

��

ΣA(T (B)) σA,B
// T (ΣA(B))

where

αA,B : ΣΣA(B) −→ ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ
∗
A,B (A ∈ V ,B ∈ V{A})
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is a family of natural associativity isomorphisms, given by the following composites:

ΣΣA(B)
= // ΣΣA(B) ◦ (κ

−1
A,B)

∗ ◦κ∗A,B

ΣΣA(B)
◦(κ−1

A,B)
∗ ◦η

ΣA ◦ΣBaπ∗B ◦π∗A ◦κ∗A,B

��

ΣΣA(B) ◦ (κ
−1
A,B)

∗ ◦π∗B ◦π∗A ◦ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B

=

��

ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B ΣΣA(B) ◦π∗
ΣA(B)

◦ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B
ε

Σ
ΣA(B)

aπ∗
ΣA(B) ◦ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B

oo

We note that the second equality morphism used in the definition of αA,B follows

from the commutativity of the following diagram:

{B}
{η

ΣAaπ∗A
B }

//

πB

!!

κA,B

def. of κA,B **
{π∗A(ΣA(B))} {πA(ΣA(B))}

//

ππ∗A(ΣA(B))

P (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

��

{ΣA(B)}

πΣA(B)P (πA(ΣA(B)))

��

κ
−1
A,B

κA,B is an iso.

}}

{A}
πA

// p(A)

Proof. Due to its length, we postpone the proof of Proposition 4.3.23 to Appendix B.5

and only note here that each of the natural transformations σA is given by the composite

ΣA ◦T
ΣA ◦T ◦η

ΣAaπ∗A
// ΣA ◦T ◦π∗A ◦ΣA

= // ΣA ◦π∗A ◦T ◦ΣA
ε

ΣAaπ∗A ◦T ◦ΣA // T ◦ΣA

We now proceed by investigating the conditions under which split dependent p-

products and split dependent p-sums exist in pT.

On the one hand, it can be easily seen that the EM-fibration of a split fibred monad

on a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B with split dependent products

always has split dependent p-products.
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Theorem 4.3.24. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

split dependent products and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the corre-

sponding EM-fibration pT : V T −→ B has split dependent p-products.

Proof. Due to its length, we postpone the proof of Theorem 4.3.24 to Appendix B.6

and only note here that the split dependent p-products are given in the EM-fibration

pT by functors ΠT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) that are defined on an object (B,β) of V T

{A} by

Π
T
A(B,β)

def
= (ΠA(B),βΠT

A
)

where the structure map β
ΠT

A
: T (ΠA(B))−→ΠA(B) is given by the morphism

T (ΠA(B))
η

π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B)) // ΠA(π

∗
A(T (ΠA(B))))

=
,,
ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B ))

rr
ΠA(B) ΠA(T (B))

ΠA(β)
oo

using the split dependent products in p, i.e., the adjunction π∗A aΠA : V{A} −→ Vp(A).

We use Proposition 4.3.22 in the definition of β
ΠT

A
to ensure that β is vertical.

As split dependent products can be viewed as a natural generalisation of set-indexed

products to products indexed by an arbitrary object in the total category V , then it is

not surprising that Theorem 4.3.24 and its proof are similar to the set-indexed products

instance of Proposition 2.1.29.

For constructing a fibred adjunction model based on the EM-fibration of a split

fibred monad, we have the following corollary to Theorem 4.3.24.

Corollary 4.3.25. Given an SCCompC p : V −→ B and a split fibred monad on it,

then the corresponding EM-fibration has split dependent p-products.

On the other hand, the situation with the split dependent p-sums in the EM-fibration

pT of a split fibred monad T is analogous to the existence of coproducts in the EM-

category of a monad. In particular, generally they can not be defined directly in terms

of the split dependent sums in p. However, analogously to the existence of coproducts

in the EM-category of a monad, under certain conditions the split dependent p-sums

in pT do exist and can be defined in terms of the split dependent sums in p.

In this thesis, we investigate two such conditions for pT: i) when T preserves the

split dependent sums in p via its dependent strength (see Theorem 4.3.26 below); and

ii) when pT has split fibred reflexive coequalizers (see Theorem 4.3.28 below).
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Theorem 4.3.26. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the cor-

responding EM-fibration pT : V T−→B has split dependent p-sums if the dependent

strength of T is given by a family of natural isomorphisms, i.e., if for every A in V ,

σA : ΣA ◦T −→ T ◦ΣA is a natural isomorphism. Furthermore, these split dependent

p-sums are preserved on-the-nose by UT, i.e., we have UT(ΣT
A(B,β)) = ΣA(UT(B,β)).

Proof. Due to its length, we postpone the proof of Theorem 4.3.26 to Appendix B.7

and only note here that the split dependent p-sums are given in the EM-fibration pT by

functors ΣT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) that are defined on an object (B,β) of V T

{A} by

Σ
T
A(B,β)

def
= (ΣA(B),βΣT

A
)

where the structure map β
ΣT

A
: T (ΣA(B))−→ ΣA(B) is given by the morphism

T (ΣA(B))
σ
−1
A,B // ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(β) // ΣA(B)

using the split dependent sums in p, i.e., the adjunction ΣA a π∗A : Vp(A) −→V{A}.

We note that Theorem 4.3.26 is similar to Proposition 2.1.30 where the existence

of colimits in the EM-category of a monad followed from the preservation of colimits

by that monad. However, in contrast to Proposition 2.1.30, our preservation condition

is formulated using a specific isomorphism, based on the dependent strength of T. We

note that this particular choice of the preservation isomorphism is crucial for our proof

of this theorem to go through—see Appendix B.7 for details.

For constructing a fibred adjunction model based on the EM-fibration of a split

fibred monad, we have the following corollary to Theorem 4.3.26.

Corollary 4.3.27. Given an SCCompC p : V −→B and a split fibred monad on it, then

the corresponding EM-fibration has split dependent p-sums if the dependent strength

of this split fibred monad is given by a family of natural isomorphisms.

Theorem 4.3.28. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the

corresponding EM-fibration pT : V T −→ B has split dependent p-sums if pT has split

fibred reflexive coequalizers.

Proof. Due to its length, we postpone the proof of Theorem 4.3.28 to Appendix B.8

and only note here that the split dependent p-sums are given in the EM-fibration pT
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by functors ΣT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) that are defined on an object (B,β) of V T

{A} as the

reflexive coequalizer

(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B))
eA,(B,β) // ΣT

A(B,β)

of the following pair of morphisms in V T
p(A):

(T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(β)) // (T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B))

and

(T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(T (η

ΣAaπ∗A
B )))

// (T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))),µΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

=

��

(T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))),µΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

)

��

(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B)) (T (T (ΣA(B))),µT (ΣA(B)))µΣA(B)
oo

using the split dependent sums in p, i.e., the adjunction ΣA a π∗A : Vp(A) −→V{A}.

We note that Theorem 4.3.28 is similar to Proposition 2.1.31 where the existence

of coproducts in the EM-category of a monad followed from the existence of reflexive

coequalizers. In particular, as split dependent sums can be viewed as a natural gener-

alisation of set-indexed coproducts to coproducts indexed by an arbitrary object in the

total category V , it is not surprising that Theorem 4.3.28 and its proof are similar to

Proposition 2.1.31.

For constructing a fibred adjunction model based on the EM-fibration of a split

fibred monad, we have the following corollary to Theorem 4.3.28.

Corollary 4.3.29. Given an SCCompC p : V −→ B and a split fibred monad on it,

then the corresponding EM-fibration has split dependent p-sums if the EM-fibration of

this split fibred monad has split fibred reflexive coequalizers.

4.3.5 Continuous families fibration and general recursion

We conclude our overview of examples of fibred adjunction models by presenting a

domain-theoretic generalisation of the families of sets fibration based models from
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Section 4.3.3. Furthermore, we show how to use this domain-theoretic model to give a

denotational semantics to an extension of eMLTT with general recursion.

To improve the readability of this section, we have split it into three parts: i) in

Section 4.3.5.1, we recall some preliminaries of domain theory; ii) in Section 4.3.5.2

we construct a domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model based on continuous families;

and iii) in Section 4.3.5.3, we present an extension of eMLTT with general recursion,

and show how to interpret it in our domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model.

4.3.5.1 Domain-theoretic preliminaries

In this section we give a brief overview of basic domain-theoretic concepts and results

that we later use to construct a domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model. We refer the

reader to [39, 87, 6] for a more detailed overview of the relevant domain theory.

Definition 4.3.30. An ω-complete partial order (cpo) is a partial order X = (|X |,≤X)

which has least upper bounds
∨

n xn of all increasing ω-chains 〈xn〉
def
= x1 ≤X x2 ≤X . . .

Definition 4.3.31. A function f : X −→Y between cpos is continuous if it is monotone

and preserves the least upper bounds of increasing ω-chains, i.e., when we have

x1 ≤X x2 =⇒ f (x1)≤Y f (x2) f (
∨

n xn) =
∨

n f (xn)

Proposition 4.3.32. Cpos and continuous functions form the category CPO.

Definition 4.3.33. A cpo X is discrete if its partial order is given by equality.

In particular, observe that every set A trivially determines a discrete cpo (A,=).

Proposition 4.3.34 ([87, Section 2]). CPO is Cartesian closed.

In particular, the terminal object 1 is given by the unique cpo on a singleton set; the

Cartesian product X×Y is given by the set |X |× |Y | and the component-wise order

〈x1,y1〉 ≤X×Y 〈x2,y2〉 iff x1 ≤X x2 ∧ y1 ≤Y y2

and the exponential X ⇒ Y is given by the set of continuous functions from X to Y

with the pointwise order

f ≤X⇒Y g iff ∀x ∈ |X |. f (x)≤Y g(x)

Proposition 4.3.35 ([87, Section 3]). CPO has finite coproducts.
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In particular, the initial object 0 is given by the unique cpo on the empty set; and

the binary coproduct X +Y is given by the set |X |+ |Y | with the disjoint order

inl x1 ≤X+Y inl x2 iff x1 ≤X x2 inr y1 ≤X+Y inr y2 iff y1 ≤Y y2

An important variation of the category CPO we use is the category CPOEP of

embedding-projection pairs. For us, the embedding-projection pairs are essential to

accommodate the contravariance arising in the definition of split dependent products.

Definition 4.3.36. An embedding-projection pair ( f e, f p) : X −→ Y between cpos X

and Y is given by continuous functions f e : X −→ Y and f p : Y −→ X , satisfying

f p ◦ f e = idX f e ◦ f p ≤Y idY

Proposition 4.3.37. Cpos and embedding-projection pairs form the category CPOEP.

An important property of the category CPOEP that we use pervasively in our proofs

is the following instance of the well-known limit-colimit coincidence property for

embedding-projection pairs—see [105, Theorem 2] for more details.

Proposition 4.3.38. Given a cpo X, a functor A : X −→ CPOEP, and an increasing

ω-chain 〈xn〉, then the cocone α : J −→ ∆(A(
∨

n xn)), given by components

αxn
def
= (A(xn ≤X

∨
n xn)

e,A(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p) : A(xn)−→ A(

∨
n xn)

is a colimit of the diagram J : 〈xn〉 −→ CPOEP, given by J(xn)
def
= A(xn), if and only if

∨
n (A(xn ≤X

∨
n xn)

e ◦A(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p) = idA(

∨
n xn)

4.3.5.2 A domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model

The domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model we construct below is based on lifting

the EM-resolution of a suitable CPO-enriched monad T = (T,η,µ) on CPO to a split

fibred adjunction. It is well-known that the corresponding EM-category CPOT and the

adjunction FT a UT : CPOT −→ CPO are both CPO-enriched. In particular, the hom-

cpo CPOT((A,α),(B,β)) is given by the cpo of continuous functions from A to B that

additionally satisfy the condition of being an EM-algebra homomorphism.

In order to be able to model general recursion, we assume that the monad T sup-

ports a least zero-ary operation, in the sense of [88, Section 6]. In more detail, this

means that for every EM-algebra (A,α), there must exist an element Ω(A,α) in |A| such
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that Ω(A,α) ≤A a, for all elements a in |A|; and the continuous EM-algebra homomor-

phisms must strictly preserve these least elements.

Further, in order to be able to define split dependent sums, we assume that CPOT

has reflexive coequalizers—see Proposition 4.3.50 for how they are used.

We note that a monad TL satisfying these requirements is induced by any discrete

CPO-enriched countable Lawvere theory L (see [50] for details) that includes a least

zero-ary operation. In particular, the monad is given by the functor TL
def
=UL ◦FL , and

the category CPOTL is complete and cocomplete, and thus has reflexive coequalizers.

We begin by defining a split fibration that is suitable for modelling eMLTT’s value

types, the fibration cfamCPO : CFam(CPO) −→ CPO of continuous families. This fi-

bration is based on the analogous fibration of continuous families of directed-complete

partial orders (dcpos) studied in [51, Section 10.6]. We discuss the reasons why we

use continuous families of cpos instead of dcpos in Proposition 4.3.54.

Definition 4.3.39. The objects of the category CFam(CPO) are given by pairs (X ,A)

of a cpo X and a continuous functor A : X −→ CPOEP, i.e., a functor that preserves

colimits of ω-chains when we treat the cpo X as a category. A morphism from (X ,A)

to (Y,B) is given by a pair ( f ,{gx}x∈|X |) of a continuous function f : X −→ Y and a

family of continuous functions {gx : A(x)−→ B( f (x))}x∈|X |, satisfying

x1 ≤X x2 =⇒ B( f (x1)≤Y f (x2))
e ◦gx1 ≤CPO(A(x1),B( f (x2))) gx2 ◦A(x1 ≤X x2)

e

〈xn〉 is incr. ω-chain =⇒ g∨
n xn =

∨
n
(
B( f (xn)≤Y f (

∨
n xn))

e ◦gxn ◦A(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p)

These conditions express that g is a continuously indexed natural transformation.

For better readability, we often define the continuous functors A : X −→ CPOEP

using the 7→ notation, leaving the action of A on ≤X implicit when it is clear from the

context. To keep this example concise, we also omit details of some other definitions

when they are analogous to those for the families of sets fibration famSet at the level

of the underlying sets, and when the additional order-theoretic proof obligations are

straightforward (e.g., we only give the object parts of Π(X ,A) and Σ(X ,A)). Further, we

also omit the laborious but straightforward proofs of the propositions given below.

Proposition 4.3.40. The functor cfamCPO : CFam(CPO)−→ CPO of continuous fam-

ilies of cpos, given by

cfamCPO(X ,A) def
= X cfamCPO( f ,{gx}x∈|X |)

def
= f

is a split fibration. In fact, it is a full split comprehension category with unit.
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We refer the reader to the detailed proof of the dcpo-version of this proposition

given in [51, Lemma 10.6.2].

In particular, given a continuous function f : X −→ Y , the chosen Cartesian mor-

phism over f in cfamCPO is given as in famSet, i.e., by

f (Y,A) def
= ( f ,{idA( f (x))}x∈X) : (X ,A◦ f )−→ (Y,A)

Further, the corresponding terminal object functor 1 : CPO −→ CFam(CPO) and

comprehension functor {−} : CFam(CPO)−→ CPO are given by

1(X)
def
= (X ,x 7→ (1,=)) {(X ,A)} def

=
⊔
X

A

where the latter is defined using a cpo-indexed coproduct, given by⊔
X

A def
= (

⊔
x∈|X |
|A(x)|,≤⊔

X A)

and where the partial order ≤⊔
X A is given by

〈x1,a1〉 ≤⊔
X A 〈x2,a2〉 iff x1 ≤X x2 ∧ A(x1 ≤X x2)

e(a1)≤A(x2) a2

These cpo-indexed coproducts
⊔

X A come equipped with natural continuous injec-

tion and copairing morphisms, given by the injection and copairing morphisms of the

underlying set-indexed coproducts of sets. Analogously to the set-indexed coproducts

of sets, we write 〈x,a〉 for the x’th injection into the X-indexed coproduct
⊔

X A.

Next, we show that cfamCPO has the structure one needs to model a version of

eMLTT in which propositional equality is restricted to be over terms whose types de-

note families of discrete cpos—see the discussion later in this section.

As mentioned earlier, our proofs in this section rely on the limit-colimit coinci-

dence for embedding-projection pairs (see Proposition 4.3.38). In particular, we use

Proposition 4.3.38 pervasively to show that the second components of the objects of

CFam(CPO) we define below are continuous functors. An analogous property for dc-

pos had an important role in the corresponding proofs given in [51, Section 10.6].

Proposition 4.3.41. cfamCPO has split dependent products and strong split dependent

sums.

In particular, the corresponding functors are given on objects by

Π(X ,A)(
⊔
X

A,B) def
= (X ,x 7→

l

A(x)

B〈x,−〉)
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Σ(X ,A)(
⊔
X

A,B) def
= (X ,x 7→

⊔
A(x)

B〈x,−〉)

where the former is defined using a cpo-indexed product, given by
l

A(x)

B〈x,−〉 def
= ({ f : A(x)−→

⊔
A(x)

B〈x,−〉| fst◦ f = idA(x)},≤d
A(x) B〈x,−〉)

and where the partial order ≤d
A(x) B〈x,−〉 is given pointwise by

f1 ≤d
A(x) B〈x,−〉 f2 iff ∀a ∈ |A(x)|. f1(a)≤⊔

A(x) B〈x,−〉 f2(a)

It is worth noting that the action of x 7→
d

A(x)B〈x,−〉 on the partial order ≤X

crucially relies on A being CPOEP-valued rather than CPO-valued. In particular, the

projections enable us to account for the contravariance arising from
d

A(x)B〈x,−〉.
Dcpo-versions of these definitions and the corresponding proofs can be found

in [51, Section 10.6].

Next, by combining Propositions 4.3.40 and 4.3.41, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3.42. cfamCPO is a SCCompC.

Next, we note that cfamCPO also has all other structure we require from p in Defi-

nition 4.2.1, except for split intensional propositional equality, which we here restrict

to be over continuous families of discrete cpos, as explained below.

Proposition 4.3.43. cfamCPO has split fibred strong colimits of shape 0 and 2, and

weak split fibred strong natural numbers.

In particular, these split fibred strong colimits can be shown to be given by

0X
def
= (X ,x 7→ 0) (X ,A)+X (X ,B) def

= (X ,x 7→ A(x)+B(x))

and the weak split fibred strong natural numbers can be shown to be given by

N def
= (1,? 7→ N=) zero

def
= (id1,{z}?∈1) succ

def
= (id1,{s}?∈1)

where z : 1−→N= and s : N= −→N= are the continuous zero and successor functions

associated with the discrete cpo N= on the set N of natural numbers.

As mentioned earlier, for split intensional propositional equality, we only consider

continuous families A : X −→ CPOEP where each A(x) is a discrete cpo, so as to guar-

antee that the second component of Id(X ,A) we define below is a continuous functor.

Proposition 4.3.44. cfamCPO has split intensional propositional equality over contin-

uous families of discrete cpos.
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In particular, the discreteness assumption allows us to define the split intensional

propositional equality analogously to famSet, i.e., by

Id(X ,A)
def
=
(
{π∗(X ,A)(X ,A)},〈〈x,a〉,a′〉 7→ ({? |a = a′},=)

)
Next, we define a fibration suitable for modelling computation types, the fibration

cfamCPOT :CFam(CPOT)−→CPO of continuous families of continuous EM-algebras,

for the monad T=(T,η,µ) we assumed earlier in this section. This is a natural domain-

theoretic generalisation of the families of EM-algebras fibration used in Section 4.3.3.

Definition 4.3.45. The objects of the category CFam(CPOT) are given by pairs (X ,C)

of a cpo X and a continuous functor C : X −→ (CPOT)EP, i.e., a functor that preserves

colimits of ω-chains when we treat X as a category. A morphism from (X ,C) to (Y,D)

is given by a pair ( f ,{hx}x∈|X |) of a continuous function f : X −→ Y and a family of

continuous EM-algebra homomorphisms {hx : C(x)−→ D( f (x))}x∈|X |, satisfying

x1 ≤X x2 =⇒ D( f (x1)≤Y f (x2))
e ◦hx1 ≤CPOT(C(x1),D( f (x2)))

hx2 ◦C(x1 ≤X x2)
e

〈xn〉 is incr. ω-chain =⇒ h∨
n xn =

∨
n
(
D( f (xn)≤Y f (

∨
n xn))

e ◦hxn ◦C(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p)

These conditions express that h is a continuously indexed natural transformation.

Proposition 4.3.46. The functor cfamCPOT : CFam(CPOT) −→ CPO of continuous

families of continuous EM-algebras, given by

cfamCPOT(X ,C)
def
= X cfamCPOT( f ,{hx}x∈|X |)

def
= f

is a split fibration.

We note that the category (CPOT)EP is given by embedding-projection pairs of

continuous homomorphisms between continuous EM-algebras for the monad T.

It is worth noting that an analogue of Proposition 4.3.38 also holds for (CPOT)EP.

Proposition 4.3.47. Given a cpo X, a functor C : X −→ (CPOT)EP, and an increasing

ω-chain 〈xn〉, then the cocone α : J −→ ∆(C(
∨

n xn)), given by components

αxn
def
= (C(xn ≤X

∨
n xn)

e,C(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p) : C(xn)−→C(

∨
n xn)

is a colimit of J : 〈xn〉 −→ (CPOT)EP, given by J(xn)
def
=C(xn), if and only if

∨
n (C(xn ≤X

∨
n xn)

e ◦C(xn ≤X
∨

n xn)
p) = idC(

∨
n xn)
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Analogously to Proposition 4.3.38, Proposition 4.3.47 also follows from the well-

known limit-colimit coincidence property for embedding-projection pairs—see [105,

Theorem 2] for details. We use it pervasively to show that the second components of

the objects of CFam(CPOT) we define below are continuous functors.

Next, analogously to lifting adjunctions to the families fibrations (see Proposi-

tion 4.3.13), we can lift the CPO-enriched EM-adjunction FT a UT : CPOT −→ CPO

to a corresponding split fibred adjunction F̂T a ÛT : cfamCPOT −→ cfamCPO.

Proposition 4.3.48. The two split fibred functors F̂T : cfamCPO −→ cfamCPOT and

ÛT : cfamCPOT −→ cfamCPO, given by a pointwise construction, i.e., by

F̂T(X ,A) def
= (X ,x 7→ FT(A(x))) ÛT(X ,C)

def
= (X ,x 7→UT(C(x)))

constitute a split fibred adjunction F̂T a ÛT : cfamCPOT −→ cfamCPO.

Next, we show that cfamCPOT has split dependent cfamCPO-products and -sums.

Proposition 4.3.49. cfamCPOT has split dependent cfamCPO-products.

The corresponding functor Π(X ,A) : CFam{(X ,A)}(CPO
T)−→ CFamX(CPO

T) is de-

fined on objects as

Π(X ,A)(
⊔
X

A,C)
def
= (X ,x 7→

l

A(x)

C 〈x,−〉)

using a cpo-indexed product of continuous EM-algebras, given by

l

A(x)

C 〈x,−〉 def
= (

l

A(x)

(UT ◦C 〈x,−〉),α)

where the continuous structure map

α : T (
l

A(x)

(UT ◦C 〈x,−〉))−→
l

A(x)

(UT ◦C 〈x,−〉)

is given by

α
def
= 〈αC〈x,a〉 ◦T (proja)〉a∈|A(x)|

using the continuous pairing and projection morphisms associated with the cpo-indexed

products in CPO, and where αC(x) denotes the structure map of C(x).

Observe that the use of cpo-indexed products in CPO to define cpo-indexed prod-

ucts in CPOT is analogous to how set-indexed products in V are used to define set-

indexed products in V T—see Proposition 2.1.29 for more details.
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Proposition 4.3.50. cfamCPOT has split dependent cfamCPO-sums.

The corresponding functor Σ(X ,A) : CFam{(X ,A)}(CPO
T)−→ CFamX(CPO

T) is de-

fined on objects as

Σ(X ,A)(
⊔
X

A,C)
def
= (X ,x 7→

⊔
A(x)

C 〈x,−〉)

using a cpo-indexed coproduct of continuous EM-algebras, given by the reflexive co-

equalizer e : FT(
⊔

A(x)(U
T ◦ C 〈x,−〉)) −→

⊔
A(x)C 〈x,−〉 of the pair of morphisms

FT(
⊔

A(x)(T ◦UT ◦C 〈x,−〉))
µ⊔

A(x)(U
T◦C 〈x,−〉)◦F

T([T (inja)]a∈|A(x)|)
//

FT([inja ◦ αC 〈x,a〉]a∈|A(x)|) //
FT(

⊔
A(x)(U

T ◦C 〈x,−〉))

whose common section is given by

FT(
⊔

A(x)(U
T ◦C 〈x,−〉))

FT ([inja ◦ ηUT(C 〈x,a〉)]a∈|A(x) | ) // FT(
⊔

A(x)(T ◦UT ◦C 〈x,−〉))

On morphisms, we define Σ(X ,A) using the universal property of reflexive coequalizers.

Observe that the use of reflexive coequalizers to define cpo-indexed coproducts in

CPOT is analogous to the use of reflexive coequalizers to define set-indexed coproducts

in V T—see Proposition 2.1.31 for more details. Similar use of (split fibred) reflexive

coequalizers also appears in our definition of split dependent sums in the EM-fibrations

of split fibred monads—see the proof of Theorem 4.3.28 for details, e.g., for the defi-

nition of Σ(X ,A) on morphisms using the universal property of reflexive coequalizers.

The final ingredient for constructing a fibred adjunction model based on cfamCPO

and cfamCPOT is the split fibred pre-enrichment of cfamCPOT in cfamCPO.

Proposition 4.3.51. cfamCPOT admits split fibred pre-enrichment in cfamCPO.

The corresponding functor

( :
∫
(X 7→ CFamX(CPO

T)op×CFamX(CPO
T))−→ CFam(CPO)

is given on objects by

( (X ,(X ,C),(X ,D))
def
= (X ,x 7→ CPOT(C(x),D(x)))

using the CPO-enrichment of CPOT discussed earlier in this section.

We summarise these results in the next theorem.
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Theorem 4.3.52. Given a CPO-enriched monad T = (T,η,µ) on CPO that supports a

least zero-ary operation, in the sense of [88, Section 6], such that CPOT has reflexive

coequalizers, then the fibrations cfamCPO and cfamCPOT give rise to a split fibred

adjunction model where propositional equality is restricted to families of discrete cpos.

It is worth noting that the existence of the least zero-ary operation is only required

in order to use this domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model to give a denotational

semantics to an extension of eMLTT with general recursion. This requirement can be

dropped when giving a denotational semantics to eMLTT as defined in Chapter 3.

A good source of such fibred adjunction models is the algebraic treatment of com-

putational effects, as made precise in the following corollary to Theorem 4.3.52.

Corollary 4.3.53. Given a discrete CPO-enriched countable Lawvere theory L
(see [50]) that includes a least zero-ary operation, the corresponding CPO-enriched

monad on T def
=UL ◦FL gives us a fibred adjunction model where propositional equality

is restricted to families of discrete cpos. Here, FL a UL : Mod(L ,CPO)−→ CPO.

In particular, in future work we plan to extend fibred algebraic effects and their han-

dlers with inequations based on cfamCPO and discrete CPO-enriched countable Law-

vere theories, analogously to how famSet and countable Lawvere theories are used to

model equationally presented fibred algebraic effects and their handlers in Chapters 6

and 7. We recall from [50] that a key prerequisite for this to work, i.e., for the corre-

sponding left adjoint FL to exist, is that CPO is locally countably presentable (see [7,

Example 1.18 (2)]). Unfortunately, this is not the case for the category of dcpos.

Proposition 4.3.54 ([7, Example 1.18 (5)]). The category of dcpos and continuous

functions between them is not locally (countably) presentable.

The failure of the category of dcpos to be locally countably presentable is the main

reason why we use cpos instead of dcpos in this section, compared to the domain-

theoretic fibrational model of dependent types given in [51, Section 10.6].

We conclude this section by explaining why we use cfamCPO instead of the other

natural candidate, the codomain fibration codCPO : CPO→ −→ CPO.

On the one hand, codCPO is not split, but this can be overcome because every

fibration is equivalent to a split one, see [51, Corollary 5.2.5]. On the other hand,

for codCPO to be a even a non-split CCompC, CPO must be locally Cartesian closed,

see [51, Theorem 10.5.5 (ii)]. However, as the next result shows, this is not the case.

Theorem 4.3.55. CPO is not locally Cartesian closed.
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Proof. Recall that for CPO to be locally Cartesian closed, every base change functor

f ∗ : CPO/Y −→ CPO/X must have a right adjoint, meaning that f ∗ itself has to be

a left adjoint and thus it has to preserve colimits. In particular, f ∗ has to preserve

epimorphisms because they can be characterised as certain colimits. Specifically, it is

well-known that g : A−→ B is an epimorphism when idB◦g and idB◦g form a pushout.

Below we show that this is not the case in CPO by giving an example of a particular

base change functor and an epimorphism it does not preserve. The proof is essentially

based on the fact that not all epimorphisms in CPO are given by surjective functions.

Here, CPO/X is the slice category of CPO over X . Its objects are given by con-

tinuous functions with codomain X . A morphism in CPO/X from f : Y −→ X to

g : Z −→ X is given by a continuous function h : Y −→ Z such that g◦h = f .

We write N= for the discrete cpo on the set of natural numbers and Nω for the cpo

on the set of natural numbers extended with a top element ω, where ≤Nω
is given by

n≤Nω
m iff n,m are natural numbers ∧ n≤ m n≤Nω

ω for all n

Next, recall that given a continuous function f : X −→ Y , the base change functor

f ∗ : CPO/Y −→ CPO/X is given by sending a continuous function g : Z −→ Y to the

continuous function f ∗(g) : f ∗(Z)−→ X in the following pullback square:

f ∗(Z) //

f ∗(g)

y

��

Z

g

��

X
f

// Y

On morphisms of CPO/Y , f ∗ is defined using the universal property of pullbacks.

The particular epimorphism of interest to us in CPO is e : N= −→ Nω, given by

mapping n to n. It is easy to see that e is an epimorphism: given two continuous

functions h1 : Nω −→Y and h2 : Nω −→Y , for some Y , such that h1 ◦e = h2 ◦e, then it

suffices to show that h1(n) = h2(n), for all natural numbers n, and that h1(ω) = h2(ω),

for the top element ω. The proofs for these equations are straightforward:

h1(n) = h1(e(n)) = h2(e(n)) = h2(n)

h1(ω) = h1(
∨

n n) =
∨

n h1(e(n)) =
∨

n h2(e(n)) = h2(
∨

n n) = h2(ω)

using the fact that ω is the least upper bound of the ω-chain 〈n〉 def
= 0≤ 1≤ . . .
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Importantly for us, e also gives us an epimorphism in the slice category CPO/Nω:

N=
e //

e
##

Nω

idNω{{
Nω

Now, assuming a non-empty cpo X , let us consider the base change functor

f ∗ω : CPO/Nω −→ CPO/X for a constant function fω : X −→Nω that is given by map-

ping every x to ω. If CPO were locally Cartesian closed, this base change functor must

preserve colimits, in particular, the epimorphism in CPO/Nω given by e.

When we apply f ∗ω to this epimorphism, we get the following morphism in CPO/X :

f ∗ω(N=)
g //

f ∗ω(e) %%

f ∗ω(Nω)

f ∗ω(idNω
)yy

X

where g : f ∗ω(N=) −→ f ∗ω(Nω) is the result of the action of f ∗ω on the morphism e in

Nω. By spelling out the definition of (the chosen) pullbacks in CPO, we see that

f ∗ω(N=) = ({〈x,n〉 | fω(x) = e(n)},≤) = ({〈x,n〉 |ω = n},≤) = ( /0,=)

f ∗ω(Nω) = ({〈x,n〉 | fω(x) = n},≤′) = ({〈x,ω〉 |x ∈ |X |},≤′)

from which it follows that g : f ∗ω(N=)−→ f ∗ω(Nω) is not an epimorphism in CPO/X .

For example, take X to be the discrete cpo on the set {a,b} and Y to be the dis-

crete cpo on the set {a,b,c}. Then, if we consider functions h1 : f ∗ω(Nω) −→ Y and

h2 : f ∗ω(Nω)−→ Y , given by h1(a)
def
= h2(a)

def
= a, h1(b)

def
= b, and h2(b)

def
= c, we have

f ∗ω(N=)
g //

f ∗ω(e) --

f ∗ω(Nω)

f ∗ω(idNω
)

��

h1 //

h2

// Y

a 7→a ,b 7→b ,c 7→b
rrX

where h1 ◦g = h2 ◦g holds vacuously. However, we do not have that h1 = h2.

4.3.5.3 Extension of eMLTT with general recursion

We now show how the domain-theoretic fibred adjunction model we constructed in the

previous section can be used to model an extension of eMLTT with general recursion.
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We note that the following discussion ought to be preceded by the definition of the

interpretation of eMLTT in fibred adjunction models given in Section 5.1. Therefore,

we advise the reader to first read Section 5.1 and then the rest of this section.

The version of eMLTT we consider in this section includes two changes compared

to the definition given in Chapter 3. First, we restrict the types appearing in propo-

sitional equality to those that denote continuous families of discrete cpos. More pre-

cisely, we only allow V =Adisc
W where Adisc is given by the following grammar:

Adisc,Bdisc ::= Nat |1 |Σx :Adisc.Bdisc |Πx :A.Bdisc |0 |Adisc+Bdisc |V =Adisc
W

Second, we extend the grammar of eMLTT’s computation terms with a fixed point

operation µx :UC.M, with the corresponding typing rule given by

Γ `C Γ,x :UC `M : C
Γ ` µx :UC.M : C

Further, we extend eMLTT’s equational theory with a congruence equation

Γ `C = D Γ,x :UC `M = N : C
Γ ` µx :UC.M = µx :UD.N : D

and an equation that describes the unfolding of fixed points:

Γ `C Γ,x :UC `M : C
Γ ` µx :UC.M = M[thunk (µx :UC.M)/x] : C

We note that the meta-theory we established for eMLTT in Section 3.3 straightfor-

wardly extends to this version of eMLTT. In particular, the fixed point operation and

the corresponding definitional equations are treated analogously to other computation

terms and definitional equations that involve variable bindings and type annotations.

We can interpret this version of eMLTT in the fibred adjunction model defined in

Theorem 4.3.52 by extending the interpretation of eMLTT given in Section 5.1 with

JΓ;CK1 = JΓK ∈ CPO JΓ;CK2(γ) ∈ (CPOT)EP

JΓ,x :UC;MK1 = idJΓ,x:UCK (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉 : 1−→UT(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ;µx :UC.MK1
def
= idJΓK

(JΓ;µx :UC.MK2)γ(?)
def
= µ(c 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉(?))

where c is an element of the set |UT(JΓ;CK2(γ))|.
For better readability, we use subscripts to denote the first and second components

of the objects and morphisms in CFam(CPO) and CFam(CPOT). This notation is

analogous to the conventions we adopt in Sections 6.5 and 7.9 for Fam(Set).
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It is then straightforward to show that the soundness results presented in Section 5.2

remain true for this extension of eMLTT, as discussed in detail below.

First, the least fixed points µ(c 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉(?)) are guaranteed to exist

because our assumptions about T ensure that every UT(JΓ;CK2(γ)) is a pointed cpo.

Next, showing that JΓ;µx : UC.MK is indeed a morphism from (JΓK,γ 7→ 1) to

(JΓK,γ 7→UT(JΓ;CK2(γ))) in CFamJΓK(CPO) amounts to showing that JΓ;µx:UC.MK2

is a continuously indexed natural transformation in the sense of Definition 4.3.39.

For the naturality of JΓ;µx :UC.MK2, we have to prove that γ1 ≤JΓK γ2 implies

(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)
e(µ(c1 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ1,c1〉(?))

)
≤UT(JΓ;CK2(γ2))

µ(c2 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ2,c2〉(?))

We prove this inequation by first recalling a standard result in domain theory that

the least fixed point operation is itself continuous, e.g., see [87, Section 2]. Then, using

the fact that JΓ,x :UC;MK is assumed to be a morphism in CFamJΓ,x:UCK(CPO), i.e.,

JΓ,x :UC;MK2 is natural in the sense of Definition 4.3.39, we get the inequation

µ
(
c2 7→ (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)

e((JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ1,(UT◦JΓ;CK2)(γ1≤JΓKγ2)p(c1)〉(?)
))

≤UT(JΓ;CK2(γ2))

µ(c2 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ2,c2〉(?))

meaning that we are left with proving that the following inequation holds:

(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)
e(µ(c1 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ1,c1〉(?))

)
≤UT(JΓ;CK2(γ2))

µ
(
c2 7→ (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)

e((JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ1,(UT◦JΓ;CK2)(γ1≤JΓKγ2)p(c1)〉(?)
))

We prove this last inequation below, using a natural deduction style presentation. In

order to improve the readability of this proof, we use the following auxiliary notation:

E def
= (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)

e

P def
= (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γ1 ≤JΓK γ2)

p

f 〈γ,c〉 def
= (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉(?)
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and omit the subscripts on ≤. The above inequation is then proved as follows:

f
〈
γ1, f

〈
γ1,P

(
µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

)〉〉
=

f
〈
γ1, f

〈
γ1,P

(
µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

)〉〉
f
〈
γ1, f

〈
γ1,P

(
µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

)〉〉
≤

f
〈
γ1,P

(
E
(

f
〈
γ1,P

(
µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

)〉))〉
(e)

f
〈
γ1, f

〈
γ1,P

(
µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

)〉〉
≤

f
〈
γ1,P(µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉)))

〉
(d)

µ(c1 7→ f 〈γ1,c1〉)≤ f
〈
γ1,P(µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉)))

〉 (c)

E
(
µ(c1 7→ f 〈γ1,c1〉)

)
≤ E

(
f
〈
γ1,P(µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉)))

〉) (b)

E
(
µ(c1 7→ f 〈γ1,c1〉)

)
≤ µ(c2 7→ E( f 〈γ1,P(c2)〉))

(a)

where (a), (c), and (d) follow from properties of least fixed points; (b) holds because

E is monotone; and (e) holds because E and P form an embedding-projection pair.

For showing that JΓ;µx :UC.MK2 is continuously indexed, we have to prove

µ(c 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈
∨

nγn,c〉(?))

=∨
n
(
(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK

∨
n γn)

e(µ(cn 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γn,cn〉(?))
))

We prove this equation by again using the fact that the least fixed point operation

is itself continuous and the fact that JΓ,x :UC;MK is assumed to be a morphism in

CFamJΓ,x:UCK(CPO). These observations give us the following equations:

µ(c 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈
∨

nγn,c〉(?))

=
µ
(
c 7→∨
n (U

T ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK
∨

n γn)
e((JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γn,(UT◦JΓ;CK2)(γn≤JΓK

∨
n γn)p(c)〉(?)

))
=∨

n
(
µ
(
c 7→

(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK
∨

n γn)
e((JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γn,(UT◦JΓ;CK2)(γn≤JΓK

∨
n γn)p(c)〉(?)

)))
meaning that we are left with showing that the following equation holds for all n:

µ
(
c 7→
(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK

∨
n γn)

e((JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γn,(UT◦JΓ;CK2)(γn≤JΓK
∨

n γn)p(c)〉(?)
))

=

(UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK
∨

n γn)
e(µ(cn 7→ (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γn,cn〉(?))

)
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We prove this last equation by showing that we have inequations in both directions.

Similarly to the naturality proof, we use auxiliary notation in this proof, given by

E def
= (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK

∨
n γn)

e

P def
= (UT ◦ JΓ;CK2)(γn ≤JΓK

∨
n γn)

p

f 〈γ,c〉 def
= (JΓ,x :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉(?)

In the left-to-right direction, we have

f
〈
γn,µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

〉
= f

〈
γn,µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

〉
f
〈
γn,µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

〉
≤ µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

(d)

E
(

f
〈
γn,µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

〉)
≤ E

(
µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

) (c)

E
(

f
〈
γn,P

(
E
(
µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

))〉)
≤ E

(
µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

) (b)

µ(c 7→ E( f 〈γn,P(c)〉))≤ E
(
µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

) (a)

where (a) and (d) follow from the properties of least fixed points; (b) holds because E

and P form an embedding-projection pair; and (c) holds because E is monotone.

In the right-to-left direction, we have to prove that the following inequation holds:

E
(
µ(cn 7→ f 〈γn,cn〉)

)
≤ µ(c 7→ E( f 〈γn,P(c)〉))

As the proof of this inequation has the same structure as the proof of the corresponding

inequation in the earlier naturality proof for JΓ;µx :UC.MK2, we omit its proof here.

Finally, it is easy to see that the interpretation validates the fixed point unfolding

equation, namely, because we have interpreted µx :UC.M using a least fixed point.
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Denotational semantics of eMLTT

In this chapter we show how to interpret eMLTT in the fibred adjunction models we

defined in Chapter 4; and we prove that this interpretation is sound and complete.

5.1 Interpreting eMLTT in fibred adjunction models

Following the standard approach in the literature on dependently typed languages, e.g.,

as advocated by Streicher [107] and Hoffmann [44], we define the interpretation func-

tion as an a priori partial mapping J−K from the raw (i.e., not necessarily well-formed)

expressions of eMLTT into a given fibred adjunction model. It is only afterwards that

we prove in the soundness theorem that J−K is defined on well-formed expressions

and, furthermore, that it validates the equational theory of eMLTT. In order to be able

to define the interpretation function as a partial mapping, we have decorated the syntax

of eMLTT with a range of additional type annotations, as discussed in Section 3.1.

Analogously to the work of Streicher and Hoffmann, the main reason for defining

J−K as a partial mapping is to avoid the coherence issues that arise when trying to

define J−K directly on the derivations of well-formed expressions. In particular, as the

typing derivations of eMLTT are not unique, due to the context and type conversion

rules (see Section 3.2), defining the interpretation on the derivations of well-formed

types and terms would require us to also simultaneously prove the coherence of the

interpretation. Furthermore, as the context and type conversion rules contain defini-

tional equations, defining the interpretation on derivations would also require us to

simultaneously prove that the interpretation validates the equational theory of eMLTT.

Throughout this section, we assume given a fibred adjunction model using the no-

tation of Definition 4.2.1, i.e., given by p : V −→B , q : C −→B , and F a U : q−→ p.

165
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We begin by defining a notion of size for eMLTT’s expressions and value contexts.

Definition 5.1.1. The size of an expression E, written size(E), is defined by recursion

on the structure of E as follows:

size(Nat)
def
= 1
. . .

size(x) def
= 1
. . .

size(return V )
def
= size(V )+1

size(M to y :A inC N)
def
= size(M)+ size(A)+ size(C)+ size(N)+1
. . .

size(K(V )(y:A).C)
def
= size(K)+ size(V )+ size(A)+ size(C)+1

size(V (K)C,D)
def
= size(V )+ size(K)+ size(C)+ size(D)+1

Definition 5.1.2. Given a value context Γ, its size, written size(Γ), is defined as

size(�) def
= 0 size(Γ,x :A) def

= size(Γ)+ size(A)

Using this notion of size, we now define the partial interpretation function J−K.

Definition 5.1.3. The a priori partial interpretation function J−K is defined by induc-

tion on the sum of the sizes of its arguments (see below) such that, if defined, it maps

• a value context Γ to an object JΓK in B ,

• a pair of a value context Γ and a value type A to an object JΓ;AK in VJΓK,

• a pair of a value context Γ and a computation type C to an object JΓ;CK in CJΓK,

• a pair of a value context Γ and a value term V to an object A in VJΓK and a

morphism JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ A in VJΓK,

• a pair of a value context Γ and a computation term M to an object C in CJΓK and

a morphism JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(C) in VJΓK, and

• a quadruple of a value context Γ, a computation variable z, a computation type

C, and a homomorphism term K to an object D in CJΓK and a morphism

JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ D in CJΓK.
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Compared to how we defined J−K in [9], we give its definition here in natural

deduction style instead of using the Kleene equality '. This makes it easier for the

reader to follow the details of the definition, such as the domains and codomains of

the interpretation of the subterms of a given term. Specifically, we define J−K using

rules whose premises describe the conditions we require to hold for the corresponding

conclusions to be defined. For example, in the premise of the case for function appli-

cation V (W )(x:A).B, we require the application of J−K on the given function term V to

be defined and its codomain to be an application of the ΠJΓ;AK-functor. Observe that it

is precisely these kinds of conditions that make the definition of J−K partial.

In terms of notation, we write JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK to mean that JΓ;AK is defined and

given by an object in VJΓK, and similarly for computation types. Analogously, we write

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ A to mean that JΓ;V K is defined and given by a morphism 1JΓK −→ A

in VJΓK, for some object A, and similarly for computation and homomorphism terms.

To improve the readability of the definition of J−K, we leave some premises implicit

if they can be inferred from others. For example, when we write JΓ;V K : 1JΓK−→ JΓ;AK

in the premise of a rule, we implicitly assume that JΓK ∈ B and JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK.

We now give the rules that define J−K.

Value contexts

J�K def
= 1

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK x 6∈Vars(Γ)

JΓ,x :AK def
= {JΓ;AK}

Value types

JΓK ∈ B

JΓ;NatK def
=!∗JΓK(N)

JΓK ∈ B

JΓ;1K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;BK ∈ V{JΓ;AK}

JΓ;Σx :A.BK def
= ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK)

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;BK ∈ V{JΓ;AK}

JΓ;Πx :A.BK def
= ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK)

JΓK ∈ B

JΓ;0K def
= 0JΓK

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ;BK ∈ VJΓK

JΓ;A+BK def
= JΓ;AK+JΓK JΓ;BK
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JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;W K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK

JΓ;V =A W K def
= h∗(IdJΓ;AK)

where h is the unique mediating morphism in the following pullback situation:

JΓK

s(JΓ;V K)

**

s(JΓ;WK)

&&

h
// {π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)}

ππ∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)

y

��

{πJΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)}
// {JΓ;AK}

πJΓ;AKP (πJΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))

��

{JΓ;AK}
πJΓ;AK

// JΓK

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK

JΓ;UCK def
=U(JΓ;CK)

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ;DK ∈ CJΓK

JΓ;C( DK def
= JΓ;CK(JΓK JΓ;DK

Computation types

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK

JΓ;FAK def
= F(JΓ;AK)

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;CK ∈ C{JΓ;AK}

JΓ;Σx :A.CK def
= ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK)

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;CK ∈ C{JΓ;AK}

JΓ;Πx :A.CK def
= ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK)
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Value variables (case 1)

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK x 6∈Vars(Γ)

JΓ,x :A;xK
def
=

1{JΓ;AK}

η

ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
1{JΓ;AK}

��

π∗JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK}))

=
��

π∗JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK)))

π∗JΓ;AK(fst)

��

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)

Value variables (case 2)

y 6∈Vars(Γ1,x :A1,Γ2)

JΓ1,x :A1,Γ2;A2K ∈ VJΓ1,x:A1,Γ2K JΓ1,x :A1,Γ2;xK : 1JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2K −→ B

JΓ1,x :A1,Γ2,y :A2;xK
def
=

1JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2,y:A2K

=
��

1{JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2;A2K}

=
��

π∗JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2;A2K
(1JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2K)

π∗JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2;A2K(JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2;xK)

��

π∗JΓ1,x:A1,Γ2;A2K
(B)
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Zero

JΓK ∈ B

JΓ;zeroK def
= 1JΓK

!∗JΓK(zero)

−−−−−−−→ !∗JΓK(N)

Successor

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→!∗JΓK(N)

JΓ;succV K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;V K
−−−−−−−→ !∗JΓK(N)

!∗JΓK(succ)

−−−−−−−→ !∗JΓK(N)

Primitive recursion

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→!∗JΓK(N) JΓ;VzK : 1JΓK −→ (s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(JΓ,x :Nat;AK)

JΓ,y1 :Nat,y2 :A[y1/x];VsK : 1{JΓ,x:Nat;AK} −→ π∗JΓ,x:Nat;AK({!
∗
X(succ)}∗(JΓ,x :Nat;AK))

JΓ;nat-elimx.A(Vz,y1.y2.Vs,V )K
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(1{!∗JΓK(N)})

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(iJΓ,x:Nat;AK(JΓ,VzK,JΓ,y1:Nat,y2:A[y1/x];VsK))

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :Nat;AK)

Unit

JΓK ∈ B

JΓ;?K def
= 1JΓK

id1JΓK
−−−−−→ 1JΓK
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Pairing

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;W K : 1JΓK −→ (s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;BK)

JΓ;〈V,W 〉(x:A).BK
def
=

1JΓK

JΓ;WK

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;BK)

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;BK )

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK)))

=
��

ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK)

Pattern-matching

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x1 :A2;A2K)

JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2;W K : 1{JΓ,x1:A1;A2K} −→ κ∗JΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K
(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)

JΓ;pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) iny.B W K
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗((κ−1)∗(1{JΓ,x1:A1;A2K}))

(s(JΓ;V K))∗((κ−1)∗(JΓ,x1:A1,x2:A2;WK))

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗((κ−1)∗(κ∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)))

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)

where we omit the subscripts in κJΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K and κ
−1
JΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K

in the conclu-

sion for better readability.
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Lambda abstraction

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;V K : 1{JΓ;AK} −→ B

JΓ;λx :A.V K
def
=

1JΓK

η

π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
1JΓK

��

ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

=
��

ΠJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;V K)

��

ΠJΓ;AK(B)

Function application

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK) JΓ;W K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK

JΓ;V (W )(x:A).BK
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;W K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

(s(JΓ;WK))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;V K))

��

(s(JΓ;W K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;BK)))

(s(JΓ;WK))∗(ε
π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;BK )

��

(s(JΓ;W K))∗(JΓ,x :A;BK)
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Empty case analysis

JΓ,x :0;AK ∈ V{0JΓK} JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ 0JΓK

JΓ;case V ofx.A ()K
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(1{0JΓK})

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(?JΓ,x:0;AK)

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :0;AK)

Binary case analysis

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;A1K+JΓK JΓ;A2K

JΓ,y1 :A1;W1K : 1{JΓ;A1K} −→ {inl}
∗(JΓ,x :A1 +A2;BK)

JΓ,y2 :A2;W2K : 1{JΓ;A2K} −→ {inr}
∗(JΓ,x :A1 +A2;BK)

JΓ;case V ofx.B (inl(y1 :A1) 7→W1,inr(y2 :A2) 7→W2)K
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(1{JΓ;A1K+JΓKJΓ;A2K})

(s(JΓ;V K))∗([JΓ,y1:A1;W1K,JΓ,y2:A2;W2K])

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A1 +A2;BK)

Left injection

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;BK ∈ VJΓK

JΓ;inlA+B V K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;V K
−−−−−→ JΓ;AK

inl
−−−→ JΓ;AK+JΓK JΓ;BK
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Right injection

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;BK

JΓ;inrA+B V K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;V K
−−−−−→ JΓ;BK

inr
−−−→ JΓ;AK+JΓK JΓ;BK

Reflexivity of propositional equality

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ A

JΓ;refl V K def
= 1JΓK

=−→ (s(JΓ;V K))∗(1{A})
(s(JΓ;V K))∗(rA)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (s(JΓ;V K))∗(δ∗A(IdA))

Elimination of propositional equality

JΓ;V1K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;V2K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;VpK : 1JΓK −→ h∗(IdJΓ;AK)

JΓ,y :A;W K : 1{IdJΓ;AK} −→
(s(rJΓ;AK))

∗({δJΓ;AK(IdJΓ;AK)}∗(JΓ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :(x1 =A x2);BK))

JΓ;eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,y.W,V1,V2,Vp)K
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;VpK))∗({h(IdJΓ;AK)}∗(1{IdJΓ;AK}))

(s(JΓ;VpK))∗({h(IdJΓ;AK)}∗(i(JΓ,y:A;WK)))

��

(s(JΓ;VpK))∗({h(IdJΓ;AK)}∗(JΓ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :(x1 =A x2);BK))

where we omit the subscripts in iJΓ;AK,JΓ,x1:A,x2:A,x3:(x1=Ax2);BK in the conclusion; and
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where h is the unique mediating morphism in the following pullback situation:

JΓK

s(JΓ;V1K)

**

s(JΓ;V2K)

&&

h
// {π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)}

ππ∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)

y

��

{πJΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)}
// {JΓ;AK}

πJΓ;AKP (πJΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))

��

{JΓ;AK}
πJΓ;AK

// JΓK

Thunking a computation

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(C)

JΓ;thunk MK def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;MK
−−−−−→U(C)

Homomorphic lambda abstraction

JCK ∈ VJΓK JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ D

JΓ;λz :C.KK def
= 1JΓK

ξ
−1
JΓK,JΓ;CK,D(JΓ;z:C;KK)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ JΓ;CK(JΓK D

Returning a value

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ A

JΓ;return V K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;V K
−−−−→ A

ηF aU
A

−−−−−→U(F(A))
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Sequential composition

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ,x :A;NK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK))

JΓ;M to x :A inC NK
def
=

1JΓK

JΓ;MK

��

U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉))

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))))

=
��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;NK)))

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))))

=
��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;CK)))))

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;CK) ))

��

U(F(U(JΓ;CK)))

U(εF aU
JΓ;CK)

��

U(JΓ;CK)
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Computational pairing

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;CK))

JΓ;〈V,M〉(x:A).CK
def
=

1JΓK

JΓ;MK

��

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;CK))

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;CK ))

��

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))))

=
��

U(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))

Computational pattern-matching

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))

JΓ,x :A;z :C;KK : JΓ,x :A;CK−→ π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK)

JΓ;M to (x :A,z :C) inD KK
def
=

1JΓK

JΓ;MK

��

U(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))

U(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;z:C;KK))

��

U(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK)))

U(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ;DK )

��

U(JΓ;DK)
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Computational lambda abstraction

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;MK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(C)

JΓ;λx :A.MK
def
=

1JΓK

η

π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
1JΓK

��

ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

=

��

ΠJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;MK)

��

ΠJΓ;AK(U(C))

(ζ−1
Π,JΓ;AK)C

��

U(ΠJΓ;AK(C))

where ζΠ,JΓ;AK : U ◦ΠJΓ;AK
∼=−→ ΠJΓ;AK◦U is the natural isomorphism defined in Propo-

sition 4.1.14.
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Computational function application

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK)) JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK

JΓ;M(V )(x:A).CK
def
=

1JΓK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;MK))

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(U(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))))

=
��

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))))

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(ε
π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;CK ))

��

U((s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;CK))

Forcing a thunked computation

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

JΓ;forceC V K def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;V K
−−−−−→U(JΓ;CK)

Homomorphic function application

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;CK(JΓK JΓ;DK JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

JΓ;V (M)C,DK def
= 1JΓK

JΓ;MK
−−−−−→U(JΓ;CK)

U(ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;V K))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→U(JΓ;DK)

Computation variables

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK

JΓ;z :C;zK def
= JΓ;CK

idJΓ;CK
−−−−−−→ JΓ;CK
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Sequential composition

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ F(JΓ;AK)

JΓ,x :A;MK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK))

JΓ;z :C;K to x :A inD MK
def
=

JΓ;CK

JΓ;z:C;KK

��

F(JΓ;AK)

F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉)

��

F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK)))

=
��

F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK}))

F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;MK))

��

F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK))))

=
��

F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;DK))))

F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;DK) )

��

F(U(JΓ;DK))

εF aU
JΓ;DK

��

JΓ;DK
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Computational pairing

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK

JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ (s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;DK)

JΓ;z :C;〈V,K〉(x:A).DK
def
=

JΓ;CK

JΓ;z:C;KK

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;DK)

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;DK )

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;DK)))

=
��

ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;DK)

Computational pattern-matching

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ;z1 :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;D1K)

JΓ,x :A;z2 :D1;LK : JΓ,x :A;D1K−→ π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;D2K)

JΓ;z1 :C;K to (x :A,z2 :D1) inD2 LK
def
=

JΓ;CK

JΓ;z1:C;KK

��

ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;D1K)

ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;z2:D1;LK)

��

ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;D2K))

ε

ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ;D2K

��

JΓ;D2K
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Computational lambda abstraction

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ,x :A;z :C;KK : π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)−→ D

JΓ;z :C;λx :A.KK
def
=

JΓ;CK

η

π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
JΓ;CK

��

ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK))

ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;z:C;KK)

��

ΠJΓ;AK(D)

Computational function application

JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK

JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;DK)

JΓ;z :C;K(V )(x:A).DK
def
=

JΓ;CK

=
��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK))

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;z:C;KK))

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(π∗JΓ;AK(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;DK)))

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(ε
π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
JΓ,x:A;DK )

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x :A;DK)
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Homomorphic function application

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;D1K(JΓK JΓ;D2K JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;D1K

JΓ;z :C;V (K)D1,D2K
def
= JΓ;CK

JΓ;z:C;KK
−−−−−−−→ JΓ;D1K

ξJΓK,JΓ;D1K,JΓ;D2K(JΓ;V K)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ JΓ;D2K

5.2 Soundness

In this section we show that the interpretation of eMLTT we defined in Section 5.1 is

sound. In particular, we prove that J−K is defined on well-formed expressions, and that

it validates the equational theory of eMLTT. We state and prove this result in Theo-

rem 5.2.15. However, before we do so, we first define semantic notions of weakening

and substitution, and relate them to their syntactic counterparts, analogously to the

soundness proofs for the denotational semantics of MLTT given in [107, 44].

First, we observe that if we assume that JΓ1,Γ2K ∈ B , then Γ1,Γ2 must be a valid

value context to begin with, and thus Γ1 and Γ2 must be disjoint according to the

definition of value contexts, namely, because the variables in Γ1,Γ2 are distinct. As

a consequence, we do not need to include explicit disjointness requirements on value

contexts in the propositions and theorems we prove in the rest of this section.

Next, we define the semantic notions of weakening and substitution.

Definition 5.2.1. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value type A, and a value variable

x such that JΓ1,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,x : A,Γ2K ∈ B , we define the semantic projection

morphisms as the a priori partially defined family of morphisms

projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
: JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K−→ JΓ1,Γ2K

that are defined by induction on the size of Γ2, as follows:

projΓ1;x:A;�
def
= {JΓ1;AK}

πJΓ1;AK
−−−−→ JΓ1K

projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B
def
= {proj∗

Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)}

{projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)}

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ {JΓ1,Γ2;BK}

where the base case is always defined because the assumption JΓ1,x :AK ∈ B allows us

to deduce JΓ1;AK ∈ VJΓ1K from it; and the step case is only defined when we have

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)
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Definition 5.2.2. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value type A, a value variable x,

and a value term V such that JΓ1,x : A,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K ∈ B , and such that

JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;AK, we define the semantic substitution morphisms as the a

priori partially defined family of morphisms

substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V : JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K−→ JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K

that are defined by induction on the size of Γ2, as follows:

substΓ1;x:A;�;V
def
= JΓ1K

JΓ;V K
−−−−→ {JΓ1;AK}

substΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B;V
def
=

{subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK)}
{substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK)}
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ {JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK}

where the base case is always defined due to the assumption JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K−→ JΓ1;AK;

and where the step case is only defined when we have

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];B[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK)

Intuitively, the family of morphisms projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
corresponds to projecting out the

value context Γ1,Γ2 from Γ1,x : A,Γ2; and the family of morphisms substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V

corresponds to substituting the value term V for the value variable x in Γ1,x :A,Γ2. We

make this intuition formal in the semantic weakening and substitution lemmas below.

Simultaneously with these lemmas, we also prove that the a priori partially defined

families of morphisms projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
and substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V are in fact defined for all Γ2.

Proposition 5.2.3. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value type A, and a value vari-

able x such that JΓ1,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K ∈ B , then the a priori partially defined

semantic projection morphism projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
: JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K−→ JΓ1,Γ2K is defined.

Proof. We prove this proposition simultaneously with Proposition 5.2.4. The proof is

straightforward—it proceeds induction on the size of Γ2. As mentioned in the defini-

tion of projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
, the base case is always defined because in this case we assume that

JΓ1,x :AK ∈ B , from which it follows that JΓ1;AK ∈ VJΓ1K by inspecting the definition

of J−K for Γ1,x : A. For showing that the step case is defined, we use (a) of Proposi-

tion 5.2.4, which gives us JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK= proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)∈VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K.

Proposition 5.2.4 (Semantic weakening). Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value

type A, and a value variable x such that JΓ1,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,x : A,Γ2K ∈ B , then we

have:
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(a) Given a value type B such that JΓ1,Γ2;BK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

(b) Given a computation type C such that JΓ1,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

(c) Given a value term V such that JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ B, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V K = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;V K) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(C), then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;MK) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ2;CK−→ D in CJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(D)

where we use the notation

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

to mean that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK is defined and that it is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)

as an object of VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K. We also use analogous notation for terms and morphisms.

Proof. We prove this proposition simultaneously with Proposition 5.2.3. We prove

(a)–(e) simultaneously, by induction on the sum of the sizes of the arguments to J−K.

We postpone the straightforward but laborious details of this proof to Appendix C.1.

In the setting of contextual categories, a detailed proof of this proposition can be

found for MLTT in [107, Chapter III].

Proposition 5.2.5. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value type A, a value vari-

able x, and a value term V such that JΓ1,x : A,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K ∈ B , and

such that JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;AK, then the a priori partially defined semantic sub-

stitution morphism substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V : JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K−→ JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K is defined.
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Proof. We prove this proposition simultaneously with Proposition 5.2.6. The proof

is straightforward and very similar to the proof of Proposition 5.2.3—it proceeds by

induction on the size of Γ2. As remarked in the definition of substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V , the base

case is always defined because we assume that JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1Γ1 −→ JΓ1;AK. For show-

ing that the step case is always defined, we use (a) of Proposition 5.2.6, which gives

us that JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];B[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K.

Proposition 5.2.6 (Semantic value term substitution). Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2,

a value type A, a value variable x, and a value term V such that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K ∈ B and

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K ∈ B , and such that JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;AK, then we have:

(a) Given a value type B such that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];B[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K

(b) Given a computation type C such that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];C[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K

(c) Given a value term W such that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;W K : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ B, then

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];W [V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;W K)

: 1JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K −→ subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ U(C),

then

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];M[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK)

: 1JΓ1,Γ2[V/x]K −→U(subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;KK : JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;CK−→ D in CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,Γ2[V/x];z :C[V/x];K[V/x]K = subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;KK)

: subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK)−→ subst∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2;V (D)

Proof. We prove this proposition simultaneously with Proposition 5.2.5. We prove

(a)–(e) simultaneously, by induction on the sum of the sizes of the arguments to J−K.

We omit the lengthy proof of this proposition because it is analogous to the proof

of Proposition 5.2.4, due to the similar use of the comprehension functor {−} and

Cartesian morphisms in the definitions of substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V and projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
.
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Analogously to Proposition 5.2.4, in the setting of contextual categories, a detailed

proof of this proposition can be found for MLTT in [107, Chapter III].

Next, we show that the semantic projection and substitution morphisms commute

with each other.

Proposition 5.2.7. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, value variables x and y, value

types A and B, and a value term V such that JΓ1,Γ2[V/y]K ∈ B , JΓ1,y : B,Γ2K ∈ B ,

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2[V/y]K ∈ B , JΓ1,x :A,y :B,Γ2K ∈ B , and JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;BK, then

substΓ1;y:B;Γ2;V ◦projΓ1;x:A;Γ1[V/y] = projΓ1;x:A;y:B,Γ2
◦ substΓ1,x:A;y:B;Γ2;V

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the length of Γ2. Both the base case

and the step case of induction are proved by straightforward diagram chasing. We

postpone the details of this proof to Appendix C.2.

Next, we recall from Section 4.1 that the motivation for requiring the split depen-

dent sums to be strong is to be able to model the type-dependency in the elimination

form for Σx :A.B. We make this informal motivation precise in the next proposition.

Proposition 5.2.8. Given a value context Γ, value variables x1, x2, and y, and

value types A1, A2, and B such that x2 6∈ Vars(Γ) ∪ {y}, JΓK ∈ B , JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK,

JΓ,x1 :A1;A2K∈VJΓ,x1:A1K, and JΓ,y:(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK∈VJΓ,y:(Σx1:A1.A2)K, then we have

JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2,B[〈x1,x2〉/y]K = κ
∗
JΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)

Proof. We begin by noting that both sides of this equation can be rewritten.

On the one hand, the left-hand side of this equation can be rewritten as

(s(JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2;〈x1,x2〉K))∗(
{πJΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,x1 :A1;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(

{πJΓ;A1K(JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)))

based on Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.6, and the definition of morphisms projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
.

On the other hand, the right-hand side of this equation can be rewritten as

{η
ΣJΓ;A1Kaπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1:A1;A2K

}∗({πJΓ;A1K(JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK))

based on the definitions of κJΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K and JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K.
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Now, as a result of p : V −→ B being a split fibration, it suffices to show

{πJΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,x1 :A1;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}◦ s(JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2;〈x1,x2〉K)
=

{η
ΣJΓ;A1Kaπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1:A1;A2K

}

for the required equation to be true. We show that these two morphisms are equal by

straightforward diagram chasing. We postpone these details to Appendix C.3.

In addition to relating the substitution of value terms for value variables to its se-

mantic counterpart, we also need to do the same for the substitution of computation

and homomorphism terms for computation variables. To this end, we show in the next

two propositions that these two kinds of substitution correspond to composition.

Proposition 5.2.9 (Semantic computation term substitution). Given a value context Γ,

a computation variable z, a computation type C, a computation term M, and a homo-

morphism term K such that JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK) and JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→D,

then we have

JΓ;K[M/z]K = 1JΓK
JΓ;MK

−−−−−−→ U(JΓ;CK)
U(JΓ;z:C;KK)

−−−−−−−−−−−→U(D)

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the sum of the sizes of Γ, C and K.

First, by inspecting the definitions of substitution and J−K for homomorphism

terms, we see that in most cases, the part of K[M/z] that contains M (i.e., the part

of K that contains z) is interpreted as first in a sequence of morphisms. As a result, the

proofs for these cases consist of using the induction hypothesis on the part of K[M/z]

that contains M, the functoriality of U , and the definition of J−K under U .

The only exception to this general pattern is the case for computational lambda

abstraction, where the part of K[M/z] that contains M is not interpreted first in a

sequence of morphisms and, moreover, this part of K[M/z] is interpreted under the

ΠJΓ;AK-functor. Therefore, we present a detailed proof of this case below.

We also present detailed proofs of the cases for computation variables and sequen-

tial composition as representative examples of the other more straightforward cases.

Computation variables: In this case, we need to show that

JΓ;z[M/z]K = 1JΓK
JΓ;MK

−−−−−−→ U(JΓ;CK)
U(JΓ;z:C;zK)

−−−−−−−−−−−→U(JΓ;CK)
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First, by inspecting the definition of substitution for z, we get that

z[M/z] = M

Secondly, by inspecting the definition of J−K for z, we get that

JΓ;z : C;zK = idJΓ;CK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;CK

Therefore, we are left with having to show that

JΓ;MK = 1JΓK
JΓ;MK

−−−−−−→ U(JΓ;CK)
U(idJΓ;CK)

−−−−−−−−−−−→U(JΓ;CK)

which follows from the functoriality of U and the properties of composition.

Sequential composition: In this case, we need to show that

JΓ;(K to x :A inD N)[M/z]K =

1JΓK
JΓ;MK

−−−−−−→ U(JΓ;CK)
U(JΓ;z:C;K to x:A inD NK)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→U(JΓ;DK)

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for K to x :A inD N, we get that

JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ F(JΓ;AK)

JΓ,x :A;NK : 1JΓ,x:AK −→U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK))

Next, by inspecting the definition of substitution for K to x :A inD N, we get that

(K to x :A inD N)[M/z] = K[M/z] to x :A inD N

Finally, we show that the required equation holds by proving that the following diagram

commutes:
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use of the i.h. on K

1JΓK

JΓ;K[M/z] to x:A inD NK

((

JΓ;K[M/z]K
//

JΓ;MK

%%
U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉))

��

U(JΓ;CK)
U(JΓ;z:C;KK)

oo

U(JK to x:A inD NK)

uu

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))))

= def. of JK to x :A inD NK

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;NK)))def. of JΓ;K[M/z] to x :A inD NK

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;DK)))))

= functoriality of U

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π

∗
JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;DK)))))

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;DK) ))

��
U(F(U(JΓ;DK)))

U(εF aU
JΓ;DK)

��
U(JΓ;DK)

Computational lambda abstraction: In this case, we need to show that

JΓ;(λx :A.K)[M/z]K =

1JΓK
JΓ;MK

−−−−−−→ U(JΓ;CK)
U(JΓ;z:C;λx:A.KK)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→U(ΠJΓ;AK(D))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for λx :A.K, we get that

JΓ,x :A;z :C;KK : π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)−→ D

Next, by inspecting the definition of substitution for λx :A.K, we get that

(λx :A.K)[M/z] = λx :A.(K[M/z])

Finally, we show that the required equation holds by proving that the following diagram
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commutes:

1JΓK
JΓ;MK //

η

π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
1JΓK

��

JΓ;λx:A.K[M/z]K

��

nat. of η
π∗JΓ;AK aΠJΓ;AK

U(JΓ;CK)

η

π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
U(JΓ;CK)

((

U(η
π∗JΓ;AKaΠJΓ;AK
JΓ;CK ) ��

U(JΓ;z:C;λx:A.KK)

def.

{{

def.

U(ΠJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))

(ζΠ;JΓ;AK)π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)

��

=

||

Proposition 4.1.15
ΠJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))

= ζ is nat. iso.

��

ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

= Proposition 5.2.4 (d)

��

ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;MK))

// ΠJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(

U(JΓ;CK)))

= Proposition 5.2.4 (a)
��

ΠJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;K[M/z]K)

use of the i.h. on K

��

ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;MK)
// ΠJΓ;AK(U(JΓ,x :A;CK))

ΠJΓ;AK(U(JΓ,x:A;z:C;KK))oo

(ζ−1
Π,JΓ;AK)JΓ,x:A;CK

��

ΠJΓ;AK(U(D))

(ζ−1
Π,JΓ;AK)D

nat. of ζ
−1
Π,JΓ;AK

��

U(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK))

U(ΠJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;z:C;KK))

��
U(ΠJΓ;AK(D)) U(ΠJΓ;AK(D))

idU(ΠJΓ;AK(D))

oo

Proposition 5.2.10 (Semantic homomorphism term substitution). Given a value

context Γ, computation variables z1 and z2, computation types C1 and C2, and

homomorphism terms K and L such that JΓ;z1 : C1;KK : JΓ;C1K −→ JΓ;C2K and

JΓ;z2 :C2;LK : JΓ;C2K−→ D, then we have

JΓ;z1 :C1;L[K/z2]K = JΓ;C1K
JΓ;z1:C1;KK

−−−−−−−−−−−→ JΓ;C2K
JΓ;z2:C2;LK)

−−−−−−−−−−−→ D

Proof. We omit the proof of this proposition because it proceeds analogously to the

proof of Proposition 5.2.9 discussed above—by using the induction hypothesis on the

part of L[K/z] that contains K and the definition of J−K for homomorphism terms.
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We also note that Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.6 also extend to several value variables

and value terms, as respectively shown in Propositions 5.2.11 and 5.2.12 below.

Proposition 5.2.11. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 and Γ3 (for simplicity, we assume

that Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An) such that JΓ1,Γ3K ∈ B and JΓ1,x1 :A1, . . . ,xi :Ai,Γ3K ∈ B ,

for all 1≤ i≤ n, then, using the following abbreviation:

proj
def
= projΓ1;x1:A1;Γ3

◦ . . . ◦ projΓ1,x1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;Γ3

we have:

(a) Given a value type A such that JΓ1,Γ3;AK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;AK = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;AK) ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K

(b) Given a computation type C such that JΓ1,Γ3;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K

(c) Given a value term V such that JΓ1,Γ3;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ3K −→ B, then

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;V K = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;V K) : 1JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K −→ proj∗(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that JΓ1,Γ3;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ3K −→U(C), then

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;MK = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;MK) : 1JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K −→U(proj∗(C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that JΓ1,Γ3;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ3;CK−→ D in CJΓ1,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;z :C;KK = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;z :C;KK) : proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;CK)−→ proj∗(D)

Proof. We prove (a)–(e) independently, by induction on the length of Γ2. As all the

cases are similar, we only consider (b) in detail as a representative example.

Base case (with Γ2 = �): This case is trivial because we need to show

JΓ1,Γ3;CK = JΓ1,Γ3;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3K

which follows directly from our assumptions.
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Step case (with Γ2 = x1 : A1,Γ): First, we note that according to our assumptions, we

know that JΓ1,Γ3K ∈ B and JΓ1,x1 : A1,Γ3K ∈ B , which means that we can use (b) of

Propositon 5.2.4 to get

JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ3;CK = proj∗Γ1;x1:A1;Γ3
(JΓ1,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x1:A1,Γ3K

Next, we use the induction hypothesis on JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ3;CK, with the three contexts

chosen to be Γ1,x1 :A1 and Γ and Γ3, to get

JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ,Γ3;CK = proj′∗(JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x1:A1,Γ,Γ3K

where

proj′
def
= projΓ1,x1:A1;x2:A2;Γ3

◦ . . . ◦ projΓ1,x1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;Γ3

Next, by combining the previous two equations with Γ2 = x1 :A1,Γ, we get

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK = proj′∗(proj∗Γ1;x1:A1;Γ3
(JΓ1,Γ3;CK)) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K

Finally, by observing that projΓ1;x1:A1;Γ3
◦proj′ = proj, in combination with the fact

that p is a split fibration, we get the required equation

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK = proj∗(JΓ1,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K

Proposition 5.2.12. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 and Γ3 (where, for simplicity, we

assume that Γ2 = x1 : A1, . . . ,xn : An) and value terms Vi (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n) such that

JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K ∈ B and

JΓ1,Γ2i[V1/x1] . . . [Vi−1/xi−1],Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vi−1/xi−1]K ∈ B

JΓ1;ViK : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;Ai[V1/x1] . . . [Vi−1/xi−1]K

where Γ2i = xi :Ai, . . . ,xn :An, then, using the following abbreviation:

subst
def
= substΓ1;x1:A1;x2:A2,...,xn:An,Γ3;V1

◦ . . . ◦ substΓ1;xn:An[V1/x1]...[Vn−1/xn−1];Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn−1/xn−1];Vn

we have:

(a) Given a value type B such that JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;BK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];B[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K
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(b) Given a computation type C such that JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];C[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K

(c) Given a value term W such that JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;W K : 1JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K −→ B, then

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];W [V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;W K) : 1JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K −→ subst∗(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K −→U(C), then

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];M[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;MK) : 1JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K −→U(subst∗(C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK−→ D in CJΓ1,Γ2,Γ3K, then

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];z :C[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];K[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;z :C;KK) : subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK)−→ subst∗(D)

Proof. We prove (a)–(e) independently, by induction on the length of Γ2. As all the

cases are similar, we only consider (b) in detail as a representative example below.

Base case (with Γ2 = �): This case is trivial because we need to show

JΓ1,Γ3;CK = JΓ1,Γ3;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3K

which follows directly from our assumptions.

Step case (with Γ2 = x1 : A1,Γ): To begin with, we note that according to our as-

sumptions, we know that JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ,Γ3K ∈ B , JΓ1,Γ[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1]K ∈ B , and

JΓ1;V1K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;A1K, which means that we can use Proposition 5.2.6 to get

JΓ1,Γ[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1];C[V1/x1]K

= subst∗Γ1;x1:A1;Γ,Γ3;V1
(JΓ1,x1 :A1,Γ,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1]K

Next, we use the induction hypothesis on JΓ1,Γ[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1];C[V1/x1]K, with

the three contexts chosen to be Γ1 and Γ[V1/x1] and Γ3[V1/x1], to get

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];C[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst′∗(JΓ1,Γ[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1];C[V1/x1]K) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K
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where

subst′
def
= substΓ1;x2:A2[V1/x1];x3:A3[V1/x1],...,xn:An[V1/x1],Γ3[V1/x1];V2

◦ . . .◦ substΓ1;xn:An[V1/x1]...[Vn−1/xn−1];Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn−1/xn−1];Vn

Next, combining these two equations (where Γ2 = x1 :A1,Γ), we get

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];C[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst′∗(subst∗Γ1;x1:A1;Γ,Γ3;V1
(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK)) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K

Finally, by observing that substΓ1;x1:A1;Γ,Γ3;V1 ◦ subst
′ = subst, in combination with

the fact that p is a split fibration, we get the required equation

JΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn];C[V1/x1] . . . [Vn/xn]K

= subst∗(JΓ1,Γ2,Γ3;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,Γ3[V1/x1]...[Vn/xn]K

Further, for the soundness results proved in Sections 6.5 and 7.9, it is also useful

to note that some special cases of Proposition 5.2.11 admit more concise characterisa-

tions. In particular, we consider two such cases, where the type or term to be weakened

is given in i) the empty value context or ii) a context containing only one variable.

Proposition 5.2.13. Given a value context Γ such that JΓK ∈ B , then we have:

(a) Given a value type A such that J�;AK ∈ V1, then

JΓ;AK = !∗JΓK(J�;AK) ∈ VJΓK

(b) Given a computation type C such that J�;CK ∈ C1, then

JΓ;CK = !∗JΓK(J�;CK) ∈ CJΓK

(c) Given a value term V such that J�;V K : 11 −→ B, then

JΓ;V K = !∗JΓK(J�;V K) : 1JΓK −→ !∗JΓK(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that J�;MK : 11 −→U(C), then

JΓ;MK = !∗JΓK(J�;MK) : 1JΓK −→U(!∗JΓK(C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that J�;z :C;KK : J�;CK−→ D in C1, then

JΓ;z :C;KK = !∗JΓK(J�;z :C;KK) : !∗JΓK(J�;CK)−→ !∗JΓK(D)
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Proof. We prove (a)–(e) independently, with all cases following the same pattern. As

all the cases are similar, we only consider (b) in detail as a representative example

below. For simplicity, we assume that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

First, we note that from the assumption JΓK ∈ B , it follows that JΓ′K ∈ B for every

prefix Γ′ of Γ.

As a result, we can use Proposition 5.2.11, with the three contexts chosen to be �
and Γ and �, to show that JΓ;CK is equal to

(proj�;x1:A1;� ◦ . . . ◦ projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;�)
∗(J�;CK)

Next, according to the definition of semantic projection morphisms, the domain of

the morphism projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;� is JΓK. Similarly, the codomain of the mor-

phism proj�;x1:A1;� is J�K, which is equal to the terminal object 1 by definition.

As a result, we have

proj�;x1:A1;� ◦ . . . ◦ projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;� : JΓK−→ 1

Finally, using the universal property of the terminal object 1, this composite must

be equal to the unique such morphism, namely, to !JΓK : JΓK−→ 1, meaning that

JΓ;CK = !∗JΓK(J�;CK) ∈ CJΓK

Proposition 5.2.14. Given a value context Γ, a value variable x, and a value type A

such that x 6∈Vars(Γ) and JΓK ∈ B , then we have:

(a) Given a value type B such that Jx :A;BK ∈ V{J�;AK}, then

JΓ,x :A;BK = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;BK) ∈ V{!∗JΓK(J�;AK)}

(b) Given a computation type C such that Jx :A;CK ∈ C{J�;AK}, then

JΓ,x :A;CK = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;CK) ∈ C{!∗JΓK(J�;AK)}

(c) Given a value term V such that Jx :A;V K : 1{J�;AK} −→ B, then

JΓ,x :A;V K = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;V K) : 1{!∗JΓK(J�;AK)} −→ {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that Jx :A;MK : 1{J�;AK} −→U(C), then

JΓ,x :A;MK = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;MK) : 1{!∗JΓK(J�;AK)} −→U({!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(C))
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(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that Jx :A;z :C;KK : Jx :A;CK−→ D in C{J�;AK}, then

JΓ,x :A;z :C;KK = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;z :C;KK)

: {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;CK)−→ {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(D)

Proof. We prove (a)–(e) independently, with all cases following the same pattern. As

all the cases are similar, we only consider (b) in detail as a representative example. For

simplicity, we assume that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

First, we note that from the assumption JΓK ∈ B , it follows that JΓ′K ∈ B for every

prefix Γ′ of Γ.

As a result, we can use Proposition 5.2.11, with the three contexts chosen to be �
and Γ and x :A, to show that JΓ,x :A;CK is equal to

(proj�;x1:A1;x:A ◦ . . .◦projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;x:A)
∗(Jx :A;CK)

Next, according to the definition of semantic projection morphisms and the func-

toriality of {−}, the above reindexing functor is equal to reindexing along

{proj�;x1:A1;�(J�;AK)◦ . . .◦projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;�(Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xn−1 :An−1;AK)}

which is equal to reindexing along the morphism that results from applying {−} to

proj�;x1:A1;�(J�;AK)◦ . . .◦projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;�(Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xn−1 :An−1;AK)

Next, by observing that this last morphism is the composition of Cartesian mor-

phisms, we can make the following three observations: i) the domain of this composite

morphism is proj∗x1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;�(Jx1 : A1, . . . ,xn−1 : An−1;AK), which, according

to Proposition 5.2.4, is the same as JΓ;AK, and which, according to Proposition 5.2.13

is the same as !∗JΓK(J�;AK); ii) the codomain of this composite morphism is J�;AK; and

iii) this composite morphism is itself Cartesian, according to Proposition 2.2.6.

As a result, according to the choice of Cartesian morphisms in p, this composite

Cartesian morphism must be equal to !JΓK(J�;AK) : !∗JΓK(J�;AK)−→ J�;AK.

Finally, after applying {−} to this last morphism, we get that reindexing along

{proj�;x1:A1;�(J�;AK)◦ . . .◦projx1:A1,...,xn−1:An−1;xn:An;�(Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xn−1 :An−1;AK)}

is equal to reindexing along {!JΓK(J�;AK)}, meaning that

JΓ,x :A;CK = {!JΓK(J�;AK)}∗(Jx :A;CK) ∈ C{!∗JΓK(J�;AK)}

We now state and prove the soundness theorem1 for the interpretation of eMLTT in
1Using the terminology of [107], Theorem 5.2.15 could also be called the correctness theorem.
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fibred adjunction models. In particular, we show that for well-formed types and well-

typed terms, the a priori partially defined interpretation function J−K is in fact always

defined, and that it maps definitionally equal contexts, types, and terms to equal objects

and morphisms. As noted in the beginning of this section, the proof of this theorem

crucially relies on the semantic weakening and substitution lemmas we proved above.

Theorem 5.2.15 (Soundness).

(a) Given ` Γ, then JΓK ∈ B .

(b) Given Γ ` A, then JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK.

(c) Given Γ `C, then JΓ;CK ∈ CJΓK.

(d) Given Γ `V : A, then JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK.

(e) Given Γ `M : C, then JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK).

(f) Given Γ |z :C ` K : D, then JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;DK.

(g) Given ` Γ1 = Γ2, then JΓ1K = JΓ2K ∈ B .

(h) Given Γ ` A = B, then JΓ;AK = JΓ;BK ∈ VJΓK.

(i) Given Γ `C = D, then JΓ;CK = JΓ;DK ∈ CJΓK.

(j) Given Γ `V =W : A, then JΓ;V K = JΓ;W K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK.

(k) Given Γ `M = N : C, then JΓ;MK = JΓ;NK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK).

(l) Given Γ |z :C ` K = L : D, then JΓ;z :C;KK = JΓ;z :C;LK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;DK.

Proof. We prove (a)–(l) simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations, using

Propositions 5.2.4, 5.2.6, 5.2.9, and 5.2.10 to relate syntactic weakening and substitu-

tion to reindexing along semantic projection and projection morphisms.

Similarly to the proofs of Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.6, in the setting of contextual

categories, detailed proofs of the cases that involve the MLTT fragment of eMLTT can

be found in [107, Chapter III]. We thus omit the proofs of these cases.

We illustrate the eMLTT-specific cases of (b) and (c) by giving a detailed proof for

the formation rule for the computational Σ-type.

We omit most of the cases of (e) and ( f ) (i.e., the cases concerning the computa-

tional Σ- and Π-types) because their proofs are analogous to the detailed proofs given
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for the corresponding terms in the MLTT fragment of eMLTT in [107, Chapter III]. For

(e) and ( f ), we only present the proof for the typing rule for sequential composition.

Regarding (k) and (l), we again omit most of the cases and only present detailed

proofs for the β- and η-equations for homomorphic lambda abstraction and function

application, and for sequential composition. It is worth noting that the proofs for the

cases of (k) and (l) that involve the computational Σ- and Π-types follow directly from

the properties of the corresponding adjunctions ΣA a π∗A and π∗A aΠA, respectively.

Computational Σ-type: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ ` A Γ,x :A `C
Γ ` Σx :A.C

and we need to show that

JΓ;Σx :A.CK ∈ CJΓK

First, by using (b) and the induction hypothesis on the two assumed derivations, we

get that

JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK JΓ,x :A;CK ∈ CJΓ,x:AK

Next, by inspecting the definition of J−K for Γ,x :A, we get that

JΓ,x : AK = {JΓ;AK}

which means that we can use the existence of split dependent p-sums to get that

ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK) ∈ CJΓK

Finally, the required object in CJΓK exists because by the definition of J−K we have that

JΓ;Σx :A.CK = ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x :A;CK)

Typing rule for sequential composition for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ,x :A ` N : C
Γ `M to x :A inC N : C

and we need to show that

JΓ;M to x :A inC NK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

First, by using the induction hypothesis on the two assumed derivations, we get that

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;FAK) JΓ,x :A;NK : 1JΓ,x:AK −→U(JΓ,x :A;CK)
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Next, by inspecting the definition of J−K for Γ,x :A and FA, we get that

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(F(JΓ;AK)) JΓ,x :A;NK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(JΓ,x :A;CK)

Further, by using (b) of Proposition 5.2.4 and the definition of projΓ;x:A;�, we get that

JΓ,x :A;NK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK))

Finally, by inspecting the definition of J−K for M to x : A inC N, we see that JΓ;MK

and JΓ,x :A;NK satisfy the corresponding pre-conditions. Therefore, we get that

JΓ;M to x :A inC NK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

β-equation for homomorphic function application for computation terms: In this

case, the given derivation ends with

Γ `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ ` (λz :C.K)(M)C,D = K[M/z] : D

and we need to show that

JΓ;(λz :C.K)(M)C,DK = JΓ;K[M/z]K : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;DK)

By using (e) and ( f ) on the two assumed derivations, we get that

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK) JΓ;z :C;KK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;DK

The required equation then follows from the commutativity of the following diagram:

1JΓK JΓ;K[M/z]K

��

JΓ;MK
Proposition 5.2.9

��
JΓ;(λz:C.K)(M)C,DK

��

ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK is an iso.U(JΓ;CK)

U(JΓ;z:C;KK)

**

U(ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(ξ
−1
JΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;z:C;KK)))

44

U(ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;λz:C.KK))

def.

def. of JΓ;λz :C.KK

��

U(JΓ;DK)

U(JΓ;DK)
idJΓ;CK

EE
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The case for the β-equation for homomorphic lambda abstraction for homomorphism

terms is proved analogously.

η-equation for homomorphic function application: In this case, the given derivation

ends with
Γ `V : C( D

Γ `V = λz :C.V (z)C,D : C( D

and we need to show that

JΓ;V K = JΓ;λz :C.V (z)C,DK : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;CK(JΓK JΓ;DK

First, by using (d) on the assumed derivation, we get that

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;C( DK

Further, by inspecting the definition of J−K for C( D, we get that

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;CK(JΓK JΓ;DK

Next, by inspecting the definition of J−K for z, we know that

JΓ;z :C;zK = idJΓ;CK : JΓ;CK−→ JΓ;CK

Finally, the required equation follows from the commutativity of the following dia-

gram:

1JΓK

JΓ;V K
--

ξ
−1
JΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;V K))

44

JΓ;λz:C.V (z)C,DK

def.

ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK is an iso.

��
ξ
−1
JΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;z:C;V (z)C,DK)

def. of JΓ;z :C;V (z)C,DK

		

ξ
−1
JΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(ξJΓK,JΓ;CK,JΓ;DK(JΓ;V K)◦JΓ;z:C;zK)

def. of JΓ;z :C;zK comp. with id.

**

JΓ;CK( JΓ;DK

JΓ;CK( JΓ;DK
idJΓ;CK(JΓ;DK

// JΓ;CK( JΓ;DK

idJΓ;CK(JΓ;DK

[[
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β-equation for sequential composition for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `V : A Γ `C Γ,x :A `M : C
Γ ` return V to x :A inC M = M[V/x] : C

and we need to show that

JΓ;return V to x :A inC MK = JΓ;M[V/x]K : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

First, by using (d) and (e) on the assumed derivations, we get that

JΓ;V K : 1JΓK −→ JΓ;AK JΓ,x :A;MK : 1JΓ,x:AK −→U(JΓ,x :A;CK)

Next, by inspecting the definition of J−K for Γ,x :A, we get that

JΓ,x :A;MK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(JΓ,x :A;CK)

Further, by using (b) of Proposition 5.2.4 and the definition of projΓ;x:A;�, we get that

JΓ,x :A;MK : 1{JΓ;AK} −→U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK))

Finally, the required equation follows from the commutativity of the following dia-

gram:
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1JΓK
JΓ;M[V/x]K //

=
Proposition 5.2.6

**

JΓ;V Kdef.
��

ηF aU
1JΓK

nat. of ηF aU

((

JΓ;return V to x:A inC MK

��

JΓ;return V K
��

U(JΓ;CK)

idU(JΓ;CK)

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(1{JΓ;AK})

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x:A;MK)
��

JΓ;AK

ηF aU
JΓ;AK

nat. of ηF aU

��

(s(JΓ;V K))∗(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))

=

HH

ηF aU
(s(JΓ;VK))∗(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))

��

U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉))

��

U(F(1JΓK))
U(F(JΓ;V K))oo

=

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))))

=def.

��

U(F((s(JΓ;V K))∗(
1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F((s(JΓ;V K))∗(JΓ,x:A;MK)))

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;MK)))

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))))

= Corollary 4.1.9
��

U(F((s(JΓ;V K))∗(
U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))))

=

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π

∗
JΓ;AK(

U(JΓ;CK)))))

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;CK) ))

��

U(F((s(JΓ;V K))∗(
π∗JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;CK)))))

=
F a UppU(F(U(

JΓ;CK)))

U(εF aU
JΓ;CK)

��
U(JΓ;CK) U(JΓ;CK)

idU(JΓ;CK)

oo
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η-equation for sequential composition for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ |z :FA ` K : C
Γ `M to x :A inC K[return x/z] = K[M/z] : C

and we need to show that

JΓ;M to x :A inC K[return x/z]K = JΓ;K[M/z]K : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;CK)

First, by using (e) and ( f ) on the assumed derivations, we get that

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(JΓ;FAK) JΓ;z :FA;KK : JΓ;FAK−→ JΓ;CK

Further, by using the definition of J−K for FA, we get that

JΓ;MK : 1JΓK −→U(F(JΓ;AK)) JΓ;z :FA;KK : F(JΓ;AK)−→ JΓ;CK

Next, by using (e) of Proposition 5.2.4 and the definition of projΓ;x:A;�, we get that

JΓ,x :A;z :FA;KK = π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ,z :FA;KK) : π

∗
JΓ;AK(F(JΓ;AK))−→ π

∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)

Finally, the required equation follows from the commutativity of the following dia-

gram:
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1JΓK
JΓ;K[M/z]K //

JΓ;MK
''

��

Proposition 5.2.9

JΓ;M to x:A inC K[return x/z]K

def.

U(JΓ;CK)

		

U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(JΓ;z:FA;KK)

77

U(F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉))

uu
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(1JΓK))))

=

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(

ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(fst))))def.

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))))
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(η

F aU
π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))))

%%
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

F(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))))))

=

def. of JΓ,x :A;return xK

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;K[return x/z]K)))

Proposition 5.2.9��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;return xK)))

%%

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(JΓ,x:A;xK)))

BB

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
1{JΓ;AK}

)))

FF

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))))

=

��

(∗)

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(F(JΓ;CK))))))U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;z:FA;KK)))))
oo

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;CK)))))

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;CK) ))

��
U(F(U(
JΓ;CK)))

U(εF aU
JΓ;CK)

��
U(JΓ;CK) U(JΓ;CK)

idU(JΓ;CK)

idU(JΓ;CK)oo
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where we show that the subdiagram marked with (∗) commutes as follows:

U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(F(〈idJΓ;AK,!〉))

yy
idU(F(JΓ;AK))

��

U(F(ηF aU
JΓ;AK))

F a U

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(1JΓK))))

= functoriality of U ◦ F on (∗∗)

��
U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
1{JΓ;AK}

)))

��

U(F(JΓ;AK))

U(JΓ;z:FA;KK)

nat. of εF aU

��U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(

ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(fst))))

��

U(F(UF(JΓ;AK)))

��

U(εF aU
F(JΓ;AK))

99

U(JΓ;CK)

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))))

U(F(ΣΓ;A(η
F aU
π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)))) U,F are s. fib.

��

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(

U(F(JΓ;AK))))))

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;z:FA;KK)))))

��

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(F(JΓ;AK)) ))

U(F(U(JΓ;z:FA;KK)))

nat. of ε
ΣJΓ;AK aπ∗JΓ;AK

OO

U(F(U(JΓ;CK)))

U(εF aU
JΓ;CK)

OO

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

F(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))))))

=

��

=

55

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(

π∗JΓ;AK(U(JΓ;CK)))))

U(F(ε
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(JΓ;CK) ))

OO

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(F(JΓ;AK)))))) U(F(ΣΓ;A(U(π∗
Γ;A(JΓ;z:FA;KK)))))

//

=

CC

U(F(ΣJΓ;AK(U(

π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;CK)))))

=U is split fibred

OO
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and where the diagram we refer to as (∗∗) commutes because we have

ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(1JΓK))

= fst ◦ 〈idJΓ;AK, !〉= idJΓ;AK

��

JΓ;AK
〈idJΓ;AK,!〉oo

ηF aU
JΓ;AK

nat. of ε
ΣJΓ;AK aπ∗JΓ;AK

��

KK

idJΓ;AK

ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

ΣJΓ;AK(η
ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
1{JΓ;AK}

)

ΣJΓ;AK a π∗JΓ;AK

nat. of ε
ΣJΓ;AK aπ∗JΓ;AK

��

idΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})// ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

fst

}}
ΣJΓ;AK(π

∗
JΓ;AK(ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})))

ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(fst))

��

ε

ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
ΣJΓ;AK(1{JΓ;AK})

99

JΓ;AK

ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))

ΣJΓ;AK(η
F aU
π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK))

ηF aU is a split fib. nat. transformation
��

ε

ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
JΓ;AK

99

ΣJΓ;AK(π
∗
JΓ;AK(η

F aU
JΓ;AK))

**

U(F(JΓ;AK))

ΣJΓ;AK(U(F(π∗JΓ;AK(JΓ;AK)))) =
// ΣJΓ;AK(π

∗
JΓ;AK(U(F(JΓ;AK))))

ε

ΣJΓ;AKaπ∗JΓ;AK
U(F(JΓ;AK))

OO

5.3 Completeness

We now demonstrate that eMLTT is complete for fibred adjunction models. We do

so by proving that the well-formed syntax of eMLTT itself forms a fibred adjunction

model, the classifying fibred adjunction model. We construct this model by building on

and extending the classifying SCCompC construction for MLTT, as sketched in [51,

Sections 10.3–10.5]. More specifically, we show in this section how to use well-formed
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contexts, types, and terms to construct the categorical structure depicted in

⊥V

p

��

a a {−}

��

F

)) C

U

ii

q

ttB

1

OO

together with the structure we use to model eMLTT’s value and computation types.

In order to make our discussion about the computational fragment of this classi-

fying model easier to follow, we begin by recalling the core details of the classifying

SCCompC construction from op. cit., comprising the adjunctions p a 1 and 1 a {−}.
To this end, we first show how to extend the unary substitutions we defined in Defi-

nition 3.1.4 (and the corresponding results thereafter) to simultaneous substitutions. Of

course, unary substitutions are just a special case of these simultaneous substitutions.

Definition 5.3.1. The n-ary simultaneous substitution of value terms V1, . . . ,Vn for

distinct value variables x1, . . . ,xn in an expression E, written E[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn] (or

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] for short), is defined by recursion on the structure of E as follows:

Nat[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= Nat

. . .

xi[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= Vi

y[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= y (if y 6∈ {x1, . . . ,xn})
. . .

(return W )[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= return (W [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])

(M to y :A inC N)[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= M[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] to y :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] inC[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

N[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

. . .

(K(W )(y:A).C)[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= (K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])(W [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])(y:A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]).C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

(W (K)C,D)[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

def
= (W [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])(K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],D[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

where, according to our adopted variable conventions, the bound value variables are

assumed to be different from the variables x1, . . . ,xn we are substituting V1, . . . ,Vn for.

Below, we list some useful properties of simultaneous substitutions that we use

for constructing the classifying fibred adjunction model for eMLTT; many of them are

natural generalisations of the properties we proved for unary substitutions in Chapter 3.
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Proposition 5.3.2. Given an expression E, then

FVV (E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ])⊆ (FVV (E)−{x1, . . . ,xn}) ∪ FVV (V1) ∪ . . . ∪ FVV (Vn)

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.3. Given an expression E such that xi 6∈ FVV (E), then

E[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi/xi, . . . ,Vn/xn] = E[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1,Vi+1/xi+1, . . . ,Vn/xn]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.4. Given an expression E, then

E[V1/x1, . . . ,xi/xi, . . . ,Vn/xn] = E[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1,Vi+1/xi+1, . . . ,Vn/xn]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.5. Given an expression E such that {x1, . . . ,xn}∩{y1, . . . ,ym}= /0 and

{x1, . . . ,xn}∩ (FVV (W1)∪ . . .∪FVV (Wm)) = /0, then

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][
−→
Wj/
−→y j ] = E[

−→
Wj/
−→y j ][
−−−−−−→
Vi[
−→
Wj/
−→y j ]/
−→xi ]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.6. Given an expression E such that {x1, . . . ,xn}∩{y1, . . . ,ym}= /0 and

{y1, . . . ,ym}∩ (FVV (V1)∪ . . .∪FVV (Vn)) = /0, then

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][
−→
Wj/
−→y j ] = E[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ,
−→
Wj/
−→y j ]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.7. Given an expression E such that FVV (E)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn}, then

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][
−→
Wj/
−→y j ] = E[

−−−−−−→
Vi[
−→
Wj/
−→y j ]/
−→xi ]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.

Proposition 5.3.8. Given an expression E such that {x′1, . . . ,x′n}∩FVV (E) = /0, then

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = E[

−→
x′i /
−→xi ][
−→
Vi /
−→
x′i ]

Proof. By induction on the structure of E.
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Proposition 5.3.9. Given a homomorphism term K with FCV (K) = z, then

K[M/z][
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ][M[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/z]

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Proposition 5.3.10. Given homomorphism terms K and L with FCV (L) = z, then

L[K/z][
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = L[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ][K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/z]

Proof. By induction on the structure of K.

Finally, we show that in addition to unary substitutions (Theorem 3.3.10), eMLTT’s

judgements are are also closed under simultaneous substitutions of Definition 5.3.1.

Theorem 5.3.11 (Simultaneous value term substitution). Given Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An

and value terms Γ1 `V1 : A1, . . ., Γ1 `Vn : An[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1], then we have:

(a) Given Γ2 ` B, then Γ1 ` B[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(b) Given Γ2 ` B1 = B2, then Γ1 ` B1[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(c) Given Γ2 `C, then Γ1 `C[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(d) Given Γ2 `C = D, then Γ1 `C[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = D[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(e) Given Γ2 `W : B, then Γ1 `W [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : B[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(f) Given Γ2 `W1 =W2 : B, then Γ1 `W1[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] =W2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : B[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(g) Given Γ2 `M : C, then Γ1 `M[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(h) Given Γ2 `M = N : C, then Γ1 `M[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = N[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(i) Given Γ2 |z :C ` K : D, then Γ1 |z :C[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] ` K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : D[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

(j) Given Γ2 |z:C `K = L : D, then Γ1 |z:C[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]`K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] = L[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : D[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].

Proof. We prove (a)–( j) using the combination of Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.10, and

other results we established earlier. For example, for (c) the proof proceeds as follows.

To begin with, we use Proposition 3.3.20 with Γ2 ` C to get that ` Γ2, whose

derivation also gives us that x1 : A1, . . . ,xi−1 : Ai−1 ` Ai, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In addition,

we use Proposition 3.3.7 to get the inclusion FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ2) = {x1, . . . ,xn}.
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Next, we choose distinct value variables x′1, . . . ,x
′
n such that they are disjoint from

the variables of Γ1 and Γ2. We write Γ̂2 for the “fresh” version of Γ2, given by

x′1 :A1,x′2 :A2[x′1/x1], . . . ,x′n :An[x′1/x1] . . . [x′n−1/xn−1]

with Theorems 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 allowing us to show that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x′1 :A1, . . . ,x′i−1 :Ai−1[x′1/x1] . . . [x′i−2/xi−2] ` Ai[x′1/x1] . . . [x′i−1/xi−1]

and as {x1, . . . ,xn}∩{x′1, . . . ,x′n}= /0, we can use Proposition 5.3.6 to show that

x′1 :A1, . . . ,x′i−1 :Ai−1[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−2/xi−2] ` Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1]

Furthermore, by using Proposition 3.3.7, we get that FVV (Ai)⊆ {x1, . . . ,xi−1}, for

all 1≤ i≤ n, and thus we have for all 1≤ i≤ n that {x′1, . . . ,x′n}∩FVV (Ai) = /0. As a

consequence, we can use Proposition 5.3.8 with Ai (for all 1≤ i≤ n) to get that

Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] = Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1][V1/x′1, . . . ,Vi−1/x′i−1]

and then Proposition 5.3.6 (as FVV (Vi)⊆Vars(Γ1) by Proposition 3.3.7) to get that

Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1][V1/x′1, . . . ,Vi−1/x′i−1]

=

Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1][V1/x′1] . . . [Vi−1/x′i−1]

from which it follows that the assumed derivations of Vi are also derivations of

Γ1 `Vi : Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1][V1/x′1] . . . [Vi−1/x′i−1]

Next, we repeatedly use Theorem 3.3.9 to get a derivation of Γ̂2,Γ2 `C from that

of Γ2 ` C, and then Theorem 3.3.10 to get a derivation of Γ̂2 ` C[x′1/x1] . . . [x′n/xn].

However, as {x1, . . . ,xn}∩{x′1, . . . ,x′n}= /0, we can use Proposition 5.3.6 to get that

C[x′1/x1] . . . [x′n/xn] =C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn]

Finally, we repeatedly use Theorem 3.3.9 to get Γ1, Γ̂2 `C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] from

the derivation of Γ̂2 `C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn], and then Theorem 3.3.10 to get that

Γ1 `C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn][V1/x′1] . . . [Vn/x′n]

However, as we know that FVV (C) ⊆ {x1, . . . ,xn} and FVV (Vi) ⊆ Vars(Γ1), for all

1≤ i≤ n, then we can use Propositions 5.3.7 and 3.1.7 to respectively get that

C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn][V1/x′1] . . . [Vn/x′n] =C[
−−−−−−−−−−−−→
x′i[V1/x′1] . . . [Vn/x′n]/

−→xi ] =C[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

giving us the required derivation of

Γ1 `C[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]
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Base category B of value contexts

The objects of B are given by equivalence classes [` Γ ] of well-formed value contexts

` Γ, where the equivalence relation is given by
` Γ1 = Γ2
` Γ1 ≡ ` Γ2

In order to improve the readability of the material presented in this section, we

follow the standard convention of referring to the various equivalence classes we use

by their representatives, i.e., we write ` Γ for [` Γ ]. To see that this simplification

is valid, we observe that by definition the well-formed types, terms, and definitional

equations are closed under context and type conversions. Furthermore, according to

Theorems 3.3.9, 3.3.10, 3.3.11, and 5.3.11, well-formed contexts, types, terms, and

definitional equations are also closed under weakening and substitution.

To further improve the readability of this section, we also omit the turnstile symbol

when referring to well-formed contexts, and simply write Γ instead of ` Γ (and [` Γ ]).

Given well-formed value contexts Γ1 and Γ2 such that Γ2 = x1 : A1, . . . ,xn : An, a

morphism Γ1 −→ Γ2 in B is given by an equivalence class of tuples (V1, . . . ,Vn) of

well-typed value terms, where Γ1 `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1], for all 1≤ i≤ n; and

where the equivalence relation on such tuples of value terms is given component-wise:

Γ1 `Vi =Wi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)
(V1, . . . ,Vn)≡ (W1, . . . ,Wn) : Γ1 −→ Γ2

Throughout this section, we often abbreviate tuples (V1, . . . ,Vn) of value terms as
−→
Vi .

Next, the composition of any two morphisms of the form

(V1, . . . ,Vn) : Γ1 −→ Γ2 (W1, . . . ,Wm) : Γ2 −→ Γ3

is given by simultaneous substitution of value terms for value variables, namely, by

(W1, . . . ,Wm)◦ (V1, . . . ,Vn)
def
= (W1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ], . . . ,Wm[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])

assuming that Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

Further, given any well-formed value context Γ such that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, the

identity morphism idΓ is given by the variables of Γ, namely, by

idΓ

def
= (x1, . . . ,xn) : Γ−→ Γ

The associativity and identity laws for composition follow from the properties we

established about simultaneous substitutions in the beginning of this section.

Finally, this category also has a terminal object, given by the empty context �, with

the corresponding unique morphisms Γ−→� given by the empty tuple of value terms.
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Category V of value types

The objects of V are given by equivalence classes of well-formed value types Γ ` A.

Given two value types Γ1 ` A and Γ2 ` B such that Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, a morphism

Γ1 ` A −→ Γ2 ` B is given by an equivalence class of tuples (V1, . . . ,Vn,x.V ), where

Γ1 ` Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1], for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as above, and where

Γ1,x :A ` V : B[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]. In (V1, . . . ,Vn,x.V ), the value variable x is bound in the value

term V . The equivalence relation is again given component-wise, namely, by

Γ1 `Vi =Wi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ1,x :A `V =W : B[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]

(V1, . . . ,Vn,x.V )≡ (W1, . . . ,Wn,x.W ) : Γ1 ` A−→ Γ2 ` B

Analogously to B , the composition of morphisms is given by simultaneous substi-

tution of value terms for value variables. Further, given any value type Γ ` A such that

Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, the identity morphism idΓ`A is given by a tuple of variables:

idΓ`A
def
= (x1, . . . ,xn,x.x) : Γ ` A−→ Γ ` A

Finally, the associativity and identity laws for composition follow from the proper-

ties we established about simultaneous substitutions in the beginning of this section.

Split fibration p : V −→ B

We define the functor p by mapping a well-formed value type to its context, given by

p(Γ ` A) def
= Γ p(V1, . . . ,Vn,x.V )

def
= (V1, . . . ,Vn)

We omit the proofs showing that p preserves identity morphisms and composition of

morphisms. We also omit analogous proofs for all other functors defined in this section.

Given a morphism
−→
Vi : Γ1 −→ Γ2 and a value type Γ2 ` A, the morphism

(
−→
Vi ,x.x) : Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]−→ Γ2 ` A
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is Cartesian over
−→
Vi : Γ1 −→ p(Γ2 ` A), with the unique mediating morphism in

Γ3 ` B

(
−→
Wi,x.W )

**
// Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

(
−→
Vi ,x.x)

// Γ2 ` A in V

p

��

Γ3

−→
V ′j //

p(
−→
Wi,x.W )

55Γ1

−→
Vi // Γ2 in B

given by

(V ′1, . . . ,V
′
m,x.W ) : Γ3 ` B−→ Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

This morphism is well-formed because the commutativity of the lower diagram in

B means that we must have

Γ3 `Wi =Vi[
−→
V ′j/
−→y j ] : Ai[W1/x1, . . . ,Wi−1/xi−1]

for all 1≤ i≤ n.

In addition, the two value types that are assigned to W in the two morphisms con-

taining it are definitionally equal because of the properties we established about simul-

taneous substitutions in the beginning of this section. Concretely, we have

Γ3 ` A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][
−→
V ′j/
−→y j ] = A[V1[

−→
V ′j/
−→y j ]/x1, . . . ,Vn[

−→
V ′j/
−→y j ]/xn]

The uniqueness of (
−→
V ′j ,x.W ) : Γ3 ` B −→ Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] is also easy to prove.

Specifically, given any other morphism (
−→
W ′j ,x.W

′) : Γ3 ` B −→ Γ1 ` A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] that

makes the previous two diagrams commute, this commutativity means that we have

Γ3,x :B `W ′ =W : A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

and that for all 1≤ j ≤ m, we also have

Γ3 `W ′j =V ′j : A′i[V
′
1/y1, . . . ,V ′j−1/y j−1]

As a result, we get the required equation

(W ′1, . . . ,W
′
m,x.W

′) = (V ′1, . . . ,V
′
m,x.W )

The definition of the chosen Cartesian morphisms also tells us how the induced

reindexing functors (V1, . . . ,Vn)
∗ : VΓ2 −→ VΓ1 are defined. They are given on objects

by
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(
−→
Vi )
∗(Γ2 ` A) def

= Γ1 ` A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

and on morphisms (−→xi ,x.V ) : Γ2 ` A−→ Γ2 ` B by

(
−→
Vi )
∗(−→xi ,x.V )

def
= (−→y j ,x.V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) : Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]−→ Γ1 ` B[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

Finally, we show that p is a split fibration. On the one hand, we observe that for

any well-formed value context Γ such that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An we have

id∗Γ(Γ ` A) = (−→xi )
∗(Γ ` A) = Γ ` A[−→xi /

−→xi ] = Γ ` A

On the other hand, given any two morphisms
−→
Vi : Γ1 −→ Γ2 and

−→
Wj : Γ2 −→ Γ3 in B

such that Γ2 = x1 :B1, . . . ,xn :Bn and Γ3 = y1 :B′1, . . . ,ym :B′m, we have

(
−→
Wj ◦
−→
Vi )
∗(Γ3 ` A)

= (W1[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ], . . . ,Wm[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])

∗(Γ3 ` A)

= Γ1 ` A[W1[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/y1, . . . ,Wm[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/ym]

= Γ1 ` A[
−→
Wj/
−→y j ][
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

= (
−→
Vi )
∗(Γ2 ` A[

−→
Wj/
−→y j ])

= (
−→
Vi )
∗((
−→
Wj)

∗(Γ3 ` A))

Split fibred terminal object functor 1 : B −→ V

We define the terminal object functor 1 in terms of the unit type, by

1(Γ) def
= Γ ` 1 1(V1, . . . ,Vn)

def
= (V1, . . . ,Vn,x.x)

We proceed by showing that 1 is split fibred. On the one hand, we trivially have

that p◦1 = idB . On the other hand, we also see that 1 preserves Cartesian morphisms

on-the-nose—in idB : B −→ B , every morphism in the total category is Cartesian.

The unit and counit of the adjunction p a 1 are given by components

ηΓ`A
def
= (−→xi ,x.?) : Γ ` A−→ Γ ` 1 εΓ

def
=−→xi : Γ−→ Γ

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

We omit the proofs of the naturality of η and ε. We also omit the naturality proofs

for all other natural transformations we define in the rest of this section. Finally, we

note that the two unit-counit laws hold because both η and ε are defined as identities

on contexts; and every well-formed value term of type 1 is definitionally equal to ?.
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Comprehension functor {−} : V −→ B

We define {−} in terms of context extension. To facilitate this, we fix a choice of a

fresh value variable fresh(X) for every finite set X of value variables, and then define

{Γ ` A} def
= Γ,x :A {(−→Vi ,y.V )} def

= (
−→
Vi ,V [y1/y]) : Γ1,y1 :A−→ Γ2,y2 :B

where (
−→
Vi ,y.V ) : Γ1 ` A −→ Γ2 ` B and x def

= fresh(Vars(Γ)), with y1 and y2 chosen

similarly. In the rest of this chapter, we often leave the uses of fresh(X) implicit.

The unit and counit of the adjunction 1 a {−} are given by components

ηΓ

def
= (−→xi ,?) : Γ−→ Γ,x :1 εΓ`A

def
= (−→xi ,y.x) : Γ,x :A ` 1−→ Γ ` A

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

We conclude by showing that the two unit-counit laws hold for these η and ε.

On the one hand, we observe that the first unit-counit triangle

{−}
η◦{−} //

id{−}

##

{−}◦1◦{−}

{−}◦ε

��

{−}

can be rewritten for each well formed value type Γ ` A (with Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An) as

follows:

Γ,x :A
(−→xi ,x,?) //

(−→xi ,x)

##

Γ,x :A,y :1

(−→xi ,x)

��

Γ,x :A

It is now easy to verify that this triangle commutes, simply by using the simultaneous

substitution based definition of the composition of morphisms in B .

On the other hand, we observe that the second unit-counit triangle

1
1◦η //

id1

""

1◦{−}◦1

ε◦1

��

1
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can be rewritten for each well-formed value context Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An as follows:

Γ ` 1
(−→xi ,?,y.y) //

(−→xi ,x.x)

##

Γ,x :1 ` 1

(−→xi ,y′.x)

��

Γ ` 1

Similarly to the other unit-counit triangle, it is now easy to verify that this triangle

commutes, simply by using the definition of the composition of morphisms in B , and

the fact that every well-typed term of type 1 is definitionally equal to ?.

The induced split full comprehension category P : V −→ B→

We begin by recalling that we showed how the comprehension category P : V −→B→

is derived from the adjunction 1 a {−} in Proposition 2.2.30. In this classifying fibred

adjunction model, the functor P : V −→ B→ can be shown to be given on objects by

P (Γ ` A) def
= (x1, . . . ,xn) : Γ,x :A−→ Γ

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, with x def
= fresh(Vars(Γ)); and on morphisms by

Γ1,y1 :A

P (
−→
Vj ,x.V )

def
= −→xi

��

(
−→
V j ,V [y1/x])

// Γ2,y2 :B

−→
x′j

��

Γ1 −→
V j

// Γ2

where (
−→
Vj ,x.V ) : Γ1 ` A −→ Γ2 ` B. Further, for better readability, we assume in the

previous diagram that Γ1 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An and Γ2 = x′1 :B1, . . . ,x′m :Bm.

In order to show that this comprehension category is full, we need to prove that the

functor P is fully-faithful. We do so by first constructing a mapping

P−1
Γ1`A,Γ2`B : B→(P (Γ1 ` A),P (Γ2 ` B))−→ V (Γ1 ` A,Γ2 ` B)
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for any two well-formed value types Γ1 `A and Γ2 `B. In particular, given a morphism

Γ1,y1 :A

−→xi

��

(
−→
W j,W )

// Γ2,y2 :B

−→
x′j

��

Γ1 −→
V j

// Γ2

in B→(P (Γ1 ` A),P (Γ2 ` B)), we first observe that the commutativity of the above

square entails Γ1 `Wj =Vj : B j[
−→
Wk/
−→
x′k ], for all 1≤ j ≤ m. Therefore, we can define

P−1
Γ1`A,Γ2`B((

−→
Wj,V ),

−→
Vj)

def
= (
−→
Vj ,y1.W )

Now, verifying that P is fully-faithful is straightforward: on the one hand, we have

P (P−1
Γ1`A,Γ2`B((

−→
Wj,V ),

−→
Vj))

= P (
−→
Vj ,y1.W )

= ((
−→
Vj ,W [y1/y1]),

−→
Vj)

= ((
−→
Vj ,W ),

−→
Vj)

= ((
−→
Wj,W ),

−→
Vj)

and on the other hand, we have

P−1
Γ1`A,Γ2`B(P (

−→
Vj ,x.V ))

= P−1
Γ1`A,Γ2`B((

−→
Vj ,V [y1/x]),(

−→
Vj))

= (
−→
Vj ,y1.V [y1/x])

= (
−→
Vj ,x.V )

Category C of computation types

The category C of computation types is defined similarly to the category V of value

types. First, the objects of C are given by well-formed computation types Γ ` C.

Secondly, given two well-formed computation types Γ1 ` C and Γ2 ` D such that

Γ2 = x1 : A1, . . . ,xn : An, a morphism Γ1 ` C −→ Γ2 ` D is given by an equivalence

class of tuples (V1, . . . ,Vn,z.K) of well-typed value and homomorphism terms,

where Γ1 ` Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1], for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, as before; and where

Γ1 |z :C ` K : D[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]. In (V1, . . . ,Vn,z.K), the computation variable z is bound in
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the homomorphism term K. The equivalence relation on such tuples of well-typed

value and homomorphism terms is again given component-wise, namely, by

Γ1 `Vi =Wi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ1 |z :C ` K = L : D[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]

(V1, . . . ,Vn,z.K)≡ (W1, . . . ,Wn,z.L) : Γ1 `C −→ Γ2 ` D

Analogously to V , the composition of morphisms is again defined using simul-

taneous substitutions, but this time by also using the substitution of homomorphism

terms for computation variables. In detail, the composition of any two morphisms

(V1, . . . ,Vn,z1.K) : Γ1 `C1 −→ Γ2 `C2 (W1, . . . ,Wm,z2.L) : Γ2 `C2 −→ Γ3 `C3

is given by

(W1, . . . ,Wm,z2.L)◦(V1, . . . ,Vn,z1.K)
def
=(W1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ], . . . ,Wm[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],z1.L[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ][K/z2])

where we assume that Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

For any well-formed computation type Γ `C, the identity morphism idΓ`C is again

given by a tuple of variables, namely, by

idΓ`C
def
= (x1, . . . ,xn,z.z) : Γ `C −→ Γ `C

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

Finally, analogously to V , the associativity and identity laws for composition fol-

low from the properties we established about simultaneous substitutions of value terms

for value variables in the beginning of this section, and the results we established in

Section 3.1 about substituting homomorphism terms for computation variables.

Split fibration q : C −→ B

We define the functor q by mapping a well-formed computation type to its context:

q(Γ ` A) def
= Γ q(V1, . . . ,Vn,z.K)

def
= (V1, . . . ,Vn)

where (V1, . . . ,Vn,z.K) : Γ1 `C −→ Γ2 ` D.

Given a morphism
−→
Vi : Γ1−→ Γ2 in B and a well-formed computation type Γ2 `C,

we note that the morphism given by

(
−→
Vi ,z.z) : Γ1 `C[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]−→ Γ2 `C
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is Cartesian over
−→
Vi : Γ1 −→ q(Γ2 `C), with the unique mediating morphism in

Γ3 ` D

(
−→
Wi,z.K)

**
// Γ1 `C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

(
−→
Vi ,z.z)

// Γ2 `C in V

p

��

Γ3

−→
V ′j //

q(
−→
Wi,z.K)

55Γ1

−→
Vi // Γ2 in B

given by

(
−→
V ′j ,z.K) : Γ3 ` D−→ Γ1 `C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

Analogously to the chosen Cartesian morphisms in p, this mediating morphism is

well-defined because of the commutativity of the lower diagram in B; and because of

the properties we established about simultaneous substitutions of value terms for value

variables in the beginning of this section, and the results we established in Section 3.1

about substituting homomorphism terms for computation variables. The uniqueness

of this mediating morphism is then proved analogously to the uniqueness of the corre-

sponding mediating morphisms in p, as discussed in detail earlier in this section.

The induced reindexing functors (V1, . . . ,Vn)
∗ : CΓ2 −→ CΓ1 are given analogously

to the corresponding functors for p: on objects, they are given by

(
−→
Vi )
∗(Γ2 `C)

def
= Γ1 `C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

and on morphisms (x1, . . . ,xn,z.K) : Γ2 `C −→ Γ2 ` D, they are given by

(
−→
Vi )
∗(x1, . . . ,xn,z.K)

def
= (y1, . . . ,ym,z.K[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])

Finally, we note that analogously to the fibration p defined earlier, q is also split.

p has split dependent products and strong split dependent sums

We omit a detailed discussion about these properties of p because we discuss analo-

gous properties for q in detail later in this section. We only note that the split dependent

products are defined in terms of the value Π-type Πx :A.B; and the strong split depen-

dent sums in terms of the value Σ-type Σx :A.B. The strength of the latter is witnessed

by isomorphisms κ(Γ`A),(Γ,x:A`B) : Γ,x :A,y :B
∼=−→ Γ,y′ :Σx :A.B, given by

κ(Γ`A),(Γ,x:A`B)
def
= (−→xi ,〈x,y〉) κ

−1
(Γ`A),(Γ,x:A`B)

def
= (−→xi ,fsty′,sndy′)

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.
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p has strong fibred colimits of shape 0

Given any diagram of the form J : 0−→ VΓ, we define the vertex colim(J) as

colim(J) def
= Γ ` 0

and note that the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)) is given vacuously as a natural trans-

formation between functors with empty domains. It is easy to verify that both colim(J)

and inJ are preserved by reindexing, i.e., substituting value terms for value variables.

Next, we observe that for any diagram of the form J : 0−→ VΓ, we have

lim(Ĵ) = 1

where the diagram Ĵ : 0op −→ Cat is derived from J trivially.

As a consequence of the above observation about lim(Ĵ), the unique mediating

functor 〈{inJ
D}∗D∈0〉 : V{colim(J)}−→ lim(Ĵ) turns out to be the trivially constant functor

with codomain 1. Therefore, showing that 〈{inJ
D}∗D∈0〉 is fully-faithful simplifies to

showing that there is exactly one morphism between every pair of objects in VΓ,x:0,

which is straightforward. In particular, assuming Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, any morphism

(−→xi ,x,y.V ) : Γ,x :0 ` A−→ Γ,x :0 ` B

in VΓ,x:0 can be shown to be equal to

(−→xi ,x,y.case x of ())

using the η-equation for empty case analysis.

p has strong fibred colimits of shape 2

Given any diagram of the form J : 2−→ VΓ, we define the vertex colim(J) as

colim(J) def
= Γ ` J(0)+ J(1)

and the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)) by

inJ
0

def
= (−→xi ,x.inl x) : Γ ` J(0)−→ Γ ` J(0)+ J(1)

inJ
1

def
= (−→xi ,x.inr x) : Γ ` J(1)−→ Γ ` J(0)+ J(1)

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An. Similarly to the strong fibred colimits of shape 0,

it is again easy to verify that both colim(J) and inJ are preserved by reindexing.
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Next, we observe that for any diagram of the form J : 2−→ VΓ, we have

lim(Ĵ) = VΓ,y0:J(0)×VΓ,y1:J(1)

where the diagram Ĵ : 2op −→ Cat is derived from J as in Definition 4.1.17.

As a consequence of this observation about lim(Ĵ), the unique mediating functor

〈{inJ
D}∗D∈2〉 : V{colim(J)} −→ lim(Ĵ) sends any morphism

(−→xi ,x,y.V ) : Γ,x :J(0)+ J(1) ` A−→ Γ,x :J(0)+ J(1) ` B

in VΓ,x:J(0)+J(1) to a pair of morphisms

(−→xi ,y0,y.V [inl y0/x]) : Γ,y0 :J(0) ` A[inl y0/x]−→ Γ,y0 :J(0) ` B[inl y0/x]

(−→xi ,y1,y.V [inr y1/x]) : Γ,y1 :J(1) ` A[inr y1/x]−→ Γ,y1 :J(1) ` B[inr y1/x]

in VΓ,y0:J(0) and VΓ,y1:J(1), respectively. We note that for better readability, we use dif-

ferent names (y0 and y1) for the variable x def
= fresh(Vars(Γ)) in the last two morphisms.

In order to show that 〈{inJ
D}∗D∈2〉 is fully-faithful, we first define the mapping of

morphisms in the reverse direction: we send any pair of morphisms

(−→xi ,y0,y.W0) : Γ,y0 :J(0) ` A[inl y0/x]−→ Γ,y0 :J(0) ` B[inl y0/x]

(−→xi ,y1,y.W1) : Γ,y1 :J(1) ` A[inr y1/x]−→ Γ,y1 :J(1) ` B[inr y1/x]

in VΓ,y0:J(0) and VΓ,y1:J(1), respectively, to a morphism(−→xi ,x,y.
(
case x of (inl(y0 :J(0)) 7→ λy′ :A[inl y0/x].W0[y′/y],

inr(y1 :J(1)) 7→ λy′ :A[inr y1/x].W1[y′/y])
)

y
)

in VΓ,x:J(0)+J(1), with y′ chosen fresh.

Now, to show that the round-trip (on morphisms) from VΓ,x:J(0)+J(1) to the product

VΓ,y0:J(0)×VΓ,y1:J(1) and back is an identity, it suffices to observe that any morphism

(−→xi ,x,y.V ) : Γ,x :J(0)+ J(1) ` A−→ Γ,x :J(0)+ J(1) ` B

in VΓ,x:J(0)+J(1) can be shown to be equal to(−→xi ,x,y.
(
case x of (inl(y0 :J(0)) 7→ λy′ :A[inl y0/x].V [y′/y][inl y0/x],

inr(y1 :J(1)) 7→ λy′ :A[inr y1/x].V [y′/y][inr y1/x])
)

y
)

using the η-equation for binary case analysis.

Showing that the other round-trip (on morphisms) from VΓ,y0:J(0)×VΓ,y1:J(1) to

VΓ,x:J(0)+J(1) and back is an identity is similarly straightforward, by using the respec-

tive β-equations for binary case analysis and function application.
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p has weak split fibred strong natural numbers

We define the weak split fibred strong natural numbers in p by

N def
= � ` Nat

zero
def
= (x.zero) : � ` 1−→ � ` Nat

succ
def
= (x.succ x) : � ` Nat−→ � ` Nat

Next, if we assume that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, then given any pair of morphisms

fz
def
= (−→xi ,zero,y.Vz) : Γ,x :1 ` 1−→ Γ,x :Nat ` A

fs
def
= (−→xi ,succ x,y.Vs) : Γ,x :Nat ` A−→ Γ,x :Nat ` A

in V , the mediating morphism rec( fz, fs) : Γ,x :Nat−→ Γ,x :Nat,y :A is defined as

rec( fz, fs)
def
=
(−→xi ,x,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)

)
with y1 and y2 chosen fresh.

As rec( fz, fs) is clearly a section of (−→xi ,x) : Γ,x :Nat,y :A−→ Γ,x :Nat, we are left

with showing that the diagram of “β-equations” given in Definition 4.1.22 commutes.

To this end, we show that the two squares in the above-mentioned diagram commute,

by first observing that these squares can be rewritten in this classifying model as

Γ,x :1
(−→xi ,zero) //

(−→xi ,x,?)

��

Γ,x :Nat

rec( fz, fs)

��

Γ,x :1,y :1
(−→xi ,zero,Vz)

// Γ,x :Nat,y :A

and

Γ,x :Nat

rec( fz, fs)

��

Γ,x :Nat
(−→xi ,succ x)oo

rec( fz, fs)

��

Γ,x :Nat,y :A Γ,x :Nat,y :A
(−→xi ,succ x,Vs)
oo
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It is now straightforward to show that these squares commute, by(−→xi ,x,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)
)
◦ (−→xi ,zero)

=
(−→xi ,zero,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],zero)

)
= (−→xi ,zero,Vz[?/x][?/y])

= (−→xi ,zero,Vz[?/y])

= (−→xi ,zero,Vz)◦ (−→xi ,x,?)

and (−→xi ,x,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)
)
◦ (−→xi ,succ x)

=
(−→xi ,succ x,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],succ x)

)
= (−→xi ,succ x,Vs[y1/x][y2/y][x/y1][

nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)/y2
]
)

= (−→xi ,succ x,Vs
[
nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)/y

]
)

= (−→xi ,succ x,Vs)◦
(−→xi ,x,nat-elim(Vz[?/x][?/y],y1.y2.Vs[y1/x][y2/y],x)

)
p has split intensional propositional equality

We define the object IdΓ`A in VΓ,x:A,y:A as

IdΓ`A
def
= Γ,x :A,y :A ` x =A y

and the morphism rA : Γ,x :A ` 1−→ Γ,x :A ` x =A x as

rA
def
= (−→xi ,x,y.refl x)

Next, given a well-formed value type Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 `B and a morphism

f def
= (−→xi ,x,y.V ) : Γ,x :A ` 1−→ Γ,x :A ` B[x/x1][x/x2][refl x/x3]

we define the morphism

iΓ`A ,Γ,x1:A,x2:A,x3:x1=Ax2`B( f )

: Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 ` 1−→ Γ,x1 :A,x2 :A,x3 :x1 =A x2 ` B

as

(−→xi ,x1,x2,x3,y.eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,x.V,x1,x2,x3))

We note that for better readability, we write x1 and x2 for the freshly chosen value

variables x def
= fresh(Vars(Γ)) and y def

= fresh(Vars(Γ)∪{x}) in the above definition.
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Next, we note that in this classifying model, the equation relating the morphisms

rA and iΓ`A ,Γ,x1:A,x2:A,x3:x1=Ax2`B( f ), as given in Definition 4.1.27, amounts to showing

(−→xi ,x,y.eq-elimA(x1.x2.x3.B,x.V,x,x,refl x)) = (−→xi ,x,y.V )

which follows straightforwardly from the β-equation for propositional equality.

Finally, we note that all the structure we defined above is also preserved on-the-

nose by reindexing, as required in Definition 4.1.27, because the type- and term-

formers used in these definitions are all preserved on-the-nose by substitution.

Split fibred adjunction F a U

We define the functor F : V −→ C on objects using the type of free computations:

F(Γ ` A) def
= Γ ` FA

and on morphisms using sequential composition:

F(
−→
Vi ,x.V )

def
= (
−→
Vi ,z.z to x :A in return V )

where (
−→
Vi ,x.V ) : Γ1 ` A−→ Γ2 ` B.

We proceed by showing that F is split fibred. On the one hand, we observe that F

does not alter the context Γ of the given well-formed value type Γ ` A (or a morphism

between them). On the other hand, F preserves Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose:

F(
−→
Vi ,x.x) = (

−→
Vi ,z.z to x :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] in return x) = (

−→
Vi ,z.z)

where (
−→
Vi ,x.x) : Γ1 ` A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]−→ Γ2 ` A.

We define the functor U on objects using the type of thunked computations:

U(Γ `C)
def
= Γ `UC

and on morphisms using thunking and forcing:

U(
−→
Vi ,z.K)

def
= (
−→
Vi ,x.thunk (K[forceC x/z]))

with x chosen fresh; and where (
−→
Vi ,z.K) : Γ1 `C −→ Γ2 ` D.

Showing that U is split fibred is also straightforward. On the one hand, U does not

alter the context Γ of the given well-formed computation type Γ ` C (or a morphism

between them). On the other hand, U preserves Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose:

U(
−→
Vi ,z.z) = (

−→
Vi ,x.thunk (z[forceC x/z])) = (

−→
Vi ,x.thunk (forceC x)) = (

−→
Vi ,x.x)
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where (
−→
Vi ,z.z) : Γ1 `C[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]−→ Γ2 `C.

Next, the unit and counit of the adjunction F a U are given by components

ηΓ`A
def
= (−→xi ,x.thunk (return x)) : Γ ` A−→ Γ `UFA

εΓ`C
def
= (−→xi ,z.z to y :UC in forceC y) : Γ ` FUC −→ Γ `C

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, and where x,y, and z are chosen fresh.

Finally, we show that the two unit-counit laws hold.

On the one hand, assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

U
η◦U //

idU

""

U ◦F ◦U

U ◦ε

��

U

can be rewritten for each well-formed computation type Γ `C as follows:

Γ `UC
f //

(−→xi ,x.x)

$$

Γ `UFUC

g

��

Γ `UC

where the morphisms f and g are given by

f def
= (−→xi ,x.thunk (return x))

g def
=
(−→xi ,x′.thunk

(
(forceFUC x′) to y :UC in forceC y

))
It is now straightforward to show that this triangle commutes, by

(−→xi ,x′.thunk
(
(forceFUC x′) to y :UC in forceC y

))
◦ (−→xi ,x.thunk (return x))

=
(−→xi ,x.thunk

(
(forceFUC (thunk (return x))) to y :UC in forceC y

))
=
(−→xi ,x.thunk

(
(return x) to y :UC in forceC y

))
= (−→xi ,x.thunk (forceC x))

= (−→xi ,x.x)
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On the other hand, assuming that Γ= x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

F
F ◦η //

idF

""

F ◦U ◦F

ε◦F

��

F

can be rewritten for each well-formed value type Γ ` A as follows

Γ ` FA h //

(−→xi ,z.z)

$$

Γ ` FUFA

k

��

Γ ` FA

where the morphisms h and k are given by

h def
=
(−→xi ,z.z to x :A in return (thunk (return x))

)
k def
= (−→xi ,z′.z′ to y :UFA in forceFA y)

It is now straightforward to show that this triangle commutes, by

(−→xi ,z′.z′ to y : UFA in forceFA y) ◦(−→xi ,z.z to x : A in return (thunk (return x))
)

=
(−→xi ,z.

(
z to x : A in return (thunk (return x))

)
to y : UFA in forceFA y

)
=
(−→xi ,z.z to x : A in

(
return (thunk (return x)) to y : UFA in forceFA y

))
=
(−→xi ,z.z to x : A in forceFA (thunk (return x))

)
= (−→xi ,z.z to x : A in return x)

= (−→xi ,z.z)

q has split dependent p-products

We define the functor ΠΓ`A : CΓ,x:A −→ CΓ on objects by

ΠΓ`A(Γ,x :A `C)
def
= Γ `Πx :A.C

and on morphisms by

ΠΓ`A(
−→xi ,x,z.K)

def
= (−→xi ,z′.λx :A.K[z′ x/z])
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with z′ chosen fresh.

Next, we note that in this classifying model, the projection morphisms are given by

πΓ`A
def
=−→xi : Γ,x :A−→ Γ

assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, with x def
= fresh(Vars(Γ)).

As a result, the weakening functors π∗
Γ`A can be shown to be given by syntactic

weakening, both on objects and morphisms:

π
∗
Γ`A(Γ `C)

def
= Γ,x :A `C π

∗
Γ`A(
−→xi ,z.K)

def
= (−→xi ,x,z.K)

Next, the unit and counit of the adjunction π∗
Γ`A a ΠΓ`A are given by components

ηΓ`C
def
= (−→xi ,z.λx :A.z) : Γ `C −→ Γ `Πx :A.C

εΓ,x:A`C
def
= (−→xi ,x,z.z x) : Γ,x :A `Πy :A.C[y/x]−→ Γ,x :A `C

with z chosen fresh in both definitions.

Next, we show that the split Beck-Chevalley condition holds. First, we observe that

the components of the corresponding natural transformation are given by morphisms(−→yj ,z.λx :A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ].((λy :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].z)x)x

)
: Γ1 `Πx :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]−→ Γ1 `Πx :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

for any Cartesian morphism (
−→
Vi ,x.x) : Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] −→ Γ2 ` A and Γ2,x : A ` C.

Then, it is easy to verify that the above components are equal to identity, i.e., (−→yj ,z.z);

namely, by using the β- and η-equations for computational function application.

Finally, we show that the two unit-counit laws hold.

On the one hand, assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

ΠΓ`A
η◦ΠΓ`A //

idΠΓ`A

%%

ΠΓ`A ◦π∗
Γ`A ◦ΠΓ`A

ΠΓ`A ◦ε

��

ΠΓ`A

can be rewritten for each computation type Γ,x :A `C as follows

Γ `Πx :A.C
(−→xi ,z.λx:A.z) //

(−→xi ,z.z)

''

Γ `Πx :A.Πy :A.C[y/x]

(−→xi ,z′.λx:A.(z′ x)x)

��

Γ `Πx :A.C
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which commutes because we have

(−→xi ,z′.λx :A.(z′ x)x)◦ (−→xi ,z.λx :A.z)

= (−→xi ,z.λx :A.((λy :A.z)x)x)

= (−→xi ,z.λx :A.(z[x/y])x)

= (−→xi ,z.λx :A.z x)

= (−→xi ,z.z)

On the other hand, assuming that Γ= x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

π∗
Γ`A

π∗
Γ`A ◦η

//

idπ∗
Γ`A

%%

π∗
Γ`A ◦ΠΓ`A ◦π∗

Γ`A

ε◦π∗
Γ`A

��

π∗
Γ`A

can be rewritten for each computation type Γ `C as follows:

Γ,x :A `C
(−→xi ,x,z.λy:A.z) //

(−→xi ,x,z.z)

&&

Γ,x :A `Πy :A.C

(−→xi ,x,z′.z′ x)

��

Γ,x :A `C

which commutes because we have

(−→xi ,x,z′.z′ x)◦(−→xi ,x,z.λy :A.z) = (−→xi ,x,z.(λy :A.z)x) = (−→xi ,x,z.z[x/y]) = (−→xi ,x,z.z)

q has split dependent p-sums

We define the functor ΣΓ`A : CΓ,x:A −→ CΓ on objects by

ΣΓ`A(Γ,x :A `C)
def
= Γ ` Σx :A.C

and on morphisms by

ΣΓ`A(
−→xi ,x,z.K)

def
= (−→xi ,z′.z′ to (x :A,z′′ :C) in 〈x,K[z′′/z]〉)

with z′ and z′′ chosen fresh.
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Next, the unit and counit of the adjunction ΣΓ`A a π∗
Γ`A are given by components

ηΓ,x:A`C
def
= (−→xi ,x,z.〈x,z〉) : Γ,x :A `C −→ Γ,x :A ` Σy :A.C[y/x]

εΓ`C
def
= (−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in z′) : Γ ` Σx :A.C −→ Γ `C

with z and z′ chosen fresh.

Next, we show that the split Beck-Chevalley condition holds. First, we observe that

the components of the corresponding natural transformation are given by morphisms

(−→yj ,z.z to (x,z′) in (〈x,〈x,z′〉〉 to (y,z′′) in z′′))

: Γ1 ` Σx :A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ].C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]−→ Γ1 ` Σx :A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].C[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

for any Cartesian morphism (
−→
Vi ,x.x) : Γ1 ` A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] −→ Γ2 ` A and Γ2,x : A ` C.

Then, it is easy to verify that the above components are equal to identity, i.e., (−→yj ,z.z);

namely, by using the β- and η-equations for computational pattern-matching.

Finally, we show that the two unit-counit laws hold.

On the one hand, assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

π∗
Γ`A

η◦π∗
Γ`A //

idπ∗
Γ`A

%%

π∗
Γ`A ◦ΣΓ`A ◦π∗

Γ`A

π∗
Γ`A ◦ε

��

π∗
Γ`A

can be rewritten for each computation type Γ `C as follows:

Γ,x :A `C
(−→xi ,x,z.〈x,z〉) //

(−→xi ,x,z.z)

%%

Γ,x :A ` Σy :A.C

h

��

Γ,x :A `C

where the morphism h is given by

h def
=
(−→xi ,x,z′.z′ to (y : A,z′′ : C) in z′′

)
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It is now straightforward to show that this triangle commutes, by

(−→xi ,x,z′.z′ to (y : A,z′′ : C) in z′′
)
◦ (−→xi ,x,z.〈x,z〉)

=
(−→xi ,x,z.〈x,z〉 to (y : A,z′′ : C) in z′′

)
= (−→xi ,x,z.z′′[z/z′′])

= (−→xi ,x,z.z)

On the other hand, assuming that Γ= x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we observe that the triangle

ΣΓ`A
ΣΓ`A ◦η //

idΣΓ`A

%%

ΣΓ`A ◦π∗
Γ`A ◦ΣΓ`A

ε◦ΣΓ`A

��

ΣΓ`A

can be rewritten for every computation type Γ,x :A `C as follows:

Γ ` Σx :A.C k //

(−→xi ,z.z)

&&

Γ ` Σy :A.Σx :A.C

l

��

Γ ` Σx :A.C

where the morphisms k and l are given by

k def
=
(−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in 〈x,〈x,z′〉〉

)
l def
=
(−→xi ,z′′.z′′ to (y :A,z′′′ :Σx :A.C) in z′′′

)
It is now straightforward to show that this triangle commutes, by

(−→xi ,z′′.z′′ to (y :A,z′′′ :Σx :A.C) in z′′′
)
◦
(−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in 〈x,〈x,z′〉〉

)
=
(−→xi ,z.

(
z to (x :A,z′ :C) in 〈x,〈x,z′〉〉

)
to (y :A,z′′′ :Σx :A.C) in z′′′

)
=
(−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in

(
〈x,〈x,z′〉〉 to (y :A,z′′′ :Σx :A.C) in z′′′

))
=
(−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in z′′′[〈x,z′〉/z′′′]

)
=
(−→xi ,z.z to (x :A,z′ :C) in 〈x,z′〉

)
= (−→xi ,z.z)
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q admits split fibred pre-enrichment in p

We define the functor( :
∫
(Γ 7→ C op

Γ
×CΓ)−→ V on objects by

( (Γ,Γ `C,Γ ` D)
def
= Γ `C( D

and on morphisms by

( (
−→
Vi ,z.K,z′.L) def

= (
−→
Vi ,x.λz′′ :C2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].L[xK[z′′/z]/z′])

where
−→
Vi : Γ1 −→ Γ2, and Γ1 |z :C2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] ` K : C1, and Γ1 |z′ : D1 ` L : D2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ];

where x and z′′ are chosen fresh; and where we assume that Γ2 = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An.

It is easy to verify that the functor ( is split fibred. On the one hand, ( does

not alter the context part of the given objects and morphisms. On the other hand,(

preserves Cartesian morphisms on-the-nose because we have

( (
−→
Vi ,z.z,z′.z′)

= (
−→
Vi ,x.λz′′ :C2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].z′[x z[z′′/z]/z′])

= (
−→
Vi ,x.λz′′ :C2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].x z[z′′/z])

= (
−→
Vi ,x.λz′′ :C2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ].x z′′)

= (
−→
Vi ,x.x)

Finally, the isomorphisms ξΓ,Γ`C,Γ`D between hom-sets are witnessed by the fol-

lowing functions:

ξΓ,Γ`C,Γ`D(
−→xi ,x.V )

def
= (−→xi ,z.(V [?/x])z)

ξ
−1
Γ,Γ`C,Γ`D(

−→xi ,z.K)
def
= (−→xi ,y.λz′ :C.K[z′/z])

where z is chosen fresh in the former; and y and z′ are chosen fresh in the latter.

The completeness theorem

To begin with, we first summarise the above definitions and results in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.3.12. The above definitions, based on the well-formed syntax of eMLTT,

constitute a fibred adjunction model, called the classifying fibred adjunction model.

Next, we show that the interpretation function J−K maps eMLTT’s types and terms

to their respective equivalence classes in this classifying fibred adjunction model.
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Proposition 5.3.13. Assuming that Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An, we have:

(a) If JΓK = Γ′ ∈ B , then Γ′ = x′1 :A′1, . . . ,x
′
n :A′n and for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x′1 :A′1, . . . ,x
′
i−1 :A′i−1 ` A′i = Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1]

(b) If JΓ;AK = JΓK ` A′ ∈ VJΓK, then JΓK ` A′ = A[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn].

(c) If JΓ;CK = JΓK `C′ ∈ CJΓK, then JΓK `C′ =C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn].

(d) If JΓ;V K = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,y.V

′) : JΓK ` 1−→ JΓK ` A′, then

JΓK `V ′ =V [x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] : A′

(e) If JΓ;MK = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,y.VM) : JΓK ` 1−→ JΓK `UC′, then

JΓK ` forceC′ VM = M[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] : C′

(f) If JΓ;z :C;KK = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,z.K

′) : Γ `C −→ Γ ` D′, then

JΓK |z :C[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] ` K′ = K[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] : D′

Proof. We prove (a)–( f ) simultaneously, by induction on sum of the sizes of the ar-

guments to J−K. As two representative examples, we present the cases corresponding

to the computational Σ-type and the sequential composition of computation terms.

The computational Σ-type: In this case, we have that C = Σx :A.D.

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for the computational Σ-type, we get that

JΓ;Σx :A.DK = JΓK ` Σx′′ :A′.D′ ∈ CJΓK

with JΓ;AK = JΓK ` A′ ∈ VJΓK and JΓ,x :A;DK = JΓK,x′′ :A′ ` D′ ∈ CJΓK,x′′:A′ .

As a result, we can use (b) and the induction hypothesis to get that

JΓK ` A′ = A[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn] JΓK,x′′ : A′ ` D′ = D[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn,x′′/x]

Finally, by using the congruence equation for the computational Σ-type, we get that

JΓK ` Σx′′ :A′.D′ = Σx′′ :A[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn].D[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn,x′′/x]

which, according to our chosen variable conventions, is in fact the proof of

JΓK ` Σx′′ :A′.D′ = Σx :A[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn].D[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn]
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and which, according to the definition of simultaneous substitutions, is the proof of

JΓK ` Σx′′ :A′.D′ = (Σx :A.D)[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn]

Sequential composition: In this case, we have that M = N1 to x :A inC N2.

First, by unfolding the definition of J−K for sequential composition, we get that

JΓ;N1 to x :A inC N2K

=(−→
x′i ,y11.thunk

(
(force y11) to y12 :UC′ in (force y12)

))
◦(−→

x′i ,y7.thunk
(
(force y7) to y8 :A′×UC′ in

return (pm y8 as (y9 :A′,y10 :UC′) in y10)
))

◦(−→
x′i ,y4.thunk

(
(force y4) to y5 :A′×1 in

return (pm y5 as (x′′ :A′,y6 :1) in 〈x′′,VN2〉)
))

◦(−→
x′i ,y2.thunk

(
(force y2) to y3 :A′ in return 〈y3,?〉

))
◦

(
−→
x′i ,y1.VN1)

=(−→
x′i ,y1.V(N1 to x:A inC N2)

)
as a morphism JΓK ` 1−→ JΓK `UC′ in VJΓK, with

JΓ;AK = JΓK ` A′ ∈ VJΓK JΓ;CK = JΓK `C′ ∈ CJΓK

JΓ;N1K = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,y1.VN1) : JΓK ` 1−→ JΓK ` A′

JΓ,x :A;N2K = (x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,x
′′,y6.VN2) : JΓK,x′′ : A′ ` 1−→ JΓK,x′′ :A′ `UC′

As a result, we can use (b), (c), and the induction hypothesis to get that

JΓK ` A′ = A[
−→
x′i /
−→xi ] JΓK `C′ =C[

−→
x′i /
−→xi ]

JΓK ` forceFA′ VN1 = N1[
−→
x′i /
−→xi ] : FA′

JΓK,x′′ :A′ ` forceC′ VN2 = N2[
−→
x′i /
−→xi ,x′′/x] : C′

Finally, we note that the required equation

JΓK ` forceC′ V(N1 to x:A inC N2) = (N1 to x :A inC N2)[
−→
x′i /
−→xi ] : C′

follows by straightforward equational reasoning, based on the definitional equations

we just derived, in combination with the unfolding of JΓ;N1 to x :A inC N2K.
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Finally, we prove the completeness of fibred adjunction models for eMLTT.

Theorem 5.3.14 (Completeness). If we assume given contexts Γ1 = y1 :B1, . . . ,yn :Bn

and Γ2 = y′1 :B′1, . . . ,y
′
m :B′m, then we have:

(a) If JΓ1;AK = JΓ2;BK in all fibred adjunction models, then n = m and

Γ ` A[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] = B[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n]

for some Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An such that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

(b) If JΓ1;CK = JΓ2;DK in all fibred adjunction models, then n = m and

Γ `C[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] = D[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n]

for some Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An such that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

(c) If JΓ1;V K = JΓ2;W K in all fibred adjunction models, then n = m and

Γ `V [x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] =W [x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n] : A

for some A and Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An such that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

(d) If JΓ1;MK = JΓ2;NK in all fibred adjunction models, then n = m and

Γ `M[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] = N[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n] : C

for some C and Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An such that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

(e) If JΓ1;z1 :C1;KK = JΓ2;z2 :C2;LK in all fibred adjunction models, then n = m and

Γ |z1 :C1[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] ` K[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] = L[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n][z1/z2] : D

for some D and Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An such that for all 1≤ i≤ n, we have

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]
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Proof. We prove (a)–(e) simultaneously, following the same general pattern of us-

ing the interpretation in the classifying fibred adjunction model, in combination with

Proposition 5.3.13. As a representative example, we present the proof of (d) below.

First, we observe that if JΓ1;MK = JΓ2;NK in all fibred adjunction models, then

JΓ1;MK = JΓ2;NK in the classifying fibred adjunction model. As a result, we have

JΓ1;MK = (x1, . . . ,xn,x.VM) : JΓ1K ` 1−→ JΓ1K `UD

JΓ2;NK = (x1, . . . ,xn,x.VN) : JΓ2K ` 1−→ JΓ2K `UD′

such that (as contexts, types, and terms are identified in the classifying fibred adjunc-

tion model when they are definitionally equal—see the definitions of B , V , and C )

` JΓ1K = JΓ2K JΓ1K `UD =UD′ JΓ1K,x :1 `VM =VN : UD

from which it follows that n = m. As a result, we can consider JΓ1;MK and JΓ1;NK as

JΓ1;MK = (x1, . . . ,xn,x.VM) : JΓ1K ` 1−→ JΓ1K `UD

JΓ2;NK = (x1, . . . ,xn,x.VN) : JΓ1K ` 1−→ JΓ1K `UD

and choose C def
= D.

Next, we choose Γ
def
= JΓ1K and then use (a) of Proposition 5.3.13 to get that

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

for all 1≤ i≤ n, which, when combined with Proposition 5.3.4, gives us that

x1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1 ` Ai = Bi[x1/y1, . . . ,xi−1/yi−1] = B′i[x1/y′1, . . . ,xi−1/y′i−1]

for all 1≤ i≤ n.

Next, by using (e) of Proposition 5.3.13, we get that

JΓ1K ` forceD VM = M[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] : D

JΓ1K ` forceD VN = N[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n] : D

Next, we use Propositions 3.3.7 and 3.3.20 to get that x 6∈ FVV (VM), x 6∈ FVV (VN),

and x 6∈ FVV (D). As a result, we get a proof of the following definitional equation:

JΓ1K `VM =VN : D

by substituting ? for x in JΓ1K,x :1 `VM =VN : D, and by using Proposition 3.1.7.

Finally, the required equation now follows by using the rules of symmetry and

transitivity, and the congruence rule for forcing thunked computations, giving us

JΓ1K `M[x1/y1, . . . ,xn/yn] = N[x1/y′1, . . . ,xn/y′n] : D



Chapter 6

eMLTTTeff: an extension of eMLTT

with fibred algebraic effects

While eMLTT makes it clear how to account for type-dependency in composite effect-

ful dependently typed programs (using the combination of sequential composition and

computational Σ-types), it provides programmers with no way to use specific compu-

tational effects in their code, such as exceptions, nondeterminism, state, I/O, etc. In

this chapter, we address this limitation by extending eMLTT with corresponding lan-

guage primitives and definitional equations. This extension of eMLTT is based on the

algebraic treatment of computational effects—see Section 2.1.3 for an overview. Thus

it allows us to uniformly capture a wide range of computational effects in eMLTT.

In Section 6.1, we define a notion of fibred effect theory so as to specify compu-

tational effects using operations and equations. Unlike the existing work on algebraic

effects, our operation symbols are dependently typed, enabling us to capture precise

notions of computation, such as state with location-dependent store types and depen-

dently typed update monads. In Section 6.2, we show how to extend eMLTT with

computational effects specified by a given fibred effect theory Teff. In particular, we

extend its computation terms with algebraic operations, and its equational theory with

the corresponding definitional equations. We call the resulting language eMLTTTeff .

In Section 6.3, we show how to extend the meta-theory of eMLTT to eMLTTTeff .

In Section 6.4, we present some useful definitional equations derivable in eMLTTTeff .

In Section 6.5, we equip eMLTTTeff with a denotational semantics, showing how to

define a sound interpretation of it in a fibred adjunction model based on the families of

sets fibration and models of a countable Lawvere theory we derive from Teff. Finally, in

Section 6.6, we briefly discuss an equivalent extension of eMLTT with generic effects.

237
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6.1 Fibred algebraic effects

In this section we develop a means to uniformly specify a wide range of computational

effects, ranging from well-known examples such as exceptions, nondeterminism, state,

IO, etc. to a less well-known example of (dependently typed) update monads.

Following the work of Plotkin and Pretnar in the simply typed setting [95], we

develop a notion of fibred effect theory so as to specify computational effects in terms

of operation symbols and equations. The former denote the sources of computational

effects, with the latter describing their computational properties. Following Plotkin

and Pretnar, we begin by defining a notion of fibred effect signature (given by a finite

set of dependently typed operation symbols) and then extend it to a notion of fibred

effect theory (given by extending a fibred effect signature with a finite set of equations).

To emphasise the dependently typed nature of our operation symbols, we refer to the

computational effects specified by these theories as fibred algebraic effects.

6.1.1 Fibred effect signatures

As mentioned earlier, our fibred effect signatures consist of operation symbols that are

dependently typed. We specify these dependent types internally in a certain fragment

of eMLTT, consisting of pure value types and pure value terms, as defined below.

Definition 6.1.1. An eMLTT value type is said to be pure if it is constructed only from

Nat, 1, Σx :A.B, Πx :A.B, 0, A+B, and V =A W , with A pure in propositional equality.

In other words, a value type is pure exactly when it contains neither U nor(. It is

also worth noting that pure value types are very similar to the discrete value types we

used in Section 4.3.5.3—the only difference being in the argument type of the value

Π-type. For pure types, the argument type has to be pure, whereas for discrete types

the argument type could be arbitrary, as discreteness is determined by the result type.

Definition 6.1.2. An eMLTT value term is said to be pure if it does not contain thunk

terms and homomorphic lambda abstractions, and all its type annotations are pure.

Based on this fragment of eMLTT, we now define a notion of fibred effect signature.

Definition 6.1.3. A fibred effect signature Seff is a finite set of typed operation symbols

op : (x : I)−→ O

where � ` I and x : I ` O are well-formed pure value types, called the input and output

type of op, respectively.
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Analogously to types and terms that involve variable bindings, the variable x is

bound in O in the type of op : (x : I) −→ O; and we do not distinguish between α-

equivalent types of operation symbols. We also assume that in any mathematical con-

text, the bound variable x in the type of op is always chosen to be different from the

free variables of that context. As a further simplification, if the variable x is not free in

O, we omit the variable binding and simply write the type of op simply as I −→ O.

Intuitively, in models where dependent value types denote families of sets (see the

model of eMLTTTeff given in Section 6.5), one thinks of op : (x :I)−→O as describing

an I-indexed family of algebraic operations opi, each of whose arity is the cardinality

of the set denoted by O[i/x]. From a computational perspective, the input type of an

operation should be understood as specifying the values used to parameterise the cor-

responding effect, e.g., the memory locations to be accessed; and the output type of

an operation as specifying the values that are produced by performing the correspond-

ing effect, e.g., for the get operation, the value stored in the memory. Based on these

intuitions, I could also be called a parameter type and O an arity type, e.g., as in [95].

We now give some examples of fibred effect signatures for important computational

effects, starting with ones based on simply typed effect signatures from [95].

Example 6.1.4 (Exceptions). Assuming given a well-formed pure value type � ` Exc
of exception names, the signature SEXC of exceptions is given by one operation symbol

raise : Exc−→ 0

The idea is that raise denotes the effect of raising an exception corresponding to

a given value of type Exc. The output type of raise is the empty type 0 because after

raising an exception in a program, there is no further continuation to be evaluated.

Example 6.1.5 (Binary nondeterminism). The signature SND of binary nondetermin-

ism is given by one operation symbol

choose : 1−→ 1+1

The idea is that choose denotes the effect of nondeterministically making a binary

choice, with the outcome witnessed by returning either the value inl ? or inr ?.

Example 6.1.6 (Global state). Assuming given a well-formed pure value type � ` St of

store values, the signature SGS of global state is given by two operation symbols

get : 1−→ St put : St−→ 1
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The idea is that get denotes the effect of reading and returning the current value of

the store; and put denotes the effect of setting the store to a given value of type St.

Observe that in the previous example, get and put operate on the whole state. Be-

low, we consider a common variation of the signature of global state that incorporates

multiple memory locations. However, in contrast to the simply typed effect signature

for global state with locations, where all locations have to store values of the same

type, e.g., see [95], the presence of dependent types allows us to make the type of store

values dependent on locations, giving a more realistic presentation of global state.

Example 6.1.7 (Global state with locations). Assuming well-formed pure value types

� ` Loc x :Loc ` Val

of memory locations and values stored at them, respectively, the signature SGSL of

global state with locations is given by two operation symbols

get : (x :Loc)−→ Val put : Σx :Loc.Val−→ 1

Observe that compared to the operation symbols given in Example 6.1.6, this get

and put take the memory location to be accessed as an additional value argument.

In the simply typed setting, where Val would not be allowed to depend on Loc, this

signature would need to be given either i) by restricting all locations to store values of

the same type (as already suggested earlier), or ii) by families of operation symbols

getV : 1−→ ValV putV : ValV −→ 1

where get, put, and Val are all indexed by closed normal forms V of type Loc.

However, if we were to extend a simply typed programming language with prim-

itives corresponding to the second approach, we must bear in mind that in state-

manipulating programs it is often desirable to use get and put with non-normal and

open arguments of type Loc. While this could be achieved to some extent using case

analysis on the given value argument of type Loc, the lack of dependent types means

that the corresponding derived operation would have the following imprecise type:

get : Loc−→ ValV1 + . . . + ValVn

where we use V1, . . . ,Vn to range over the closed normal forms of type Loc.

As a final example of well-known and important computational effects, we present

the fibred effect signature of interactive character input/output. This signature does not

use any type-dependency and is therefore exactly the same as the one given in [95].
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Example 6.1.8 (Input/output). Assuming a well-formed pure value type � ` Chr of

characters, the signature SI/O of input/output is given by two operation symbols

read : 1−→ Chr write : Chr −→ 1

The idea is that read denotes the effect of reading a character from the terminal;

and write denotes the effect of writing the given character to the terminal. Note that

the same signature can also be used to describe input/output over, say, a network.

Observe that the signature of input/output given in Example 6.1.8 is essentially the

same as the signature of global state given in Example 6.1.6, modulo the names of

the operation symbols and their types; these two computational effects differ in the

equations one imposes on them—see Examples 6.1.22 and 6.1.24 for details.

Further, observe that analogously to the signature SGSL of global state with loca-

tions, one can also extend SI/O with type-dependency by considering multiple terminals

(or network channels) and making the values read from and written to terminals (resp.

network channels) dependent on terminal names (resp. channel names).

In addition to these well-known effect theories from the algebraic effects literature,

we also want to draw the reader’s attention to a less well-known example of global

state, in which the store is changed not by overwriting but by applying (potentially

small) updates to it. This notion of global state is modelled by update monads that were

introduced and thoroughly studied by the author in a joint paper with Uustalu [13].

Example 6.1.9 (Update monads). Assuming given two well-formed pure value types

� ` St � ` Upd

of store values and store updates, together with well-typed closed pure value terms

↓ : St→ Upd→ St o : Upd ⊕ : Upd→ Upd→ Upd

satisfying the following five closed equations (in the equational theory of eMLTT):

V ↓ o=V V ↓ (W1⊕W2) = (V ↓W1) ↓W2

W ⊕o=W o⊕W =W (W1⊕W2)⊕W3 =W1⊕ (W2⊕W3)

the signature SUPD of a (simply typed) update monad is given by two operation symbols

lookup : 1−→ St update : Upd−→ 1
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For better readability, we omit the empty contexts and ` in the typing of ↓, o, and

⊕, and in the equations. Further, we omit the types of the equations and assume that

all value terms are well-typed according to the typing of ↓, o, ⊕. To improve the read-

ability further, we also use infix notation when applying ↓ and ⊕ to their arguments.

The idea is that (Upd,o,⊕) forms a monoid of updates which can be applied to

the store values via its action ↓ on St; lookup denotes the effect of reading the current

value of the store; and update denotes the effect of applying the update given by a

value argument of type Upd to the current store. Regarding the monoid, the intuition is

that o denotes the “do nothing” update and ⊕ is used to combine successive updates.

While (simply typed) update monads are useful for modelling state changes by

(small) incremental updates, their simply typed nature means that one must be able to

meaningfully describe the action of all possible updates on all possible store values—

see the type of ↓ given in Example 6.1.9. To address this limitation, we introduced a

dependently typed generalisation of update monads in the above-mentioned joint paper

with Uustalu. These monads are parameterised not by a monoid and its action on the

store values, but instead by a dependently typed generalisation of monoids and their

actions, in which the type of updates is allowed to depend on the type of store values,

enabling us to precisely specify which updates are applicable to particular store values.

This dependently typed generalisation of monoids and their actions is known in

the literature under the name of directed containers—see the author’s joint paper with

Chapman and Uustalu [8] for more details and their original use for modelling tree-like

datastructures with a well-behaved notion of sub-datastructure.

Example 6.1.10 (Dependently typed update monads). Assuming given two well-formed

pure value types

� ` St x :St ` Upd

of store values and store updates, together with well-typed closed pure value terms

↓ : Πx :St.Upd→ St o : Πx :St.Upd

⊕ : Πx :St.Πy :Upd.Upd[x ↓ y/x]→ Upd

satisfying the following five closed equations (in the equational theory of eMLTT):

V ↓ (oV ) =V V ↓ (W1⊕V W2) = (V ↓W1) ↓W2

W ⊕V (o (V ↓W )) =W (oV )⊕V W =W

(W1⊕V W2)⊕V W3 =W1⊕V (W2⊕V↓W1 W3)
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the signature SDUPD of a dependently typed update monad is given by two operation

symbols

lookup : 1−→ St update : Πx :St.Upd−→ 1

In addition to the presentational conventions used in Example 6.1.9, we further

improve readability by writing the first argument to ⊕ as a subscript in the equations.

In [13, Examples 10 and 11], it is demonstrated that dependently typed update

monads can be used for natural state-based modelling of non-overflowing buffers and

non-underflowing stacks, by ensuring that the size of the data written to a buffer does

not exceed the remaining free space, and by not allowing an empty stack to be popped.

It is worth noting that differently from [13], where algebras of dependently typed

update monads are studied using a single operation symbol, typed as

act : Πx :St.Upd−→ St

we present dependently typed update monads here using two operation symbols, anal-

ogously to how we have presented the global state and simply typed update monads in

the previous examples. We omit the details of the equivalence of these presentations

and instead refer the reader to [13, Section 2.3] where the relationship between the

corresponding one and two operation presentations is discussed for the simply typed

case—the equivalence for the dependently typed case is proved analogously.

We note that in [13] the two operation presentation was considered only for simply

typed update monads because it followed naturally from the analysis of simply typed

update monads as compatible compositions of reader and writer monads. For the de-

pendently typed generalisation of update monads, it is currently not known whether

it is possible to build them naturally as a composition of two or more ordinary mon-

ads. In particular, we only know how to build dependently typed update monads from

reader and writer monad like relative monads [14], as discussed in [13, Section 3].

6.1.2 Fibred effect theories

Next, again following [95], we describe the computational behaviour of the effects

specified by a fibred effect signature using equations between effect terms.

Specifically, assuming a countably infinite set of effect variables that is disjoint

from the sets of value and computation variables, and ranged over by w, . . ., the effect

terms T are built from these effect variables, algebraic operations corresponding to the

operation symbols in the given fibred effect signature, and elimination forms for pure
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value types, as defined in Definition 6.1.11. Intuitively, these effect terms denote the

computation trees one can build from the operation symbols in the given signature.

Definition 6.1.11. The effect terms derivable from a fibred effect signature Seff are

given by the following grammar:

T ::= w(V )

| opV (y.T ) (op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

| pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) in T

| case V of (inl(x1 :A1) 7→ T1, inr(x2 :A2) 7→ T2)

where all value types and terms are assumed to be pure; and where

• in opV (y.T ), the value variable y is bound in T ;

• in pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) in T , the value variable x1 is bound in A2 and T , and

the value variable x2 is bound in T ; and

• in case V of (inl(x1 : A1) 7→ T1, inr(x2 : A2) 7→ T2), the value variable x1 is bound

in T1 and the value variable x2 is bound in T2.

We write FEV (T ) for the set of free effect variables of the effect term T .

It is worth noting that effect variables can appear only in applied form. This is so

because in this CPS-style calculus of effect terms, effect variables denote continuations

that have to be applied to values before they can be used in computation. See the rules

given in Definition 6.1.15 for details about how these value terms have to be typed.

Furthermore, observe that the definition of effect terms does not include elimina-

tion forms for neither propositional equality nor the type of natural numbers. On the

one hand, as the former is only useful in terms that get assigned dependent types, we do

not need it for effect terms which will not be assigned types at all. On the other hand,

while the latter would allow us to build compound computation trees using primitive

recursion, we are unaware of interesting computational effects whose specification in

terms of operations and equations would require the use of primitive recursion, even in

the simply typed setting. However, observe that one is still free to use either of these

elimination forms in the pure value terms that appear in effect terms.

We proceed by defining well-formed effect terms using the judgement Γ |∆ ` T ,

where Γ is a pure value context and ∆ is an effect context.

Definition 6.1.12. An eMLTT value context Γ is said to be pure if Ai is a pure value

type for every xi :Ai in Γ.
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Definition 6.1.13. An effect context ∆ is a finite list w1 :A1, . . . ,wn :An of pairs of effect

variables wi and pure value types Ai, such that all the effect variables wi are distinct.

Definition 6.1.14. An effect context ∆ is said to be well-formed in a pure value context

Γ, written Γ ` ∆, if ` Γ and if we have Γ ` Ai, for every wi :Ai in ∆.

Definition 6.1.15. Well-formed effect terms are given by the following rules:

Γ ` ∆1,w :A,∆2 Γ `V : A
Γ |∆1,w :A,∆2 ` w(V )

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] |∆ ` T
Γ |∆ ` opV (y.T )

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : Σx1 :A1.A2 Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2 |∆ ` T
Γ |∆ ` pm V as (x1 :A1,x2 :A2) in T

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : A1 +A2 Γ,x1 :A1 |∆ ` T1 Γ,x2 :A2 |∆ ` T2

Γ |∆ ` case V of (inl(x1 :A1) 7→ T1, inr(x2 :A2) 7→ T2)

Next, we prove two meta-theoretical results about effect terms that are analogous

to Propositions 3.3.7 and 3.3.20 which we established for eMLTT in Chapter 3.

Proposition 6.1.16. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T , then

FVV (T )⊆Vars(Γ) FEV (T )⊆Vars(∆)

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T . We use

Proposition 3.3.7 to derive inclusions FVV (A)⊆Vars(Γ) and FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ) for

well-formed pure value types Γ ` A and well-typed pure value terms Γ `V : A.

Proposition 6.1.17. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T , then Γ ` ∆.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T .

Further, when we combine Proposition 6.1.17 with Definition 6.1.14, we get the

following corollary.

Corollary 6.1.18. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T , then ` Γ.

We are now ready to define the notion of fibred effect theory so as to specify both

the side-effect causing dependently typed effects and their computational behaviour.
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Definition 6.1.19. A fibred effect theory Teff is given by a fibred effect signature Seff

and a finite set Eeff of equations Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2, where Γ |∆ ` T1 and Γ |∆ ` T2 are two

well-formed effect terms derived from Seff.

We conclude this section by revisiting the examples of computational effects we

discussed earlier and equip the corresponding signatures with equations, where appro-

priate. We follow [95] for the fibred effect signatures given in Examples 6.1.4–6.1.8,

and the joint paper with Uustalu [13] for the equational presentation of (dependently

typed) update monads.

To improve the readability of our examples, we omit the value argument V in the

effect term opV (y.T ) when the input type of op is 1. For the same reason, we also omit

the variable binding in the effect term opV (y.T ) when the output type of op is 1.

Example 6.1.20 (Exceptions). The fibred effect theory TEXC of exceptions is given by

the signature SEXC and no equations.

Example 6.1.21 (Binary nondeterminism). The fibred effect theory TND of binary non-

determinism is given by the signature SND and the following three equations:

�|w :1 ` choose(x.w(?)) = w(?)

�|w1 :1,w2 :1 ` choose(x.case x of (inl(x1 :1) 7→ w1 (?), inr(x2 :1) 7→ w2 (?)))

= choose(x.case x of (inl(x1 :1) 7→ w2 (?), inr(x2 :1) 7→ w1 (?)))

�|w1 :1,w2 :1,w3 :1 `
choose

(
x.case x of

(
inl(x1 :1) 7→ choose(x′.case x′ of (inl(x3 :1) 7→ w1 (?),

inr(x4 :1) 7→ w2 (?))),

inr(x2 :1) 7→ w3 (?)
))

= choose
(
x.case x of

(
inl(x1 :1) 7→ w1 (?),

inr(x2 :1) 7→ choose(x′.case x′ of (inl(x3 :1) 7→ w2 (?),

inr(x4 :1) 7→ w3 (?)))
))

The idea is that nondeterministic choices are not observable if the continuation

does not depend on the choice (1st equation); the choices are fair (2nd equation); and

different nondeterministic choices are independent of each other (3rd equation).
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Example 6.1.22 (Global state). The fibred effect theory TGS of global state is given by

the signature SGS and the following three equations:

�|w :1 ` get(x.putx(w(?))) = w(?)

x :St |w :St ` putx(get(y.w(y))) = putx(w(x))

x :St,y :St |w :1 ` putx(puty(w(?))) = puty(w(?))

These equations describe the expected behaviour get and put: trivial store changes

are not observable (1st equation); get returns the most recent value the store has been

set to (2nd equation); and put overwrites the contents of the store (3rd equation).

Example 6.1.23 (Global state with locations). The fibred effect theory TGSL of global

state with locations is given by the signature SGSL and the following five equations:

x :Loc |w :1 ` getx(y.put〈x,y〉(w(?))) = w(?)

x :Loc,y :Val |w :Val ` put〈x,y〉(getx(y′.w(y′))) = put〈x,y〉(w(y))

x :Loc,y1 :Val,y2 :Val |w :1 ` put〈x,y1〉(put〈x,y2〉(w(?))) = put〈x,y2〉(w(?))

x1 :Loc,x2 :Loc |w :Val[x1/x]×Val[x2/x] `
getx1

(y1.getx2
(y2.w(〈y1,y2〉))) = getx2

(y2.getx1
(y1.w(〈y1,y2〉))) (x1 6= x2)

x1 :Loc,x2 :Loc,y1 :Val[x1/x],y2 :Val[x2/x] |w :1 `
put〈x1,y1〉(put〈x2,y2〉(w(?))) = put〈x2,y2〉(put〈x1,y1〉(w(?))) (x1 6= x2)

Observe that the first three equations are Loc-indexed variants of the equations

from Example 6.1.22. The last two equations describe that get and put effects for

different locations commute with each other. To this end, the last two equations both

come with a side-condition requiring the locations denoted by x1 and x2 to be different.

Similarly to [95], this notation for side-conditions is an informal short-hand for a

formal presentation based on using case analysis. Specifically, we assume a decidable

(for simplicity, boolean-valued) equality on locations, given by a closed well-typed

pure value term eq : Loc×Loc→ 1+1, and then write the right-hand sides of these

equations using case analysis. For example, the last equation is formally written as

x1 :Loc,x2 :Loc,y1 :Val[x1/x],y2 :Val[x2/x] |w :1 `

put〈x1,y1〉(put〈x2,y2〉(w(?)))

= case (eq 〈x1,x2〉) of (inl(x′1 :1) 7→ put〈x1,y1〉(put〈x2,y2〉(w(?))),

inr(x′2 :1) 7→ put〈x2,y2〉(put〈x1,y1〉(w(?))))
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Example 6.1.24 (Input/output). The fibred effect theory TI/O of input/output is given

by the signature SI/O and no equations.

Example 6.1.25 (Update monads). The fibred effect theory TUPD of an update monad

is given by the signature SUPD and the following three equations:

�|w :1 ` lookup(x.updateo(w(?))) = w(?)

x :Upd |w :St×St ` lookup(y.updatex(lookup(y′.w(〈y,y′〉)))
= lookup(y.updatex(w(〈y,y ↓ x〉))))

x :Upd,y :Upd |w :1 ` updatex(updatey(w(?))) = updatex⊕y(w(?))

These equations are similar to those given for global state in Example 6.1.22, but

instead of describing only overwriting-based store manipulations, they describe store

manipulations using the action ↓ of the monoid (Upd,o,⊕) on store values. Further,

observe how ⊕ is used to combine consecutive updates in the third equation.

In [13], we also consider other, equivalent sets of equations for the algebras of

simply typed update monads, based on the different ways they can constructed from

other monads, e.g., as a compatible composition of reader and writer monads.

Example 6.1.26 (Dependently typed update monads). The fibred effect theory TDUPD

of a dependently typed update monad is given by the signature SDUPD and the following

three equations:

�|w :1 ` lookup(x.updateλy:St.oy(w(?))) = w(?)

x :(Πx′ :St.Upd[x′/x]) |w :St×St ` lookup(y.updatex(lookup(y′.w(〈y,y′〉)))
= lookup(y.updatex(w(〈y,y ↓ (x y)〉))))

x :(Πx′ :St.Upd[x′/x]),y :(Πy′ :St.Upd[y′/x]) |w :1 `
updatex(updatey(w(?))) = updateλx′′.(x x′′)⊕x′′ (y (x′′ ↓(x x′′)))(w(?))

These three equations are analogous to the equations given for simply typed update

monads in Example 6.1.25, except for the 1st and 3rd equation now having to account

for the input type of update being Πx :St.Upd instead of simply Upd.
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6.2 Extending eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects

In this section we show how to extend eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects given by a

fibred effect theory Teff = (Seff,Eeff). We call the resulting language eMLTTTeff .

Definition 6.2.1. The syntax of eMLTTTeff is given by extending eMLTT’s computa-

tion terms with algebraic operations:

M ::= . . . | opC
V (y.M)

for all operation symbols op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff and all computation types C.

In op
C
V (y.M), the value variable y is bound in M. Similarly to effect terms, we omit

the variable binding in op
C
V (y.M) for better readability when the output type of op is 1.

Analogously, we also omit the value argument V when the input type of op is 1.

The different kinds of substitution we defined for eMLTT extend straightforwardly

to eMLTTTeff: we extend the (simultaneous) substitution of value terms with

(op
C
V (y.M))[

−→
W /−→x ]

def
= op

C[
−→
W /−→x ]

V [
−→
W /−→x ]

(y.M[
−→
W /−→x ])

and keep the substitution of computation and homomorphism terms for computation

variables unchanged. The properties of substitution we established for eMLTT in Sec-

tions 3.1 and 5.3 also extend straightforwardly to eMLTTTeff—the proof principles

remain unchanged, and the cases for the algebraic operations are treated analogously

to other computation terms that involve variable bindings and type annotations.

Unless stated otherwise, the types and terms we use in the rest of this chapter are

those of eMLTTTeff . This also includes the definitions of pure value types and pure

value terms appearing in effect terms because every pure eMLTT value type (resp.

term) can be trivially considered as a pure eMLTTTeff value type (resp. term).

Next, we extend the typing rules and equational theory of eMLTT with fibred alge-

braic effects. However, before doing so, we first need to define a translation of effect

terms into eMLTTTeff . While it might be more natural to translate effect terms into

computation terms, we have decided to translate them into value terms instead. We do

so to avoid having to define another similar translation in Chapter 7. We note that this

choice does not restrict the definitional equations between computation terms that one

can derive from the equations given in Eeff, as illustrated later in this section.

In order to simplify the presentation of eMLTTeff, we assume that

Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An ∆ = w1 :A′1, . . . ,wm :A′m
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throughout this section. In order to further improve the readability, we use vector

notation for sets of value terms, i.e., we write
−→
Vi for a set of value terms {V1, . . . ,Vn}.

We also note that we only translate well-formed effect terms Γ |∆ ` T because it

makes it easier to account for the substitution of value terms for effect variables in

the definition of the translation. In particular, the later results refer to value terms

substituted for all effect variables in ∆, not just for the free variables appearing in T .

Definition 6.2.2. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a value

type A, value terms Vi (for all xi :Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj :A′j in ∆), and value

terms Wop (for all op : (x : I) −→ O in Seff), the translation of the effect term T into a

value term LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

is defined by recursion on the structure of T as follows:

Lwj (V )M def
= V ′j (V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])

LopV (y.T )M
def
= Wop 〈V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M〉

Lpm V as (y1 :B1,y2 :B2) in T M
def
= pm V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] as (y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],y2 :B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) iny.A LT M

Lcase V of (inl(y1 :B1) 7→ T1, inr(y2 :B2) 7→ T2)M
def
= case V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] ofy.A (inl(y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) 7→ LT1 M,

inr(y2 :B2[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) 7→ LT2 M)

where in the last two cases the value variable y is chosen fresh. While in the above we

omit the subscripts on the translation for better readability, it is important to note that

in the cases where the given effect term T involves variable bindings, the set of value

terms
−→
Vi is extended with the corresponding value variables in the right-hand side. For

example, the right-hand side of the algebraic operations case is formally written as

Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉

Later, in Proposition 6.3.3, we show that under appropriate well-formedness as-

sumptions about the value type A and the value terms Vi, V ′j , and Wop, the translation

of the effect term T results in a well-typed value term LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

of type A.

Using this translation, we can now extend the typing rules and definitional equa-

tions of eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects.

Definition 6.2.3. The well-formed syntax of eMLTTTeff is given by extending the typ-

ing rules for eMLTT’s well-typed computation terms with

Γ `V : I Γ `C Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C

Γ ` opC
V (y.M) : C

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)
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and the equational theory of eMLTT with rules for

• congruence equations:

Γ `V =W : I Γ `C = D Γ,y :O[V/x] `M = N : C

Γ ` opC
V (y.M) = op

D
W (y.N) : C

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

• general algebraicity1 equation:

Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D

Γ ` K[op
C
V (y.M)/z] = op

D
V (y.K[M/z]) : D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

• equations of the given fibred effect theory:

Γ′ `C
Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC (1≤ j ≤ m)

Γ′ ` LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

= LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC
(Γ |∆ ` T1=T2 ∈Eeff)

with the well-typed value terms Γ′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→UC)→UC given by

Wop
def
= λx′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm x′ as (x : I,y :O→UC) inx′′.UC thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (y y′)))

for each operation symbol op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, with x′′ chosen fresh.

Finally, is worth noting that we include the equations of the given fibred effect the-

ory in eMLTTTeff as definitional equations between value terms, rather than as equa-

tions between computation terms. This is analogous to how we have defined the trans-

lation of effect terms, namely, into value terms rather than computation terms. Nev-

ertheless, the expected equations between computation terms are still derivable, using

thunking and forcing. For example, we can derive the following definitional equation:

Γ ` getC(x.putC
x (M)) = M : C

from the equation

�|w :1 ` get(x.putx(w(?))) = w(?)

given in the global state theory TGS as follows:

1We are using the terminology of [99, Section 5.3].
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Γ ` getC(x.putC
x (M))

= forceC (thunk (getC(x.forceC (thunk (putC
x (forceC (thunk M)))))))

= forceC
((

λx′ :1× (St→UC).

pm x′ as (x′1 :1,x′2 :St→UC) in thunk (getC(x.forceC (x′2 x)))
)

〈?,λx :St.thunk (putC
x (forceC (thunk M)))〉

)
= forceC

((
λx′ :1× (St→UC).

pm x′ as (x′1 :1,x′2 :St→UC) in thunk (getC(x.forceC (x′2 x)))
)〈

?,λx :St.(λx′′ :St× (1→UC).

pm x′′ as (x′′1 :St,x′′2 :1→UC) in

thunk (put
C
x′′1
(forceC (x′′2 ?))))〈x,λx′′′ :1.thunk M〉

〉)
= forceC

((
λx′ :1× (St→UC).

pm x′ as (x′1 :1,x′2 :St→UC) in thunk (getC(x.forceC (x′2 x)))
)〈

?,λx :St.(λx′′ :St× (1→UC).

pm x′′ as (x′′1 :St,x′′2 :1→UC) in

thunk (put
C
x′′1
(forceC (x′′2 ?))))〈x,λx′′′ :1.(λy :1.thunk M)?〉

〉)
= forceC

(
Lget(x.putx(w(?)))MUC; /0;λy:1.thunk M;

−−→
Wop

)
= forceC

(
Lw(?)MUC; /0;λy:1.thunk M;

−−→
Wop

)
= forceC ((λy : 1.thunk M)?)

= forceC (thunk M)

= M : C

where the well-typed value terms Wget and Wput are respectively given by

Wget
def
= λx′ :1× (St→UC).

pm x′ as (x′1 :1,x′2 :St→UC) in thunk (getC(x.forceC (x′2 x)))

Wput
def
= λx′′ :St× (1→UC).

pm x′′ as (x′′1 :St,x′′2 :1→UC) in thunk (put
C
x′′1
(forceC (x′′2 ?)))

6.3 Meta-theory

In this section we show how to extend the meta-theory we established for eMLTT in

Section 3.3 (and in the beginning of Section 5.3) to eMLTTTeff . While some of these

results extend straightforwardly from eMLTT to eMLTTTeff (either the proof remains

the same or it can be easily adapted), others require little more work. In particular,
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as the definitional equations now involve the translation of effect terms, some of the

results below need to be now proved in conjunction with corresponding results about

the translation. We omit the propositions and theorems whose proofs extend straight-

forwardly to eMLTTTeff and only comment on those whose proofs are more involved.

Extending Proposition 3.3.7 to eMLTTTeff

We begin by recalling that in Proposition 3.3.7 we showed that the free value variables

of well-formed eMLTT expressions and definitional equations are included in their

respective value contexts. For example, given Γ `M = N : C, we showed that

FVV (M)⊆Vars(Γ) FVV (N)⊆Vars(Γ) FVV (C)⊆Vars(Γ)

When extending Proposition 3.3.7 to eMLTTTeff , we keep the basic proof principle

the same: we prove (a)–( j) for the different kinds of types, terms, and definitional

equations simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations.

The new cases for algebraic operations, and the corresponding congruence and

general algebraicity equations are proved analogously to other computation terms and

definitional equations that involve variable bindings and type annotations. However,

in order to account for the case that corresponds to the third group of definitional

equations given in Definition 6.2.3, we need to prove the eMLTTTeff version of Propo-

sition 3.3.7 simultaneously with Proposition 6.3.1 below.

Proposition 6.3.1. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a value

type A, value terms Vi (for all xi :Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj :A′j in ∆), and value

terms Wop (for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), then we have

FVV (LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)

⊆

FVV (A) ∪
⋃

Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi) ∪
⋃

V ′j∈
−→
V ′j

FVV (V ′j ) ∪
⋃

Wop∈
−−→
Wop

FVV (Wop)

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T , using the

simultaneously proved eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 to show inclusions for

the sets of free value variables of the pure value types and pure value terms appearing

in T . The proof also uses the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 5.3.2 that shows how

the sets of free value variables are computed for expressions involving substitution.
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As a representative example, we consider the case of algebraic operations, for

which we need to show that the following inclusion holds:

FVV (Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)

⊆

FVV (A) ∪
⋃

Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi) ∪
⋃

V ′j∈
−→
V ′j

FVV (V ′j ) ∪
⋃

Wop∈
−−→
Wop

FVV (Wop)

First, according to how the set of free value variables of a value term is computed,

we know that the following sequence of equations holds:

FVV (Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)

=

FVV (Wop) ∪ FVV (V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) ∪ FVV

(
λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)
=

FVV (Wop) ∪ FVV (V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) ∪

FVV (O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x]) ∪

(
FVV (LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)−{y}
)

Next, by using Proposition 5.3.2 with V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ], we get that

FVV (V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ])⊆ (FVV (V )−−→xi ) ∪

⋃
Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi)

However, as we know that Γ ` V : I, we can use (e) of the simultaneously proved

eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 on this derivation to get FVV (V )⊆Vars(Γ).

Further, according to the definition of the translation of effect terms into value

terms, we also know that −→xi =Vars(Γ). As a result, we can conclude that

FVV (V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ])⊆ (FVV (V )−Vars(Γ)) ∪

⋃
Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi) =
⋃

Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi)

Using these same arguments with O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x], we also get that

FVV (O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x])⊆

⋃
Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi)
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Next, by using the induction hypothesis on Γ,y :O[V/x] |∆ ` T , we get

FVV (LT M
A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)

⊆

FVV (A) ∪
⋃

Vi∈
−→
Vi ,y

FVV (Vi) ∪
⋃

V ′j∈
−→
V ′j

FVV (V ′j ) ∪
⋃

Wop∈
−−→
Wop

FVV (Wop)

Finally, by observing that y is fresh according to our chosen variable convention,

we can combine the inclusions we proved above to get the required inclusion

FVV (Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)

⊆

FVV (A) ∪
⋃

Vi∈
−→
Vi

FVV (Vi) ∪
⋃

V ′j∈
−→
V ′j

FVV (V ′j ) ∪
⋃

Wop∈
−−→
Wop

FVV (Wop)

We now return to the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 and the case of its

proof that corresponds to the third group of definitional equations given in Defini-

tion 6.2.3.

Specifically, in this case the given derivation ends with

Γ′ `C

Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC (1≤ j ≤ m)

Γ′ ` LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

= LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC
(Γ |∆ ` T1=T2 ∈Eeff)

with the well-typed value terms Γ′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→UC)→UC defined as

Wop
def
= λx′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm x′ as (x : I,y :O→UC) inx′′.UC thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (y y′)))

for each the operation symbols op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, and we need to show that

FVV (UC)⊆Vars(Γ′)

FVV (LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)⊆Vars(Γ′)

FVV (LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

)⊆Vars(Γ′)

First, we use (c) on Γ′ ` C to get the inclusion FVV (C) ⊆ Vars(Γ′), from which

then FVV (UC)⊆Vars(Γ′) follows trivially because we have FVV (UC) = FVV (C).
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Next, by using (e) on the other derivations in the premise of the given rule, we get

FVV (Vi) ⊆ Vars(Γ′), FVV (V ′j ) ⊆ Vars(Γ′), and FVV (Wop) ⊆ Vars(Γ′) for all value

terms Vi, V ′j , and Wop mentioned in the subscripts of the translations of T1 and T2.

Finally, combining the above inclusions with the inclusion given by the simultane-

ously proved Proposition 6.3.1, the required three inclusions follow straightforwardly.

Extending Theorem 3.3.10 (Value term substitution) to eMLTTTeff

We begin by recalling that in Theorem 3.3.10 we showed that the substitution rule is

admissible in eMLTT for substituting value terms for value variables. When extending

Theorem 3.3.10 to eMLTTTeff , we keep the basic proof principle the same: we prove

(a)–(l) for different kinds of types, terms, and definitional equations simultaneously,

with (a)–(b) proved by induction on the length of the given value context Γ2, and

(c)–(l) by induction on the given derivations; and this theorem as a whole is proved

simultaneously with the eMLTTTeff version of the weakening theorem (Theorem 3.3.9).

The new cases for algebraic operations, and the corresponding congruence and gen-

eral algebraicity equations are analogous to other computation terms and definitional

equations that involve variable bindings and type annotations. However, in order to

account for the case that corresponds to the third group of equations given in Defini-

tion 6.2.3, we additionally need to prove Proposition 6.3.2 below. It is worth noting that

this proposition does not need to be proved simultaneously with the eMLTTTeff version

of Theorem 3.3.10, the latter simply uses it in its proof. It is also worth highlight-

ing that as a consequence of extending Theorem 3.3.10 to eMLTTTeff , the analogous

theorem about simultaneous substitutions (Theorem 5.3.11) also holds for eMLTTTeff .

Proposition 6.3.2. Given an effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a value type A,

value terms Vi (for all xi :Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj :A′j in ∆), value terms Wop

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), a value variable y, and a value term W, then

LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] = LT M
A[W/y];

−−−−→
Vi[W/y];

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T .

As a representative example, we consider the case of algebraic operations, for
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which we need to show that the following equation holds:

(Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy′ :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)[W/y]

=

(Wop[W/y])〈V [
−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ],

λy′ :O[V [
−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ]/x].LT M

A[W/y];
−−−−→
Vi[W/y],y′;

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

〉

First, by using the definition of substitution, we get that

(Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy′ :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)[W/y]

=

(Wop[W/y])〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][W/y],λy′ :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x][W/y].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y]〉

Next, by using the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 on the assumed deriva-

tion of Γ ` V : I, we get FVV (V ) ⊆ Vars(Γ) = {x1, . . . ,xn}. Based on this inclusion,

we can use the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 5.3.7 to prove the following equation:

V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ][W/y] =V [

−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ]

Further, using the eMLTTTeff versions of Propositions 3.3.7 and 5.3.7, we also get that

O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x][W/y] = O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ][W/y]/x] = O[V [

−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ]/x]

Next, by using the induction hypothesis on Γ,y′ :O[V/x] |∆ ` T , we get that

LT M
A;
−→
Vi,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] = LT M
A[W/y];

−−−−→
Vi[W/y],y′[W/y];

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

However, as y 6= y′ due to our adopted variable conventions, the above is equivalent to

LT M
A;
−→
Vi,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] = LT M
A[W/y];

−−−−→
Vi[W/y],y′;

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

Finally, when we combine the above equations, we get the required equation

(Wop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy′ :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y′;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉)[W/y]

=

(Wop[W/y])〈V [
−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ],

λy′ :O[V [
−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ]/x].LT M

A[W/y];
−−−−→
Vi[W/y],y′;

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

〉
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We now return to the eMLTTTeff version of Theorem 3.3.10 and the case of its proof

that corresponds to the third group of definitional equations given in Definition 6.2.3.

Specifically, in this case we are given Γ′1 `W : A and

Γ′1,y :A,Γ′2 `C

Γ′1,y :A,Γ′2 `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ′1,y :A,Γ′2 `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC (1≤ j ≤ m)

Γ′1,y :A,Γ′2 ` LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

= LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC
(Γ |∆ ` T1=T2 ∈Eeff)

with the value terms Γ′1,y :A,Γ′2 `Wop : (Σx : I.O→UC)→UC defined as

Wop
def
= λx′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm x′ as (x : I,y′ :O→UC) inx′′.UC thunk (op
C
x (y′′.forceC (y′ y′′)))

for each op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, and we need to prove the following equation:

Γ
′
1,Γ
′
2[W/y] ` LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] = LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] : UC[W/y]

First, we use (e) on the assumed derivation of Γ′1,y : A,Γ′2 ` C to get a derivation

of Γ′1,Γ
′
2[W/y] `C[W/y].

Next, by using (g) on the other assumptions of the given rule, in combination with

the properties of (simultaneous) substitution we established in Sections 3.1 and 5.3,

and the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 proved earlier, we get derivations of

Γ′1,Γ
′
2[W/y] `Vi[W/y] : Ai[V1[W/y]/x1, . . . ,Vi−1[W/y]/xi−1]

Γ′1,Γ
′
2[W/y] `V ′j [W/y] : A′j[

−−−−→
Vi[W/y]/−→xi ]→UC[W/y]

for all 1≤ i≤ n and 1≤ j ≤ m, respectively.

Next, we use the rule for the third group of definitional equations given in Defini-

tion 6.2.3, together with the derivations we have constructed above, to prove

Γ′1,Γ
′
2[W/y] ` LT1 M

UC[W/y];
−−−−→
Vi[W/y];

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

=

LT2 M
UC[W/y];

−−−−→
Vi[W/y];

−−−−−→
V ′j [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Wop[W/y]

: UC[W/y]

Finally, we use Proposition 6.3.2 to turn the this proof into the required proof of

Γ
′
1,Γ
′
2[W/y] ` LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] = LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

[W/y] : UC[W/y]
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Extending Proposition 3.3.20 to eMLTTTeff

We begin by recalling that in Proposition 3.3.20 we showed that the judgements of

well-formed expressions and definitional equations only involve well-formed contexts

and types, and well-typed terms. For example, given Γ `M = N : C, we showed that

Γ `M : C Γ ` N : C

When extending Proposition 3.3.20 to eMLTTTeff , we keep the basic proof prin-

ciple the same: we prove (a)–( j) for different kinds of types, terms, and definitional

equations simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations, using the eMLTTTeff

versions of the weakening and substitution theorems, where required.

The new cases for algebraic operations, and the corresponding congruence and gen-

eral algebraicity equations are analogous to other computation terms and definitional

equations that involve variable bindings and type annotations. However, in order to

account for the case that corresponds to the third group of equations given in Defini-

tion 6.2.3, we additionally need to prove Proposition 6.3.3 below. It is worth noting

that this proposition does not need to be proved simultaneously with the eMLTTTeff

version of Proposition 3.3.20, the latter simply uses it in its proof.

Proposition 6.3.3. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a value

type A, value terms Vi (for all xi : Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj : A′j in ∆), value

terms Wop (for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), and a value context Γ′ such that

• ` Γ′,

• Γ′ ` A,

• Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1],

• Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]→ A, and

• Γ′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A,

then the result of the translation of T is well-typed as Γ′ ` LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: A.

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T , using the

eMLTTTeff versions of the weakening and substitution theorems, where necessary.

As a representative example, we consider the case of algebraic operations, for

which we need to construct a derivation of

Γ
′ `Wop 〈V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉 : A
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First, by using the eMLTTTeff version of Theorem 5.3.11 (simultaneous value term

substitution) with the derivation of Γ `V : I, we get a derivation of

Γ
′ `V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : I[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

However, as � ` I, we can use the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.7 to get that

FVV (I) = /0, and thus we can use the eMLTTTeff version of Propopsition 5.3.3 to get

Γ
′ `V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] : I

As a consequence, we can use the eMLTTTeff version of Theorem 5.3.11 (simultaneous

value term substitution) with the derivation of x : I ` O, to also get a derivation of

Γ
′ ` O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x]

Next, as y is fresh by our adopted variable conventions, we have a derivation of

` Γ′,y :O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] and thus we can use the induction hypothesis to get

Γ
′,y :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] ` LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: A

Next, by using the typing rule for lambda abstraction, we get a derivation of

Γ
′ ` λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x]→ A

Finally, by using the typing rules for function application and pairing, together with

the derivations constructed above, we get the required derivation of

Γ
′ `Wop 〈V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉 : A

We now return to the eMLTTTeff version of Proposition 3.3.20 and the case of its

proof that corresponds to the third group of definitional equations given in Defini-

tion 6.2.3.

Specifically, in this case the given derivation ends with

Γ′ `C

Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC (1≤ j ≤ m)

Γ′ ` LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

= LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC
(Γ |∆ ` T1=T2 ∈Eeff)
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and we need to construct derivations for

Γ
′ ` LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC Γ
′ ` LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC

both of which follow immediately from Proposition 6.3.3 proved above.

6.4 Derivable equations

In this short section we present some useful equations that are derivable in eMLTTTeff ,

in addition to the equations that we showed to be derivable in eMLTT in Section 3.5.

Namely, by using the general algebraicity equation from Definition 6.2.3, we can de-

rive more specialised algebraicity equations that describe the commutativity of alge-

braic operations with specific computation terms. Many of these equations appear in

languages with algebraic effects based on CBPV without stacks, e.g., see [54, 99].

Proposition 6.4.1. The following definitional equations between computation terms

are derivable in eMLTTTeff , for every operation symbol op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff:

Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : FA Γ `C Γ,y′ :A ` N : C

Γ ` opFA
V (y.M) to y′ :A inC N = op

C
V (y.M to y′ :A inC N) : C

Γ `V : I Γ `W : A Γ,y′ :A `C Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C[W/y′]

Γ ` 〈W,op
C[W/y′]
V (y.M)〉(y′:A).C = op

Σy′:A.C
V (y.〈W,M〉(y′:A).C) : Σy′ :A.C

Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : Σy′ :A.C Γ ` D Γ,y′ :A |z :C ` K : D

Γ ` opΣy′:A.C
V (y.M) to (y′ :A,z :C) inD K = op

D
V (y.M to (y′ :A,z :C) inD K) : D

Γ `V : I Γ,y′ :A `C Γ,y :O[V/x],y′ :A `M : C

Γ ` λy′ :A.opC
V (y.M) = op

Πy′:A.C
V (y.λy′ :A.M) : Πy′ :A.C

Γ `V : I Γ `W : A Γ,y′ :A `C Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : Πy′ :A.C

Γ ` (opΠy′:A.C
V (y.M))(W )(y′:A).C = op

C[W/y′]
V (y.M(W )(y′:A).C) : C[W/y′]

Γ `V : I Γ `W : C( D Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C

Γ `W (op
C
V (y.M))C,D = op

D
V (y.W (M)C,D) : D
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Proof. All six equations are proved similarly, by using the general algebraicity equa-

tion from Definition 6.2.3 in combination with the definition of substituting computa-

tion terms for computation variables, e.g., the first equation is proved as follows:

Γ ` opFA
V (y.M) to y′ :A inC N

= (z to y′ :A inC N)[opFA
V (y.M)/z]

= op
C
V (y.(z to y′ :A inC N)[M/z])

= op
C
V (y.z[M/z] to y′ :A inC N)

= op
C
V (y.M to y′ :A inC N) : C

6.5 Interpreting eMLTTTeff in a fibred adjunction model

In this section we equip eMLTTTeff with a denotational semantics by showing how to

interpret it in a fibred adjunction model based on the prototypical model of dependent

types, the families of sets fibration. More precisely, the fibred adjunction model we use

is based on the lifting of the adjunction FLTeff
a ULTeff

: Mod(LTeff ,Set)−→ Set to fam-

ilies fibrations (see Theorem 4.3.17 and Corollary 4.3.20), where LTeff is a countable

Lawvere theory that we derive from the given fibred effect theory Teff = (Seff,Eeff).

It is worth noting that compared to the level of generality with which we investi-

gated the denotational semantics of eMLTT in Chapter 5, we only study the interpreta-

tion of eMLTTTeff in one specific fibred adjunction model. We leave an investigation of

a more general class of models for future work. In particular, we expect that our future

study of fibred notions of universal algebra and Lawvere theories (see Section 8.1.1)

will also provide us with a good general notion of a model for eMLTTTeff . Further,

defining the interpretation of eMLTTTeff in a model based on families of sets should

make it more accessible to the less categorically inclined audience of this thesis.

In order to reuse the established theory concerning countable Lawvere theories (see

Section 2.1.3), we restrict our attention to fibred effect theories which we call count-

able, by imposing conditions on how certain contexts and types must be interpreted in

the families of sets fibration famSet : Fam(Set)−→ Set, using the interpretation func-

tion J−K that we defined for eMLTT in Section 5.1. Note that as the input and output

types of operation symbols are given by well-formed pure eMLTT value types, the

soundness results we established in Section 5.2 ensure that J−K is defined on them.
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For better readability, we use the convention that if JΓ;AK = (X ,B) in Fam(Set),

then we write JΓ;AK1 for the set X and JΓ;AK2 for the functor B : X −→ Set, and

similarly for the interpretation JΓ;CK of computation types in Fam(Mod(LTeff ,Set)).

Analogously, if JΓ;V K = ( f ,g) in Fam(Set), then we write JΓ;V K1 for f and JΓ;V K2

for g, and similarly for the interpretation of computation and homomorphism terms.

Definition 6.5.1. A fibred effect theory Teff = (Seff,Eeff) is countable if Jx : I;OK2 is

a family of countable sets, for all op : (x : I) −→ O in Seff, and if JΓ;A′jK2 is a family

of countable sets, for all equations Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and variables wj :A′j in ∆.

In the rest of this section, we assume that the given fibred effect theory Teff is

countable.

Next, we show how to derive the countable Lawvere theory LTeff from the given

fibred effect theory Teff. In particular, we first show that Teff gives rise to a countable

equational theory TTeff = (STeff ,ETeff), from which we can then derive the countable

Lawvere theory LTeff following Definition 2.1.50 and Proposition 2.1.52.

The construction of TTeff is based on the intuitive reading of operation symbols

discussed in Section 6.1, i.e., every operation symbol op : (x:I)−→O can be viewed as

an J�; IK2(?)-indexed family of operation symbols in the ordinary universal-algebraic

sense.

We recall that an analogous expansion of effect theories to countable equational

theories was also used by Plotkin and Pretnar in their work on handlers in the simply

typed setting, see [95, Section 4]. In this thesis, we want to emphasise that countable

fibred effect theories, despite their additional type-dependency, can be also naturally

expanded into countable equational theories.

Definition 6.5.2. The countable signature STeff is given by operation symbols opi, each

with arity |Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|, for all operation symbols op : (x : I) −→ O in Seff and all i

in J�; IK2(?), where, as standard, we use |X | to denote the cardinality of the set X .

As we have assumed Teff to be countable, the previous definition is well-formed

because the arities |Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉| of operations opi are guaranteed to be countable.

Proposition 6.5.3. Every well-formed effect term Γ |∆` T derived from Seff determines

a set of well-formed terms ∆γ ` T γ derivable from STeff , for all γ in JΓK, where ∆γ is a

context of variables xa
wj

for all wj :A′j in ∆ and a in JΓ;A′jK2(γ).

Proof. First, we note that as we have assumed Teff to be countable, every JΓ;A′jK2 is a

family of countable sets. As a result, every context ∆γ is a countable list of variables.
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Next, the terms T γ are computed by recursion on the structure of T , as follows:

(wj(V ))γ def
= x(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)

wj

(opV (y.T ))γ def
= opi(T 〈γ,o〉)1≤o≤|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉| (where i def

= (JΓ;V K2)γ(?))

(pm V as (y1 :B1,y2 :B2) in T )γ def
= T 〈〈γ,b1〉,b2〉 (when (JΓ;V K2)γ(?) = 〈b1,b2〉)

(case V of (inl(y1 :B1) 7→ T1, inr(y2 :B2) 7→ T2))
γ def

= T 〈γ,b〉1
(when (JΓ;V K2)γ(?) = inlb)

(case V of (inl(y1 :B1) 7→ T1, inr(y2 :B2) 7→ T2))
γ def

= T 〈γ,b〉2
(when (JΓ;V K2)γ(?) = inrb)

Observe that for better readability, we use o to denote both a natural number be-

tween 1 and |Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|, and the corresponding element of Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉.
Finally, we can construct the required derivations of well-formed terms ∆γ ` T γ

by straightforward induction on the given derivation of the effect term Γ |∆ `T .

Definition 6.5.4. The countable equational theory TTeff is given by the countable sig-

nature STeff and a set ETeff , which is the least set containing equations ∆γ ` T γ

1 = T γ

2 , for

all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and all γ in JΓK, that is closed under the rules of reflexivity,

symmetry, transitivity, replacement, and substitution (see Definition 2.1.49).

Now, we know from Definition 2.1.50 and Proposition 2.1.52 that there exists a

category LTeff and a corresponding countable Lawvere theory ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff , both

built from TTeff . There also exists an adjunction FLTeff
a ULTeff

: Mod(LTeff ,Set)−→ Set.

Using Corollary 4.3.20, we can lift this adjunction to a split fibred one between the

families fibrations famSet and famMod(LTeff
,Set), giving us a fibred adjunction model

⊥Fam(Set)

famSet

��

a a {−}

��

F̂LTeff

++

ÛLTeff

ll Fam(Mod(LTeff ,Set))

famMod(LTeff
,Set)

ppSet

1

OO

suitable for modelling eMLTT. In the rest of this section, we show that this fibred

adjunction model is also suitable for defining a sound interpretation for eMLTTTeff .
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Definition 6.5.5. We extend the interpretation of eMLTT to eMLTTTeff by defining it

on algebraic operations opC
V (y.M), for each op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, as follows:

JΓ;V K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;V K2)γ : 1−→ J�; IK2(?)

JΓ;O[V/x]K1 = JΓK ∈ Set

JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ) = JΓ,x : I;OK2 〈γ,(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)〉 ∈ Set

JΓ,y :O[V/x];MK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)) : JΓ,y :O[V/x]K−→ JΓ,y :O[V/x]K

(JΓ,y :O[V/x];MK2)〈γ,o〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ;opC
V (y.M)K1

def
=
JΓK

idJΓK

��

(JΓ;opC
V (y.M)K2)γ

def
=
1

〈id1〉o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

��d
o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

1

d
o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

((JΓ,y:O[V/x];MK2)〈γ,o〉)

��d
o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

(ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ)))

op
JΓ;CK2(γ)
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

��

JΓK ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

where the function (algebraic operation) opJΓ;CK2(γ)
(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)

is defined using the countable-
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product preservation property of JΓ;CK2(γ) as the following composite function:

d
o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

(ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ)))

=

��d
o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

((JΓ;CK2(γ))(1))

∼=

��

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(+o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ) 1)

=

��

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|)

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(
−→xo `op(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

(xo)1≤o≤|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|)

��

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(1)

=

��

ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

As the interpretation of eMLTTTeff is defined a priori partially, analogously to the

interpretation of eMLTT, we again have to separately show that J−K is defined on all

well-formed contexts, types, and terms; and that it validates the equational theory of

eMLTTTeff . While most of the results proved for eMLTT in Section 5.2 (the proposi-

tions relating weakening and substitution to reindexing along semantic projection and

substitution morphisms) extend to the interpretation of eMLTTTeff without any substan-

tial additional work, the soundness theorem (Theorem 5.2.15) needs more attention.

In particular, in order to prove the soundness theorem for eMLTTTeff , we first need

to relate two ways of interpreting well-formed effect terms. Specifically, we relate the

interpretations of i) the translation of an effect term Γ |∆ ` T and ii) the corresponding

terms ∆γ ` T γ derivable from the countable signature STeff , as discussed next.

We note that in order to conveniently reuse the next proposition in Chapter 7 to

prove the soundness of the interpretation of the user-defined algebra type, we state it

in terms of the given fibred effect signature Seff rather than the fibred effect theory Teff.
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Proposition 6.5.6. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a com-

putation type C, value terms Vi (for all xi :Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj :A′j in ∆),

value terms Wop (for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), and a value context Γ′ such that

• JΓ′K ∈ Set,

• JΓ′;ViK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K, and

• (JΓ′;ViK2)γ ′ : 1−→

Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1;AiK2 〈〈〈?,(JΓ′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ′;Vi−1K2)γ ′(?)〉,

together with a value type A and a family of models Mγ ′ : LT d
eff
−→ Set (for all γ ′ in

JΓ′K) of the Lawvere theory IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
(where T d

eff
def
= (Seff, /0)) such that

• JΓ′;AK1 = JΓ′K,

• JΓ′;AK2(γ
′) = Mγ ′(1),

• JΓ′;V ′j K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K,

• (JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ : 1−→
d

a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)),

• JΓ′;WopK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K, and

• (JΓ′;WopK2)γ ′ =
d
〈i, f 〉 op

M
γ ′

i ◦
d
〈i, f 〉(? 7→ f ) ◦ 〈id1〉〈i, f 〉

: 1−→
d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)),

then

JΓ
′;LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ
′K−→ JΓ

′K

and, for all γ ′ in JΓ′K, the function

(JΓ
′;LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ : 1−→ JΓ
′;AK2(γ

′)

is defined and equal to the following composite function:

1
〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′〉wj :A

′
j∈∆

//
d

wj:A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=

��

JΓ′;AK2(γ
′) Mγ ′(1)=
oo Mγ ′(|∆γ|)

M
γ ′(∆

γ `T γ)
oo
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where |∆γ| denotes the length of the context ∆γ; and where we use the abbreviation

γ
def
= 〈〈〈?,(JΓ

′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ
′;VnK2)γ ′(?)〉

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the given derivation of Γ |∆ ` T ,

using the eMLTTTeff versions of Propositions 5.2.4, 5.2.6, 5.2.11, and 5.2.12 to relate

syntactic weakening and substitution to their semantic counterparts. We postpone the

straightforward but lengthy details of this proof to Appendix D.1.

We are now ready to prove the soundness of the interpretation of eMLTTTeff in the

fibred adjunction model given by the split fibred adjunction F̂LTeff
a ÛLTeff

.

Extending Theorem 5.2.15 (Soundness) to eMLTTTeff

We begin by recalling that in Theorem 5.2.15 we showed that the a priori partially

defined interpretation function J−K is defined on well-formed types and contexts, and

well-typed terms, and that it maps definitionally equal contexts, types, and terms to

equal objects and morphisms. For example, given Γ `M = N : C, we showed that

JΓ;MK = JΓ;NK : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;CK)

When extending Theorem 5.2.15 to eMLTTTeff , we keep the basic proof principle

the same: (a)–(l) are proved simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations,

using the eMLTTTeff versions of Propositions 5.2.4, 5.2.6, 5.2.9, and 5.2.10 to relate

weakening and substitution to their semantic counterparts. As mentioned earlier, these

propositions extend straightforwardly from eMLTT to eMLTTTeff .

The case for algebraic operations is analogous to other computation terms that

involve variable bindings and type annotations. Namely, the premises of the typing

rule for algebraic operations and the induction hypotheses are enough to satisfy the

conditions required for JΓ;opC
V (y.M)K : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff

(JΓ;CK) to be defined.

The case for the congruence rule for algebraic operations is also straightforward.

Similarly to the typing rule for algebraic operations, the premises of this rule and the in-

duction hypotheses are enough to ensure that we have JΓ;opC
V (y.M)K= JΓ;opD

W (y.N)K.

Finally, we discuss the cases corresponding to the general algebraicity equation

and the equations involving the translation of effect terms into value terms in detail.

General algebraicity equation: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D

Γ ` K[op
C
V (y.M)/z] = op

D
V (y.K[M/z]) : D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)
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and we need to show that

JΓ;K[op
C
V (y.M)/z]K = JΓ;opD

V (y.K[M/z])K : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;DK)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;K[op
C
V (y.M)/z]K1 = JΓ;opD

V (y.K[M/z])K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;K[op
C
V (y.M)/z]K2)γ = (JΓ;opD

V (y.K[M/z])K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

First, we use (d) on the given derivation of Γ `V : I, (e) on the given derivation of

Γ,y : O[V/x] `M : C, and ( f ) on the given derivation of Γ |z :C ` K : D, in combina-

tion with the propositions that relate weakening and substitution to reindexing along

semantic projection and substitution morphisms, to get

JΓ;V K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;V K2)γ : 1−→ J�; IK2(?)

JΓ,y :O[V/x];MK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)〉) : JΓ,y :O[V/x]K−→ JΓ,y :O[V/x]K

(JΓ,y :O[V/x];MK2)〈γ,o〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ;z :C;KK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;z :C;KK2)γ : JΓ;CK2(γ)−→ JΓ;DK2(γ)

Next, we observe that the first required equation

JΓ;K[op
C
V (y.M)/z]K1 = JΓ;opD

V (y.K[M/z])K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

follows straightforwardly by unfolding the definition of J−K for both sides of the equa-

tion, and by noting that the first components of all involved morphisms are identities.

Finally, for all γ in JΓK, the second required equation

(JΓ;K[op
C
V (y.M)/z]K2)γ = (JΓ;opD

V (y.K[M/z])K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

follows from the commutativity of the diagram below, where the two top-to-bottom

composite morphisms, along the perimeter of the diagram, can be shown to be equal to

the two sides of the above equation, using the definition of J−K and Proposition 5.2.9.
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1

〈id1〉o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)

��
(JΓ;opC

V (y.M)K2)γ def. of J−K



d
o 1

d
o((JΓ,y;MK2)〈γ,o〉) weakening

��

d
o((JΓ,y;K[M/z]K2)〈γ,o〉)

Proposition 5.2.9

��

d
o(ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ)))

=

��

op
JΓ;CK2(γ)
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)uu

d
o(ULTeff

((JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ)) ,,
ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ))

ULTeff
((JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ)

��

d
o(ULTeff

(JΓ;DK2(γ)))

=
def. of ULTeff

��

��

d
o((JΓ;CK2(γ))(1))

∼=def. of opJΓ;CK2 (γ)

(JΓ;VK2 )γ (?)
preservation of countable products

��

d
o(((JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ)1) // d

o((JΓ;DK2(γ))(1))

∼=

def.

��

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|)

(JΓ;CK2(γ))(
−→xo `op(JΓ;VK)γ(?)(xo)o)

��

((JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ)|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|

**
(JΓ;DK2(γ))(|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|)

(JΓ;DK2(γ))(
−→xo `op(JΓ;VK)γ(?)(xo)o)

op
JΓ;DK2(γ)
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

nat. of (JΓ;z : C;KK2)γ

��
(JΓ;CK2(γ))(1)

((JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ)1

//

=

RR

(JΓ;DK2(γ))(1)

=def. of ULTeff

��
ULTeff

(JΓ;DK2(γ)) idULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

// ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

Equations involving the translation of effect terms: In this case, the given derivation

ends with

Γ′ `C

Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] (1≤ i≤ n)

Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC (1≤ j ≤ m)

Γ′ ` LT1 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

= LT2 M
UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: UC
(Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈Eeff)

where

Wop
def
= λx′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm x′ as (x : I,y :O→UC) inx′′.UC thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (y y′)))
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and we need to show

JΓ
′;LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K = JΓ
′;LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ
′;CK)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ
′;LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = JΓ
′;LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ
′K−→ JΓ

′K

and, for all γ ′ in JΓ′K, that

(JΓ
′;LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ = (JΓ
′;LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

First, we use (c) on the given derivation of Γ′ `C and (d) on the given derivations

of Γ′ `Vi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] and Γ′ `V ′j : A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]→UC, for all 1≤ i≤ n and

1≤ j≤m, in combination with the propositions that relate weakening and substitution

to reindexing along semantic projection and substitution morphisms, to get

JΓ′;CK1 = JΓ′K

JΓ′;CK2 : JΓ′K−→Mod(LTeff ,Set)

JΓ′;ViK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K

(JΓ′;ViK2)γ ′ : 1−→
Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1;AiK2 〈〈〈?,(JΓ′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ′;Vi−1K2)γ ′(?)〉

JΓ′;V ′j K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K

(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ : 1−→
d

a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)
(ULTeff

(JΓ′;CK2(γ
′)))

where

γ
def
= 〈〈〈?,(JΓ

′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ
′;VnK2)γ ′(?)〉

In particular, we prove equations involving simultaneous substitutions, e.g.,

JΓ′;Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1]K2(γ
′)

=

Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1;AiK2 〈〈〈?,(JΓ′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ′;Vi−1K2)γ ′(?)〉

by first noting that analogously to the proof of Theorem 5.3.11, we can first show that

Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1] = Ai[x′1/x1] . . . [x′i−1/xi−1][V1/x′1] . . . [Vi−1/x′i−1]
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for freshly chosen value variables x′1, . . . ,x
′
i−1, and then use the eMLTTTeff versions

of the propositions that relate weakening and (unary) substitution to reindexing along

semantic projection and substitution morphisms (in particular, see Proposition 5.2.12).

Next, by letting T d
eff

def
= (Seff, /0), we get that ET d

eff
⊆ ETeff , based on the definitions

of ET d
eff

and ETeff . Using this inclusion, we get a morphism of countable Lawvere

theories from IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
to ITeff : ℵ

op
1 −→ LTeff , by defining the corresponding

functor LT d
eff
−→ LTeff as identity on objects and by sending every tuple of terms (i.e.,

a morphism in LT d
eff

) to its equivalence class (i.e., a morphism in LTeff).

It is well-known that any morphism of countable Lawvere theories induces a func-

tor between the corresponding categories of models, defined by composition of count-

able product preserving functors, and going in the opposite direction. Concretely, for

the purposes of this thesis, there exists a functor Mod(LTeff,Set) −→Mod(LT d
eff
,Set),

meaning that every model of ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→LTeff is also a model of IT d

eff
: ℵ

op
1 −→LT d

eff
.

In particular, the above observation means that JΓ′;CK2(γ
′) : LTeff −→ Set is also a

model of IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
, for all γ ′ in JΓ′K.

Another observation we make is that by unfolding the definition of J−K for lambda

abstractions, pattern-matching, thunking, algebraic operations, and forcing, we get

(JΓ′;WopK2)γ ′ =
d
〈i, f 〉 op

M
γ ′

i ◦
d
〈i, f 〉(? 7→ f ) ◦ 〈id1〉〈i, f 〉

: 1−→
d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(ULTeff
(JΓ′;CK2(γ ′)))

(ULTeff
(JΓ′;CK2(γ

′)))

As a consequence of these observations, we can now use Proposition 6.5.6 to prove

the required equations. In more detail, the first required equation

JΓ
′;LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = JΓ
′;LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ
′K−→ JΓ

′K

follows immediately from Proposition 6.5.6. To prove the second required equation

(JΓ
′;LT1 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ = (JΓ
′;LT2 M

UC;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))
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for all γ ′ in JΓ′K, we combine Proposition 6.5.6 with the following commuting diagram:

1

〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′〉wj :A
′
j∈∆

��d
wj:A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(ULTeff
(JΓ′;CK2(γ

′)))

∼=
��

(JΓ′;CK2(γ
′))(|∆γ|)

(JΓ′;CK2(γ
′))(∆γ `T γ

1 ) ∆γ ` T γ

1 = T γ

2

##

(JΓ′;CK2(γ
′))(∆γ `T γ

2 )

{{

(JΓ′;CK2(γ
′))(1)

=

��

ULTeff
(JΓ′;CK2(γ

′))

where the equation ∆γ ` T γ

1 = T γ

2 follows from the assumed equation Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2,

based on the way the set of equations ETeff is derived from Seff in Definition 6.5.4.

6.6 Generic effects

It is worth noting that instead of extending eMLTT with algebraic operations opC
V (y.M),

for all operation symbols op : (x : I)−→ O in the given fibred effect signature Seff, we

could have alternatively extended eMLTT with generic effects, analogously to the sim-

ply typed setting [89]. More precisely, we could have extended eMLTT’s computation

terms with function constants genop : Πx : I.FO, for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff.

While algebraic operations are more convenient to reason about (equationally),

generic effects are closer to the language primitives that programmers are familiar,

e.g., from ML-style languages. However, analogously to the simply typed setting,

these two ways of extending eMLTT are in fact equivalent, as we show below.

On the one hand, we can define generic effects using algebraic operations as

genop
def
= λx : I.opFO

x (y.return y)
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Clearly, the right-hand side has type Πx : I.FO in the empty context, by simply using

the typing rules for lambda abstraction, algebraic operations, and returning a value.

On the other hand, we can define algebraic operations using generic effects as

op
C
V (y.M)

def
= (genopV ) to y :O[V/x] in M

Clearly, if Γ `V : I, Γ `C, and Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C, the right-hand side is well-typed

in Γ at computation type C, by simply using the typing rule for sequential composition.

Proposition 6.6.1. These two definitions of generic effects and algebraic operations in

terms of each other constitute an isomorphism.

Proof. The proof is exactly the same as one would have in the simply typed setting,

modulo the possibility of O depending on values of type I.

In one direction, we have

Γ `
(
(λx : I.opFO

x (y.return y))V
)
to y :O[V/x] in M

=
(
(λx : I.opFO

x (y.return y))V
)
to y′ :O[V/x] in M[y′/y]

= op
FO[V/x]
V (y.return y) to y′ :O[V/x] in M[y′/y]

= op
C
V
(
y.(return y) to y′ :O[V/x] in M[y′/y]

)
= op

C
V (y.M) : C

In the other direction, we have

Γ ` λx : I.(genop x) to y :O in return y

= λx : I.(genop x) to y :O in z[return y/z]

= λx : I.genop x

= genop : Πx : I.FO



Chapter 7

eMLTTH
Teff

: an extension of eMLTTTeff

with handlers

In this chapter we show how to extend eMLTTTeff with handlers of fibred algebraic

effects. Our work builds on the pioneering work of Plotkin and Pretnar who generalised

exception handlers to all algebraic effects in the simply typed setting [95]. They also

showed how handlers can be used to neatly implement relabelling and restriction in

Milner’s CCS, timeouts, rollbacks, stream redirection, etc., paving the way for handlers

to become a practical modular programming language abstraction.

In Section 7.1, we recall the conventional definition of handlers and their use in

programming languages. Next, in Section 7.2, we make an important observation that

will be key for the rest of this chapter. Namely, we observe that using the conventional

term-level definition of handlers to extend eMLTTTeff leads to unsound program equiv-

alences becoming derivable. We solve this problem in Section 7.3 by giving handlers a

novel type-based treatment via a new computation type, the user-defined algebra type,

which pairs a value type (the carrier) with a family of value terms (the operations).

This type internalises Plotkin and Pretnar’s insight that handlers denote algebras for a

given equational theory of effects. We call this extended language eMLTTH
Teff

.

We demonstrate the generality of our type-based treatment of handlers by showing

in Section 7.4 that their conventional term-level presentation can be routinely derived,

and demonstrating in Section 7.5 that the type-based treatment provides a useful mech-

anism for reasoning about effectful computations. Next, in Section 7.6, we study the

meta-theory of eMLTTH
Teff

, and in Section 7.7, we present some useful derivable equa-

tions. Finally, in Section 7.9, we equip eMLTTH
Teff

with a denotational semantics. In

particular, we show how to define a sound interpretation of it in the same fibred adjunc-

275
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tion model we used in Secton 6.5 for giving a denotational semantics to eMLTTTeff .

7.1 Handlers of algebraic effects

Handlers of algebraic effects were introduced by Plotkin and Pretnar [95, 94] as a

natural generalisation of exception handlers to all algebraic effects. Building on the

algebraic treatment of computational effects, Plotkin and Pretnar’s key insight was to

understand exception handlers as defining new algebras for the equational theory of

exceptions. Taking this insight as a starting point, they then generalised handlers to

arbitrary algebraic effects given by (countable) equational theories, where

• a handler defines a new, user-defined algebra for the given equational theory by

providing redefinitions of all its algebraic operations; and

• the handling construct denotes the application of the unique mediating homo-

morphism between the free algebra and the one denoted by the given handler.

Plotkin and Pretnar formalise these ideas by extending Levy’s CBPV with alge-

braic effects and their handlers, as explained below. They also give their language a

denotational semantics using the adjunction determined by the category of models of

the given equational theory of computational effects. In particular, given an effect the-

ory1 Teff = (Seff,Eeff), they extend CBPV’s computation terms with the following term

former that combines a handler {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff with the handling construct:

Γ `M : FA {Γ,x : I,x′ :O→UC ` Nop : C}op : I−→O∈Seff Γ,y :A ` Nret : C
Γ `M handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret : C

and the equational theory of computation terms with two β-equations, given by

Γ ` (opFA
V (y′.M)) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= Nop[V/x][λy′ :O[V/x].thunk H/x′] : C

and

Γ ` (return V ) handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= Nret[V/y] : C

where, for better readability, we abbreviate the handling construct as

H def
= M handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

1In the sense of [95], i.e., a non-dependent version of the fibred effect theories defined in Section 6.1.
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It is worth noting that while these β-equations capture the intuition that the han-

dling construct denotes the application of the mediating homomorphism between the

free algebra denoted by FA and the algebra defined by the family of terms Nop, they

do not capture the idea that the handling construct denotes the unique such homomor-

phism. To capture the uniqueness of the handling construct, one would also need to

extend Plotkin and Pretnar’s version of CBPV with a corresponding η-equation, e.g.,

as considered in [12, Section 6] for Levy’s fine-grain call-by-value language.

From a programming language perspective, the first β-equation describes that han-

dling consists of traversing the given program and replacing each algebraic operation

with the corresponding user-defined term Nop. The second β-equation describes that

when handling reaches return values (the end of the given program we are handling),

a substitution instance of the specified continuation Nret is evaluated next.

As mentioned earlier, handlers can be used to neatly implement timeouts, rollbacks,

stream redirection, etc., see [95, Section 3] for details of these and other examples.

For example, let us consider an extension of the theory of input/output from Exam-

ple 6.1.24 with multiple terminals, where the operation symbols are typed as follows:

read : Terminal−→ Chr write : Terminal×Chr −→ 1

Now, assuming two distinguished terminal names Vt and Vt ′ , we can neatly redirect the

output on Vt to Vt ′ by handling a given program using the following handler:

readx(x′) 7→ readx(y′.force (x′ y′))

writex(x′) 7→ if (eq (fstx) Vt) then (write〈Vt′ ,sndx〉(force (x′ ?)))

else (writex(force (x′ ?)))

More recently, handlers have also gained popularity as a practical and modular pro-

gramming language abstraction, allowing programmers to write their programs gener-

ically in terms of algebraic operations, and then use handlers to modularly provide

different fit-for-purpose implementations of these generic programs. A prototypical

example of this approach involves implementing the global state operations using the

natural representation of stateful programs as state-passing functions St→ A×St.

To facilitate this style of programming, Kammar et al. [53] have extended Haskell,

OCaml, SML, and Racket with algebraic effects and their handlers, implemented us-

ing free monads and (delimited) continuations. Further, Bauer and Pretnar [23, 22]

have built an entire ML-like language, called Eff, around this style of programming.

This style of programming has also been successfully combined with row-based type-

and-effect systems, as demonstrated by Hillerström and Lindley [43], and Leijen [60].
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Handlers are also central to the ongoing effort to extend OCaml with shared memory

multicore parallelism (see [3] for details of the Multicore OCaml project), providing a

convenient means for programmers to implement their own fit-for-purpose schedulers.

Recently, Lindley et al. [64] have also investigated a generalisation of handlers,

called multihandlers, that allow multiple computations to be handled simultaneously.

A binary instance of this generalisation was discussed by Plotkin in an earlier invited

talk [91]. In particular, Plotkin showed how to define binary handlers in terms of

(standard) unary handlers, and how to use them to implement interleaving concurrency.

7.2 Problems with the term-level definition of handlers

In this section we make an important observation that will be key to our work regarding

an extension of eMLTTTeff with handlers of fibred algebraic effects. In particular, we

observe that naively following the existing work on handlers to extend eMLTTTeff (or

any other language with a notion of homomorphism, such as CPBV with stack terms

or EEC) would lead to unsound program equivalences becoming derivable.

More concretely, let us assume we were to extend eMLTTTeff with handlers à la

Plotkin and Pretnar [95] by extending eMLTTTeff’s computation terms and the corre-

sponding equational theory as discussed in Section 7.1. While this extension suffices

for CBPV without stack terms, as considered by Plotkin and Pretnar [95], and Kammar

et al. [53], languages that also include a notion of homomorphism (e.g., CBPV with

stack terms, EEC, and eMLTTTeff) ought to be extended further. Specifically, in addi-

tion to only extending computation terms, one should also extend the corresponding

notion of homomorphism with the handling construct. In particular, for eMLTTTeff this

would mean extending homomorphism terms with the following term former:

K handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

We highlight two reasons for needing such terms when extending eMLTTTeff with

handlers à la Plotkin and Pretnar. First, as the handling construct naturally denotes the

application of the mediating homomorphism between a free algebra and the algebra

defined by the family of terms Nop, it is natural to also make it into a homomorphism

in the language, thus making the language more complete with respect to its models.

Second, making the handling construct into a homomorphism term is also important to

ensure that effectful programs could be combined modularly, e.g., to be able to write

M to (y :A1,z :FA2) in
(
z handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y′ :B in Nret

)
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where the term being handled is given by the computation variable z.

Unfortunately, if we were to follow this approach for extending eMLTTTeff with

handlers of fibred algebraic effects, it becomes possible to derive unsound program

equivalences in the resulting language, such as the following equation for input/output:

Γ ` writeF1
a (return ∗) = writeF1

b (return ∗) : F1

This problem arises from the type of the handling construct not containing any

information about the specific handler being used. In particular, recall that a key prop-

erty of homomorphism terms is that their interaction with algebraic operations is de-

termined exclusively by their types—see the general algebraicity equation given in

Definition 6.2.3. Unfortunately, this property is not true for the handling construct.

Specifically, the handling construct gives rise to a critical pair in the equational theory:

opFA
V (y.M) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y′ :A in Nret

matches both the β-equation for handlers given in the previous section and the general

algebraicity equation given in Definition 6.2.3. It is easy to show that this critical pair

is not convergent. For example, let us consider the following handler for input/output:

readx(x′) 7→ read(y′.force (x′ y′))

writex(x′) 7→ writeb(force (x′ ?))

On the one hand, the β-equation for the handling construct allows us to derive

Γ ` (writeF1
a (return ∗)) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

= writeF1
b

(
(return ∗) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

)
= writeF1

b (return ∗) : F1

assuming that the handler in question is defined as above, and Nret
def
= return ∗.

On the other hand, the general algebraicity equation allows us to derive

Γ ` (writeF1
a (return ∗)) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

=
(
z handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

)
[writeF1

a (return ∗)/z]

= writeF1
a

((
z handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

)
[return ∗/z]

)
= writeF1

a

(
(return ∗) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈SI/O to y :1 in Nret

)
= writeF1

a (return ∗) : F1

allowing us to conclude that the following unsound definitional equation is derivable:

Γ ` writeF1
a (return ∗) = writeF1

b (return ∗) : F1
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From a semantic perspective, the above discussion also exposes a conflict between

the term-level definition of handlers, and Plotkin and Pretnar’s semantic insight that

they ought to denote algebras for a given equational theory of computational effects.

The reason why Plotkin and Pretnar were able to define a sound interpretation for

their language is because they were using CBPV without stack terms, i.e., without a

notion of homomorphism. As CBPV’s computation terms are interpreted as elements

of the carriers of the algebras denoted by their types, the interpretation of their lan-

guage and its soundness were not affected by the type of the handling construct not

mentioning the corresponding handler. In particular, the carrier of the algebra denoted

by the type of the handling construct is the same as the carrier of the algebra denoted

by the corresponding handler. The lack of a notion of homomorphism also meant that

their equational theory did not have critical pairs arising from the handling construct.

7.3 Extending eMLTTTeff with a type-based treatment of

handlers

As demonstrated in the previous section, we cannot naively follow Plotkin and Pret-

nar’s approach to extend eMLTTTeff with handlers of fibred algebraic effects by defin-

ing them at the term level for both computation and homomorphism terms. Instead,

we either have to i) change the existing equational theory of eMLTTTeff’s homomor-

phism terms (e.g., as investigated by Levy for exception handlers in CBPV with stacks;

however, in which case the homomorphism terms would not denote homomorphisms

any more—see [62]); or ii) find an alternative solution that would allow handlers to be

soundly accommodated in eMLTTTeff without changing its existing definition.

In this thesis, we follow ii) and accommodate handlers in eMLTTTeff via a novel

type-level extension that internalises Plotkin and Pretnar’s semantic insight that han-

dlers of algebraic effects denote algebras for the corresponding equational theories.

Specifically, we extend eMLTTTeff with a novel computation type that pairs a value

type (the carrier) with a family of appropriately typed value terms (the operations),

denoting a user-defined algebra for the given fibred effect theory Teff = (Seff,Eeff).

Definition 7.3.1. The syntax of eMLTTH
Teff

is given by extending eMLTTTeff’s compu-

tation types with the user-defined algebra type:

C ::= . . . | 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
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and computation and homomorphism terms with composition operations:

M ::= . . . | M as x :UC inD N

K ::= . . . | K as x :UC inD M

In both M as x:UC inD N and K as x:UC inD N, the value variable x is bound in N.

Similarly to other terms, we often omit the type annotation D for better readability—

these annotations exist in order to be able define the interpretation of eMLTTH
Teff

as a

partial mapping from raw expressions to a suitable fibred adjunction model.

As a special case, these composition operations act as elimination forms for the

user-defined algebra type, i.e., when C = 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉. In principle, we could have

restricted them to only the user-defined algebra type, but then we would not have been

able to derive a useful type isomorphism (see Proposition 7.3.3) that allows us to coerce

computations between C and the corresponding user-defined algebra type, namely,

C ∼= 〈UC,{λy :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm y as (x : I,x′ :O→UC) in thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))}op∈Seff〉

We further note that computation terms of type 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 are introduced by

forcing values of type A, i.e., thunked computations of type U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉.
Conceptually, these composition operations are a special kind of explicit substitu-

tion of thunked computations for value variables, e.g., the definitional equations ac-

companying these terms allow us to prove the following definitional equation:

Γ `M as x :UC inD N = N[thunk M/x] : D

As such, the value variable x refers to the whole of (the thunk of) the computation term

M, compared to, e.g., sequential composition M to x : A in N, where x refers only to

the return value computed by M. Therefore, we use as (running M as if it was x)

instead of to (running M to produce a value for x) for the composition operations.

As already hinted above, there is more to these composition operations than just

substituting thunked computations for value variables. In particular, the typing rules

for M as x :UC inD N and K as x :UC inD N (see Definition 7.3.2 below) require that

the value variable x is used as if it was a computation variable, in that x must not be du-

plicated or discarded arbitrarily. However, rather than extending eMLTTTeff with some

form of linear typing for such x, we impose these requirements via equational proof

obligations by requiring that N commutes with algebraic operations (when substituted

for x using thunks). This ensures that N behaves as if it was a homomorphism term,

meaning that the effects in M and K are guaranteed to happen before those in N.
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The different kinds of substitution defined for eMLTTTeff extend straightforwardly

to eMLTTH
Teff

: we extend the (simultaneous) substitution of value terms with

〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉[
−→
W /−→x ]

def
= 〈A[−→W /−→x ],{Vop[

−→
W /−→x ]}op∈Seff〉

(M as y :UC inD N)[
−→
W /−→x ]

def
= M[

−→
W /−→x ] as y :UC[

−→
W /−→x ] inD[

−→
W /−→x ]

N[
−→
W /−→x ]

(K as y :UC inD M)[
−→
W /−→x ]

def
= K[

−→
W /−→x ] as y :UC[

−→
W /−→x ] inD[

−→
W /−→x ]

M[
−→
W /−→x ]

the substitution of computation terms for computation variables with

(K as x :UC inD N)[M/z] def
= K[M/z] as x :UC inD N

and the substitution of homomorphism terms for computation variables with

(L as x :UC inD N)[K/z] def
= L[K/z] as x :UC inD N

The properties of substitution we established for eMLTT in Sections 3.1 and 5.3

also extend straightforwardly from eMLTT and eMLTTTeff to eMLTTH
Teff

. Specifically,

the proof principles remain unchanged: the user-defined algebra type and the value

terms appearing in it are treated analogously to propositional equality and the terms

appearing in it; and the composition operations are treated analogously to other com-

putation and homomorphism terms that involve variable bindings and type annotations.

Unless stated otherwise, the types and terms we use in the rest of this chapter are

those of eMLTTH
Teff

. This also includes the definitions of pure value types and pure

value terms appearing in effect terms because every pure eMLTT value type (resp.

term) can be trivially considered as a pure eMLTTH
Teff

value type (resp. term).

Next, we extend the typing rules and definitional equations of eMLTTTeff with the

user-defined algebra type and the composition operations. Similarly to eMLTTTeff , the

new rules involve the translation of well-formed effect terms Γ |∆ ` T into value terms

LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

. The definition of this translation remains unchanged because it only

depends on the structure of T and does not inspect the subscripts A,
−→
Vi ,
−→
V ′j , and

−−→
Wop.

Similarly to Chapter 6, we assume

Γ = x1 :A1, . . . ,xn :An ∆ = w1 :A′1, . . . ,wm :A′m

throughout this chapter, so as to simplify the presentation of typing rules, definitional

equations, and the meta-theory of eMLTTH
Teff

. As in Chapter 6, we use vector notation

for sets of value terms, e.g., we use
−→
Vi to denote a set of value terms {V1, . . . ,Vn}.
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Definition 7.3.2. The well-formed syntax of eMLTTH
Teff

is given by extending the typ-

ing rules and definitional equations of eMLTTTeff with

• a formation rule for the user-defined algebra type:

Γ′ ` A Γ′ `Vop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

where Âi
def
= Ai[x′1/x1, . . . ,x′i−1/xi−1] and Â′j

def
= A′j[x

′
1/x1, . . . ,x′n/xn]; and where

we write
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.,

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.,

−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi, and

−−−−→
Â′j→ A for sequences of lambda

abstractions and sequences of (dependent) function types, respectively.

• typing rules for the two composition operations:

Γ `M : C Γ ` D Γ,y :UC ` N : D

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.N[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ `M as y :UC inD N : D

Γ |z :C ` K : D1 Γ ` D2 Γ,y :UD1 `M : D2

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UD1.M[thunk (op
D1
x (y′.forceD1 (x

′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UD1.op
D2
x (y′.M[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UD1)→ D2

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ |z :C ` K as y : UD1 inD2 M : D2

• congruence rules for the user-defined algebra type and the composition opera-

tions:

Γ′ ` A = B Γ′ `Vop =Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉= 〈B,{Wop}op∈Seff〉
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Γ `C1 =C2 Γ `M1 = M2 : C1

Γ ` D1 = D2 Γ,y :UC1 ` N1 = N2 : D1

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC1.N1[thunk (op
C1
x (y′.forceC1 (x

′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC1.op
D1
x (y′.N1[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC1)→ D1

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ `M1 as y :UC1 inD1 N1 = M2 as y :UC2 inD2 N2 : D1

Γ ` D11 = D12 Γ |z :C ` K = L : D11

Γ ` D21 = D22 Γ,y :UD11 `M = N : D21

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UD11.M[thunk (op
D11
x (y′.forceD11 (x

′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UD11.op
D21
x (y′.M[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UD11)→ D21

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ |z :C ` K as y :UD11 inD21 M = L as y :UD12 inD22 N : D21

• a β-equation for the user-defined algebra type:

Γ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
Γ `U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉= A

• β- and η-equations for the composition operation for computation terms:

Γ `V : UC Γ ` D Γ,y :UC `M : D

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.M[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.M[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ ` (forceC V ) as y :UC inD M = M[V/y] : D

Γ `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ `M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z] = K[M/z] : D

• an η-equation for the composition operation for homomorphism terms:

Γ |z1 :C ` K : D1 Γ |z2 :D1 ` L : D2
Γ |z1 :C ` K as y :UD1 inD2 L[forceD1 y/z2] = L[K/z2] : D2

• an η-equation for algebraic operations at the user-defined algebra type:

Γ `V : I Γ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

Γ ` op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)

= force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉) : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
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Observe that the β-equation for the user-defined algebra type captures the intuition

that the value type A denotes the carrier of the algebra denoted by 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉.
Analogously, the η-equation for algebraic operations captures the intuition that the

value terms Vop denote the operations of the algebra denoted by 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉.
It is also worthwhile to note that the equational theory of eMLTTH

Teff
does not in-

clude an η-equation for the user-defined algebra type, namely,

Γ `C

Γ `C = 〈UC,{λy :(Σx : I.O→UC).

pm y as x : I,x′ :O→UC in op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′))}op∈Seff〉

We omit this equation because it does not hold in the natural fibred adjunction

model we use for giving a denotational semantics to eMLTTH
Teff

in Section 7.9, based

on models of countable Lawvere theories. However, it is also important to note that this

equation would hold in a variant of that fibred adjunction model, based on models of

countable equational theories. This illustrates that while the two categories of models

might be equivalent as categories, they differ in the strict equations that they support.

Instead, as promised earlier, we can derive a type isomorphism that allows us to

coerce computations between C and the corresponding user-defined algebra type.

Proposition 7.3.3. Given Γ `C, we can derive a computation type isomorphism

Γ `C ∼= 〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

where, for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, the value terms Vop are given by

λy :(Σx : I.O→UC).pm y as (x : I,x′ :O→UC) in thunk (opC
x (y
′.forceC (x′ y′)))

Proof. This type isomorphism is witnessed by the well-typed homomorphism terms

Γ |z :C ` z as y :UC in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
y : 〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

Γ |z :〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 ` z as y :U〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 in forceC y : C

The proofs that both composites of these terms are definitionally equal to z (i.e., to

identity) are straightforward, using the β- and η-equations for composition operations.

We conclude this section by making a simple yet useful observation about our

equational proof obligations that allows many of them to be proved at little extra cost.
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Proposition 7.3.4. Given a homomorphism term Γ |z :C ` K : D, then we have

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.K[forceC y/z][thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.K[forceC y/z][x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

for all operation symbols op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff.

Proof. By straightforward equational reasoning, using the definitions of different kinds

of substitution, and the general algebraicity equation given in Definition 6.2.3.

7.4 Deriving the conventional presentation of handlers

In this section we show how to derive the conventional term-level presentation of han-

dlers (as discussed in Section 7.1) in eMLTTH
Teff

, so as to provide programmers with a

familiar syntax for programming with handlers within computation terms.

In detail, we define the handling construct

M handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

using sequential composition as the following composite computation term:

forceC (thunk (M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret)))

where, for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, the value terms Vop are given by

Vop
def
= λy′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).pm y′ as (x : I,x′ :O→UC) in thunk Nop

Next, we show that the corresponding typing rule is derivable. Compared to the

typing rule considered by Plotkin and Pretnar, ours includes explicit equational proof

obligations so as to ensure that the computation type 〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 is well-formed.

Proposition 7.4.1. The following typing rule is derivable:

Γ′ `M : FA Γ′ `C Γ′,y :A ` Nret : C Γ′,x : I,x′ :O→UC ` Nop : C

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ `M handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret : C
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where, for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, the value terms Vop are given by

Vop
def
= λy′ :(Σx : I.O→UC).pm y′ as (x : I,x′ :O→UC) in thunk Nop

and where the value types Âi and Â′j are defined as in Definition 7.3.2.

Proof. The derivation of this typing rule is constructed straightforwardly. The deriva-

tion consists of using the respective typing rules for forcing of thunked computations,

thunking of computations, and sequential composition of computation terms.

Further, we can also show that the corresponding β-equations are derivable.

Proposition 7.4.2. The following two definitional β-equations are derivable:

Γ′ `V : I Γ′,y′ :O[V/x] `M : FA Γ′ `C

Γ′,y :A ` Nret : C Γ′,x : I,x′ :O→UC ` Nop : C

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` (opFA
V (y′.M)) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= Nop[V/x][λy′ :O[V/x].thunk H/x′] : C

Γ′ `V : A Γ′ `C Γ′,y :A ` Nret : C Γ′,x : I,x′ :O→UC ` Nop : C

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` (return V ) handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= Nret[V/y] : C

where we abbreviate the handling construct in the first equation as

H def
= M handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret
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Proof. These two definitional β-equations are proved as follows:

Γ
′ ` (opFA

V (y′.M)) handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= forceC
(
thunk

(
(opFA

V (y′.M)) to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
thunk (Nret)

))
= forceC

(
thunk

(
op
〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y′.

M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))

))
= forceC

(
thunk

(
force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

(
Vop

〈
V,λy′ :O[V/x].thunk (

M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))

〉)))
= forceC

(
Vop

〈
V,λy′ :O[V/x].thunk (

M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))

〉)
= forceC

(
thunk

(
Nop[V/x]

[
λy′ :O[V/x].

thunk (M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))/x′

]))
= Nop[V/x]

[
λy′ :O[V/x].

thunk (M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))/x′

]
= Nop[V/x]

[
λy′ :O[V/x].thunk (forceC (thunk (

M to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(thunk Nret))))/x′

]
= Nop[V/x]

[
λy′ :O[V/x].thunk (

M handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret)/x′

]
: C

and

Γ
′ ` (return V ) handled with {opx(x

′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A in Nret

= forceC
(
thunk

(
(return V ) to y :A in force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

(thunk Nret)
))

= forceC
(
thunk

(
force〈UC,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

(thunk Nret[V/y])
))

= forceC (thunk Nret[V/y])

= Nret[V/y] : C

By being able to derive the conventional term-level presentation of handlers, we can

also straightforwardly accommodate all the typical example uses of handlers proposed

by Plotkin and Pretnar [95], e.g., implementing timeouts, rollbacks, stream redirection,

etc. We refer the reader to op. cit. for a detailed overview of these examples.
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It is worth noting that the problems discussed in Section 7.2 do not arise in this

extension of eMLTTTeff because we can not define the handling construct

K handled with {opx(x
′) 7→ Nop}op∈Seff to y :A inC Nret

satisfying analogous equations to those given in Definition 7.4.2. Intuitively, we can

not derive such terms because the nature of homomorphism terms does not allow us to

temporarily forget about the (algebra) structure of C and instead work with UC, e.g., as

used in the definition of the computation term variant of the handling construct above.

Finally, we recall that Plotkin and Pretnar do not enforce the correctness of their

handlers during typechecking because it is in general an undecidable problem, see [95,

§6] for details. In other words, they do not require the user-defined computation terms

Nop to satisfy the equations given in Eeff. In comparison, we include the corresponding

proof obligations in eMLTTH
Teff

’s typing rules and definitional equations because in this

thesis we only study a declarative presentation of eMLTT and its extensions.

We plan to address the issue of algorithmic typechecking in future extensions of

this work. For example, we could develop a normaliser for eMLTTH
Teff

that is optimised

for important fibred effect theories (e.g., for global state, as studied in [12, §5.2]), and

require programmers to manually prove equations that cannot be established automati-

cally. To facilitate the latter, we could change eMLTTH
Teff

to use propositional equalities

in proof obligations instead of definitional equations—see Section 8.1.5.

7.5 Using handlers to reason about algebraic effects

In this section we demonstrate that our type-based treatment of handlers provides a

useful mechanism for reasoning about effectful computations, giving us an alternative

to defining predicates on effectful computations using propositional equality on thunks.

To facilitate such reasoning, we first extend eMLTTH
Teff

with universes. To keep

to the declarative presentation we are using for eMLTT and its extensions, we extend

eMLTTH
Teff

with universes à la Tarski2 by making the decoding function explicit.

In detail, we extend eMLTTH
Teff

with i) universes of codes of types and ii) decoding

functions that provide a meaning to these codes by “interpreting” them as correspond-

ing types. As eMLTTH
Teff

includes both value and computation types, it is natural to

include two kinds of universes, albeit we only use the former in our examples.

2This terminology was originally proposed by Martin-Löf in [70], due to the similarity between the
explicit decoding function and Tarski’s definition of truth [109].
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Specifically, we extend eMLTTH
Teff

’s types with

A ::= . . .

| VU universe of codes of value types

| CU universe of codes of computation types

| El V decoding function for the codes of value types

C ::= . . .

| El V decoding function for the codes of computation types

Observe that we consider only one universe level for both value and computation

types—this can be straightforwardly extended to a hierarchy of universes using stan-

dard techiques, e.g., as discussed in [81].

The concrete codes of eMLTTH
Teff

’s value and computation types are given by terms

of type VU and CU, respectively. Specifically, we extend eMLTTH
Teff

’s value terms with

V ::= . . .

| nat-code 

codes of value types

| unit-code

| v-sigma-code(V,x.W )

| v-pi-code(V,x.W )

| empty-code

| sum-code(V,W )

| eq-code(V,W1,W2)

| u-code V

| hom-code(V,W )

| f-code V  codes of
computation types

| c-sigma-code(V,x.W )

| c-pi-code(V,x.W )

| u-alg-code(V,{Wop}op∈Seff)

We also extend the well-formed syntax of eMLTTH
Teff

with rules of the form:

` Γ

Γ ` VU
Γ `V : VU
Γ ` El V

Γ `V : CU
Γ ` El V

Γ `V : CU Γ `W : CU
Γ ` hom-code(V,W ) : VU
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Γ `V : CU
Γ ` u-code V : VU

Γ `V : VU
Γ ` f-code V : CU

Γ `V : VU Γ,x :El V `W : CU
Γ ` c-sigma-code(V,x.W ) : CU

Γ `V : VU Γ,x :El V `W : CU
Γ ` c-pi-code(V,x.W ) : CU

The behaviour of the two decoding functions, both written El V , is described using

definitional equations between value and computation types, e.g., as given by

Γ `V : CU Γ `W : CU
Γ ` El (hom-code(V,W )) = (El V )( (El W )

Γ `V : CU
Γ ` El (u-code V ) =U(El V )

Γ `V : VU
Γ ` El (f-code V ) = F(El V )

Γ `V : VU Γ,x :El V `W : CU
Γ ` El (c-sigma-code(V,x.W )) = Σx :(El V ).El W

Γ `V : VU Γ,x :El V `W : CU
Γ ` El (c-pi-code(V,x.W )) = Πx :(El V ).El W

Using these universes (in particular, the value universe VU), we can now define

predicates on (thunks of) effectful computations of type FA as value terms of the form

Γ ` V : UFA→ VU, with the aim of using them to refine (thunks of) effectful compu-

tations using the value Σ-type, as Σx :UFA.El (V x). In more detail, we define these

predicates by i) equipping the universe VU (or a value type we define using it) with an

appropriate algebra for the given fibred effect theory, and by ii) using a combination of

thunking-forcing and sequential composition to handle the given computation of type

FA with the above-mentioned algebra on VU (or on a value type we define using it).

Below we consider two kinds of examples of defining predicates on computations

using our type-based treatment of handlers: i) lifting predicates from return values to

predicates on computations; and ii) specifying patterns of allowed (I/O-)effects.

7.5.1 Lifting predicates from return values to computations

Lifting predicates from return values to computations is easiest when the fibred ef-

fect theory in question does not contain equations, because then we do not have to

prove equational proof obligations for the user-defined algebra type. Therefore, let us

first consider the theory TI/O of input/output from Examples 6.1.8 and 6.1.24—other

equation-free fibred algebraic effects can be reasoned about similarly, e.g., exceptions.
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In particular, we lift a given predicate Γ `VP : A→ VU on return values to a predi-

cate Γ `VP̂ : UFA→ VU on (thunks of) computations by

VP̂
def
= λy :UFA.thunk

(
(forceFA y) to y′ :A in force〈VU,{Vop}op∈SI/O〉

(VP y′)
)

where the value terms Vread and Vwrite are given by

Vread
def
= λy :(Σx :1.Chr→ VU).v-sigma-code(chr-code,y′.(sndy)y′)

Vwrite
def
= λy :(Σx :Chr.1→ VU).(sndy)?

and where chr-code is the code of the assumed value type Chr of characters, i.e.,

Γ ` El chr-code= Chr

On closer inspection, we can see that the predicate VP̂ agrees with the possibility

modality from Evaluation Logic [84], in that a computation satisfies VP̂ if there exists

a return value that satisfies VP. For example, to prove that VP̂ holds of a computation

term readFA(y.writeFA
V (return W )), we need to construct an inhabitant for the right-

hand side of the following derivable definitional equation between value types:

Γ ` El
(
VP̂ (thunk (readFA(y.writeFA

V (return W ))))
)
= Σy :Chr.El (VP W )

If we replace v-sigma-code with v-pi-code in the definition of Vread, we get a predi-

cate that holds if all the return values of the given computation satisfy VP.

As a second example, we consider a fibred effect theory that does include equa-

tions, namely, the theory TGS of global state from Examples 6.1.6 and 6.1.22.

In particular, given a predicate Γ ` VQ : A→ St→ VU on return values and final

store values, we define a predicate Γ `VQ̂ : UFA→ St→ VU on (thunks of) computa-

tions and initial store values by

VQ̂
def
= λy :UFA.λxS :St.fst

((
thunk

(
(forceFA y) to y′ :A in

force〈St→(VU×St),{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉)
))

xS
)

where the value terms Vget and Vput are defined using the natural representation of

stateful programs as state-passing functions St → (VU×St), e.g., Vput is defined as

Vput
def
= λy :(Σx :St.1→ (St → (VU×St))).λxS :St.

pm y as (x :St,x′ :1→ (St → (VU×St))) in x′ ? x

In other words, Vget and Vput are defined as if they were operations of the free algebra

on VU for the equational theory corresponding to the fibred effect theory TGS.

On closer inspection, we can see that VQ̂ corresponds to Dijkstra’s weakest precon-

dition semantics of stateful programs [33], as made precise in the next proposition.
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Proposition 7.5.1. The following definitional equations are derivable in eMLTTH
TGS

:

Γ `VQ : A→ St→ VU Γ `V : A Γ `VS : St
Γ `VQ̂ (thunk (return V ))VS =VQ V VS : VU

Γ `VQ : A→ St→ VU Γ,y :St `M : FA Γ `VS : St

Γ `VQ̂ (thunk (getFA(y.M)))VS =VQ̂ (thunk M[VS/y])VS : VU

Γ `VQ : A→ St→ VU Γ `M : FA Γ `VS : St Γ `V ′S : St

Γ `VQ̂ (thunk (putFA
V ′S
(M)))VS =VQ̂ (thunk M)V ′S : VU

Proof. All three equations are proved by straightforward equational reasoning, e.g.,

Γ `VQ̂ (thunk (putFA
V ′S
(M)))VS

= fst
((
thunk

(
(forceFA (thunk (putFA

V ′S
(M)))) to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉)
))

VS
)

= fst
((
thunk

(
putFA

V ′S
(M) to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉)
))

VS
)

= fst
((
thunk

(
put
〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
V ′S

(M to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉))

))
VS
)

= fst
((
thunk

(
force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉

(
λxS :St.pm

〈
V ′S,λy :1.thunk (M to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉))

〉
as

(x :St,x′ :1→ (St → VU×St)) in x′ ? x
)))

VS
)

= fst
((

λxS :St.pm
〈
V ′S,λy :1.thunk (M to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉))

〉
as

(x :St,x′ :1→ (St → VU×St)) in x′ ? x
)

VS
)

= fst
(
pm
〈
V ′S,λy :1.thunk (M to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉))

〉
as

(x :St,x′ :1→ (St → VU×St)) in x′ ? x
)

= fst
((
thunk

(
M to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉)
))

V ′S
)

= fst
((
thunk

(
(forceFA (thunk M)) to y′ :A in

force〈S→VU×S,{Vop}op∈SGS〉
(λx′S :St.〈VQ y′ x′S,x

′
S〉)
))

V ′S
)

=VQ̂ (thunk M)V ′S : VU
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The proofs of the other two equations follow a similar pattern.

We leave comparing our handler-based definition of Dijkstra’s weakest precondi-

tion semantics to the CPS-translation based definition used in F* [10] for future work.

7.5.2 Specifying patterns of allowed effects

Analogously to lifting predicates from return values to computations, specifying pat-

terns of allowed effects is easiest when the given fibred effect theory does not contain

equations. Therefore, let us again consider the fibred effect theory TI/O of input/output.

As a first example, we define a very coarse grained predicate Vno-w on the allowed

I/O-effects, namely, one that disallows all writes. This predicate is defined as follows:

Vno-w
def
= λy :UFA.thunk

(
(forceFA y) to y′ :A in force〈VU,{Vop}op∈SI/O〉

unit-code
)

where the value terms Vread and Vwrite are given by

Vread
def
= λy :(Σx :1.Chr→ VU).v-pi-code(chr-code,y′.(sndy) y′)

Vwrite
def
= λy :(Σx :Chr.1→ VU).empty-code

For example, the computation term readFA(x.writeFA
V (M)) does not satisfy Vno-w

(if Γ is consistent) because of the following derivable value type isomorphism:

Γ ` El(Vno-w(thunk (read
FA(y.writeFA

V (M))))) = Πy :1+1.0∼= 0

Next, we show how to specify more complex patterns of allowed I/O-effects in

the style of session types [46]. To this end, for our second example, let us assume an

inductive type � ` Protocol, defined using three constructors with the following types:

e : Protocol r : (Chr→ Protocol)→ Protocol

w : (Chr→ VU)×Protocol→ Protocol

Intuitively, e stands for the end of communication; r specifies that the next allowed

I/O-effect has to be a read; and w specifies that the next I/O-effect has to be a write.

Note that both r and w take a Protocol-valued argument. This argument specifies

the pattern of I/O-effects that are allowed after performing a read or write effect, re-

spectively. Further, observe that for r, the Protocol-valued argument can depend on

the character being read from the input. It is also worth noting that w takes a second

argument (with type Chr→ VU). This argument denotes a predicate on the values of

type Chr that are allowed to be written to the output by the corresponding write effect.
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Then, given some particular protocol Γ `Vpr : Protocol, we define a predicate

Vp̂r
def
= λy :UFA.

(
thunk

(
(forceFA y) to y′ :A in

force〈Protocol→VU,{Vop}op∈SI/O〉
Vret

))
Vpr

where the value terms Vret, Vread, and Vwrite are defined as follows (for better readability,

we opt to give their definitions by pattern-matching on their respective arguments):

Vret e
def
= unit-code

Vread 〈V,Vrk〉 (r V ′pr)
def
= v-pi-code(chr-code,y.(Vrk y) (V ′pr y))

Vwrite 〈V,Vwk〉 (w 〈VP,V ′pr〉)
def
= v-sigma-code(VP V,y.Vwk ? V ′pr)

with all other cases defined to be equal to empty-code; and where

Γ `Vrk : Chr→ Protocol→ VU Γ `Vwk : 1→ Protocol→ VU

are the respective continuations of the algebraic operations denoted by Vread and Vwrite.

The high-level idea is that Vp̂r computes to empty-code if the given computation

does not conform to the pattern of I/O-effects specified by the given protocol Vpr. On

the other hand, if the given computation happens to conform to the given protocol, Vp̂r

will compute to a representation of a sequence of value Π- and Σ-types (ending with

1) for which one can easily construct an inhabitant, and thus prove that Vp̂r holds.

We conclude by noting that one can easily combine Vno-w and Vp̂r with predicates

from Section 7.5.1, by replacing unit-code with a predicate VP on return values.

7.6 Meta-theory

In this section we show how to extend the meta-theory of eMLTT and eMLTTTeff to

eMLTTH
Teff

, analogously to how we extended the meta-theory of eMLTT to eMLTTTeff

in Section 6.3. Similarly to eMLTTTeff , many of the results from Section 3.3 (and

from the beginning of Section 5.3) extend straightforwardly to eMLTTH
Teff

, with either

the proof remaining the same or it can be easily adapted for eMLTTH
Teff

. Analogously

to Section 6.3, we omit the proofs of the propositions and theorems that extend to

eMLTTH
Teff

straightforwardly and only comment on the more involved proofs.

Extending Theorem 3.3.10 (Value term substitution) to eMLTTH
Teff

We begin by recalling that in Theorem 3.3.10 we showed that the substitution rule is

admissible in eMLTT for substituting value terms for value variables. When extending
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Theorem 3.3.10 to eMLTTH
Teff

, we keep the basic proof principle the same: we prove

(a)–(l) for different kinds of types, terms, and definitional equations simultaneously,

with (a)–(b) proved by induction on the length of the given value context Γ2, and

(c)–(l) by induction on the given derivations; and this theorem as a whole is proved

simultaneously with the eMLTTH
Teff

version of the weakening theorem (Theorem 3.3.9).

The cases for the terms and definitional equations introduced by eMLTTTeff are

proved analogously to Section 6.2; this also includes additionally proving an eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 6.3.2, so as to account for substituting value terms for value

variables in the translation of effect terms. The new cases for the types, terms, and

definitional equations introduced by eMLTTH
Teff

are proved analogously to other types,

terms, and definitional equations that involve variable bindings and type annotations.

For example, in the case corresponding to the formation rule for the user-defined

algebra type, the given derivation ends with

Γ1,y :B,Γ2 ` A Γ1,y :B,Γ2 `Vop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

Γ1,y :B,Γ2 `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ1,y :B,Γ2 ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

and we need to construct a derivation of

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] ` 〈A[W/y],{Vop[W/y]}op∈Seff〉

To construct this derivation, we first use (c), (g), and (h) on the derivations given

by the premises of this rule, in order to get derivations of

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] ` A[W/y]

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] `Vop[W/y] : (Σx : I[W/y].O[W/y]→ A[W/y])→ A[W/y]

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] `
−−−−−−−−→
λx′i : Âi[W/y].

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j[W/y]→ A[W/y].LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

[W/y]

=
−−−−−−−−→
λx′i : Âi[W/y].

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j[W/y]→ A[W/y].LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

[W/y] :
−−−−−−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi[W/y].

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Â′j[W/y]→ A[W/y]→ A[W/y]

Next, we use the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.7 on the given derivations

of Γ1 `W : B, � ` I, x : I ` O, and Γ ` A′j, to get the following inclusions:

FVV (W )⊆Vars(Γ1) FVV (I) = /0 FVV (O)⊆ {x} FVV (A′j)⊆Vars(Γ)
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According to our adopted variable conventions, we also know that

x,x′1, . . . ,x
′
n,xw1, . . . ,xwm 6∈Vars(Γ1,y :B,Γ2)

As a result, by recalling that the properties of substitution we established for eMLTT

in Section 3.1 extend straightforwardly to eMLTTH
Teff

, we get the following equations:

I[W/y] = I O[W/y] = O A′j[W/y] = A′j

Further, by using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 6.3.2, we also get that

LT1 M
A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

[W/y] = LT1 M
A[W/y];

−−−−→
x′i[W/y];

−−−−−→
xwj [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

= LT1 M
A[W/y];

−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

LT2 M
A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

[W/y] = LT2 M
A[W/y];

−−−−→
x′i[W/y];

−−−−−→
xwj [W/y];

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

= LT2 M
A[W/y];

−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

where the right-hand equations follow from the properties of substitution.

Finally, by combining all these observations, we get that the derivations we con-

structed in the beginning of this proof turn out to be in fact derivations of

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] ` A[W/y]

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] `Vop[W/y] : (Σx : I.O→ A[W/y])→ A[W/y]

Γ1,Γ2[W/y] `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A[W/y].LT1 M

A[W/y];
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A[W/y].LT2 M

A[W/y];
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−−−−−→
Vop[W/y]

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
Â′j→ A[W/y]→ A[W/y]

Therefore, we can use the formation rule for the user-defined algebra type with these

derivations to construct the required derivation of Γ1,Γ2[W/y]` 〈A[W/y],{Vop}op∈Seff〉.

Extending Proposition 3.3.20 to eMLTTH
Teff

We begin by recalling that in Proposition 3.3.20 we showed that the judgements of

well-formed expressions and definitional equations only involve well-formed contexts

and types, and well-typed terms. For example, given Γ `M = N : C, we showed that

Γ `M : C Γ ` N : C

When extending Proposition 3.3.20 to eMLTTH
Teff

, we keep the basic proof prin-

ciple the same: we prove (a)–( j) for different kinds of types, terms, and definitional
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equations simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations, using the eMLTTH
Teff

versions of the weakening and substitution theorems, where necessary.

The cases for the terms and definitional equations introduced by eMLTTTeff are

proved as in Section 6.2; this also includes proving Proposition 6.3.3 to show that

well-formed effect terms translate into well-typed value terms. Most of the new cases

introduced by eMLTTH
Teff

are proved similarly to other types and terms that involve

variable bindings and type annotations. However, in order to be able to account for

the congruence rule for the user-defined algebra type, we need to prove the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.20 simultaneously with Propositions 7.6.1 and 7.6.2 below.

Proposition 7.6.1. Given a well-typed value term Γ1,Γ2,Γ3 ` V : A and definitional

equations Γ1 `Vi =Wi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1], for all xi :Ai in Γ2, then

Γ1,Γ3[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] `V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] =V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ] : A[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the length of Γ2, as discussed below.

Base case (with Γ2 = �): In this case, we simply use the reflexivity rule for value terms

to prove Γ1,Γ3 `V =V : A.

Step case (with Γ2 = Γ′2,xn :An): In this case, we first use the induction hypothesis on

Γ1,Γ
′
2,xn :An,Γ3 `V : A (with the contexts chosen as Γ1 and Γ′2 and xn :An,Γ3) to prove

Γ1,xn :An[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1],Γ3[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1] `
V [V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1] =V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1] : A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1]

Next, by using the simultaneously proved eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.20

on this definitional equation, we get a derivation of

Γ1,xn :An[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1],Γ3[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1] `
V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1] : A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1]

Further, by using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of the substitution theorem on the defini-

tional equation above, we get a proof of

Γ1,Γ3[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn] `
V [V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn]

=V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn] : A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn]

and for which we can use the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.3.6 to show that

Γ1,Γ3[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn] = Γ1,Γ3[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1,Vn/xn]

A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn] = A[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1,Vn/xn]
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Finally, we can prove the required equation as follows:

Γ1,Γ3[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] `V [V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1,Vn/xn]

=V [V1/x1, . . . ,Vn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn]

=V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1][Vn/xn]

=V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1][Wn/xn]

=V [W1/x1, . . . ,Wn−1/xn−1,Wn/xn] : A[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]

where the first and last equation are proved using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposi-

tion 5.3.6; the second equation is proved using the definitional equation derived above;

and the third equation is proved using the replacement rule for value terms.

Proposition 7.6.2. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, value

types A and B, value terms Vi and Wi (for all xi : Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j and W ′j (for

all w j :A′j in ∆), value terms Vop and Wop (for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), and a value

context Γ′ such that

• ` Γ′,

• Γ′ ` A = B,

• Γ′ `Vi =Wi : Ai[V1/x1, . . . ,Vi−1/xi−1],

• Γ′ `V ′j =W ′j : A′j[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn]→ A,

• Γ′ `Vop =Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A,

then

Γ
′ ` LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−→
Vop

= LT M
B;
−→
Wi;
−→
W ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: A

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the derivation of Γ |∆ ` T .

As a representative example, we consider the case of algebraic operations opV (y.T ),

for which we need to prove the following definitional equation:

Γ′ `Vop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−→
Vop
〉

=Wop 〈V [
−→
Wi/
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ]/x].LT M

B;
−→
Wi,y;

−→
W ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉 : A

First, we note that we can repeatedly use the replacement rules for value types and

value terms with the derivations of Γ ` V : I and x : I ` O, in combination with the

eMLTTH
Teff

version Theorem 5.3.11 (simultaneous value term substitution), to prove

Γ
′ `V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] =V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ] : I[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] Γ

′ ` O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] = O[V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ]/x]
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However, as � ` I, we can use the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.7 to get that

FVV (I) = /0, and thus we can use the eMLTTTeff version of Propopsition 5.3.3 to get

Γ
′ `V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] =V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ] : I

Next, as y is fresh by our adopted variable conventions, we have a derivation of

` Γ′,y :O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] and thus we can use the induction hypothesis to get

Γ
′,y :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] ` LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−→
Vop

= LT M
B;
−→
Wi,y;

−→
W ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: A

Next, by using the congruence rule for lambda abstraction, we get a proof of

Γ′ ` λy :O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−→
Vop

= λy :O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

B;
−→
Wi,y;

−→
W ′j ;
−−→
Wop

: O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x]→ A

Finally, using the congruence rules for function application and pairing, in combi-

nation with the proofs of definitional equations given above, we can prove

Γ′ `Vop 〈V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;

−→
V ′j ;
−→
Vop
〉

=Wop 〈V [
−→
Wi/
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Wi/
−→xi ]/x].LT M

B;
−→
Wi,y;

−→
W ′j ;
−−→
Wop
〉 : A

We now return to the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.20. We consider one

example case of its proof in detail, so as to demonstrate how Proposition 7.6.2 and

equational reasoning are used to prove the new cases introduced by eMLTTH
Teff

.

In particular, we consider the case of the congruence rule for the user-defined alge-

bra type. In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ′ ` A = B Γ′ `Vop =Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉= 〈B,{Wop}op∈Seff〉

and we are required to construct derivations of

Γ
′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 Γ

′ ` 〈B,{Wop}op∈Seff〉
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We begin by using (b) and ( f ) on the given derivations of Γ′ ` A = B and

Γ′ `Vop =Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A, in order to get derivations of

Γ′ ` A Γ′ ` B

Γ′ `Vop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A Γ′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff.

On the one hand, based on these derivations, we can immediately construct the

required derivation of Γ′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 by using the corresponding formation rule.

On the other hand, more work is needed to construct the required derivation of

Γ′ ` 〈B,{Wop}op∈Seff〉. To this end, we first use the context and type conversion rule

with ` Γ′ = Γ′ and Γ′ ` (Σx :I.O→ A)→ A = (Σx :I.O→ B)→ B (which we get from

Γ′ ` A = B) on the derivations of Γ′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A to get derivations of

Γ
′ `Wop : (Σx : I.O→ B)→ B

Next, we prove for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff the following definitional equations:

Γ
′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ B.LT1 M

B;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−→
Wop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ B.LT2 M

B;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−−→
Wop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ B→ B

using the assumed definitional equations corresponding to equations Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in

Eeff (for the middle equation), in combination with (the repeated use of) the congru-

ence rule for lambda abstraction and Proposition 7.6.2 (for the first and last equation).

As a result, we can now use the formation rule for the user-defined algebra type to

also construct the required derivation of Γ′ ` 〈B,{Wop}op∈Seff〉.

7.7 Derivable equations

In this section we present some useful definitional equations that are derivable in

eMLTTH
Teff

. These equations complement those we showed to be derivable in eMLTT

and eMLTTTeff in Sections 3.5 and 6.4, respectively. These derivable equations include

unit and associativity equations for the composition operations, and the interaction of

the composition operations with other computation and homomorphism terms.
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For better readability, given Γ,x :UC `M : D, we abbreviate premises of the form

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.M[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.M[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, by writing

M is a homomorphism in y

Proposition 7.7.1. The following unit and associativity equations are derivable for the

composition operations:

Γ `M : C
Γ `M as y :UC in forceC y = M : C

Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ |z :C ` K as y :UD in forceD y = K : D

Γ `M : C1

Γ `C2 Γ,y1 :UC1 ` N1 : C2 N1 is a homomorphism in y1

Γ ` D Γ,y2 :UC2 ` N2 : D N2 is a homomorphism in y2

Γ `M as y1 :UC1 in (N1 as y2 :UC2 in N2)

= (M as y1 :UC1 in N1) as y2 :UC2 in N2 : D

Γ |z :C ` K : D1

Γ ` D2 Γ,y1 :UD1 `M : D2 M is a homomorphism in y1

Γ ` D3 Γ,y2 :UD2 ` N : D3 N is a homomorphism in y2

Γ |z :C ` K as y1 :UD1 in (M as y2 :UD2 in N)

= (K as y1 :UD1 in M) as y2 :UD2 in N : D3

Proof. The two unit equations are proved by using the η-equation for the composition

operations, i.e., as

Γ `M as y :UC in forceC y

= M as y :UC in z[forceC y/z]

= z[M/z]

= M : C

and similarly for the unit equation for homomorphism terms.
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The two associativity equations are proved by using the β- and η-equations for the

composition operations, i.e., as

Γ `M as y1 :UC1 in (N1 as y2 :UC2 in N2)

= M as y1 :UC1 in
((
(forceC1 y1) as y′1 :UC1 in N1[y′1/y1]

)
as y2 :UC2 in N2

)
= M as y1 :UC1 in

(
(z as y′1 :UC1 in N1[y′1/y1]) as y2 :UC2 in N2

)
[forceC1 y1/z]

= (M as y′1 :UC1 in N1[y′1/y1]) as y2 :UC2 in N2

= (M as y1 :UC1 in N1) as y2 :UC2 in N2 : D

and similarly for the associativity equation for homomorphism terms.

Proposition 7.7.2. Sequential composition commutes with the composition operations

from the left:

Γ `M : FA Γ `C Γ,y1 :A ` N1 : C

Γ ` D Γ,y2 :UC ` N2 : D N2 is a homomorphism in y2

Γ `M to y1 :A in (N1 as y2 :UC in N2)

= (M to y1 :A in N1) as y2 :UC in N2 : D

Γ |z :C ` K : FA Γ ` D1 Γ,y1 :A `M : D1

Γ ` D2 Γ,y2 :UD1 ` N : D2 N is a homomorphism in y2

Γ |z :C ` K to y1 :A in (M as y2 :UD1 in N)

= (K to y1 :A in M) as y2 :UD1 in N : D2

Proof. Both equations are proved by using the β- and η-equations for sequential com-

position, following the same pattern that we used in Proposition 3.5.3 where we showed

that sequential composition commutes with other computation term formers from the

left.

Proposition 7.7.3. Computational pattern-matching commutes with the composition

operations from the left:

Γ `M : Σy1 :A.C1 Γ `C2 Γ,y1 :A |z :C1 ` K : C2

Γ ` D Γ,y2 :UC2 ` N : D N is a homomorphism in y2

Γ `M to (y1 :A,z :C1) in (K as y2 :UC2 in N)

= (M to (y1 :A,z :C1) in K) as y2 :UC2 in N : D
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Γ |z1 :C ` K : Σy1 :A.D1 Γ ` D2 Γ,y1 :A |z2 :D1 ` L : D2

Γ ` D3 Γ,y2 :UD2 `M : D3 M is a homomorphism in y2

Γ |z1 :C ` K to (y1 :A,z2 :D1) in (L as y2 :UD2 in M)

= (K to (y1 :A,z2 :D1) in L) as y2 :UD2 in M : D3

Proof. Both equations are proved by using the β- and η-equations for computational

pattern-matching, following the same common pattern that we used in Proposition 3.5.4

where we showed that computational pattern-matching commutes with other compu-

tation term formers from the left.

Proposition 7.7.4. The composition operations commute with sequential composition,

computational pairing, pattern-matching, lambda abstraction, function application,

and homomorphic function application from the left:

Γ `M : C Γ,y1 :UC ` N1 : FA N1 is a homomorphism in y1

Γ ` D Γ,y2 :A ` N2 : D

Γ `M as y1 :UC in (N1 to y2 :A in N2)

= (M as y1 :UC in N1) to y2 :A in N2 : D

Γ `M : C Γ `V : A

Γ,y2 :A ` D Γ,y1 :UC ` N : D[V/y2] N is a homomorphism in y1

Γ `M as y1 :UC in 〈V,N〉= 〈V,M as y1 :UC in N〉 : Σy2 :A.D

Γ `M : C1 Γ,y1 :UC1 ` N : Σy2 :A.C2 N is a homomorphism in y1

Γ ` D Γ,y2 :A |z :C2 ` K : D

Γ `M as y1 :UC1 in (N to (y2 :A,z :C2) in K)

= (M as y1 :UC1 in N) to (y2 :A,z :C2) in K : D

Γ `M : C Γ,y2 :A ` D

Γ,y1 :UC,y2 :A ` N : D N is a homomorphism in y1

Γ `M as y1 :UC in (λy2 :A.N)

= λy2 :A.(M as y1 :UC in N) : Πy2 :A.D

Γ `M : C Γ `V : A Γ,y2 :A ` D

Γ,y1 :UC ` N : Πy2 :A.D N is a homomorphism in y1

Γ `M as y1 :UC in NV = (M as y1 :UC in N)V : D[V/y2]
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Γ `M : C Γ `V : D1( D2

Γ,y1 :UC ` N : D1 N is a homomorphism in y1

Γ `M as y1 :UC in V N =V (M as y1 :UC in N) : D2

Analogous equations also hold for the composition operation for homomorphism terms.

Proof. These equations are proved by using the β- and η-equations for the composition

operations, e.g., the commutativity with computational pairing is proved as follows:

Γ `M as y1 :UC in 〈V,N〉

= M as y1 :UC in 〈V,(forceC y1) as y′1 :UC in N[y′1/y1]〉

= M as y1 :UC in 〈V,(z as y′1 :UC in N[y′1/y1])〉[forceC y1/z]

= 〈V,M as y′1 :UC in N[y′1/y1]〉

= 〈V,M as y1 :UC in N〉 : Σy2 :A.D

Observe that for this proof to be well-formed, we need to lift the homomorphism

assumption about N to the pair 〈V,N〉. We do so by using the congruence rules for

computational lambda abstraction and pairing, in combination with the corresponding

specialised algebraicity equation we derived in Proposition 6.4.1, as shown below.

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.〈V,N〉[thunk (opC
x (y
′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y1]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.〈V,N[thunk (opC
x (y
′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y1]〉

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.〈V,opD[V/y2]
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y1])〉

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.opΣy2:A.D(y′.〈V,N[x′ y′/y1]〉)

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.opΣy2:A.D(y′.〈V,N〉[x′ y′/y1])

: Πx : I.(O→UC)→ Σy2 :A.D

We conclude by noting that analogously to other computation term formers, we can

also derive specialised algebraicity equations for the composition operation.

Proposition 7.7.5. The following specialised algebraicity equation is derivable, for

every operation symbol op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff:

Γ `V : I Γ `C Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : C

Γ ` D Γ,y′ :UC ` N : D N is a homomorphism in y′

Γ ` opC
V (y.M) as y′ :UC in N = opD

V (y.M as y′ :UC in N) : D
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Proof. This equation is proved by using the general algebraicity equation given in

Definition 6.2.3, following the same common pattern that we used in Proposition 6.4.1

where we proved specialised algebraicity equations for other computation terms.

7.8 Alternative presentations of eMLTT, eMLTTTeff, and

eMLTTH
Teff

In this section we outline two ways in which we could have defined eMLTTH
Teff

(and

also eMLTT and eMLTTTeff) differently from the presentation we used in this thesis.

7.8.1 Different equational proof obligations

First, we note that instead of using equational proof obligations of the form

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.N[thunk (op
C
x (x′′.forceC (x′ x′′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (x′′.N[x′ x′′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→D

we could have instead used Munch-Maccagnoni’s notion of linearity [76], i.e.,

Γ ` λx :UFA.λx′ :A→UC.N[thunk ((forceFA x) to x′′ :A inC forceC (x′ x′′))/y]

= λx :UFA.λx′ :A→UC.(forceFA x) to x′′ :A inD N[x′ x′′/y]

: UFA→ (A→UC)→ D

On the one hand, the proof obligations we used in this thesis follow from Munch-

Maccagnoni’s notion of linearity by straightforward equational reasoning. On the other

hand, in a language supporting only algebraic effects (e.g., eMLTTTeff and eMLTTH
Teff

),

Munch-Maccagnoni’s notion of linearity follows from the proof obligations we used in

this thesis by appealing to Plotkin and Pretnar’s principle of computational induction

for algebraic effects, which states that every computation term of type FA is either a

returned value or built from computation terms using algebraic operations—see [93].

While the latter form of proof obligations is also applicable in languages with com-

putational effects other than algebraic (e.g., as used by Levy in [63] to characterise

general isomorphisms between computation types), we chose the former kind of proof

obligations due to their more intuitive reading in the setting of algebraic effects.
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7.8.2 Omitting homomorphism terms

Second, we note that we could have omitted computation variables z and homomor-

phism terms K from eMLTTH
Teff

(and also eMLTT and eMLTTTeff) altogether. Instead,

we could have used value variables x and an appropriate notion of equational proof

obligations to define and type the elimination form for Σx : A.C, analogously to the

typing rules of composition operations given in Definition 7.3.2. In more detail, this

alternative presentation would involve the following elimination form for Σx :A.C:

Γ `M : Σx :A.C Γ ` D Γ,x :A,y :UC ` N : D

N is a homomorphism in y

Γ `M to (x :A,y :UC) inD N : D

where M would now be eliminated into a pair of values, but with the equational proof

obligations (denoted by ‘N is a homomorphism in y’, using the notation of Section 7.7)

ensuring that the computation term N behaves in y as if it was a homomorphism.

While this alternative presentation would have been semantically more precise (be-

cause homomorphism terms are only an under-approximation of all computation terms

that behave as if they were homomorphisms), we chose to include both computation

and homomorphism terms because the latter enabled us to define a structurally cleaner

elimination form for the computational Σ-type in eMLTT, eMLTTTeff , and eMLTTH
Teff

.

7.9 Interpreting eMLTTH
Teff

in a fibred adjunction model

In this section we equip eMLTTH
Teff

with a denotational semantics by showing that it can

be soundly interpreted in the fibred adjunction model we used for giving a denotational

semantics to eMLTTTeff in Section 6.5. We recall that this fibred adjunction model is

built by lifting the adjunction FLTeff
a ULTeff

: Mod(LTeff,Set) −→ Set to a split fibred

adjunction between famSet and famMod(LTeff
,Set), as depicted in the next diagram.

⊥Fam(Set)

famSet

  

a a {−}

~~

F̂LTeff

++

ÛLTeff

ll Fam(Mod(LTeff ,Set))

famMod(LTeff
,Set)

ooSet

1

OO
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We also recall that the countable Lawvere theory ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff is derived

from the countable equational theory TTeff = (STeff ,ETeff), which itself is derived from

the given fibred effect theory Teff = (Seff,Eeff). See Proposition 2.1.52 and Defini-

tion 6.5.4, respectively, for the detailed definitions of these constructions. Analogously

to Section 6.5, we assume that the given fibred effect theory Teff is countable.

In order to be able to define the interpretation of the user-defined algebra type and

the composition operations in this fibred adjunction model, we first establish that every

model of ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→LTeff and every morphism between such models are determined

by how they behave on operations, i.e., terms of the form−→xo ` opi(xo)1≤o≤|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉|.

When proving the above-mentioned property of the models of ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff ,

we use an auxiliary countable Lawvere theory IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
, which we derive

from the countable fibred effect theory T d
eff

def
= (Seff, /0), as also used in Section 6.5.

Proposition 7.9.1. Given a set A and a family of functions

fopi :
d

o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉A−→ A

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, then there exists a model

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
: LT d

eff
−→ Set

of the countable Lawvere theory IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
.

Proof. We define M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
on objects using countable products, i.e., as3

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
(n) def

=
d

1≤ j≤n A

and on morphisms (∆ ` tk)1≤k≤m : n−→ m as

d
1≤ j≤n A

〈M ′(∆ ` tk)〉1≤k≤m //
d

1≤k≤m A

where M ′(∆ ` tk) is defined by recursion on the derivation of ∆ ` tk, as follows:

M ′(−→x j ` x j)
def
= proj j

M ′(∆ ` opi(to)1≤o≤|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉|)
def
= fopi ◦ 〈M

′(∆ ` to)〉1≤o≤|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉|

Next, to show that M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
preserves identity morphisms, we recall that the

identity morphisms are given in LT d
eff

by tuples of variables. As a result, we can show

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
(idn) = 〈M ′(−→x j ` x j)〉1≤ j≤n = 〈proj j〉1≤ j≤n = idd

1≤ j≤n A

3In the rest of this section, the notation
d

1≤ j≤n A stands for A when n = 1; for
d

j∈{1,...,n} A when n
is a natural number different from 1; and for

d
j∈N A when n is the distinguished symbol ω. In particular,

having
d

1≤ j≤1 A = A allows us to show that the β-equation for the user-defined algebra type is sound.
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Next, we show that given any two morphisms (∆ ` tk)1≤k≤n2 : n1 −→ n2 and

(−→xk ` ul)1≤ l≤n3 : n2−→n3, M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
preserves their composition, i.e.,

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
((∆ ` ul[

−→tk /−→xk ])1≤ l≤n3)

=

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
((−→xk ` ul)1≤ l≤n3) ◦M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉

((∆ ` tk)1≤k≤n2)

This proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show that for all 1≤ l ≤ n3, we have

M ′(∆ ` ul[
−→tk /−→xk ]) = M ′(−→xk ` ul)◦ 〈M ′(∆ ` tk)〉1≤k≤n2

by straightforward induction on the derivation of −→xk ` ul; we omit the details. Sec-

ond, the required equation follows by combining these equations with the definition of

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
and the universal property of countable products, i.e., it follows from

d
1≤ j≤n1

A

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff
〉((∆ `ul [

−→tk /−→xk ])1≤ l≤n3)

def.
--

〈M ′(∆ `ul [
−→tk /−→xk ])〉1≤ l≤n3

11

〈M ′(−→xk `ul) ◦ 〈M ′(∆ ` tk)〉1≤k≤n2〉1≤ l≤n3

equations proved above

the universal property of countable products

88

〈M ′(∆ ` tk)〉1≤k≤n2

--

d
1≤ l≤n3

A

d
1≤ j≤n1

A

〈M ′(−→xk `ul)〉1≤ l≤n3

HH

Finally, we note that M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
preserves countable products because it maps

objects of LT d
eff

(each of which is itself a countable product) to countable products in

Set, variables (i.e., projections in LT d
eff

) to projections in Set, and tuples of terms (i.e.,

pairing of morphisms in LT d
eff

) to pairing in Set. We omit the details of this proof.

Proposition 7.9.2. The model M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
: LT d

eff
−→ Set of the countable Lawvere

theory IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
extends to a model of ITeff : ℵ

op
1 −→ LTeff if we have

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

1 ) = M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

2 )

for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ in JΓK.

Proof. Recalling the definitions of the categories LT d
eff

and LTeff , the only difference

between the two is that in the latter the morphisms given by terms ∆γ ` T γ

1 and

∆γ ` T γ

2 are identified, for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ in JΓK. As a result, for
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M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
: LT d

eff
−→ Set to also be a model of the countable Lawvere theory

ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff , it suffices to show that M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉

identifies such terms,

which follows immediately from the equations we assume in this proposition.

Proposition 7.9.3. Given models M1 : LTeff −→ Set and M2 : LTeff −→ Set of the count-

able Lawvere theory ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→LTeff , and a function f : M1(1)−→M2(1) such that

d
o∈|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉|(M1(1))

d
o( f )

//

∼=
��

d
o∈|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉|(M2(1))

∼=
��

M1(|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M1(
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M2(|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M2(
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M1(1) f
// M2(1)

for all operation symbols opi : |Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉| in STeff , then f extends to a morphism

hom( f ) : M1 −→M2

of models of the countable Lawvere theory ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff .

Proof. We define the components hom( f )n of the natural transformation hom( f ) as

M1(n)
∼= //

d
1≤ j≤n(M1(1))

d
j( f )

//
d

1≤ j≤n(M2(1))
∼= // M2(n)

We prove that hom( f ) is natural in n in two steps.

First, for any morphism n −→ 1 in LTeff , given by a term ∆ ` t, we show that the

next diagram commutes, by induction on the given derivation of ∆ ` t.

M1(n)
∼= //

M1(∆ ` t)

##

d
1≤ j≤n(M1(1))

d
j( f )

//
d

1≤ j≤n(M2(1))
∼= // M2(n)

M2(∆ ` t)

{{

M1(1) f
// M2(1)

We omit the details of the proof and only note that the case for variables follows from

the preservation of countable products by M1 and M2; and the case for algebraic oper-

ations follows from the commuting squares we assume in the proposition.
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Second, using such commuting squares, we show that the naturality square for

hom( f ) commutes for any morphism n−→m given by a tuple of terms (∆ ` tk)1≤k≤m:

M1(n)
∼= //

〈M1(∆ ` tk)〉k

��

M1((∆ ` tk)k)

pres. of c. prod.

above diagram and the univ. prop. of c. prod.

��

hom( f )n

def. &&d
1≤ j≤n(M1(1))

d
j( f )

&&d
1≤ j≤n(M2(1))

∼= // M2(n)

〈M2(∆ ` tk)〉k

��

M2((∆ ` tk)k)

pres. of c. prod.
��

M1(m) ∼=
//

hom( f )m

def.
88

d
1≤k≤m(M1(1))

d
k( f )

88

〈 f ◦projk〉k

def.

&&d
1≤k≤m(M2(1)) ∼=

// M2(m)

Using these observations about the models of ITeff : ℵ
op
1 −→ LTeff and the mor-

phisms between them, we next show how to interpret eMLTTH
Teff

in the fibred adjunc-

tion model given by the split fibred adjunction F̂LTeff
a ÛLTeff

.

Definition 7.9.4. We extend the interpretation of eMLTTTeff in this fibred adjunction

model to eMLTTH
Teff

by defining J−K on the user-defined algebra type as

JΓ′;AK1 = JΓ′K ∈ Set JΓ′;AK2 : JΓ′K−→ Set JΓ′;VopK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K

(JΓ′;VopK2)γ ′ : 1−→
d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

1 ) = M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

2 )

for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ in JΓK, where

f γ ′
opi

def
= f 7→ proj〈i, f 〉((JΓ′;VopK2)γ ′(?))

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1
def
= JΓ′K

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2(γ
′)

def
= M

〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′
opi}opi∈Seff〉
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on the composition operation for computation terms as

JΓ;MK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;MK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ,y :UC;NK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ))) : JΓ,y :UCK−→ JΓ,y :UCK

(JΓ,y :UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

d
o(M

γ

1 (1))
d

o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉
( f γ)

//

∼=
��

d
o(M

γ

2 (1))

∼=
��

M γ

1 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

1 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

2 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

2 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

1 (1) f γ

// M γ

2 (1)

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, γ in JΓK, and i in J�; IK2(?), where

M γ

1
def
= JΓ;CK2(γ) M γ

2
def
= JΓ;DK2(γ) f γ def

= c 7→ (JΓ,y :UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉(?)

JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK1
def
=
JΓK

idJΓK

��

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK2)γ

def
=
1

(JΓ;MK2)γ

��

ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

f γ

��

JΓK ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))
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and on the composition operation for homomorphism terms as

JΓ;z :C;KK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;z :C;KK2)γ : JΓ;CK2(γ)−→ JΓ;D1K2(γ)

JΓ,y :UD1;MK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(ULTeff

(JΓ;D1K2(γ))) : JΓ,y :UD1K−→ JΓ,y :UD1K

(JΓ,y :UD1;MK2)〈γ,d〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;D2K2(γ))

d
o(M

γ

1 (1))
d

o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉
( f γ)

//

∼=
��

d
o(M

γ

2 (1))

∼=
��

M γ

1 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

1 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

2 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

2 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

1 (1) f γ

// M γ

2 (1)

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, γ in JΓK, and i in J�; IK2(?), where

M γ

1
def
= JΓ;D1K2(γ) M γ

2
def
= JΓ;D2K2(γ) f γ def

= d 7→ (JΓ,y :UD1;MK2)〈γ,d〉(?)

JΓ;z :C;K as y :UD1 inD2 MK1
def
=
JΓK

idJΓK

��

(JΓ;z :C;K as y :UD1 inD2 MK2)γ

def
=

JΓ;CK2(γ)

(JΓ;z:C;KK2)γ

��

JΓ;D1K2(γ)

hom( f γ)

��

JΓK JΓ;D2K2(γ)
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Similarly to eMLTTTeff , the results from Section 5.2 that relate weakening and sub-

stitution to reindexing along semantic projection and substitution morphisms extend

to eMLTTH
Teff

straightforwardly. However, analogously to eMLTTTeff , the soundness

theorem (Theorem 5.2.15) again needs more attention, as discussed in detail below.

Extending Theorem 5.2.15 (Soundness) to eMLTTH
Teff

We begin by recalling that in Theorem 5.2.15 we showed that the a priori partially

defined interpretation function J−K is defined on well-formed contexts and types, and

well-typed terms, and that it maps definitionally equal contexts, types, and terms to

equal objects and morphisms. For example, given Γ `M = N : C, we showed that

JΓ;MK = JΓ;NK : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;CK)

When extending Theorem 5.2.15 to eMLTTH
Teff

, we keep the basic proof principle

the same: (a)–(l) are proved simultaneously, by induction on the given derivations,

using the eMLTTH
Teff

versions of Propositions 5.2.4, 5.2.6, 5.2.9, and 5.2.10 to relate

syntactic weakening and substitution to their semantic counterparts. We discuss some

new cases corresponding to the rules given in Definition 7.3.2 in detail below.

Formation rule for the user-defined algebra type: In this case, the given derivation

ends with

Γ′ ` A Γ′ `Vop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A

Γ′ `
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

=
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

:
−−−−→
Πx′i : Âi.

−−−−→
Â′j→ A→ A

(for all op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff and Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 ∈ Eeff)

Γ′ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

and we need to show that

JΓ
′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K ∈ FamJΓ′K(Mod(LTeff ,Set))

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓ′K ∈ Set

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 : JΓ′K−→Mod(LTeff,Set)
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First, we use (d) on the assumed derivations of Γ′ ` Vop : (Σx : I.O→ A)→ A, in

combination with the propositions that relate weakening and substitution to reindexing

along semantic projection and substitution morphisms, so as to get

JΓ′;VopK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K

(JΓ′;VopK2)γ ′ : 1−→
d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

Next, we use ( j) on the assumed derivations of definitional equations, again in

combination with the propositions that relate weakening and substitution to reindexing

along semantic projection and substitution morphisms, to get

JΓ′;
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K1

=

JΓ′;
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K1

=

idJΓ′K

and

(JΓ′;
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K2)γ ′

=

(JΓ′;
−−−−→
λx′i : Âi.

−−−−−−−−−→
λxwj : Â′j→ A.LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K2)γ ′

as JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K and 1−→
d

f∈
d

xi
(JΓ;AiK2(γ))

d
g∈

d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)),

respectively, for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ ′ in JΓ′K.

Based on the definition of J−K for lambda abstraction, the above equations give us

(JΓ′,
−−→
x′i : Âi,

−−−−−−−→
xwj : Â′j→ A;LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K2)〈〈γ ′,γ,〉,−→fwj 〉

=

(JΓ′,
−−→
x′i : Âi,

−−−−−−−→
xwj : Â′j→ A;LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−→xwj ;

−→
Vop

K2)〈〈γ ′,γ,〉,−→fwj 〉

as morphisms 1−→ JΓ′;AK2(γ
′), for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff, γ in JΓK, γ ′ in JΓ′K, and

fwj in
d

a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)), for all wj :A′j in ∆.

Next, we show that JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K is defined, for which we need to show

M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

1 ) = M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

2 )

for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ in JΓK, for which we use Proposition 6.5.6.
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To be able to use Proposition 6.5.6 to prove the above equations, we first define a

family M〈〈γ ′,γ〉,−→fwj 〉
of models of the countable Lawvere theory IT d

eff
: ℵ

op
1 −→ LT d

eff
by

M〈〈γ ′,γ〉,−→fwj 〉
def
= M

〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′
opi}opi∈Seff〉

where fwj is an element of
d

a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)), and f γ ′
opi is given as in Defini-

tion 7.9.4. Observe that by definition we have M〈〈γ ′,γ〉,−→fwj 〉
(1) = JΓ′;AK2(γ

′), as dis-

cussed in more detail in the footnote in the beginning of this section.

Further, in order to be able to use Proposition 6.5.6, we also need to show that the

next diagram commutes, where we abbreviate M〈〈γ ′,γ〉,−→fwj 〉
as M .

1
〈id1〉〈i, f 〉 //

(JΓ′;VopK2)γ ′

((

d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(M (1)) 1

d
〈i, f 〉(? 7→ f )the universal property of count. prod.

��d
〈i, f 〉

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉(M (1))

d
〈i, f 〉(op

M
i )

}}

∼=

def. of opM
i

��

d
〈i, f 〉( f γ ′

opi)

def.

""

〈proj〈i, f 〉((JΓ′;VopK2)γ ′(?))〉〈i, f 〉

&&

d
〈i, f 〉(M (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|))

d
〈i, f 〉(M (−→xo `opi(xo)o))

def. of M

��d
〈i, f 〉(M (1))

Based on the above, we can now use Proposition 6.5.6 with LT1 MA;−→xi ;−→xwj ;
−→
Vop

and

LT2 MA;−→xi ;−→xwj ;
−→
Vop

to show that for all γ ′, γ, and
−→
fwj , the following diagram commutes:
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1

〈 fwj 〉wj :A
′
j∈∆

��

(JΓ′,
−−→
x′i:Âi,
−−−−−−→
xwj:̂A

′
j→A;LT1 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−−→xwj ;

−−→
Vop

K2)〈〈γ ′,γ,〉,−−→fwj 〉

%% (JΓ′,
−−→
x′i:Âi,
−−−−−−→
xwj:̂A

′
j→A;LT2 M

A;
−→
x′i ;−−→xwj ;

−−→
Vop

K2)〈〈γ ′,γ,〉,−−→fwj 〉yy

d
wj:A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=

��

M (|∆γ|)

M (∆γ `T γ

1 )

��

M (∆γ `T γ

2 )

��

M (1)

=

��

JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

where, for better readability, we again write M for M〈〈γ ′,γ〉,−→fwj 〉
.

As the above diagram commutes for all fwj , namely, for all elements of the product
d

wj:A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)), we can derive the required equations

M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

1 ) = M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
(∆γ ` T γ

2 )

from it, for all Γ |∆ ` T1 = T2 in Eeff and γ in JΓK, by using the well-pointedness of the

category of sets and functions, and the fact that every isomorphism is an epimorphism.

Finally, as we have shown that JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K is defined, and as we know

from Proposition 7.9.2 that M
〈JΓ′;AK2(γ ′),{ f γ ′

opi}opi∈Seff〉
is a model of ITeff : ℵ

op
1 −→ LTeff ,

for all γ ′ in JΓ′K, then, as required, we have

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓ′K ∈ Set

JΓ′;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 : JΓ′K−→Mod(LTeff,Set)
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Typing rule for the composition operation for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `M : C Γ ` D Γ,y :UC ` N : D

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.N[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ `M as y :UC inD N : D

and we need to show that

JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;DK)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

First, we use the induction hypothesis on Γ `M : C and Γ,y :UC ` N : D to get

JΓ;MK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK (JΓ;MK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ,y :UC;NK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ))) : JΓ,y :UCK−→ JΓ,y :UCK

(JΓ,y :UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

Next, we use (k) on the assumed derivations of definitional equations to get

JΓ;λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.N[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]K1

=

JΓ;λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y])K1

=

idJΓK

and
(JΓ;λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.N[thunk (op

C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]K2)γ

=

(JΓ;λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y])K2)γ

for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff and γ in JΓK.
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Based on the definition of J−K for lambda abstraction, the above equations give us

(JΓ,x : I,x′ :O→UC;N[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]K2)〈〈γ,i〉, f 〉

=

(JΓ,x : I,x′ :O→UC;opD
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y])K2)〈〈γ,i〉, f 〉

as morphisms 1 −→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ)), for all op : (x : I) −→ O in Seff, γ in JΓK, i in

J�; IK2(?), and f in
d

o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉(ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))).

Next, we show that JΓ;M as y:UC inD NK is defined, by proving that the following

diagram commutes:

d
o(M

γ

1 (1))

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

( f γ)

def. of f γ

&&d
o(c 7→(JΓ,y:UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉(?))

the univ. prop. of count. prod.

//

f 7→〈(JΓ,y:A;NK2)〈γ,projo( f )〉(?)〉o

55

∼=

��

eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.2.6

def. of J−K

f 7→(JΓ,x,x′;N[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]K2)〈〈γ,i〉, f 〉(?)

��

f 7→(JΓ,x,x′;opC
x (y′.N[x′ y′/y])K2)〈〈γ,i〉, f 〉(?)

(k)

��

d
o(M

γ

2 (1))

∼=

def. of J−K

eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.2.6

��

M γ

1 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

1 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

2 (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|)

M γ

2 (
−→xo `opi(xo)o)

��

M γ

1 (1)

f γ

88c 7→(JΓ,y:UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉(?)

def. of f γ

// M γ

2 (1)
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for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff, γ in JΓK, and i in J�, IK2(?), and where

M γ

1
def
= JΓ;CK2(γ) M γ

2 = JΓ;DK2(γ) f γ def
= c 7→ (JΓ,y :UC;NK2)〈γ,c〉(?)

Finally, as we have shown that JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK is defined, then, as required,

we have

JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD NK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

β-equation for the user-defined algebra type: In this case, the given derivation ends

with
Γ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

Γ `U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉= A

and we need to show

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K = JΓ;AK ∈ FamJΓK(Set)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓ;AK1 = JΓK ∈ Set

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 = JΓ;AK2 : JΓK−→ Set

First, we use (c) on the derivation of Γ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 to get

JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓK ∈ Set

JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 : JΓK−→Mod(LTeff ,Set)

Next, recalling the definition of J−K for the type of thunked computations, we get

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K = ÛLTeff
(JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K) ∈ FamJΓK(Set)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓK ∈ Set

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2(γ) =ULTeff
◦ JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 : JΓK−→ Set
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Finally, by unfolding the definition of J−K for the user-defined algebra type, and

recalling the definitions of M〈JΓ;AK2(γ),{ f γ
opi}opi∈Seff〉

and ULTeff
, we have

ULTeff
(JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2(γ))

=

ULTeff
(M〈JΓ;AK2(γ),{ f γ

opi}opi∈Seff〉
)

=

M〈JΓ;AK2(γ),{ f γ
opi}opi∈Seff〉

(1)

=

JΓ;AK2(γ)

which means that, as required, we have

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K1 = JΓ;AK1 = JΓK ∈ Set

JΓ;U〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2 = JΓ;AK2 : JΓK−→ Set

β-equation for the composition operation for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `V : UC Γ ` D Γ,y :UC `M : D

Γ ` λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.M[thunk (op
C
x (y′.forceC (x′ y′)))/y]

= λx : I.λx′ :O→UC.op
D
x (y′.M[x′ y′/y]) : Πx : I.(O→UC)→ D

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

Γ ` (forceC V ) as y :UC inD M = M[V/y] : D

and we need to show

JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK = JΓ;M[V/y]K : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;DK)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK1 = JΓ;M[V/y]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK2)γ = (JΓ;M[V/y]K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

First, using the premises of the given β-equation, we can construct a derivation of

Γ ` (forceC V ) as y :UC inD M : D
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which means that J−K is defined on the left-hand side of the required equation, by

using (e) on this derivation. By unfolding the definition of J−K for this term, we get

JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK1 = idJΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK2)γ

=

ULTeff
(hom( f γ))◦ (JΓ;forceC V K2)γ

as morphisms JΓK−→ JΓK and 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ)), respectively, and where

f γ def
= c 7→ (JΓ,y :UC;MK2)〈γ,c〉(?)

Next, by unfolding the definition of J−K further (for the forcing of thunked com-

putations) and recalling the definitions of ULTeff
and hom( f γ), we get

ULTeff
(hom( f γ))◦ (JΓ;forceC V K2)γ

=

ULTeff
(hom( f γ))◦ (JΓ;V K2)γ

=

(hom( f γ))1 ◦ (JΓ;V K2)γ

=

f γ ◦ (JΓ;V K2)γ

Now, by combining these last equations, we get

(JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK2)γ(?)

=

f γ((JΓ;V K2)γ(?))

=

(JΓ,y :UC;MK2)〈γ,(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)〉(?)

Next, we use (d) on the derivation of Γ `V : A to get

JΓ;V K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK (JΓ;V K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

Next, we can use the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.2.6 to get

JΓ;M[V/y]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;M[V/y]K2)γ = (JΓ,y :UC;MK2)〈γ,(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)〉 : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))
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Finally, by combining these last two equations with the corresponding two equa-

tions we derived by unfolding the definition of J−K earlier, we have, as required, that

JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK1 = JΓ;M[V/y]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;(forceC V ) as y :UC inD MK2)γ = (JΓ;M[V/y]K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

η-equation for the composition operation for computation terms: In this case, the

given derivation ends with

Γ `M : C Γ |z :C ` K : D
Γ `M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z] = K[M/z] : D

and we need to show

JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K = JΓ;K[M/z]K : 1JΓK −→ ÛLTeff
(JΓ;DK)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K1 = JΓ;K[M/z]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K2)γ = (JΓ;K[M/z]K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

First, using the premises of the given η-equation, we can construct a derivation of

Γ `M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z] : D

which means that J−K is defined on the left-hand side of the required equation, by

using (e) on this derivation. By unfolding the definition of J−K for this term, we get

JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K1 = idJΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K2)γ

=

ULTeff
(hom( f γ))◦ (JΓ;MK2)γ

as morphisms JΓK−→ JΓK and 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ)), respectively, and where

f γ def
= c 7→ (JΓ,y :UC;K[forceC y/z]K2)〈γ,c〉(?)
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Next, by recalling the definitions of ULTeff
and hom( f γ), we get

ULTeff
(hom( f γ))◦ (JΓ;MK2)γ

=

(hom( f γ))1 ◦ (JΓ;MK2)γ

=

f γ ◦ (JΓ;MK2)γ

Now, by combining these last equations with the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposi-

ton 5.2.4 that relates weakening to reindexing along semantic projection morphisms,

and with the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.2.9 that relates substitution of compu-

tation terms for computation variables to composition of morphisms, we get

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K2)γ(?)

=

f γ((JΓ;MK2)γ(?))

=
(JΓ,y :UC;K[forceC y/z]K2)〈γ,(JΓ;MK2)γ(?)〉(?)

=

(ULTeff
(JΓ;z :C;KK2)γ)((JΓ;MK2)γ(?))

Next, we use (e) on the assumed derivation of Γ `M : C and ( f ) on the assumed

derivation of Γ |z :C ` K : D to get

JΓ;MK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK (JΓ;MK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;CK2(γ))

JΓ;z :C;KK1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK (JΓ;z :C;KK2)γ : JΓ;CK2(γ)−→ JΓ;DK2(γ)

from which we get

JΓ,y :UC;z :C;KK1 = id⊔
γ∈JΓK(ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ))) : JΓ,y :UCK−→ JΓ,y :UCK

(JΓ,y :UC;z :C;KK2)〈γ,c〉 : JΓ;CK2(γ)−→ JΓ;DK2(γ)

using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Propositon 5.2.4 that relates weakening to reindexing

along semantic projection morphisms.

Next, by using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 5.2.9, we get

JΓ;K[M/z]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

(JΓ;K[M/z]K2)γ =ULTeff
((JΓ;z :C;KK2)γ)◦ (JΓ;MK2)γ : 1−→ULTeff

(JΓ;CK2(γ))
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Finally, by combining these last two equations with the corresponding two equa-

tions we derived by unfolding the definition of J−K earlier, we have, as required, that

JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K1 = JΓ;K[M/z]K1 = idJΓK : JΓK−→ JΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;M as y :UC inD K[forceC y/z]K2)γ = (JΓ;K[M/z]K2)γ : 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;DK2(γ))

η-equation for algebraic operations at the user-defined algebra type: In this case,

the given derivation ends with

Γ `V : I Γ ` 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 Γ,y :O[V/x] `M : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

Γ ` op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)

= force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉) : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

and we need to show

JΓ;op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)K = JΓ;force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉)K
: 1−→ ÛLTeff

(JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K)

which, for the fibred adjunction model we are working with, is equivalent to showing

JΓ;op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)K1

=

JΓ;force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉)K1

=

idJΓK

and, for all γ in JΓK, that

(JΓ;op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)K2)γ

=

(JΓ;force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉)K2)γ

as morphisms JΓK−→ JΓK and 1−→ULTeff
(JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2(γ)), respectively.

First, using the eMLTTH
Teff

version of Proposition 3.3.20, we get derivations of

Γ ` op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M) : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

Γ ` force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉) : 〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

which means that J−K is defined on both sides of the required equation, by using (e)

on these two derivations.
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The equality of the first components of the two sides of the required equation

(to idJΓK) follows straigthforwardly by unfolding the definition of J−K on both sides.

We prove the equality of the second components of the two sides of the required

equation, for all γ in JΓK, by showing that the next diagram commutes.

1

〈id1〉o∈JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ) composition

��

(JΓ;VopK2)γ //

〈(JΓ,y:O[V/x];MK2)〈γ,o〉〉o

##

d
〈i, f 〉(JΓ;AK2(γ))

proj〈(JΓ;VK2)γ(?),〈(JΓ,y:O[V/x];thunk MK2)γ(?)〉o〉

def.

��

proj〈(JΓ;VK2)γ(?),〈(JΓ,y:O[V/x];MK2)γ(?)〉o〉

��

d
o 1

d
o((JΓ,y:O[V/x];MK2)〈γ,o〉)

��
u. prop. of c. pr.
��d

o(ULTeff
(M ))

= //

opM
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

""

d
o(M (1))

∼=

((

f 7→proj〈(JΓ;VK2)γ(?), f 〉((JΓ;VopK2)γ(?))

yy

M (|JΓ;O[V/x]K2(γ)|)

M (−→xo `op(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)
(xo)o)

def. of opM
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?) def. of M

��

M (1)

=

��

JΓ;AK2(γ)

=

xx

ULTeff
(M )
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where, for better readability, we write M for both (JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K2(γ)) and

M〈JΓ;AK2(γ),{ f γ
opi}opi∈Seff〉

. Recall that these two models of LTeff are equal by definition.

Finally, when we unfold the definition of J−K, we see that the two composite top-

to-bottom morphisms along the outer perimeter of the above diagram are respectively

equal to

(JΓ;op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)K2)γ

and

(JΓ;force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉)K2)γ

As a result, we have, as required, that

JΓ;op
〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉
V (y.M)K = JΓ;force〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉

(Vop 〈V,λy :O[V/x].thunk M〉)K
: 1−→ ÛLTeff

(JΓ;〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉K)





Chapter 8

Conclusion and future work

In this thesis we have developed and studied the foundations for combining depen-

dent types and computational effects, two important areas of modern programming

language research. In the Introduction, we set out to establish the following claim:

Dependent types and computational effects admit a natural combination.

In retrospect, we can confirm that this is indeed the case. Specifically, we have pro-

vided language-based, category-theoretic, and algebraic evidence to support this claim.

Language-based evidence. We have demonstrated that dependent types and com-

putational effects can be naturally combined in a single programming language. We

achieved this by developing a core effectful dependently typed language, called eMLTT,

that extends intensional MLTT with general computational effects, based on a clear

separation between values and computations. Using eMLTT, we demonstrated that—

with minor changes to the typing rules of effectful computations—one can readily use

familiar combinators from simply typed languages to program with computational ef-

fects in the dependently typed setting, e.g., using sequential composition. To overcome

the limitations caused by these changes to the typing rules of effectful computations,

we introduced eMLTT’s distinguishing feature, the computational Σ-type, which al-

lows us to uniformly “close-off” free variables in computation types.

Category-theoretic evidence. We have also demonstrated that dependent types and

computational effects can be naturally combined category-theoretically. To this end,

we defined and studied a class of category-theoretic models, called fibred adjunction

models, suitable for defining a sound and complete interpretation of eMLTT. Specif-

ically, fibred adjunction models naturally combine standard category-theoretic mod-

329
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els of dependent types (split closed comprehension categories) and the corresponding

generalisation of adjunction-based models of computational effects (split fibred ad-

junctions). The naturality of this combination was demonstrated by being able to reuse

and generalise various established results about monads and adjunctions, such as the

existence of the Eilenberg-Moore resolution, and by showing that the computational

Σ- and Π-types can be modelled analogously to their value counterparts, namely, as

adjoints to weakening functors. We further presented various examples of fibred ad-

junction models, ranging from i) those built from models of EEC, to ii) those based on

the families of sets fibration, to iii) those built around the fibred Eilenberg-Moore reso-

lutions of split fibred monads, to iv) those based on the fibration of continuous families

of ω-complete partial orders. The latter enabled us to extend eMLTT with recursion.

Algebraic evidence. We also investigated the algebraic treatment of computational

effects in the presence of dependent types. Specifically, we showed how to extend

eMLTT with fibred algebraic effects and their handlers. To specify such effects, we

introduced a dependently typed generalisation of Plotkin and Pretnar’s effect theories,

whose dependently typed operation symbols enable us to capture precise notions of

computation such as state with location-dependent store types and dependently typed

update monads. For handlers, we observed that their conventional term-level definition

leads to unsound program equivalences becoming derivable in languages that include a

notion of homomorphism, such as eMLTT. To solve this problem, we provided a novel

type-based treatment of handlers via a new computation type, the user-defined algebra

type, which pairs a value type (the carrier) with a family of value terms (the operations).

This type internalises Plotkin and Pretnar’s insight that handlers denote algebras for a

given equational theory of computational effects. We demonstrated the generality of

this type-based treatment by showing that the conventional presentation of handlers

can be routinely derived from it, and that this treatment provides a useful mechanism

for reasoning about effectful computations. We also showed that eMLTT with fibred

algebraic effects and their handlers can be soundly interpreted in a fibred adjunction

model based on the families of sets fibration and models of countable Lawvere theories.

In conclusion, the contributions of this thesis can be summed up as follows:

• one can readily take well-known and established methods for, and results about,

programming with computational effects in simply typed languages and success-

fully adapt them to the dependently typed setting; and
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• the presence of dependent types, in combination with basing our work on ad-

junctions rather than monads, provides an opportunity to discover new and in-

teresting language features, and corresponding mathematical structures.

8.1 Future work directions

There are many directions in which one can take this work forward. We discuss some

of them in detail, including work on the foundations, improvements to the expressive

power of eMLTT and its extensions, and developing a (prototype) implementation.

8.1.1 Fibred notions of Lawvere theory

In future, we plan to study the denotational semantics of eMLTTTeff and eMLTTH
Teff

at

the same level of generality as we did for eMLTT in Chapters 4 and 5. In particular, we

plan to extend the denotational semantics of eMLTTTeff and eMLTTH
Teff

from the fam-

ilies of sets fibration to more general fibational models of dependent types. Towards

this end, we plan to develop a fibred notion of (countable) Lawvere theory, together

with a framework for defining corresponding equational presentations. In particular,

we conjecture that our fibred effect theories can be used as a basis for such presenta-

tions, by extending them to proper equational theories, i.e., closing the set of equations

under reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, substitution and replacement, and developing

the corresponding proof theory. We then plan to study (fibred) local presentability con-

ditions on split closed comprehension categories under which a split fibred free model

adjunction exists. This adjunction can then be used as a basis for constructing a fibred

adjunction model suitable for defining the interpretations of eMLTTTeff and eMLTTH
Teff

.

A related future work direction involves extending eMLTT with local effects, e.g.,

local names and local state. One possible way forward to account for such computa-

tional effects would be to first develop a fibred notion of indexed Lawvere theory [98]

by working with suitable fibrations of presheaves indexed by names, locations, etc.,

and then extend eMLTT accordingly. Another way forward could involve develop-

ing a fibred version of Staton’s parameterised algebraic theories and their model the-

ory [106].

Finally, we also plan to give a general treatment of inequationally presentable com-

putational effects, such as divergence, so as to provide a more general treatment of

recursion than our use of the fibration cfamCPO : CFam(CPO)−→ CPO of continuous
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families of ω-complete partial orders in Section 4.3.5. Towards this end, we plan to

develop a fibred notion of discrete countable enriched Lawvere theory [50], together

with a framework for defining inequational presentations corresponding to enrichment

in ω-complete partial orders. An important question here involves the exact notion of

enrichment one would use for defining such fibred enriched Lawvere theories. As dis-

cussed in Section 4.1.5, there are multiple candidates one could consider using, includ-

ing those developed in [104] and [113, Section 8.1], and the notion of pre-enrichment

we use to model eMLTT’s homomorphic function type in Section 4.1.5.

8.1.2 Extending eMLTT with more expressive computation types

As it stands, the computation types of eMLTT and its extensions cannot be used to

encode detailed specifications about effectful computations except for very basic de-

scriptions of their general shape, e.g., whether a computation is an effectful function.

To overcome this limitation, we plan to extend eMLTT with dependently typed vari-

ants of type-and-effect systems based on, e.g., Katsumata et al.’s graded monads and

graded adjunctions [55, 36], and Atkey’s parameterised monads and parameterised ad-

junctions [17, 16]. Specifically, we plan to generalise from grading and parameterising

adjunctions by categories to grading and parameterising fibred adjunctions by suitable

fibrations, e.g., by a fibred monoidal fibration in the case of graded adjunctions. From a

programming language perspective, this means that the gradings and parameters would

become first-class citizens, given by value terms of some specified pure value type of

“worlds” of computation, e.g., describing whether a file is open or closed.

In the case of a type-and-effect system based on parameterised adjunctions, we

plan to generalise from working with W -parameterised adjunctions, given by functors

F : W ×V −→ C U : W op×C −→ V

to working with split r-parameterised fibred adjunctions, for some given split fibration

r : W −→ B . We define these to be given by a pair of fibred functors∫
(X 7→WX ×VX)

F //

$$

C

q
||

B
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∫
(X 7→W op

X ×CX)
U //

$$

V

p
||

B

where p and q are split fibrations used to model value and computation types, re-

spectively, and the domains of these functors are derived from p, q, and r using the

Grothendieck construction. Specifically, based on the discussion in Section 4.1.5, the

domains of these two functors are the product split fibrations r× p and rop×q, respec-

tively, thus demonstrating that we indeed have defined a natural fibred generalisation

of Atkey’s parameterised adjunctions. Of course, we would also generalise the pa-

rameterised unit η and counit ε transformations to the fibrational setting. In addition,

there exists an analogous definition of a split r-parameterised fibred monad, naturally

generalising the notion of a W -parameterised monad T : W op×W ×V −→ V .

Regarding the corresponding extension of eMLTT, such split r-parameterised fi-

bred adjoints would give rise to corresponding eMLTT types, namely, FW A and UW C,

where W is a value term of some specified closed pure value type World. For example,

to model file-based I/O, World could be an inductive type with two constructors, called

open and closed. Intuitively, FW A would be the type of computations that return val-

ues of type A and finish evaluating in the world denoted by W ; and UW C would be the

type of thunks that can only be forced in a world denoted by W . In addition, we plan

to develop a fibred generalisation of Atkey’s W -parameterised algebraic theories, and

investigate the corresponding extensions of eMLTTTeff and eMLTTH
Teff

.

As discussed in Section 1.4, Brady has previously used the corresponding split fi-

bred parameterised monads TW1,W2 A to extend Idris with computational effects. As

also mentioned in op. cit., Brady has more recently proposed extending split fibred

parameterised monads with additional type-dependency, so as to enable the postcondi-

tion world W2 to depend on the return values of the given computation. In more detail,

this extension can be illustrated with the following type formation rule:

Γ `W1 : World Γ ` A Γ,x :A `W2 : World

Γ ` TW1,x.W2 A

This additional type-dependency enabled Brady to accommodate generic effects whose

postcondition world crucially depends on the outcome of the effect. A prototypical

example of such an effect is the possibly erroneous file opening operation, typed as

Γ ` open-file : Tclosed,x.case x of (inl(x1:1) 7→open,inr(x2:1) 7→closed)(1+1)
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However, as part of our preliminary work on extending eMLTT with fibred parame-

terised effects, we have noticed that there does not seem to be a category-theoretically

natural notion of adjunction corresponding to TW1,x.W2 A. In particular, the beautiful

symmetries involved in the definition of split r-parameterised fibred adjunctions are

lost because the functor corresponding to Fx.W A would be “dependently typed”, while

the functor corresponding to UW C remains split fibred as before. A similar loss of sym-

metry also affects the unit η and the counit ε, where the components of the unit become

“dependently typed” morphisms1. This has led us to conclude that TW1,x.W2 A does not

in fact denote some more dependently typed version of a split r-parameterised fibred

monad. Instead, it can be shown that TW1,x.W2 A corresponds to the composition of split

r-parameterised fibred adjoints (as defined earlier in this section) with the dependent

sum functor that models our computational Σ-type. In particular, in an extension of

eMLTT based on a split r-parameterised adjunction, we can define TW1,x.W2 A as

TW1,x.W2 A def
=UW1(Σx :A.(FW21))

and also derive the correspondingly typed combinators for returning values and se-

quential composition. This is further evidence that the clear distinction between values

and computations, together with the computational Σ-type, have an important and fun-

damental role to play in combining dependent types and computational effects.

8.1.3 Fibrational account of Dijkstra monads

In addition to type-and-effect systems based on graded and parameterised adjunctions,

we plan to investigate extending eMLTT’s type system with ideas based on how Di-

jkstra monads are used in F*. To this end, we first need to find an appropriate notion

of adjunction corresponding to F*’s Dijkstra monads. As a starting point, we note that

in the fibrational setting, Dijkstra monads can be understood as certain relative mon-

ads [14], with respect to the monad of weakest precondition predicate transformers.

Specifically, this relative monads based axiomatisation of a Dijkstra monad on a

split comprehension category with unit p : V −→B , indexed by a split fibred (weakest

preconditions) Kleisli triple (WP,η,(−)†) on p, involves giving the following data:

1The components of the unit η would correspond to terms Γ,x : A ` return x : TW[x/y],y.W A, whose
type (the codomain of the morphism) crucially depends on the variable x (the domain of the morphism).
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• a functor T : V −→ V such that T strictly preserves Cartesian morphisms and

V
WP

��

T

��

V

{−}   

V

p
~~

B

• a unit ηT
A : {A} −→ {T (A)} in B , for every A in V , such that

{A}

id{A}

��

ηT
A // {T (A)}

πT (A)

��

{A}
{ηA}

// {WP(A)}

• and for every commuting square of the form

{A}

id{A}

��

f // {T (B)}

πT (B)

��

{A}
{g}

// {WP(B)}

a Kleisli extension f †
T : {T (A)} −→ {T (B)} in B such that

{T (A)}

πT (A)

��

f †
T // {T (B)}

πT (B)

��

{WP(A)}
{g†}

// {WP(B)}

such that the natural laws for the interaction of the unit and the Kleisli extension hold.

From a programming language perspective, the functors WP and T , and their inter-

action in the above diagram, can be described using two type formation rules:

Γ ` A
Γ `WP A

Γ ` A x 6∈Vars(Γ)
Γ,x :WP A ` T A

The unit ηT
A and Kleisli extension f †

T correspond to F*’s typing rules for returning

values and sequential composition. For example, the unit ηT
A : {A} −→ {T (A)} in B
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can be shown to correspond to a global element 1{A} −→{ηA}∗(T (A)) in V{A}, which

in turn corresponds to (an idealised version of) F*’s typing rule for returning values:

Γ `V : A
Γ ` return V : T A [WP.return V/x]

On closer inspection, the above data corresponds exactly to the definition of a rel-

ative monad from V to a certain subcategory of the arrow category B→, relative to a

functor that maps an object A in V to the identity morphism id{A} : {A} −→ {A}.
Based on these observations, we plan to investigate whether the corresponding

relative adjunctions can be used to extend eMLTT with weakest precondition based

reasoning about computational effects. In addition, we plan to explore an algebraic

account of F*’s Dijkstra monads, so as to specify them using operations and equations.

8.1.4 Allowing types to depend on effectful computations

Recall the two key design choices we made when developing eMLTT. These were:

i) allowing types to depend only on values, and ii) fixing the typing rule for sequential

composition by restricting the free variables in the type of the second computation. In

future, we plan to extend eMLTT2 so as to lift both these restrictions. In particular,

we plan to develop a version of eMLTT in which types could depend on effectful

computations directly rather than via thunks. While type-dependency on computations

is an intriguing question in itself, these future work plans are also motivated by the

problems that arise in the recent work of Vákár, as discussed in Section 1.4.

In particular, recall from op. cit. that Vákár investigates a dependently typed ver-

sion of CBPV built around a dependently typed version of sequential composition:

Γ1 `M : FA Γ1,y :UFA,Γ2 `C
Γ1,x :A,Γ2[thunk (return x)/y] ` N : C[thunk (return x)/y]

Γ1,Γ2[thunk M/y] `M to x :A in N : C[thunk M/y]

While this typing rule solves the problem of simultaneously allowing the type of N

to depend on x and restricting it from appearing free in the conclusion, and also enables

Vákár to define call-by-value and call-by-name translations from a dependently typed

λ-calculus into his language, it introduces new problems in the presence of fibred al-

gebraic effects, as discussed in Section 1.4. We conjecture that the root cause of these

problems is the thunks-based type-dependency on computations.

2In this section, we use eMLTT to jointly refer to eMLTT, eMLTTTeff , and eMLTTH
Teff

.
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Consequently, we plan to investigate how to extend eMLTT with computation types

that can depend directly on effectful computations via computation variables. In order

to avoid the problems arising from the thunks-based type-dependency in Vákár’s work,

we anticipate that the computation variables must be treated in computation types sim-

ilarly to the way they are currently used in homomorphism terms. Consequently, in

addition to computation types C, D, . . . that are dependent on only values, we plan to

include homomorphic computation types C, D, . . . that further depend on computation

variables, with well-formed such types defined using a judgement Γ |z :C ` D. We can

then equip sequential composition with naturally dependent typing rules, given by

Γ `M : FA Γ |z :FA `C Γ,x :A ` N : C[return x/z]

Γ `M to x :A in N : C[M/z]

Γ |z1 :C ` K : FA Γ |z2 :FA ` D Γ,x :A ` N : D[return x/z2]

Γ |z1 :C ` K to x :A in N : D[K/z2]

We further speculate that other elimination rules for computation types, such as com-

putational pattern matching, can be given analogous naturally dependent typing rules.

In order that computation variables can be used as they are used in homomorphism

terms, we speculate that both kinds of computation types will need to include elimi-

nation forms such as sequential composition, computational pattern matching, and the

composition operations. In particular, we anticipate their grammar to be given by

C ::= . . . | M to x :A in C | M to (x :A,z :C) in D | M as x :UC in D

C ::= K to x :A in C | K to (x :A,z :C) in D | K as x :UC in D

While so far it might seem that this extension of eMLTT is going to be straightfor-

ward, we expect significant challenges regarding its equational theory and category-

theoretic denotational semantics. Based on the author’s joint work with Plotkin on

refinement types for algebraic effects [11], we speculate that the natural choice for

modelling such computation types is to use families of subsets (more generally, subob-

jects) of carriers of models of the given fibred effect theory. If we think of these carri-

ers as sets of computation trees, a computation type getFSt(y.return y) to x :St in C

would denote a family of sets of computation trees each with the following shape:

get

cs1 . . . csi . . . csn
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where csi would be an element of the set of computation trees denoted by C[si/x].

However, it is important to point out that one cannot naively lift all equations from the

term level to the type level in this setting. In particular, for general � ` St and Γ`C, this

semantics of computation types would not validate the following definitional equation:

Γ `C = getFSt(y.return y) to x :St in C

Namely, compared to the corresponding definitional equation between computation

terms, a general computation type C would denote a non-trivial family of sets of com-

putation trees. As a result, the computation trees csi in the above diagram can all be

different, meaning that the composite tree might not be in the family denoted by C.

This is an instance of a general phenomenon that only linear equations can be lifted

from a carrier of an algebra to the powerset of the carrier—see the work of Gautam [37]

for more details. However, it is worth noting that while the semantics in question would

not validate the above equation, it would validate the following subtyping inequality:

Γ `C v getFSt(y.return y) to x :St in C

This suggests that we probably have to extend eMLTT with a subtyping relation. For

refinement types, a general schema for valid such subtyping rules can be found in [11].

8.1.5 Normalisation and implementation

We also plan to develop a prototype implementation of eMLTT3 and its extensions.

As a first step towards implementing a prototype, we plan to develop a normali-

sation algorithm for the equational theory of eMLTT, using the well-known technique

of normalisation-by-evaluation (NBE) [34]. More specifically, we plan to combine the

existing work on NBE for dependent types [15] with the author’s previous work on

NBE for simply typed languages with algebraic effects [12]. Regarding the normalisa-

tion algorithm, we could start by normalising the types and terms of eMLTT modulo

the given fibred effect theory, and then specialise the normalisation algorithm to spe-

cific important computational effects, such as state, analogously to [12, Section 5.2].

We expect that we would have to weaken the equational theory of eMLTT so as

to ensure that its type- and term-equality are decidable. In particular, while part of

the equational theory is already set up so as to avoid known sources of undecidability,

e.g., we use intensional propositional equality and we omit the η-equation for primitive

3In this section, we again use eMLTT to jointly refer to eMLTT, eMLTTTeff , and eMLTTH
Teff

.
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recursion4, other parts of the equational theory might pose further problems, e.g., the

η-equation for the coproduct type [19]. Furthermore, the decidability of the equations

corresponding to the composition operations is an altogether unknown territory.

Regarding other sources of undecidability of typechecking, it is worthwhile to re-

call that checking the correctness of handlers of algebraic effects is an undecidable

problem in general [95, §6]. Accordingly, the same would hold for verifying the well-

formedness of the user-defined algebra type in eMLTT. As discussed in Section 7.4,

one way to tackle this problem would be to require programmers to manually prove

equational proof obligations that cannot be established automatically. To enable this

kind of interaction with programmers, we could replace definitional equations in proof

obligations with propositional equalities, and annotate the user-defined algebra type

and the composition operations with the corresponding proof terms.

Note that by changing the proof obligations from definitional equations to proposi-

tional equalities, we raise interesting questions regarding the soundness of the denota-

tional semantics of eMLTT. In particular, while definitional and propositional equality

conveniently coincide in fibred adjunction models based on the families of sets fibra-

tion, the former is usually only included in the latter in more general models of (higher)

dependent types, e.g., see [24]. Consequently, we have to be careful about which proof

terms we allow to witness these proof obligations, so as to ensure that the interpretation

of the user-defined algebra type and the composition operations remains sound.

Regarding the implementation, we also need to equip eMLTT with a suitable oper-

ational semantics. As a starting point, we plan to investigate an operational semantics

based on Lindley and Hillerström’s [43] abstract machine based semantics for han-

dlers of algebraic effects (in the simply typed setting). Regarding eMLTT, we expect

that the most challenging problem will be accommodating the unfolding of algebraic

operations at the user defined algebra type (see the equation in Definition 7.3.2).

4Already in the simply typed setting, the term-equality in Gödel’s System T becomes undecidable
when one introduces the η-equation (i.e., a uniqueness axiom) for primitive recursion [80].
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Dependently typed parsing example

mentioned in Chapter 1

In this appendix we present details of the dependently typed monadic parsing example

we alluded to in [9], and that we also mentioned in the end of Section 1.1. As high-

lighted in the latter, then similarly to other computationally interesting examples we

are aware of, this example also only requires computation types Σx :A.C where C is of

the form FB, or equivalently, computation types of the form F(Σx :A.B). As a result,

as we only need computation types of the form FB for this example, we can present

it using a shallow embedding1 of Moggi’s monadic metalanguage in Agda [79], using

the standard parser monad from [47] (written P in the code below). By observing that

P is nothing but the tensor product of the global state monad with the lists-based non-

determinism monad (see [49]), we can give the parser combinators we use high-level

definitions in terms of the algebraic operations that determine these two monads.

To keep the example as simple as possible, we consider a very small simply typed

language in this appendix, whose terms t are given by the following grammar:

t ::= c | f t1 . . . tn

where c and f range over typed constant and function symbols; for simplicity, n > 0.

The code for our parser is given below. For better readability, we parameterise it

over tokens, types, and constant and function symbols; and conversion functions taking

tokens to types, and constant and function symbols. We also assume that the given

representation of types has decidable equality (decTypeEq). If it succeeds, the parser

will produce as its output a pair of a type ty : Types and a typed term tm : Terms ty.

1The full code is available at https://www.github.com/danelahman/Dep-Mon-Parsing/.
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module Parser

(Token : Set) (Types : Set) (ConstSym : Set) (FunSym : Set)

(tokenToType : Token→ Types+One)

(decTypeEq : (ty1 ty2 : Types)→ (Id ty1 ty2)+(Id ty1 ty2→ Zero))

(tokenToConstSym : Token→ ConstSym+One)

(typeOfConst : ConstSym→ Types)

(tokenToFunSym : Token→ FunSym+One)

(typeOfFun : FunSym→ (NEList Types)×Types) where

- - lists of tokens

Tokens : Set

Tokens= List Token

- - the standard (fibred) parser monad with its return and bind

P : Set→ Set

P A= Tokens→ List (Tokens×A)

Pf : {A B : Set}→ (A→ B)→ P A→ P B

Pf f p tok= map (\x→ ((fst x),f (snd x))) (p tok)

return : {A : Set}→ A→ P A

return a tok= listReturn (tok,a)

bind : {A : Set} {B : Set}→ P A→ (A→ P B)→ P B

bind p f tok= listBind (p tok) (\x→ f (snd x) (fst x))

- - generic effects and algebraic operations for the parser monad

lkp : P Tokens

lkp toks= (toks,toks) :: []

put : Tokens→ P One

put toks1 toks2= (toks1,∗) :: []

or : {A : Set}→ P A→ P A→ P A

or p1 p2 tok= append (p1 tok) (p2 tok)

fail : {A : Set}→ P A

fail tok= []
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- - some useful combinators for parsing tokens

parseToken : P Token

parseToken= bind lkp (\{[]→ fail;
(tok :: toks)→ bind (put toks)

(\ → return tok)})

parseAndConvert : {X : Set}→ (Token→ X)→ P X

parseAndConvert f= bind parseToken (\tok→ return (f tok))

parseAndTest : {X : Set}→ (Token→ X+One)→ P X

parseAndTest f= bind (parseAndConvert f)

(\b→+-elim b (\x→ return x) (\ → fail))

- -typed ASTs of the terms of the small language

mutual

data Terms : Types→ Set where

const : (c : ConstSym)→ Terms (typeOfConst c)

app : (f : FunSym)→ NEArgumentList (fst (typeOfFun f))

→ Terms (snd (typeOfFun f))

data NEArgumentList : NEList Types→ Set where

[ ] : {ty : Types}→ Terms ty→ NEArgumentList [ ty ]

:: : {ty : Types} {tys : NEList Types}→ Terms ty

→ NEArgumentList tys

→ NEArgumentList (ty :: tys)

- - monadic parsing of typed ASTs

mutual

{-# TERMINATING #-}

- - the top-level parser for the language

parser : P (Sigma Types Terms)

parser= or parseConst parseFunApp

- - the sub-parser for constants

parseConst : P (Sigma Types Terms)

parseConst= bind (parseAndTest tokenToConstSym)

(\c→ return (typeOfConst c,const c))
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- - the sub-parser for function applications

parseFunApp : P (Sigma Types Terms)

parseFunApp=

bind (parseAndTest tokenToFunSym)

(\f→ bind (parseNEArgumentList (fst (typeOfFun f)))

(\args→ return (snd (typeOfFun f),app f args)))

- - parsing the non-empty lists of arguments in function applications

parseNEArgumentList : (tys : NEList Types)→ P (NEArgumentList tys)

parseNEArgumentList [ ty ] = bind (parseTermOfGivenType ty)

(\tm→ return [ tm ])

parseNEArgumentList (ty :: tys) =

bind (parseTermOfGivenType ty)

(\tm→ bind (parseNEArgumentList tys)

(\tms→ return (tm :: tms)))

- - parsing a term of given type

parseTermOfGivenType : (ty : Types)→ P (Terms ty)

parseTermOfGivenType ty=

bind parser (\p→+-elim (decTypeEq (fst p) ty)

(\q→ return (transport q (snd p)))

(\ → fail))

where we highlight that in parseFunApp, the sub-parser for the arguments of a func-

tion application (parseNEArgumentList) crucially depends on the type of the partic-

ular parsed function. The types and functions we use above are defined as follows:

- - propositional equality

data Id {A : Set} (a : A) : A→ Set where

refl : Id a a

transport : {A : Set} {B : A→ Set} {a1 a2 : A}→ Id a1 a2→ B a1→ B a2

transport refl b= b

- - lists with their monad structure

data List (A : Set) : Set where

[] : List A

:: : A→ List A→ List A
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map : {X Y : Set}→ (X→ Y)→ List X→ List Y

map f [] = []

map f (x :: xs) = f x :: map f xs

append : {X : Set}→ List X→ List X→ List X

append [] ys= ys

append (x :: xs) ys= x :: append xs ys

listReturn : {X : Set}→ X→ List X

listReturn x= x :: []

listBind : {X Y : Set}→ List X→ (X→ List Y)→ List Y

listBind [] f= []

listBind (x :: xs) f= append (f x) (listBind xs f)

- - non-empty lists

data NEList (A : Set) : Set where

[ ] : A→ NEList A

:: : A→ NEList A→ NEList A

- - unit type

data One : Set where

∗ : One

- - empty type

data Zero : Set where

- - Sigma-type

data Sigma (A : Set) (B : A→ Set) : Set where

, : (a : A)→ (b : B a)→ Sigma A B

fst : {A : Set} {B : A→ Set}→ Sigma A B→ A

fst (a,b) = a

snd : {A : Set}{B : A→ Set}→ (p : Sigma A B)→ B (fst p)

snd (a,b) = b

- - product type

× : Set→ Set→ Set

A×B= Sigma A (\ → B)
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- - coproduct type

data + (A B : Set) : Set where

inl : A→ A+B

inr : B→ A+B

+-elim : {A B : Set} {C : A+B→ Set}→ (ab : A+B)

→ ((a : A)→ C (inl a))

→ ((b : B)→ C (inr b))

→ C ab

+-elim (inl a) f g= f a

+-elim (inr b) f g= g b
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Proofs for Chapter 4

B.1 Proof of Proposition 4.1.19

Proposition 4.1.19. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B that has split fibred strong colimits of shape D , a diagram of the form

J : D −→ VX , and an object A in V{colim(J)}. Then, given a family of vertical mor-

phisms fD : 1{J(D)} −→ {inJ
D}∗(A), for all objects D in D , such that for all morphisms

g : Di−→Dj in D we have {J(g)}∗( fDj) = fDi , there exists a unique vertical morphism

[ fD]D∈D : 1{colim(J)} −→ A in V{colim(J)} satisfying the following “β-equations”:

{inJ
Di
}∗([ fD]D∈D) = fDi : 1{J(Di)} −→ {in

J
Di
}∗(A)

for all objects Di in D .

Proof. In order to give the definition of [ fD]D∈D , we first define an auxiliary “pairing

functor” 〈σ f 〉 : (0
	

s−→ 1
	
) −→ lim(Ĵ), using the universal property of the limit

prĴ : ∆(lim(Ĵ))−→ Ĵ for a cone σ f : ∆(0
	

s−→ 1
	
)−→ Ĵ that is defined as follows:

(σ f )D(0)
def
= 1{J(D)} (σ f )D(1)

def
= {inJ

D}∗(A) (σ f )D(s)
def
= fD

In detail, 〈σ f 〉 arises as a unique mediating morphism because for all g : Di −→D j

347
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in D , the outer triangle commutes in the following diagram:

0
	

s−→ 1
	

(σ f )D j

��

(σ f )Di

��

〈σ f 〉

��

lim(Ĵ)
prĴD j

}}

prĴDi

  

V{J(D j)} =
// Ĵ(D j) {J(g)}∗

// Ĵ(Di) =
// V{J(Di)}

because our assumptions about the fibration p and the morphisms fD give us

{J(g)}∗(1{J(D j)}) = 1{J(Di)}

{J(g)}∗({inJ
D j
}∗(A)) = {inJ

Di
}∗(A)

{J(g)}∗( fD j) = fDi

Next, our aim is to define [ fD]D∈D using the fully-faithfulness of 〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D on

the morphism 〈σ f 〉(s). However, before we can do so, we have to show that

〈σ f 〉(0) = 〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D(1{colim(J)}) 〈σ f 〉(1) = 〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(A)

in order to ensure that 〈σ f 〉(s) is in

lim(Ĵ)(〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D(1{colim(J)}),〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(A))

To this end, we use the universal property of of the limit prĴ : ∆(lim(Ĵ))−→ Ĵ.

The left-hand equation follows from observing that for all g : Di −→ D j in D , the

following diagram commutes:

1

? 7→1{J(D j)}

��

? 7→1{J(Di)}

��

��

lim(Ĵ)
prĴD j

~~

prĴDi

��

V{J(D j)} =
// Ĵ(D j) {J(g)}∗

// Ĵ(Di) =
// V{J(Di)}
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when the unlabelled mediating functor 1−→ lim(Ĵ) is given by either ? 7→ 〈σ f 〉(0) or

? 7→ 〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D(1{colim(J)}). As a result, these functors must be equal to the unique

such functor induced by the universal property of prĴ and, therefore, be equal to each

other.

The right-hand equation is proved analogously. In particular, we observe that for

all g : Di −→ D j in D , the following diagram commutes:

1

? 7→{inJ
D j
}∗(A)

��

? 7→{inJ
Di
}∗(A)

��

��

lim(Ĵ)
prĴD j

~~

prĴDi

��

V{J(D j)} =
// Ĵ(D j) {J(g)}∗

// Ĵ(Di) =
// V{J(Di)}

when the unlabelled mediating functor 1 −→ lim(Ĵ) is given by either ? 7→ 〈σ f 〉(1)
or ? 7→ 〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(A). As a result, these functors must be equal to the unique such

functor induced by the universal property of prĴ and, therefore, be equal to each other.

Now, based on the above observations, we can use the fully-faithfulness of

〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D and define the required vertical morphism [ fD]D∈D as

[ fD]D∈D
def
= 〈{inJ

D}∗〉−1
D∈D(〈σ f 〉(s)) : 1{colim(J)} −→ A

Finally, we prove that this morphism [ fD]D∈D satisfies the required “β-equations”

{inJ
Di
}∗([ fD]D∈D) = fDi , for all Di in D , and also that it is a unique such morphism.

First, the “β-equations” are proved as follows:

{inJ
Di
}∗([ fD]D∈D)

= {inJ
Di
}∗(〈{inJ

D}∗〉−1
D∈D(〈σ f 〉(s)))

= prĴDi
(〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(〈{inJ
D}∗〉−1

D∈D(〈σ f 〉(s))))

= prĴDi
(〈σ f 〉(s))

= (σ f )Di(s)

= fDi

for all objects Di in D , using the definitions of 〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D and 〈σ f 〉, in combination

with the fully-faithfulness of the former.
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In order to show that [ fD]D∈D is the unique such morphism, we assume that there

exists another vertical morphism h : 1{colim(J)} −→ A in V{colim(J)}, satisfying the “β-

equations” {inJ
Di
}∗(h) = fDi for all objects Di in D .

Next, we observe that a functor ĥ : (0
	

s−→ 1
	
)−→ lim(̂(J)), given by

ĥ(0) def
= 〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(1{colim(J)}) ĥ(1) def
= 〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(A) ĥ(s) def
= 〈{inJ

D}∗〉D∈D(h)

makes the following diagram commute:

0
	

s−→ 1
	

(σ f )D j

��

(σ f )Di

��

ĥ

��

lim(Ĵ)
prĴD j

}}

prĴDi

  

V{J(D j)} =
// Ĵ(D j) {J(g)}∗

// Ĵ(Di) =
// V{J(Di)}

for all morphisms g : Di −→ D j in D .

Therefore, ĥ must be equal to the unique such functor, namely, 〈σ f 〉. As a result,

〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D(h) = 〈σ f 〉(s)

from which it follows that

[ fD]D∈D = 〈{inJ
D}∗〉−1

D∈D(〈σ f 〉(s)) = 〈{inJ
D}∗〉−1

D∈D(〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D(h)) = h

using the definition of [ fD]D∈D and the fully-faithfulness of 〈{inJ
D}∗〉D∈D .

B.2 Proof of Proposition 4.1.20

Proposition 4.1.20. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B that has split fibred strong colimits of shape D . Then, given a diagram

of the form J : D −→VX , the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)), induced by the existence

of split fibred strong colimits of shape D , is a colimit of J in VX in the standard sense,

i.e., the cocone inJ : J −→ ∆(colim(J)) is initial amongst the cocones over J in VX .
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Proof. We prove this proposition by appropriately instantiating Proposition 4.1.19.

Namely, given another cocone α : J−→∆(A) in VX , we choose the object in V{colim(J)}

to be π∗colim(J)(A) and define the morphisms fD using αD as the following composites:

1{J(D)}
1(δJ(D)) // 1{π∗J(D)

(J(D))}
1({π∗J(D)(αD)})

// 1{π∗J(D)
(A)}

ε
1a{−}
π∗J(D)

(A)

��

{inJ
D}∗(π∗colim(J)(A)) π∗J(D)(A)=

oo

where δJ(D) is a diagonal morphism, as defined in Definition 4.1.25; and where the

last equality follows from applying P to inJ
D, i.e., from πcolim(J) ◦{inJ

D} = idX ◦πJ(D).

Furthermore, that fD is vertical over id{J(D)} follows from the commutativity of

{J(D)}

p( fD)

def. of fD
))

δJ(D)

//

id{J(D)}

&&

{π∗J(D)(J(D))}
{π∗J(D)(αD)}

//

ππ∗J(D)
(J(D)) P (π∗J(D)(αD))

def. of δJ(D)

��

{π∗J(D)(A)}
p(ε1a{−}

π∗J(D)
(A))

//

ππ∗J(D)
(A)

def. of ππ∗J(D)(A)

��

{J(D)}

{J(D)}
id{J(D)}

// {J(D)}

id{J(D)}

FF

Next, to be able to use Proposition 4.1.19, we also have to check that for all mor-

phisms g : Di −→ D j, we have {J(g)}∗( fD j) = fDi . We do so by recalling that the

reindexing {J(g)}∗( fD j) is defined as the unique mediating morphism induced by the

Cartesian morphism {J(g)}(π∗J(D j)
(A)). As a consequence, proving that the equation

{J(g)}∗( fD j) = fDi holds amounts to showing that fDi satisfies the same universal
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property as {J(g)}∗( fD j), i.e., we have to show that the following diagram commutes:

1{J(Di)} 1(δJ(Di)
)

//

fDi

def. of fDi ++

OO

=

1({J(g)})1 is s. fib.

��

1{π∗J(Di)
(J(Di))} 1({π∗J(Di)

(αDi )})
//

=

��

1{π∗J(Di)
(A)}

ε
1a{−}
π∗J(Di)

(A)

//

=
p is a split fibration

��

π∗J(Di)
(A)

=

��
{J(g)}∗(1{J(D j)})

{J(g)}(1{J(D j )})

��

1{{J(g)}∗(π∗J(D j )
(J(Di)))}

1({{J(g)}∗(π∗J(D j )
(αDi ))})
//

1({{J(g)}(π∗J(D j )
(J(Di)))})

(a)

��

1{{J(g)}∗(π∗J(D j )
(A))}

1({{J(g)}(π∗J(D j )
(A))})

nat. of ε1a{−}def. of {J(g)}∗(−)

��

{J(g)}∗(π∗J(D j)
(A))

{J(g)}(π∗J(D j )
(A))

��

1{π∗J(D j )
(J(Di))} 1({π∗J(D j )

(αDi )})

��

1({π∗J(D j )
(J(g))}) nat. of α

��
1{J(D j)}

1(δJ(D j )
)

//

fD j

def. of fD j

331{π∗J(D j )
(J(D j))}

1({π∗J(D j )
(αD j )})

// 1{π∗J(D j )
(A)}

ε
1a{−}
π∗J(D j )

(A)

//
π∗J(D j)

(A)

where we prove the commutativity of the subdiagram marked with (a) by showing that

{J(Di)}
δJ(Di) // {π∗J(Di)

(J(Di))} = // {{J(g)}(π∗J(D j)
(J(Di)))}

{{J(g)}(π∗J(D j)
(J(Di)))}

��

{π∗J(D j)
(J(D j))} {π∗J(D j)

(J(Di))}{π∗J(D j)
(J(g))}

oo

and

{J(Di)}
{J(g)} // {J(D j)}

δJ(D j) // {π∗J(D j)
(J(D j))}

satisfy the same universal property as the unique mediating morphism in the following
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pullback situation (i.e., they make the two triangles involving {J(g)} commute):

{J(Di)}

{J(g)}
,,

{J(g)}

""
// {π∗J(D j)

(J(D j))}

ππ∗J(D j)
(J(D j))

y

��

{πJ(D j)
(J(D j))}

// {J(D j)}

πJ(D j)P (πJ(D j)(J(D j)))

��

{J(D j)} πJ(D j)
// X

We omit the details of these proofs because they consist of straightforward diagram

chasing, based on using the definitions of the diagonal morphisms δJ(Di) and δJ(D j) as

unique mediating morphisms into certain pullback squares (see Definition 4.1.25).

Now, using Proposition 4.1.19, we get that there exists a unique vertical morphism

[ fD]D∈D : 1{colim(J)} −→ π
∗
colim(J)(A)

such that for all Di in D the following “β-equation” holds:

{inJ
Di
}∗([ fD]D∈D) = fDi

Based on this, we define the candidate mediating morphism [α] from inJ to α using

the fully-faithfulness of P on the following morphism in B/X from πcolim(J) to πA:

{colim(J)}
η

1a{−}
{colim(J)} //

id{colim(J)}
..

{1{colim(J)}}
{[ fD]D∈D} //

π1{colim(J)}

η1a{−} is iso.

$$

{π∗colim(J)(A)}
{πcolim(J)(A)} //

ππ∗
colim(J)(A)

P ([ fD]D∈D)

��

{A}

πA

P (πcolim(J)(A))

��

{colim(J)}
πcolim(J)

// X

As p = codB ◦P , the fully-faithfulness of P also gives us that [α] is vertical over idX .

Next, we check that [α] is indeed a morphism of cocones from inJ to α, i.e., we

prove that [α]◦ inJ
D = αD holds, for all D in D . We do so by making use of the fully-

faithfulness of P and instead prove that P ([α]◦ inJ
D) = P (αD) holds in B/X , for all D
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in D , which amounts to showing that the following diagram commutes:

{J(D)}
{inJ

D} //

s({inJ
D}
∗([ fD]D∈D ))

Proposition 2.2.34

s(−) is iso.

Proposition 4.1.19 ))
s( fD)

00

η
1a{−}
{J(D)}

%%

δJ(D)

��

id{J(D)}

def. of δJ(D)

��

{colim(J)}
η

1a{−}
{colim(J)} //

s([ fD ]D∈D )

def. of s([ fD ]D∈D )
55

{1{colim(J)}}
{[ fD ]D∈D} // {π∗colim(J)(A)}

{πcolim(J)(A)}// {A}

{{inJ
D}∗(π∗colim(J)(A))}

{{inJ
D}(π

∗
colim(J)(A))}

;;

{π∗J(D)(A)}
=oo

{πJ(D)(A)}

p is a split fib.

@@

{1{J(D)}}

{ fD}

def. of s( fD)

def. of fD

;;

{1(δJ(D))}nat. of ε1a{−}

��

{1{π∗J(D)
(A)}}

{ε
π∗J(D)

(A)}

nat. of ε1a{−}

;;

{π∗J(D)(J(D))}

id{π∗J(D)
(J(D))}

1 a {−}
55

η
1a{−}
{π∗J(D)

(J(D))}
// {1{π∗J(D)

(J(D))}}

{1({π∗J(D)
(αD)})}

;;

{ε1a{−}
π∗J(D)

(J(D))
}
// {π∗J(D)(J(D))}

{π∗J(D)
(αD)}

def. of π∗J(D)(αD)

MM

{πJ(D)(J(D))}

pp{J(D)}

{αD}

NN

Finally, we prove that [α] is the unique morphism from inJ to α. Namely, assuming

another morphism of cocones h from inJ to α, we show that [α] = h. To this end, we

first define a morphism ĥ : 1{colim(J)} −→ π∗colim(J)(A) as the following composite:

1{colim(J)}
1(δcolim(J))// 1{π∗colim(J)(colim(J))}

1({π∗colim(J)(h)})// 1{π∗colim(J)(A)}

ε
1a{−}
π∗
colim(J)(A)// π∗colim(J)(A)

which is vertical over id{colim(J)} because the following diagram commutes:

{colim(J)}
δcolim(J) //

id{colim(J)}

,,

{π∗colim(J)(colim(J))}
{π∗colim(J)(h)} //

ππ∗
colim(J)(colim(J))

def. of δcolim(J)

��

{π∗colim(J)(A)}

ππ∗
colim(J)(A)P (π∗colim(J)(h))

��

{colim(J)}
id{colim(J)}

// {colim(J)}

Next, as we can show that for all D in D we have {inJ
D}∗(ĥ) = fD (we omit the

proofs of these equations as they are analogous to the proofs of {J(g)}∗( fD j) = fDi

given earlier), then the uniqueness of [ fD]D∈D means that we have ĥ = [ fD]D∈D . Fi-

nally, we prove that [α] = h holds by making use of the fully-faithfulness of P and
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instead show that P ([α]) = P (h) holds in B/X , which amounts to proving that the

following holds:

{colim(J)}
η

1a{−}
{colim(J)} //

δcolim(J)

nat. of η1a{−}

��

id{colim(J)}

��

{1{colim(J)}}

{[ fD ]D∈D}

uniq. of [ fD ]D∈D

++

{ĥ}

33

{1(δcolim(J))}
def. of ĥ

��

{π∗colim(J)(A)}
{π∗

colim(J)(A)} // {A}

{π∗colim(J)(colim(J))}
η

1a{−}
{π∗

colim(J)(colim(J))}
//

id{π∗
colim(J)(colim(J))}

//{{πcolim(J)(colim(J))}}

id. law

def. of δcolim(J)

		

{1{π∗
colim(J)(colim(J))}} {1({π∗

colim(J)(h)})}
//

{ε1a{−}
π∗
colim(J)(colim(J))}

nat. of ε1a{−}1 a {−}

''

{1{π∗
colim(J)(A)}

}

{ε1a{−}
π∗
colim(J)(A)

}

OO

{π∗colim(J)(colim(J))}

{π∗
colim(J)(h)}

__

{πcolim(J)(colim(J))}

nn{colim(J)}

{h}

def. of π∗colim(J)(h)

LL

B.3 Proof of Proposition 4.1.23

Proposition 4.1.23. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B such that B has a terminal object and p has weak split fibred strong

natural numbers. Then, each fibre of p has a weak NNO and this structure is preserved

on-the-nose by reindexing.

Proof. Given any object X in B , we claim that the diagram

1X
!∗X (zero) // !∗X(N) !∗X(N)

!∗X (succ)oo

defines a weak NNO in VX .

To show that this is the case, we assume another diagram in VX , given by

1X
fz // A A

fsoo
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Next, we observe that the morphisms fz and fs induce two composite morphisms

1{1X}
= // π∗1X

(1X)
π∗1X

( fz)
// π∗1X

(A) = // {!∗X(zero)}∗(π∗!∗X (N)(A))
{!∗X (zero)}(π∗!∗X (N)(A))

// π∗!∗X (N)
(A)

π∗!∗X (N)
(A)

π∗!∗X (N)( fs)
// π∗!∗X (N)

(A) = // {!∗X(succ)}∗(π∗!∗X (N)(A))
{!∗X (succ)}(π∗!∗X (N)(A))

// π∗!∗X (N)
(A)

which we denote in the rest of this proof by f̂z and f̂s, respectively.

It is easy to see that f̂z and f̂s are over {!∗X(zero)} and {!∗X(succ)}, respectively. As

a result, we can use the existence of weak split fibred strong natural numbers in p to

get a section of ππ∗!∗X (N)(A)
, which we denote by rec( f̂z, f̂s) : {!∗X(N)} −→ {π∗!∗X (N)(A)}.

Using rec( f̂z, f̂s), we can derive a vertical morphism in VX , denoted by

recX( fz, fh) : !∗X(N)−→ A

and defined using the fully-faithfulness of P on the next commuting diagram in B/X .

{!∗X(N)}
rec( f̂z, f̂s) //

π!∗X (N)

//

id{!∗X (N)}
..

{π∗!∗X (N)(A)}
{π!∗X (N)(A)}

//

ππ∗
!∗X (N)(A)

def. of rec( f̂z, f̂s)

��

P (π!∗X (N)(A))

{A}

πA

pp

{!∗X(N)}

π!∗X (N)id. law

��

X

Next, we proceed by showing that the two standard diagrams describing the inter-

action of recX( fz, fh) with !∗X(zero) and !∗X(succ) commute.
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First, we show the commutativity of

1X
!∗X (zero) //

id1X

��

!∗X(N)

recX ( fz, fs)

��

1X fz
// A

by using the fully-faithfulness of P on a diagram in B/X between π1X : {1X} −→ X

and πA : {A} −→ X that is given between the domains of π1X and πA by

{1X}

id{1X }

!!

{!∗X (zero)} //

η
1a{−}
{1X }

��

{!∗X (N)}

rec( f̂z , f̂s)def. of rec( f̂z , f̂s)

��
{1{1X }}

=

def. of f̂z

��

π1{1X }

��

η
1a{−}
{1X } is an iso.

{ f̂z}
// {π∗!∗X (N)(A)}

{π!∗X (N)(A)}

��

1 is split fibred

{{!∗X (zero)}∗(π∗!∗X (N)(A))}

{{!∗X (zero)}(π
∗
!∗X (N)(A))}

66

{π∗1X
(1X )}

{π∗1X
( fz)}

//

{π1X (1X )}
def. of π∗1X

( fz)

xx

{π∗1X
(A)}

= p is a split fibration

OO

{π1X (A)}
))

{1X} { fz}
// {A}

Second, we show the commutativity of

!∗X(N)
!∗X (succ) //

recX ( fz, fs)

��

!∗X(N)

recX ( fz, fs)

��

A
fs

// A

by using the fully-faithfulness of P on a commuting diagram in B/X between

π!∗X (N) : {!∗X(N)} −→ X and πA : {A} −→ X that is given between the domains of π!∗X (N)

and πA by
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{!∗X (N)}
{!∗X (succ)} //

rec( f̂z, f̂s) def. of rec( f̂z , f̂s)

��

{!∗X (N)}

rec( f̂z, f̂s)

��
{π∗!∗X (N)(A)}

{π!∗X (N)(A)}

��

{ f̂s}
//

id{π∗
!∗X (N)(A)}

��

def. of f̂s

{π∗!∗X (N)(A)}

{π!∗X (N)(A)}

��

id. law

{!∗X (succ)}∗(π∗!∗X (N)(A))

{{!∗X (succ)}(π
∗
!∗X (N)(A))}

66

{π∗!∗X (N)(A)}
{π∗!∗X (N)( fs)}

//

{π!∗X (N)(A)}
def. of π∗!∗X (N)

( fs)

ww

{π∗!∗X (N)(A)}

= 1 is a split fibration

OO

{π!∗X (N)(A)} ((
{A}

{ fs}
// {A}

Finally, we show that this weak NNO structure is preserved on-the-nose by rein-

dexing. In particular, for all morphisms f : Y −→ X in B , we have

f ∗(!∗X(N)) = (!X ◦ f )∗(N) = !∗Y (N)

The proofs of preservation are analogous for !∗X(zero), !∗X(succ), and recX( fz, fh).

B.4 Proof of Proposition 4.1.24

Proposition 4.1.24. Let us assume a full split comprehension category with unit

p : V −→ B such that B has a terminal object. Then, p having weak split fibred

strong natural numbers is equivalent to p supporting weak natural numbers as in [9],

i.e., for every object X in B , every object A in V{!∗X (N)}, every morphism

fz : 1X −→ (s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(A)

in VX , and every morphism

fs : 1{A} −→ π
∗
A({!∗X(succ)}∗(A))

in V{A}, there exists a morphism

iA( fz, fs) : 1{!∗X (N)} −→ A

in V{!∗X (N)} such that

(s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs)) = fz

{!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))
∗( fs)
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Proof. In both directions, we assume an object X in B and an object A in V{!∗X (N)}.

Weak natural numbers in [9] imply Definition 4.1.22:

Given a pair of morphisms

1{1X}
fz // A A

fsoo

in V , with

p(A) = {!∗X(N)} p( fz) = {!∗X(zero)} p( fs) = {!∗X(succ)}

we aim to define a morphism

rec( fz, fs) : {!∗X(N)} −→ {A}

that must be a section of πA : {A} −→ {!∗X(N)}.

First, we define vertical morphisms

gz : 1X −→ (s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(A) gs : 1{A} −→ π

∗
A({!∗X(succ)}∗(A))

in VX and V{A}, respectively, by

gz
def
= (η

1a{−}
{1X} )∗( f †

z ) gs
def
= π

∗
A( f †

s )◦π
∗
A(fst)◦η

ΣAaπ∗A
1{A}

where the two vertical morphisms (in V{1X} and V{!∗X (N)}, respectively)

f †
z : 1{1X} −→ {!

∗
X(zero)}∗(A) f †

s : A−→ {!∗X(succ)}∗(A)

arise from using the universal properties of the following two Cartesian morphisms:

{!∗X(zero)}(A) : {!∗X(zero)}∗(A)−→ A {!∗X(succ)}(A) : {!∗X(succ)}∗(A)−→ A

on the given morphisms fz and fs, respectively, as discussed in Definition 2.2.9.
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Next, we recall that the existence of weak natural numbers in the sense of [9] means

that gz and gs induce a vertical morphism

iA(gz,gs) : 1{!∗X (N)} −→ A

in V{A}, which we can in turn use to define rec( fz, fs) by letting

rec( fz, fs)
def
= s(iA(gz,gs))

Finally, we prove that rec( fz, fs) makes the next diagram commute in B .

{1X}
{!∗X (zero)} //

η
1a{−}
{1X }

(a)

��

{!∗X(N)}

rec( fz, fs) (b)

��

{!∗X(N)}
{!∗X (succ)}oo

rec( fz, fs)

��

{1{1X}} { fz}
// {A} {A}

{ fs}
oo

In order to show that the square marked with (a) commutes, we recast the equation

(s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA(gz,gs)) = gz

in B using Proposition 2.2.34. As a result, the outer perimeter of the next diagram (i.e.,

one of the triangles of the pullback situation in Proposition 2.2.34) commutes in B .

{!∗X(N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

// {1{!∗X (N)}}

{iA(gz,gs)}

��

{1X}

{gz}
��

{!∗X (zero)}
OO

X
s(gz)

//

η
1a{−}
X

33

s(!∗X (zero))

//

def. of s(gz)

def. of s(!∗X (zero))

(c)

{(s(!∗X(zero)))∗(A)} {s(!∗X (zero))(A)}
// {A}

Further, as η
1a{−}
X is an epimorphism (because it is an isomorphism according

to Proposition 2.2.35), the commutativity of the outer perimeter of this diagram also

implies that the square marked with (c) commutes on its own.
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Based on this last observation, the required commutativity of (a) now follows from

the commutativity of the following diagram:

def. of rec( fz , fs)

(c)

def. of gz

def. of s(!∗X (zero))

def. of (η1a{−}
X )∗( f †

z )

p is split a fibration

{!∗X (N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)} //

rec( fz , fs)

))
{1{!∗X (N)}}

{iA(gz ,gs)} // {A}

{1X}

{!∗X (zero)}

OO

{gz} //

=

��

{(s(!∗X (zero)))∗(A)}

{s(!∗X (zero))(A)}

44

=

��
{(η1a{−}

X )∗(1{1X })}
{(η1a{−}

X )∗( f †
z )} //

{η1a{−}
X (1{1X })}

��

{(η1a{−}
X )∗(({!∗X (zero)})∗(A))}

{η1a{−}
X (({!∗X (zero)})

∗(A))}

��

{{!∗X (zero)}◦η
1a{−}
X (A)}

CC

{1{1X }} { f †
z }

// {({!∗X (zero)})∗(A)}

{{!∗X (zero)}(A)}

NN

and by observing that we have the following equations:

fz = {!∗X(zero)}(A)◦ f †
z {η1a{−}

X (1{1X})}= {1(η
1a{−}
X )}= η

1a{−}
{1X}

where the two equations on the right follow from 1 being a split fibred functor, η
1a{−}
X

being an isomorphism, and η1a{−} being a natural transformation.

In order to show that the square marked with (b) commutes, we again use Proposi-

tion 2.2.34 to recast the equation

{!∗X(succ)}∗(iA(gz,gs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))
∗(gs)

in B . As a result, we get that the next diagram, marked with (d), commutes in B .

{!∗X(N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

// {1{!∗X (N)}}

{iA(gz,gs)}(d)

��

{!∗X(N)} s((s(iA(gz,gs)))
∗(gs))

//

{!∗X (succ)}
//

{{!∗X(succ)}∗(A)} {{!∗X (succ)}(A)}
// {A}
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Based on this observation, the commutativity of (b) now follows from that of

{!∗X (N)}
rec( fz, fs) // {A}

{!∗X (N)}

{!∗X (succ)} (d)

OO

s((s(iA(gz,gs)))
∗(gs)) //

η
1a{−}
{!∗X (N)} def. of s((s(iA(gz ,gs)))

∗(gs))

��

id{!∗X (N)}

η
1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

is iso.

��

{{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)}

{{!∗X (succ)}(A)}

99

=

��
{1{!∗X (N)}}

= def. of (s(iA(gz ,gs)))
∗(gs)

��

{(s(iA(gz ,gs)))
∗(gs)} // {(s(iA(gz,gs)))

∗(π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A)))}

{s(iA(gz ,gs))(π
∗
A({!

∗
X (succ)}

∗(A)))}
p is a s. fib.

��
{(s(iA(gz,gs)))

∗(1{A})}

= P (s(iA(gz ,gs))(1{A}))

��

{s(iA(gz ,gs))(1{A})}// {1{A}}
{gs} //

= def. of gs

��

{π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}

{πA({!∗X (succ)}
∗(A))}

ff

{1{!∗X (N)}}

π1{!∗X (N)}

��

{π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})}

{η
ΣA aπ∗A
π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})

}def. of κA,π∗A (1{!∗X (N)} )

xx

κA,π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})

##

id{π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})}

$$

{π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)})))}

{π∗A(fst)} //

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)})))}

def. of π∗A(fst)

��

{π∗A(A)}

{π∗A( f †
s )} def. of π∗A( f †

s )

OO

{πA(A)} // {A}

{ f †
s }

ff

{ fs}

def. of f †
s

UU

{ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)}))}

{fst}

44

κ
−1
A,π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})

κA,π∗A (1{!∗X (N)} ) is iso.
def. of fst

��
{π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})}

π
π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})

@@

{!∗X (N)}

s(iA(gz ,gs))

EE

Definition 4.1.22 implies weak natural numbers in [9]:

Given vertical morphisms

fz : 1X −→ (s(zero))∗(A) fs : 1{A} −→ π
∗
A({!∗X(succ)}∗(A))
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in VX and V{A}, respectively, we aim to define a vertical morphism

iA( fz, fs) : 1{!∗X (N)} −→ A

in V{!∗X (N)}.
First, we define morphisms

gz : 1{1X} −→ A gs : A−→ A

in V , over {!∗X(zero)} and {!∗X(succ)}, respectively, by

gz
def
= {!∗X(zero)}(A)◦π

∗
1X
( fz) gs

def
= {!∗X(succ)}(A)◦ ε

ΣAaπ∗A
{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)

◦ΣA( fs)◦ 〈idA, !〉

Next, according to Definition 4.1.22, gz and gs induce a morphism

rec(gz,gs) : {!∗X(N)} −→ {A}

in B , that is the section of πA and makes the following two squares commute:

{1X}
{!∗X (zero)} //

η
1a{−}
{1X }

��

{!∗X(N)}

rec(gz,gs)

��

{!∗X(N)}
{!∗X (succ)}oo

rec(gz,gs)

��

{1{1X}} {gz}
// {A} {A}

{gs}
oo

As a result, we can now use rec(gz,gs) to define iA( fz, fs) as

iA( fz, fs)
def
= s−1(rec(gz,gs))

Finally, we need to prove that this definition of iA( fz, fs) satisfies the two equations

(s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs)) = fz {!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))

∗( fs)

in VX and V{!∗X (N)}, respectively, which we use later in Section 5.1 to show that the

interpretation of eMLTT validates the β-equations for primitive recursion.

In order to prove that the first of these equations holds in VX , namely,

(s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs)) = fz

we first recast the left-hand side of this equation in B , using Proposition 2.2.34 and the

definition of iA( fz, fs) from above. In particular, we get that s((s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs)))
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is equal to the unique (unnamed) mediating morphism in the next pullback situation.

{!∗X(N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

// {1{!∗X (N)}}

{s−1(rec(gz,gs))}(e)

��

X

idX //

s(!∗X (zero))

88

// {(s(!∗X(zero)))∗(A)}

π(s(!∗X (zero)))∗(A)

y
( f )

��

{s(!∗X (zero))(A)} // {A}

πAP (s(!∗X (zero))(A))

��

X
s(!∗X (zero))

// {!∗X(N)}

Now, recalling that s is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that the equation

s((s(!∗X(zero)))
∗(iA( fz, fs))) = s( fz)

holds in B , in order to prove that the required equation holds in VX . We note that

this equation holds because s( fz) satisfies the same universal property as the unique

unnamed mediating morphism in the above pullback situation, i.e., setting the unnamed

morphism to be s( fz) makes (e) and ( f ) commute.

First, we show the commutativity of (e) by

{!∗X (N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)} //

rec(gz ,gs)

��

{1{!∗X (N)}}

{s−1(rec(gz ,gs))}

def. of s(s−1(rec(gz ,gs)))

��

{1{1X }}

=

(g) ��

{gz}

def. of gz

��

{π∗1X
(1X )}

{π1X (1X )}

zz

{π∗1X
( fz)}

def. of π∗1X
( fz)

��
{1X}

{ fz}

$$

{!∗X (zero)}

def. of s(!∗X (zero))

property of rec(gz ,gs)

TT

η
1a{−}
{1X }

DD

{π∗1X
((s(!∗X (zero)))

∗(A))}
{π1X ((s(!∗X (zero)))

∗(A))}

p is a s. fib.

��
{s(!∗X (zero))◦π1X (A)}

%%
X

s( fz)
//

s(!∗X (zero))

OO

η
1a{−}
X

def. of s( fz)

??

{(s(!∗X (zero)))∗(A)} {s(!∗X (zero))(A)}
// {A}
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where we show the commutativity of (g) by

{1{1X}}
= //

{1(π1X )}

��

{π∗1X
(1X)}

{π1X (1X )}

1 is split fibred

��

X

η
1a{−}
X

η
1a{−}
X is an iso.

""

{1X}

η
1a{−}
{1X }

nat. of η
1a{−}
{1X}

OO

π1X

==

id{1X }
// {1X}

Second, the commutativity of ( f ) follows directly from the definition of s. Namely,

by definition, the morphism s( fz) : X −→ {(s(!∗X(zero)))∗(A)} is a section of the pro-

jection morphism π(s(!∗X (zero)))
∗(A) : {(s(!∗X(zero)))∗(A)} −→ X , giving us the equation

π(s(!∗X (zero)))
∗(A) ◦ s( fz) = idX

In order to prove that the second required equation holds in V{!∗X (N)}, namely,

{!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)) = (s(iA( fz, fs)))
∗( fs)

we first recast the left-hand side of this equation in B , using Proposition 2.2.34 and the

definition of iA( fz, fs) from above. In particular, we get that s({!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs)))

is equal to the unique (unnamed) mediating morphism in the next pullback situation.

{!∗X(N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

// {1{!∗X (N)}}

{s−1(rec(gz,gs))}(h)

��

{!∗X(N)}

id{!∗X (N)} ..

{!∗X (succ)}

77

// {{!∗X(succ)}∗(A)}

π{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)

y
(i)

��

{{!∗X (succ)}(A)} // {A}

πAP ({!∗X (succ)}(A))

��

{!∗X(N)} {!∗X (succ)}
// {!∗X(N)}
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Next, recalling that s is an isomorphism and combining this fact with the definition

of iA( fz, fs) from above, it suffices to show that the equation

s({!∗X(succ)}∗(iA( fz, fs))) = s((rec(gz,gs))
∗( fs))

holds in B , in order to prove that the required equation holds in V{!∗X (N)}. We note that

this equation holds because s((rec(gz,gs))
∗( fs)) satisfies the same universal property as

the unique unnamed mediating morphism in the above pullback situation, i.e., setting

the unnamed morphism to be s((rec(gz,gs))
∗( fs)) makes (h) and (i) commute.

First, we show the commutativity of (h) by

{!∗X (N)}
η

1a{−}
{!∗X (N)} //

rec(gz ,gs)

��

{1{!∗X (N)}}

{s−1(rec(gz ,gs))}

def. of s(s−1(rec(gz ,gs)))

��

{A}

{gs}

��

{1{A}}

{ fs}

��
{(rec(gz,gs))

∗(1{A})}

{rec(gz ,gs)(1{A})}

OO

{π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}

{{!∗X (succ)}◦πA(A)}

��

{1{!∗X (N)}}

{(rec(gz ,gs))
∗( fs)}

%%

=

OO

{(rec(gz,gs))
∗(π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A)))}

{rec(gz ,gs)(π
∗
A({!

∗
X (succ)}

∗(A)))}

def. of (rec(gz ,gs))
∗( fs)

OO

{!∗X (N)}

η
1a{−}
{!∗X (N)}

def. of s((rec(gz ,gs))
∗( fs))

>>

s((rec(gz ,gs))
∗( fs))

//

{!∗X (succ)} property of rec(gz ,gs)

OO

rec(gz ,gs)

( j)

FF

{{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)}

= p is a split fibration

OO

{{!∗X (succ)}(A)}
// {A}
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where we show the commutativity of ( j) by

{!∗X (N)}

η
1a{−}
{!∗X (N)} nat. of η1a{−}

��

rec(gz ,gs) // {A}
{gs} //

η
1a{−}
{A}

��

{〈idA ,!〉}

((

{A}

{ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)}))}

= def. of gs

(k) ��
{ΣA(1{A})}

{ΣA( fs)}

��
{1{!∗X (N)}}

=
1 is s. fib.

��

{1(rec(gz ,gs))}

''

{ΣA(π
∗
A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A)))}

{ε
ΣA aπ∗A
{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)}

))
{(rec(gz,gs))

∗(1{A})} {rec(gz ,gs)(1{A})}
// {1{A}} { fs}

// {π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))} {πA({!∗X (succ)}
∗(A))}
// {{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)}

{!∗X (succ)}(A)

OO

and the commutativity of (k) by

{A}
{〈idA,!〉} //

η
1a{−}
{A} η

1a{−}
{A} satisfies same univ. prop. as h def. of κA,π∗A (1{!∗X (N)} )

��

h

((

def. of 〈idA , !〉

{ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)}))}

id{ΣA(π∗A(1{!∗X (N)}))}

��
{π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})}

κA,π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})

66

=

vv

{η
ΣA aπ∗A
{π∗A(1{!∗X (N)})}

}

��
1 is split fibred1 is split fibred

{ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)}))}

=

��
{1{A}}

{ fs}

��

{η
ΣA aπ∗A
1{A}

}

((

{π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)})))}

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A(1{!∗X (N)})))}

66

=

��

{ΣA(1{A})}

{ΣA( fs)}

��

{π∗A(ΣA(1{A}))}

{πA(ΣA(1{A}))}

66

{π∗A(ΣA( fs))} def. of π∗A(ΣA( fs))

nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

��
{π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}

id{π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}

Σ a π∗A

��

{η
ΣA aπ∗A
π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}// {{π∗A(ΣA(π

∗
A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))))}}

{πA(ΣA(π
∗
A({!

∗
X (succ)}

∗(A))))}
((

{π∗A(ε
ΣA aπ∗A
{!∗X (succ)}∗(A))}

def. of π∗A(ε
ΣA aπ∗A
{!∗X (succ)}∗ (A)

)

vv
{π∗A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A))} {πA({!∗X (succ)}

∗(A))}
// {{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)} {ΣA(π

∗
A({!∗X (succ)}∗(A)))}

{ε
ΣA aπ∗A
{!∗X (succ)}∗(A)}

oo
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and where h is defined as the unique mediating morphism into the pullback square

given by P (πA(1{!∗X (N)})), for {!} : {A} −→ {1{!∗X (N)}} and id{A} : {A} −→ {A}. The

proof that η
1a{−}
{A} is equal to h can be found in the proof of Proposition 4.1.8.

Finally, we note that the commutativity of (i) follows directly from the definition

of s. In particular, we know by definition that the morphism

s((rec(gz,gs))
∗( fs)) : {!∗X(N)} −→ {{!∗X(succ)}∗(A)}

is a section of π{!∗X (succ)}∗(A), giving us the required equation

π{!∗X (succ)}∗(A) ◦ s((rec(gz,gs))
∗( fs)) = id{!∗X (N)}

B.5 Proof of Proposition 4.3.23

Proposition 4.3.23. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then there

exists a family of natural transformations

σA : ΣA ◦T −→ T ◦ΣA (A ∈ V )

collectively called the dependent strength of T, satisfying the diagrams (1)–(4).

Proof. Before proving that the four diagrams (1)–(4) given in the proposition com-

mute, we first show that the natural transformation αA,B given in the proposition

is indeed a natural isomorphism. To this end, we first define its candidate inverse

α
−1
A,B : ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B −→ ΣΣA(B) as the following composite natural transformation:

ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B
ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B ◦η

Σ
ΣA(B)

aπ∗
ΣA(B)

// ΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B ◦π∗
ΣA(B)

◦ΣΣA(B)

=

��

ΣΣA(B) ΣA ◦ΣB ◦π∗B ◦π∗A ◦ΣΣA(B)
ε

ΣA ◦ΣBaπ∗B ◦π∗A ◦ΣΣA(B)

oo
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For better readability, we often omit the subscripts from κ∗A,B and (κ−1
A,B)

∗ in the

diagrams given below. For the same reason, we also often abbreviate the four functors

π∗B ◦π∗A, ΣA ◦ΣB, π∗
ΣA(B)

, and ΣΣA(B) as π∗, Σ, π′∗, and Σ′, respectively.

We also note that most of the equality morphisms used in the diagrams given below

are induced by reindexing along the following commuting diagram:

{B}
{η

ΣAaπ∗A
B }

//

πB

!!

κA,B

def. of κA,B **
{π∗A(ΣA(B))} {πA(ΣA(B))}

//

ππ∗A(ΣA(B))

P (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

��

{ΣA(B)}

πΣA(B)P (πA(ΣA(B)))

��

κ
−1
A,B

κA,B is an iso.

{{

{A}
πA

// p(A)

We now return to proving that αA,B is a natural isomorphism, by showing that the

following two equations hold:

α
−1
A,B ◦αA,B = idΣΣA(B)

αA,B ◦α
−1
A,B = idΣA ◦ΣB ◦κ∗A,B

We prove these equations by showing that the following two diagrams commute:
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Σ′ = //

id
Σ′

Σ′ a π′∗

��

ηΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ′

��

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗
Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗//

ΣA ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

p is a split fibration nat. of ηΣaπ∗

Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

��

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

=

��uu

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

��

=

��

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦π∗◦
Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

=

p is a s. fib.

p is a split fibration

��

Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

nat. of εΣ′ aπ′∗

��

Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

ss
Σ′ ◦π′∗◦

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

��

=

Σ a π∗

p is a s. fib.��

Σ◦κ∗

Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

��

Σ′ ◦π′∗◦
Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′

εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′

��

Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′

��

Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ′

nat. of εΣ′ aπ′∗

zz

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′

=

��

Σ′ Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′
εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′

oo
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Σ◦κ∗
Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

//

idΣ◦κ∗

��

Σ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

Σ a π∗
��

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′ = //

=

p is a split fibration

(a)

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′

εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′

��

=

vv

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

nat. of εΣaπ∗

��

Σ′

=

p is a split fibration

��
Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′◦
(κ−1)∗ ◦

π∗ ◦Σ ◦κ∗

εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′ ◦κ∗

&&

=

��

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′◦
π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦π∗

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

��

Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

=

p is a s. fib.

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

εΣaπ∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗
nat. of εΣaπ∗

xx

Σ◦κ∗ Σ′ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗
εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

oo

We conclude the proof of these two isomorphism equations by showing that the subdi-
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agram marked with (a) commutes. Its commutativity is proved as follows:

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′
= //

=
p is a split fibration

((

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′◦
(κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗◦κ∗

��

Σ◦κ∗

Σ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

��

Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗

p is a split fibration

OO

=

  

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗◦
Σ′ ◦ (κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

=

;;

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

p is a split fibration

��

Σ◦κ∗◦
(κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦κ∗

<<

Σ◦κ∗ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦ηΣaπ∗ ◦κ∗

p is a split fibration
nat. of ηΣ′ aπ′∗

��
Σ◦κ∗◦
(κ−1)∗ ◦

π∗ ◦Σ ◦κ∗

Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

''

=

p is a s. fib.��
Σ◦κ∗◦

π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

Σ◦κ∗ ◦ηΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

��

id
Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

))

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗◦
Σ′ ◦(κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

=

##

=

��
Σ◦κ∗◦

π′∗◦Σ′◦π′∗◦Σ◦κ∗

Σ◦κ∗ ◦π′∗ ◦εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗Σ′ a π′∗

��

Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′◦
(κ−1)∗ ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

=

��

Σ◦κ∗◦
π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗

=
p is a split fibration

vv
Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗ Σ◦π∗ ◦Σ′◦

π′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗Σ◦π∗ ◦εΣ′ aπ′∗ ◦Σ◦κ∗
oo

Next, we show that the four diagrams (1)–(4) commute. We again omit the sub-

scripts from κ∗A,B and (κ−1
A,B)

∗, and abbreviate the functors π∗B ◦π∗A, ΣA ◦ΣB, π∗
ΣA(B)

, and

ΣΣA(B) as π∗, Σ, π′∗, and Σ′, respectively. In order to further optimise the size of the
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proof of diagram (2), we instead prove the commutativity of an equivalent diagram, in

which we have replaced αA,B,T (C) and T (αA,B,C) with their respective inverses.

First, diagram (1) commutes because we have

Σ1p(A) (π
∗
1p(A)

(T (A)))

ε

Σ1p(A)
aπ∗1p(A)

T (A)

..

id
Σ1p(A)

(π∗1p(A)
(T (A)))

%%

=

T is s. fib. ))

= //
Σ1p(A) (T (π

∗
1p(A)

(A)))

Σ1p(A)
(T (η

Σ1p(A)
aπ∗1p(A)

π∗1p(A)
(A) ))

def. of σ1p(A) ,π
∗
1p(A)

(A)

��

σ1p(A) ,π
∗
1p(A)

(A)

//

id
Σ1p(A)

(T (π∗1p(A)
(A)))

id. law

Σ1p(A) a π∗1p(A)

""

T (Σ1p(A) (π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))

T (ε
Σ1p(A)

aπ∗1p(A)
A )

nat. of ε
Σ1p(A)

aπ∗1p(A)

��

Σ1p(A) (T (π
∗
1p(A)

(

Σ1p(A) (π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))))

Σ1p(A)
(T (π∗1p(A)

(ε

Σ1p(A)
aπ∗1p(A)

A )))

��

=
// Σ1p(A) (π

∗
1p(A)

(T (

Σ1p(A) (π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))))

Σ1p(A)
(π∗1p(A)

(T (ε
Σ1p(A)

aπ∗1p(A)
A )))

T is split fibred

uu

ε

Σ1p(A)
aπ∗1p(A)

T (Σ1p(A)
(π∗1p(A)

(A)))

OO

Σ1p(A) (T (π
∗
1p(A)

(A)))

=

��
Σ1p(A) (π

∗
1p(A)

(T (A)))

ε

Σ1p(A)
aπ∗1p(A)

T (A)

id. law

&&
T (A)

Next, diagram (3), which we prove before diagram (2) for better layout, commutes

because we have

ΣA(B)
ΣA(ηB) //

ΣA(η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

nat. of η

��

idΣA(B)

��

ΣA(T (B))

σA,B

��

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))

��
ΣA(π

∗
A(ΣA(B)))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣA(B)

ΣA a π∗A

��

ΣA(π
∗
A(ηΣA(B)))

%%

ΣA(ηπ∗A(ΣA(B)))

//
ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))

=

η is split fibred

def. of σA,B

��
ΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

$$
ΣA(B) ηΣA(B)

// T (ΣA(B))
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Next, diagram (2) commutes because we have

Σ′(T (C))
Σ′(T (ηΣ′ aπ′∗

C )) //
Σ′(T (π′∗(Σ′(C))))

= //
Σ′(π′∗(T (Σ′(C))))

εΣ′ aπ′∗
T (Σ′(C)) // T (Σ′(C))

Σ(π∗(
T (Σ′(C))))

εΣaπ∗
T (Σ′(C))

OO

Σ(π∗(
Σ′(T (C))))

Σ(π∗(Σ′(T (ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C ))))//

εΣaπ∗
Σ′(T (C))

SS

α
−1
A,B,T (C)

Σ(π∗(Σ′(T (
π′∗(Σ′(C))))))

εΣaπ∗
Σ′(T (π′∗(Σ′(C))))

nat. of εΣaπ∗ T is split fibred

OO

= // Σ(π∗(Σ′(π′∗(
T (Σ′(C))))))

εΣaπ∗
Σ′(π′∗(T (Σ′(C))))

nat. of εΣaπ∗

OO

Σ(π∗(εΣ′ aπ′∗
T (Σ′(C))

))

==

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(
T (Σ′(C)))))

=

p is a split fibration

OO

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(
Σ′(T (C)))))

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(T (ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))))//

=def. of α
−1
A,B,T (C)

XX

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(
Σ′(T (π′∗(Σ′(C)))))))

=p is a split fibration T is split fibred

OO

= // Σ(κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(π′∗(
T (Σ′(C)))))))

=

OO
Σ(κ∗(π′∗(εΣ′ aπ′∗

T (Σ′(C))
)))

Σ′ a π′∗

==

Σ(κ∗(T (C)))

(b)

=

��

JJ

Σ(κ∗(T (ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))

//

Σ(κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
T (C)

))

nat. of ηΣ′ aπ′∗

OO

Σ(κ∗(T (
π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

=
//

Σ(κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
T (π′∗(Σ′(C)))

))

OO

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(
T (Σ′(C)))))

Σ(κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
π′∗(T (Σ′(C)))

))

T is split fibred

OO

id
Σ(κ∗(π′∗(T (Σ′(C)))))

T (εΣaπ∗
Σ′(C)

)

LL

T (Σ(π∗(Σ′(C))))

TT

Σ(T (π∗B(
ΣB(κ

∗(C)))))

= // Σ(π∗B(T (
ΣB(κ

∗(C)))))

ΣA(ε
ΣB aπ∗B
T (ΣB(κ∗(C)))

)

��

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (Σ(κ

∗(C)))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (Σ(κ∗(C)))

##

T (Σ(κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

= T (α−1
A,B,C)

def. of α
−1
A,B,C

OO

ΣA(T (π∗A(
Σ(κ∗(C)))))

=

==

Σ(T (κ∗(C)))

Σ(T (η
ΣB aπ∗B
κ∗(C)

))

def. of σB,κ∗ (C)

OO

ΣA(σB,κ∗(C))
//
ΣA(T (ΣB(κ

∗(C))))

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣB(κ∗(C))

)) def. of σA,ΣB (κ∗ (C))

OO

σA,ΣB(κ∗(C))

// T (Σ(κ∗(C)))

T (Σ(κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))

OO

TT
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Finally, diagram (4) commutes because we have

T (ΣA(T (B)))

T (σA,B)

def. of σA,B ,,

T (ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )))

// T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))) =
// T (ΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B)))

// T (T (ΣA(B)))

µΣA(B)

��

ΣA(π
∗
A(

T (ΣA(T (B)))))

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(T (η

ΣA aπ∗A
B )))))//

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(T (B))) nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

OO

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(

T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))))

= //

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

OO

=

T is split fibred

T is split fibred

��

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(

π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T is split fibred

OO

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ε

ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B)))))

nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

ΣA a π∗A

T is split fibred

��

ΣA(T (π∗A(
ΣA(T (B)))))

=def.

OO

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(T (η

ΣA aπ∗A
B )))))// ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(

T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))))

=

99

ΣA(T (T (B)))
ΣA(T (T (η

ΣA aπ∗A
B )))

//

ΣA(µB)

��

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (B) ))

OO

σA,T (B)

GG

ΣA(T (T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

OO

=
//

ΣA(µπ∗A(ΣA(B)))nat. of µ

��

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (T (ΣA(B)))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (T (ΣA(B)))

MM

ΣA(π
∗
A(µΣA(B)))

nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

µ is split fibred

��
ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )) //

σA,B

def. of σA,B

22ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))
= //

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B)) // T (ΣA(B))

We conclude by noting that the subdiagram marked with (b) in the proof of diagram

(2) commutes because we have
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Σ(π∗(T (Σ′(C))))

εΣaπ∗
T (Σ′(C)) // T (Σ′(C))

T (Σ(π∗(Σ′(C))))

T (εΣaπ′∗
Σ′(C)

)nat. of εΣaπ∗

OO

Σ(π∗(T (Σ(
π∗(Σ′(C))))))

εΣaπ∗
T (Σ(π∗(Σ′(C))))

<<

Σ(π∗(T (εΣaπ∗
Σ′(C)

)))

``

T (Σ(κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

=

p is a split fibration

OO

Σ(π∗(T (Σ(κ∗(
π′∗(Σ′(C)))))))

εΣaπ∗
T (Σ(κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

<<

=

p is a split fibration

T is split fibred

Σ a π∗

OO

T (Σ(κ∗(C)))

T (κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C ))

OO

Σ(T (π∗(Σ(κ∗(
π′∗(Σ′(C)))))))

=

66

Σ(π∗(T (Σ(κ∗(C)))))
ΣA(ε

ΣB aπ∗B
π∗A(T (Σ(κ∗(C))))

)

//

Σ(π∗(T (Σ(κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))))T is split fibred

OO

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(ΣB(κ

∗(C))))))

ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (Σ(κ∗(C)))

def. of εΣaπ∗

nat. of εΣaπ∗

OO

Σ(κ∗(π′∗(T (Σ′(C)))))

=

OO

Σ(π∗B(T (π
∗
A(

Σ(κ∗(C))))))

=

OO

ΣA(ε
ΣB aπ∗B
T (π∗A(Σ(κ∗(C))))

)

//
ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(ΣB(κ

∗(C))))))

=T is split fibred

OO

Σ(κ∗(T (
π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

=
//

= T is split fibred

p is a split fibration

OO

Σ(T (κ∗(
π′∗(Σ′(C)))))

=

PP

Σ(T (ηΣaπ∗
κ∗(π′∗(Σ′(C)))

))

OO

Σ(T (π∗(Σ(κ∗(C)))))

=

OO

=

AA

ΣA(T (ΣB(κ
∗(C))))

ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣB(κ∗(C))

))nat. of εΣB aπ∗B

OO

Σ(κ∗(T (C)))

Σ(κ∗(T (ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))

T is split fibred

OO

=
//
Σ(T (κ∗(C)))

Σ(T (η
ΣB aπ∗B
κ∗(C)

))

//

Σ(T (κ∗(ηΣ′ aπ′∗
C )))

def. of ηΣaπ∗

nat. of ηΣaπ∗

OO

Σ(T (π∗B(ΣB(κ
∗(C))))) =

//

Σ(T (π∗B(η
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣB(κ∗(C))

)))

T is split fibred

OO

Σ(π∗B(T (ΣB(κ
∗(C)))))

ΣA(ε
ΣB aπ∗B
T (ΣB(κ∗(C)))

)

OO

Σ(π∗B(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣB(κ∗(C))

)))

YY
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B.6 Proof of Theorem 4.3.24

Theorem 4.3.24. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

split dependent products and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the corre-

sponding EM-fibration pT : V T −→ B has split dependent p-products.

Proof. Given an object A in V , the functor ΠT
A : V T

{A} −→V T
p(A) is given on objects by

Π
T
A(B,β)

def
= (ΠA(B),βΠT

A
)

where the candidate EM-algebra structure map β
ΠT

A
: T (ΠA(B))−→ΠA(B) is defined

as the following composite morphism:

T (ΠA(B))
η

π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B)) // ΠA(π

∗
A(T (ΠA(B))))

=
--
ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B ))

qq
ΠA(B) ΠA(T (B))

ΠA(β)
oo

using the split dependent products in p, i.e., the adjunction π∗A aΠA : V{A} −→ Vp(A);

and making use of Proposition 4.3.22 to ensure that β is a vertical morphism.

Next, we prove that the morphism β
ΠT

A
: T (ΠA(B))−→ΠA(B) is indeed a structure

map of an EM-algebra, by showing that the next two diagrams commute in Vp(A).

ΠA(B)
ηΠA(B) //

η
π∗AaΠA
ΠA(B)

π∗A a ΠA &&

idΠA(B)

''

ΠA(ηB) 00
idΠA(B)

--

T (ΠA(B))

η
π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B))

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

β
ΠT

A

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(ΠA(B)))

ΠA(π
∗
A(ηΠA(B)

))
//

ΠA(ηπ∗A(ΠA(B))
)

nat. of η

,,

ΠA(ε
π∗AaΠA
B )

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(B))))

=

η is split fibred

def. of βΠT
A

��

ΠA(B)

ΠA(ηB)
id. law

..

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B ))

��

ΠA(T (B))

ΠA(β)

(B,β) is an EM-algebra

��

ΠA(B)
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T (T (ΠA(B)))
µΠA(B) //

T (η
π∗A aΠA
ΠA(B) ) nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

η
π∗A aΠA
T (T (ΠA(B)))

!!

T (ΠA(B))

η
π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(B))nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��
T (ΠA(π

∗
A(

T (ΠA(B)))))

η
π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(π∗A(T (ΠA(B))))) //

= T is split fibred

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(B)))))))

=

T is split fibred

��

=

π∗A a ΠA

T is split fibred

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (

T (ΠA(B)))))

ΠA(π
∗
A(µΠA(B)))//

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (η

π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(B)))))oo

= µ is split fibred

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(

T (ΠA(B))))

=

��
T (ΠA(T (

π∗A(ΠA(B)))))

η
π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))))//

T (ΠA(T (ε
π∗A aΠA
B )))

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(

T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))))))

= //

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(T (ε

π∗A aΠA
B )))))

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(
T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗A aΠA
T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))))//

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(T (ε
π∗A aΠA
B )))))

T is split fibred

��

ΠA(T (T (
π∗A(ΠA(B)))))

ΠA(µπ∗A(ΠA(B))) //

ΠA(T (T (ε
π∗A aΠA
B )))

nat. of επ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(T (
π∗A(ΠA(B))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗A aΠA
B ))

nat. of µ

��
T (ΠA(T (B)))

η
π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(T (B)))

//

T (ΠA(β))

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (

ΠA(T (B)))))
=

//

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(β))))

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(
ΠA(T (B))))) ΠA(T (ε

π∗A aΠA
T (B) ))

//

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(β))))

T is split fibred

��

ΠA(T (T (B)))
ΠA(µB)

//

ΠA(T (β))

nat. of επ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(T (B))

ΠA(β)

(B,β) is an EM-algebra

��
T (ΠA(B))

η
π∗A aΠA
T (ΠA(B))

//

β
ΠT

A

77

def. of βΠT
A

ΠA(π
∗
A(

T (ΠA(B))))
=

// ΠA(T (
π∗A(ΠA(B)))) ΠA(T (ε

π∗A aΠA
B ))

//
ΠA(T (B))

ΠA(β)
//
ΠA(B)

The functor ΠT
A is defined on morphisms h : (B,β) −→ (B′,β′) simply by letting
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ΠT
A(h)

def
= ΠA(h). It is easy to see that this gives us an EM-algebra homomorphism:

T (ΠA(B))
T (ΠA(h)) //

η
π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B))

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

β
ΠT

A

��

T (ΠA(B′))

η
π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B

′))

��

β′
ΠT

A

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(B))))

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(h))))

//

= T is split fibreddef. of βΠT
A

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(B′))))

=

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B))))
ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(h))))

//

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B ))

nat. of επ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B′))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B′ ))

def. of β′
ΠT

A

��

ΠA(T (B))
ΠA(T (h))

//

ΠA(β)
��

ΠA(T (B′))

ΠA(β
′)

h is an EM-algebra homomorphism

��

ΠA(B)
ΠA(h)

// ΠA(B′)

Further, it is also easy to see that ΠT
A preserves identities and composition—these prop-

erties follow directly from the functoriality of ΠA. We therefore omit these proofs.

We proceed by proving that we have an adjunction π∗A aΠT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A).

First, we note that the components of the unit and counit natural transformations

η
π∗AaΠT

A : idV T
p(A)
−→Π

T
A ◦π

∗
A ε

π∗AaΠT
A : π

∗
A ◦Π

T
A −→ idV T

{A}

are given simply by

η
π∗AaΠT

A
(B,β)

def
= η

π∗AaΠA
B ε

π∗AaΠT
A

(B,β)
def
= ε

π∗AaΠA
B

Next, we prove that these components are indeed EM-algebra homomorphisms, by
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showing that the next two diagrams commute, in V T
p(A) and V T

{A}, respectively.

T (B)
T (η

π∗AaΠA
B )

//

β

��

η
π∗AaΠA
T (B)

&&

T (ΠA(π
∗
A(B)))

η
π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(π

∗
A(B)))

nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

(π∗A(β))ΠT
A

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(π

∗
A(B)))))

=

def. of (π∗A(β))ΠT
A

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(π
∗
A(B)))))

ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
π∗A(B)

))π∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(B)))

=

��

ΠA(T (π∗A(η
π∗AaΠA
B )))

η is split fibred
BB

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (B)))

ΠA(π
∗
A(β))nat. of ηπ∗A aΠA

��

ΠA(π
∗
A(T (η

π∗AaΠA
B )))

99

B
η

π∗AaΠA
B

// ΠA(π
∗
A(B))
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T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))
T (ε

π∗AaΠA
B )

//

=

��

π∗A(βΠT
A
) def. of π∗A(βΠT

A
)

��

T (B)

β

��

π∗A(T (ΠA(B)))

π∗A(η
π∗AaΠA
T (ΠA(B))

) π∗A aΠA

��

π∗A(ΠA(π
∗
A(T (ΠA(B)))))

=

T is split fibred

��

ε
π∗AaΠA
π∗A(T (ΠA(B)))

\\

π∗A(ΠA(T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))))

π∗A(ΠA(T (ε
π∗AaΠA
B )))

��

ε
π∗AaΠA
T (π∗A(ΠA(B)))

nat. of επ∗A aΠA

ee

π∗A(ΠA(T (B)))

π∗A(ΠA(β)) nat. of επ∗A aΠA

��

ε
π∗AaΠA
T (B)

NN

π∗A(ΠA(B))
ε

π∗AaΠA
B

// B

The naturality of ηπ∗AaΠT
A and επ∗AaΠT

A , and the two unit-counit laws follow directly

from the corresponding properties of the adjunction π∗A aΠA : V{A} −→ Vp(A).

We conclude by noting that the adjunction π∗A a ΠT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) also satis-

fies the split Beck-Chevalley condition from Definition 4.1.10—similarly to the other

properties, it also follows directly from the corresponding property of π∗A aΠA.
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B.7 Proof of Theorem 4.3.26

Theorem 4.3.26. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the cor-

responding EM-fibration pT : V T−→B has split dependent p-sums if the dependent

strength of T is given by a family of natural isomorphisms, i.e., if for every A in V ,

σA : ΣA ◦T −→ T ◦ΣA is a natural isomorphism. Furthermore, these split dependent

p-sums are preserved on-the-nose by UT, i.e., we have UT(ΣT
A(B,β)) = ΣA(UT(B,β)).

Proof. Given an object A in V , the functor ΣT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) is given on objects by

Σ
T
A(B,β)

def
= (ΣA(B),βΣT

A
)

where the candidate EM-algebra structure map β
ΣT

A
: T (ΣA(B)) −→ ΣA(B) is defined

as the following composite morphism:

T (ΣA(B))
σ
−1
A,B // ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(β) // ΣA(B)

using the split dependent sums in p, i.e., the adjunction ΣA a π∗A : Vp(A) −→ V{A}; and

making use of Proposition 4.3.22 to ensure that β is a vertical morphism.

Next, we prove that the morphism β
ΣT

A
: T (ΣA(B))−→ ΣA(B) is indeed a structure

map of an EM-algebra, by showing that the next two diagrams commute in Vp(A).

ΣA(B)
ηΣA(B) //

idΣA(B)

((

idΣA(B)

id. law

..

T (ΣA(B))

β
ΣT

A

��

def. of βΣT
A

σ
−1
A,B(a)

yy

ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(β)

��

ΣA(B)

ΣA(ηB)

(B,β) is EM-alg.

OO

idΣA(B)

%%

ΣA(B)
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T (T (ΣA(B)))
T (β

ΣT
A
)

//

µΣA(B) (b)

��

T (σ−1
A,B)

$$

T (ΣA(B))

β
ΣT

A
def. of βΣT

A

��

σ
−1
A,B

��

T (ΣA(T (B)))

σ
−1
A,T (B) nat. of σ

−1
A

��

T (ΣA(β))

def. of βΣT
A

55

ΣA(T (T (B)))

ΣA(µB) (B,β) is an EM-algebra

��

ΣA(T (β)) // ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(β)

��

ΣA(T (B))

ΣA(β)

))
T (ΣA(B))

σ
−1
A,B def. of βΣT

A

::

β
ΣT

A

// ΣA(B)

We conclude the proof that β
ΣT

A
: T (ΣA(B)) −→ ΣA(B) is an EM-algebra structure

map by noting that as idΣA(B), σ
−1
A,B, and σ

−1
A,T (B) ◦ T (σ−1

A,B) are all isomorphisms, it

suffices to show that the subdiagrams marked with (a) and (b) commute when these

morphisms are replaced with their inverses. However, after replacing these morphisms

with their inverses, we see that the corresponding diagrams are exactly diagrams (3)

and (4) from Proposition 4.3.23, governing the interaction of σA with η and µ.

Next, the functor ΣT
A is defined on morphisms h : (B,β)−→ (B′,β′) simply by let-

ting ΣT
A(h)

def
= ΣA(h). It is easy to see that this gives us an EM-algebra homomorphism:
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T (ΣA(B))

σ
−1
A,B (c)

��

T (ΣA(h)) // T (ΣA(B′))

σ
−1
A,B′

��

ΣA(T (B))
ΣA(T (h)) //

ΣA(β) h is an EM-algebra homomorphism

��

ΣA(T (B′))

ΣA(β
′)

��

ΣA(B)
ΣA(h)

// ΣA(B′)

We show that the square marked with (c) commutes by observing that σ
−1
A,B and

σ
−1
A,B′ are both isomorphisms. As a result, it suffices to show that the next diagram com-

mutes, where we have replaced these two morphisms with their respective inverses.

T (ΣA(B))
T (ΣA(h)) // T (ΣA(B′))

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(h)))) //

ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

OO

ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B′))))

ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B

′))

OO

ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))
ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(h)))) //

= T is split fibreddef. of σA,B

OO

ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B′))))

= def. of σA,B′

OO

ΣA(T (B))
ΣA(T (h))

//

σA,B

??

ΣA(T (η
ΣAaπ∗A
B ))

nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

OO

ΣA(T (B′))

σA,B′

__

ΣA(T (η
ΣAaπ∗A
B ))

OO

The naturality of ηΣT
A aπ∗A and εΣT

A aπ∗A , and the two unit-counit laws follow directly

from the corresponding properties for the adjunction ΣA a π∗A : Vp(A) −→ V{A}.
We conclude by noting that the adjunction ΣT

A a π∗A : V T
p(A) −→ V T

{A} also satis-

fies the split Beck-Chevalley condition from Definition 4.1.10—similarly to the other

properties, it also follows directly from the corresponding property of ΣA a π∗A.
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B.8 Proof of Theorem 4.3.28

Theorem 4.3.28. Given a split comprehension category with unit p : V −→ B with

strong split dependent sums and a split fibred monad T = (T,η,µ) on it, then the

corresponding EM-fibration pT : V T −→ B has split dependent p-sums if pT has split

fibred reflexive coequalizers.

Proof. Given an object A in V , the functor ΣT
A : V T

{A} −→ V T
p(A) is given on an object

(B,β) of V T
{A} as the reflexive coequalizer

(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B))
eA,(B,β) // ΣT

A(B,β)

of the following pair of morphisms in V T
p(A), given by

(T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(β)) // (T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B))

and

(T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(T (η

ΣAaπ∗A
B )))

// (T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))),µΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

=

��

(T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))),µΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

)

��

(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B)) (T (T (ΣA(B))),µT (ΣA(B)))µΣA(B)
oo

using the split dependent sums in p, i.e., the adjunction ΣA a π∗A : Vp(A) −→ V{A}; and

making use of Proposition 4.3.22 to ensure that β is a vertical morphism. In the rest of

this proof, we systematically refer to these two morphisms as (1) and (2), respectively.

Further, as a notational convenience, we often write (UT(ΣT
A(B,β)),βΣT

A
) for ΣT

A(B,β).

It is easy to see that both (1) and (2) are in V T
p(A). On the one hand, all mor-

phisms used in the definitions of (1) and (2) are vertical over idp(A). On the other

hand, all morphisms used in the definitions of (1) and (2) are EM-algebra homomor-

phisms because i) we know from the definition of the Eilenberg-Moore resolution that

FT( f ) = T ( f ), and ii) it follows from the definition of monads that the components of

µ are EM-algebra homomorphisms, i.e., we have µΣA(B)◦µT (ΣA(B))= µΣA(B)◦T (µΣA(B)).
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The final ingredient we need to construct the reflexive coequalizer eA,(B,β) is

(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B))
T (ΣA(ηB)) // (T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))

that forms the common section of (1) and (2), as shown by the commutativity of the

next diagram. In order to minimise the space taken by this diagram, we present it (and

other diagrammatic proofs below) in V rather than in V T, working directly with the

underlying morphisms of the EM-algebra homomorphisms involved.

T (ΣA(B))
T (ΣA(ηB)) //

T (ΣA(ηB))

��

T (ΣA(η
ΣAaπ∗A
B ))

&&

idT (ΣA(B))

**

idT (ΣA(B))

  

T (ΣA(T (B)))

T (ΣA(T (η
ΣAaπ∗A
B )))nat. of η

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(ΣA(B))))

T (ΣA(ηπ∗A(ΣA(B))
))
//

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(ηΣA(B)

)))

++
T (ε

ΣAaπ∗A
ΣA(B)

)

ΣA a π∗A

��

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

=

η is split fibred

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

)nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

��

T (ΣA(B))
T (ηΣA(B)

)
//

idT (ΣA(B))

id. law

''

T (T (ΣA(B)))

µΣA(B)

(T,η,µ) is a monad

��

(B,β) is an EM-algebra

T (ΣA(T (B))) T (ΣA(β))
// T (ΣA(B))
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Next, we define the action of ΣT
A on morphisms of V T

{A} using the universal property

of reflexive coequalizers. In detail, given a morphism h : (B,β)−→ (B′,β′), we define

the corresponding morphism ΣT
A(h) in V T

p(A) as the unique mediating morphism in

(T (ΣA(T (B′))),µΣA(T (B′)))
(2)′

//
(1)′ //

(T (ΣA(B′)),µΣA(B′))
eA,(B′,β′) // ΣT

A(B
′,β′)

(T (ΣA(T (B))),µΣA(T (B)))

T (ΣA(T (h)))

OO

(2)
//

(1) //
(T (ΣA(B)),µΣA(B)) eA,(B,β)

//

T (ΣA(h))

OO

ΣT
A(B,β)

ΣT
A(h)

OO

In order for ΣT
A(h) to exist and to be the unique such morphism, we need to prove

eA,(B′,β′) ◦T (ΣA(h))◦ (1) = eA,(B′,β′) ◦T (ΣA(h))◦ (2)

We prove this equation by first observing that we have

eA,(B′,β′) ◦ (1)′ = eA,(B′,β′) ◦ (2)′

because eA,(B′,β′) is the reflexive coequalizer of (1)′ and (2)′. As a result, it suffices to

show that the two left-hand squares given in the above diagram commute.

The left-hand square involving (1) and (1)′ commutes because h is a EM-algebra

homomorphism—this is best seen when we rotate this square by 90 degrees:

T (ΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(T (h))) //

T (ΣA(β))

��

T (ΣA(T (B′)))

T (ΣA(β
′))

��

T (ΣA(B)) T (ΣA(h))
// T (ΣA(B′))
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The other left-hand square, involving (2) and (2)′, commutes due to naturality:

T (ΣA(T (B)))
T (ΣA(T (h))) //

T (ΣA(T (η
ΣAaπ∗A
B )))

��

T (ΣA(T (B′)))

T (ΣA(T (η
ΣAaπ∗A
B′ )))nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

��

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))) T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(h)))))
//

=

��

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B′)))))

=T is split fibred

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))) T (ΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(h)))))

//

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))

)

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B′)))))

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
T (ΣA(B

′)))nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

��

T (T (ΣA(B))) T (T (ΣA(h)))
//

µΣA(B)

��

T (T (ΣA(B′)))

µ
ΣA(B

′)nat. of µ

��

T (ΣA(B)) T (ΣA(h))
// T (ΣA(B′))

We omit the proofs showing that ΣT
A preserves identities and composition—both

properties follow directly from using the universal property of reflexive coequalizers.

We proceed by proving that we have an adjunction ΣT
A a π∗A : V T

p(A) −→ V T
{A}.
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First, the underlying morphism of a component η
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) of the unit natural transfor-

mation

η
ΣT

A aπ∗A : idV{A} −→ π
∗
A ◦Σ

T
A

is given by the following composite morphism:

B
η

ΣAaπ∗A
B // π∗A(ΣA(B))

π∗A(ηΣA(B)
)
// π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))

π∗A(eA,(B,β)) // π∗A(U
T(ΣT

A(B,β)))

which we prove to be a EM-algebra homomorphism from (B,β) to π∗A(Σ
T
A(B,β)) by

showing that the next diagram commutes in V{A}.

T (B)

β

��

η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (B)

��

T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B ) // T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))

T (π∗A(ηΣA(B))) //

=(b)

��

T (π∗A(T (ΣA(B))))
T (π∗A(eA,(B,β))) //

=η is split fibred

��

T (π∗A(U
T(ΣT

A(B,β))))

=T is split fibred

��
π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))

π∗A(T (ηΣA(B))) //

id
π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))

��

π∗A(T (T (ΣA(B))))
π∗A(T (eA,(B,β))) //

π∗A(µΣA(B))

(T,η,µ) a monad

��

π∗A(T (U
T(ΣT

A(B,β))))

π∗A(βΣT
A
)

h is an EM-algebra homomorphism

��

π∗A(ΣA(T (B)))
π∗A(ηΣA(T (B))) //

π∗A(ΣA(β))

nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

((

π∗A(T (ΣA(T (B))))

π∗A(T (ΣA(β)))

nat. of η

((

π∗A((2))

(a)

��
B

η
ΣA aπ∗A
B

//
π∗A(ΣA(B))

π∗A(ηΣA(B))
//
π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))

π∗A(eA,(B,β))
//

π∗A(U
T(ΣT

A(B,β)))

Here, the subdiagram marked with (a) commutes because eA,(B,β) is the coequalizer of
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T (ΣA(β)) and (2); and the subdiagram marked with (b) commutes because we have

T (B)
T (η

ΣA aπ∗A
B ) //

η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (B)

nat. of ηΣA aπ∗A

��

T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))

=

��

ηT (π∗A(ΣA(B)))

(T,η,µ) is a monad



η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))

ww
π∗A(ΣA(T (B)))

π∗A(ηΣA(T (B)))

nat. of η

��

π∗A(ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))) //

π∗A(ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

π∗A(ηΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

nat. of η

η is split fibred

~~

π∗A(T (ΣA(T (B))))

π∗A(T (ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))))

��

π∗A(T (ΣA(B)))

π∗A(T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))))

= T is split fibred

��

T (T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))

T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))

��

µ
π∗A(ΣA(B))

MM

T (π∗A(ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(B))))))

=

hh

=
ΣA a π∗A

T is split fibred
vv

π∗A(T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B))))))

π∗A(T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))))

//
π∗A(T (T (ΣA(B))))

π∗A(µΣA(B))

µ is split fibred

OO

=

__

We omit the proof showing that ηΣT
A aπ∗A is natural—it follows directly from the

naturality of η and ηΣAaπ∗A , combined with the definition of ΣT
A on morphisms.

Next, the underlying morphism of a component ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) of the counit natural trans-

formation

ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A : Σ
T
A ◦π

∗
A −→ idVp(A)

is given by the unique mediating morphism in

(B,β)

(T (ΣA(T (π∗A(B)))),µΣA(T (π∗A(B)))
)

(2)
//

(1) //
(T (ΣA(π

∗
A(B))),µΣA(π

∗
A(B))

)

eA,π∗A(B,β) ''

β ◦ T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B )

77

ΣT
A(π
∗
A(B,β))

ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β)

OO
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using the universal property of the reflexive coequalizer eA,(π∗A(B),π
∗
A(β))

. In order to do

so, we first prove that β◦T (εΣAaπ∗A
B ) is an EM-algebra homomomorphism, by showing

T (T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B))))

µΣA(π
∗
A(B))

��

T (T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B ))

// T (T (B))

µBnat. of µ

��

T (β) // T (B)

β(B,β) is an EM-algebra

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B )

// T (B)
β

// B

Further, for ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) to exist and be unique such morphism, we also need to show that

β◦T (εΣAaπ∗A
B )◦ (1) = β◦T (εΣAaπ∗A

B )◦ (2)

This last equation follows from the commutativity of the next diagram in Vp(A).

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(B))))
= //

T (ΣA(T (η
ΣA aπ∗A
π∗A(B) )))

ΣA a π∗A

��

idT (ΣA(T (π∗A(B))))

id. law

((

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (B))))

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(β))) //

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (B) )

~~

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

��

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(B))))))

=

��

T (ΣA(T (π∗A(ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))))

// T (ΣA(T (π∗A(B))))

=T is split fibred

��
T (ΣA(π

∗
A(T (ΣA(π

∗
A(B))))))

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(π∗A(B))))

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ε

ΣA aπ∗A
B ))))

// T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (B))))

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (B) )nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

��
T (T (ΣA(π

∗
A(B))))

µ
ΣA(π∗A(B))

��

T (T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))

// T (T (B))

µBnat. of µ

��

T (β)
// T (B)

β(B,β) is an EM-algebra

��
T (ΣA(π

∗
A(B)))

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

// T (B)
β

// B
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Next, we prove that εΣT
A aπ∗A is a natural transformation: given a morphism

h : (B,β)−→ (B′,β′) in V T
p(A), we show that the following diagram commutes in Vp(A):

UT(ΣT
A(π
∗
A(B,β)))

ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) //

ΣT
A(π
∗
A(h))

��

B

h

h is EM-alg. hom.

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B)))

eA,π∗A(B,β) def. of ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β)

OO

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(h)))def. of ΣT

A(π
∗
A(h))

��

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B )

// T (B)

T (h)nat. of εΣA aπ∗A

��

β

CC

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B
′)))

eA,π∗A(B
′,β′) def. of ε

ΣT
A aπ∗A

(B′,β′)

��

T (ε
ΣAaπ∗A
B′ )

// T (B′)

β′

��

UT(ΣT
A(π
∗
A(B
′,β′)))

ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B′,β′)

// B′

and then recall an important property of coequalizers—they are epimorphisms. As

eA,(π∗A(B),π
∗
A(β))

is a coequalizer and thus an epimorphism, the outer square starting

at UT(ΣT
A(π
∗
A(B),π

∗
A(β))) commutes because epimorphisms are right-cancellative.

Next, we prove that the two unit-counit laws hold for ηΣT
A aπ∗A and εΣT

A aπ∗A , by show-

ing that the next two diagrams commute in V{A} and Vp(A), respectively.
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π∗A(B)
η

ΣT
A aπ∗A

π∗A(B,β) //

η
ΣA aπ∗A
π∗A(B) def. of ηΣT

A aπ∗A

��

id
π∗A(B)

$$

π∗A(U
T(ΣT

A(π
∗
A(B,β))))

π∗A(ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) )

zz

π∗A(ΣA(π
∗
A(B))) π∗A(ηΣA(π∗A(B)))

//

π∗A(ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B )

��

ΣA a π∗A

nat. of η

π∗A(T (ΣA(π
∗
A(B))))

π∗A(T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
B )) def. of εΣT

A aπ∗A

��

π∗A(eA,π∗A(B,β))

OO

π∗A(T (B))

π∗A(β)

(B,β) is an EM-algebra ��
π∗A(B) id

π∗A(B)

//

π∗A(ηB)

55

π∗A(B)

UT(ΣT
A(B,β))

ΣT
A (η

ΣT
A aπ∗A

(B,β) )
//

id
UT(ΣT

A (B,β))

id. law

��

UT(ΣT
A(π
∗
A(Σ

T
A(B,β))))

ε
ΣT

A aπ∗A
ΣT

A (B,β)

��

T (ΣA(B))

def. of ηΣT
A aπ∗A

eA,(B,β)
def. of ΣT

A (η
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) )

ee

T (ΣA(η
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) ))

//

T (ΣA(η
ΣA aπ∗A
B ))ΣA a π∗A

��

idT (ΣA(B))

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(U

T(ΣT
A(B,β)))))

e
A,π∗A(ΣT

A (B,β))

77

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
UT(ΣT

A (B,β))
)

��

def. of εΣT
A aπ∗A

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(ΣA(B))))

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(ηΣA(B))))

��

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
ΣA(B) )

��

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(T (ΣA(B)))))

T (ΣA(π
∗
A(eA,(B,β))))

MM

T (ε
ΣA aπ∗A
T (ΣA(B))) nat. of εΣA aπ∗Anat. of εΣA aπ∗A

��
T (T (ΣA(B))) T (eA,(B,β))

//

µΣA(B)
eA,(B,β) is an EM-alg. hom.

''

T (UT(ΣT
A(B,β)))

β
ΣT

A

��

T (ΣA(B))

T (ηΣA(B))

(T,η,µ) is a monad

99

idT (ΣA(B))

// T (ΣA(B))

eA,(B,β)

''
UT(ΣT

A(B,β)) id
UT(ΣT

A (B,β))

// UT(ΣT
A(B,β))

Similarly to the naturality proof of εΣT
A aπ∗A , the outer square in the second diagram com-

mutes because eA,(B,β) is a coequalizer, and thus an epimorphism and right-cancellative.

We conclude our proof of the existence of split dependent p-sums by proving that

the functors ΣT
A satisfy the split Beck-Chevalley condition. In particular, we show that
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for any Cartesian morphism f (A) : f ∗(A)−→ A, the next diagram commutes.

UT(ΣT
f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(B,β)))

ΣT
f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(η

ΣT
A aπ∗A

(B,β) ))
//

id
UT(ΣT

f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(B,β)))

��

UT(ΣT
f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(π∗A(ΣT

A(B,β)))))

=p is a s. fib.p is a split fibration

��

T (Σ f ∗(A)(

{ f (A)}∗(B)))

=

��

T (Σ f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(η
ΣA aπ∗A
B )))

def. of ηΣT
A aπ∗A

��

e f∗(A),{ f (A)}∗(B,β) def. of ΣT
f ∗ (A)({ f (A)}∗(ηΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) ))

OO

T (Σ f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(η
ΣT

A aπ∗A
(B,β) )))

// T (Σ f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(
π∗A(U

T(ΣT
A(B,β))))))

e
f∗(A),{ f (A)}∗(π∗A(ΣT

A (B,β)))

OO

=

��
T (Σ f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(

π∗A(ΣA(B)))))

= p is a split fibrationsplit BC

��

T (Σ f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(π∗A(ηΣA(B)))))

��

T (Σ f ∗(A)(π
∗
f ∗(A)( f ∗(

UT(ΣT
A(B,β))))))

T (ε
Σ f∗(A) aπ∗f∗(A)
f∗(UT(ΣT

A (B,β)))
)

��

eA,π∗f∗ (A)( f ∗(ΣT
A (B,β)))

��
T (Σ f ∗(A)(π

∗
f ∗(A)(

f ∗(ΣA(B)))))

T (Σ f∗(A)(π
∗
f∗(A)( f ∗(ηΣA(B)))))

��

T (ε
Σ f∗(A) aπ∗f∗(A)
f∗(ΣA(B)) )

��

T (Σ f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(
π∗A(T (ΣA(B))))))

T (Σ f∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(π∗A(eA,(B,β)))))

44

=

�� nat. of ε
Σ f∗ (A) aπ∗f∗ (A)

UT(ΣT
f ∗(A)(π

∗
f ∗(A)(

f ∗(ΣT
A(B,β)))))

ε

ΣT
f∗(A) aπ∗f∗(A)

f∗(B,β)

��

T (Σ f ∗(A)(π
∗
f ∗(A)(

f ∗(T (ΣA(B))))))

T (Σ f∗(A)(π
∗
f∗(A)( f ∗(eA,(B,β)))))

99

T (ε
Σ f∗(A) aπ∗f∗(A)
f∗(T (ΣA(B))) )nat. of ε

Σ f∗ (A) aπ∗f∗ (A)

��
T is split fibred

T ( f ∗(UT(

ΣT
A(B,β))))

=

��

T ( f ∗(ΣA(B))) T ( f ∗(ηΣA(B)))

//

=

��

T ( f ∗(T (ΣA(B))))

=T is split fibred

��

T ( f ∗(eA,(B,β)))

77

f ∗(T (UT(

ΣT
A(B,β))))

f ∗(β
ΣT

A
) def. of ε

ΣT
f∗ (A) aπ∗f∗ (A)

��

f ∗(T (ΣA(B))) f ∗(T (ηΣA(B)))
//

id f∗(T (ΣA(B)))

''

f ∗(T (T (ΣA(B))))

f ∗(µ(ΣA(B)))

eA,(B,β) is an EM-alg. hom.

��

f ∗(T (eA,(B,β)))

77

eA,(B,β) is a split fibred refl. coequalizer

f ∗(T (ΣA(B)))

f ∗(eA,(B,β))

((
UT(ΣT

f ∗(A)({ f (A)}∗(B,β))) =
// f ∗(UT(ΣT

A(B,β)))

Analogously to the naturality proof of εΣT
A aπ∗A and the proof of the second unit-

counit law, the outer square again commutes because e f ∗(A),{ f (A)}∗(B,β) is a coequalizer,

and therefore an epimorphism and right-cancellative.



Appendix C

Proofs for Chapter 5

C.1 Proof of Proposition 5.2.4

Proposition 5.2.4 (Semantic weakening). Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, a value

type A, and a value variable x such that JΓ1,Γ2K ∈ B and JΓ1,x : A,Γ2K ∈ B , then we

have:

(a) Given a value type B such that JΓ1,Γ2;BK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

(b) Given a computation type C such that JΓ1,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

(c) Given a value term V such that JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ B, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V K = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;V K) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)

(d) Given a computation term M such that JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(C), then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;MK) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(C))

(e) Given a computation variable z, a computation type C, and a homomorphism term

K such that JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ2;CK−→ D in CJΓ1,Γ2K, then

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(D)

395
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where we use the notation

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

to mean that JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK is defined and that it is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)

as an object of VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K. We also use analogous notation for terms and morphisms.

Proof. We prove (a)–(e) simultaneously, by induction on the sum of the sizes of the

arguments to J−K. We omit the cases involving the MLTT fragment of eMLTT because

in the setting of contextual categories these proofs can be found in [107, Chapter III].

The proofs of all the cases (both those covered in op. cit. and the ones discussed

below) follow the same general pattern: they rely on the semantic structures we use in

the definitions being split, i.e., preserved on-the-nose by reindexing functors.

Type of thunked computations: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;UCK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2K

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;UCK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;UCK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for UC, the assumption gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K

on which we can use (b) to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Now, by applying the functor U to both sides of this last equation, we get

U(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK) =U(proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Next, as U is a split fibred functor, we also have that

U(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK) = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Finally, by using the definition of J−K for UC, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;UCK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;UCK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Homomorphic function space: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;C( DK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2K
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and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;C( DK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;C( DK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for C( D, the assumption gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K JΓ1,Γ2;DK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K

on which we can use (b) to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;DK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Next, by applying the functor( to both sides of these equations, we get

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK( JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;DK =

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)( proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Next, as( is a split fibred functor, we also have that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK( JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;DK =
proj∗

Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( JΓ1,Γ2;DK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Finally, by using the definition of J−K for C( D, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;C( DK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;C( DK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Type of free computations over a value type: We omit the proof for this case because

it is analogous to the case for the type of thunked computations.

Computational Σ-type: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;Σy :B.CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;Σy :B.CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;Σy :B.CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for Σy :B.C, the assumption gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;BK ∈ VJΓ1,Γ2K JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK ∈ C{JΓ1,Γ2;BK}

on which we can use (a) and the induction hypothesis, respectively, to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK) ∈ VJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK) ∈ C{JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK}
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Now, by using the definition of projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B in the second equation, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;CK = ({projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)})∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK) ∈ C{JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK}

Next, by applying the functor ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK to both sides of this equation, we get

that

ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;CK) =

ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK(({projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)})∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Next, by using the equation we got from using (a) above, we get that

ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;CK) =

Σproj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)(({projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)})∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Now, by using the split Beck-Chevalley condition for ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK, we get that

ΣJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;CK) =

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΣJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Finally, by using the definition of J−K for Σy :B.C, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;Σy :B.CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;Σy :B.CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Computational Π-type: We omit the proof for this case because it is analogous to the

case for the computational Σ-type.

Thunking a computation: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;thunk MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(C)

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;thunk MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;thunk MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(U(C))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for thunk M, the assumption gives us

JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→C

Now, by using (d) on this morphism, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;MK) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(C)
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Next, by using the definition of J−K for thunk M, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;thunk MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;thunk MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(C))

Finally, as U is a split fibred functor, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;thunk MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;thunk MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(U(C))

Homomorphic lambda abstraction: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;λz :C.KK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ JΓ1,Γ2;CK( D

and we have to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;λz :C.KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;λz :C.KK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( D)

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for λz :C.K, the assumption gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ2;CK−→ D

Now, by using (e) on this morphism, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;KK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(D)

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;λz :C.KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;λz :C.KK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( D)

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write pr for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
. To
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improve the readability of this diagram, we aggregate some small proof steps.

1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K
JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;λz:C.KK //

ξ
−1
JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K,pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK),pr∗(D)

(pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;z:C;KK))
))

=

��

pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( D)

pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)( pr∗(D)

=

def. of JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;λz :C.KK

(e)

OO

ξ−1 is preserved on-the-nose by reindexing

def. of JΓ1,Γ2;λz :C.KKpr∗(1JΓ1,Γ2K)

pr∗(ξ−1
JΓ1,Γ2K,JΓ1,Γ2;CK,D(JΓ1,Γ2;z:C;KK))

++

pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;λz:C.KK)

33
pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( D)

idpr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK(D)

cc

Returning a value: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;return V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(F(B))

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;return V K = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;return V K)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(F(B)))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for return V , the assumption gives us

JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ B

Next, by using (c) on this morphism, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V K = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;V K) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;return V K = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;return V K)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(F(B)))
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by showing that the next diagram commutes.

1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K
JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;return V K //

JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;V K
def. of JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;return V K

��

=

$$

U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(F(B)))

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)
ηF aU
proj∗

Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(B)

//

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ηF aU
B )

functoriality of proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
))

U(F(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)))

=

OO

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(1JΓ1,Γ2K)

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;V K)

(c)

OO

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ηF aU ◦JΓ1,Γ2;V K)
//

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;return V K)

<<
proj∗

Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(U(F(B)))

=

Proposition 2.2.20

OO

def. of JΓ1,Γ2;return V K

Sequential composition for computation terms: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for M to y:B inC N, the assumption gives

us that
JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(F(JΓ1,Γ2;BK))

JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;NK : 1JΓ1,Γ2,y:BK −→U(π∗JΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

Next, by using the induction hypothesis on these morphisms, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(F(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)))

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;NK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;NK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2,y:BK −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(π

∗
JΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)))
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Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write prΓ2
for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2

and prΓ2,y:B for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B. For better readability, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K

JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;MK
use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;MK

U is split fibred
��

= // pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
(F(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)))

=

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(F(〈idJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK ,!〉)))

F and U are split fibred

the fibred Cartesian products in p are split

��

U(F(pr∗
Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)))

U(F(〈idpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK),!〉))

��
U(F(Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(π

∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)(1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K))))

=

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(π

∗
JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(1JΓ1,Γ2K)))))

=

split Beck-Chevalleydef. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ,y:B

F and U are split fibred

��
U(F(Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2 ,y:BK)))

U(F(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2 ,y:B;NK)))

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(1JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:BK))))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(F(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;NK))))

split Beck-Chevalleydef. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ,y:B F and U are s. fib.

use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y :B;NK

��
U(F(Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(U(pr∗

Γ2 ,y:B(π
∗
JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))))

= split Beck-Chevalleydef. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ,y:B

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(U(π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))))

=

��

U(F(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(U(π∗pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr
∗
Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))))

=
F and U are split fibred

��
U(F(Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(π

∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(U(pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))))

U(F(ε

Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK) aπ∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)

U(pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;CK)) ))

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(π

∗
JΓ1,Γ2;BK(U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(F(ε
ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aπ∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
U(JΓ1 ,Γ2;CK) )))

split Beck-Chevalleydef. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ,y:B F and U are s. fib.

Proposition 4.1.4 for ε

Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK)
aπ∗

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK)

��
U(F(U(pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))

U(εF aU
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;CK))

��

=
// pr∗

Γ2
(U(F(U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(εF aU
JΓ1 ,Γ2;CK))

split Beck-Chevalleydef. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ,y:B F and U are s. fib.

Proposition 2.2.20 for εF aU

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)) =

// pr∗
Γ2
(U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))
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We conclude by observing that the left-hand side top-to-bottom composite mor-

phism is equal to JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;M to y : B inC NK, and that the right-hand side top-to-

bottom composite morphism is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to y :B inC NK).

Computational pairing for computation terms: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(ΣJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΣJΓ1,Γ2K(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for 〈V,M〉(y:B).C, the assumption gives us

JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ JΓ1,Γ2;BK

JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;V K))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))

on which we can use (c) and the induction hypothesis, respectively, to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V K = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;V K) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(B)

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

((s(JΓ1,Γ2;V K))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΣJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write prΓ2
for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
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and prΓ2,y:B for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B. For better readability, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K
= //

JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;MK

use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;MK

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;MK)

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

= //

= Proposition 4.1.13 for η
ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK aπ∗JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��

pr∗
Γ2
(U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

pr∗
Γ2

(U((s(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK))∗(η
ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aπ∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;CK )))

��

U((s(pr∗
Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;VK)))∗(pr∗

Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

U((s(pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK)))∗(η
Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK) aπ∗

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)

pr∗
Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;CK) ))

(∗) split Beck-Chevalley U is split fibred

��
U((s(pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;VK)))∗(π∗pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(

Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr
∗
Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

= //

=

s(pr∗
Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;VK)) is a section of πpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK)

s(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;VK) is a section of πJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��

pr∗
Γ2
(U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(

ΣΓ1 ,Γ2;B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

=

��

U(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr
∗
Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

= split Beck-Chevalley U is split fibred

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
((ΣΓ1 ,Γ2;B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))) =

// pr∗
Γ2
(U(ΣΓ1,Γ2;B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

We conclude by observing that the left-hand side top-to-bottom composite mor-

phism is equal to JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK, and that the right-hand side top-to-bottom

composite morphism is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;〈V,M〉(y:B).CK).

In the above diagram, and in other cases of this proof, we use (∗) to refer to the
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following commuting diagram:

JΓ1,Γ2K
η

1a{−}
JΓ1 ,Γ2K

//

s(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK)

))
def. of s(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;VK)

{1JΓ1 ,Γ2K}
{JΓ1,Γ2;VK} // {JΓ1,Γ2;BK}

= // JΓ1,Γ2,y :BK

{pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)}

{prΓ2 (1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)}
1 is s. fib.

def. of pr∗
Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;VK)

OO

{pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK)}
// {pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)}

{prΓ2 (JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)}
OO

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2K
η

1a{−}
JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K //

prΓ2

nat. of η1a{−}

OO

s(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;VK)

55
def. of s(JΓ1 ,x :A,Γ2 ;VK)

{1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K} {JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;VK}
//

= (c)

OO
{1(prΓ2 )}

<<

{JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;BK} =
//

=

OO

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :BK

prΓ2 ,y:Bdef. of prΓ2 ,y:B

OO

Computational pattern-matching for computation terms: In this case, we assume

that

JΓ1,Γ2;M to (y :B,z :C) inD KK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(JΓ1,Γ2;DK)

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M to (y :B,z :C) inD KK =

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to (y :B,z :C) inD KK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for M to (y :B,z :C) inD K, the assump-

tion gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(ΣJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))

JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;z :C;KK : JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK−→ π∗JΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;DK)

on which we can use the induction hypothesis and (e), respectively, to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΣJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;z :C;KK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;z :C;KK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)−→ proj∗

Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(π
∗
JΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))
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Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M to (y :B,z :C) inD KK =

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to (y :B,z :C) inD KK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write prΓ2
for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2

and prΓ2,y:B for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B. For better readability, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K
= //

JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;MK

use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;MK

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1,Γ2K)

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;MK)

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

= //

= split Beck-Chevalley U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(U(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;z:C;KK)))

��

U(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr
∗
Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

U(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2,y:B;z:C;KK)) use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,x :A,Γ2 ;y :B;KK

��
U(Σpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr

∗
Γ2 ,y:B(π

∗
JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))))

= //

=

def. of prΓ2 ,y:B P (prΓ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK))

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(U(ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(π

∗
JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))))

pr∗
Γ2

(U(ε
ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aπ∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
JΓ1 ,Γ2;DK ))

��

U(Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)(π
∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr

∗
Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))))

U(ε

Σpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK) aπ∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)

pr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;DK) )

split Beck-Chevalley

Proposition 4.1.13 for ε
ΣJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK aπ∗JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��
U(pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;DK)) =

// pr∗
Γ2
(U(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

To conclude, we observe that the left-hand side top-to-bottom composite morphism

is equal to JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;M to (y : B,z :C) inD KK, and that the right-hand side top-to-

bottom composite morphism is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M to (y:B,z:C) inD KK).

Computational lambda abstraction for computation terms: In this case, we assume

that

JΓ1,Γ2;λy :B.MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(C))
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and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;λy :B.MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;λy :B.MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(C)))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for λy :B.M, the assumption gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2,y:BK −→U(C)

Next, by using the induction hypothesis on this morphism, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2,y :B;MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2,y:BK −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B(C))

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;λy :B.MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;λy :B.MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(C)))

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write prΓ2
for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2

and prΓ2,y:B for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B. For better readability, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K
= //

η

π∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK) aΠpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)

1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K
Proposition 4.1.3 for η

π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK aΠJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��

pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)

pr∗(η
π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
1JΓ1 ,Γ2K

)

��
Πpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(π

∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)(1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K))

= //

= split Beck-Chevalley 1 is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(π

∗
JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)))

=

��
Πpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2 ,y:BK)

= //

Πpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2 ,y:B;MK)

use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y :B;MK

split Beck-Chevalley

��

pr∗
Γ2
(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(1JΓ1,Γ2,y:BK))

pr∗
Γ2

(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;MK))

��
Πpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(U(pr∗

Γ2 ,y:B(C)))
= //

(ζ−1
Π,pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK))pr∗Γ2 ,y:B(C)

split Beck-Chevalley U is split fibred

expanding the defs. of ζ
−1
Π,pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK)

and ζ
−1
Π,JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��

pr∗
Γ2
(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(U(C)))

pr∗
Γ2

((ζ−1
Π,JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)C)

��
U(Πpr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(pr

∗
Γ2 ,y:B(C))) =

// pr∗
Γ2
(U(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(C)))
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We conclude by observing that the left-hand side top-to-bottom composite mor-

phism is equal to JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;λy : B.MK, and that the right-hand side top-to-bottom

composite morphism is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;λy :B.MK).

Computational function application for computation terms: In this case, we as-

sume that

JΓ1,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;V K))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

((s(JΓ1,Γ2;V K))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for M(V )(y:B).C, the assumption gives us

that

JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ JΓ1,Γ2;BK

JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))

on which we can use (c) and the induction hypothesis, respectively, to get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V K = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;V K) : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;BK)

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;MK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

((s(JΓ1,Γ2;V K))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write prΓ2
for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
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and prΓ2,y:B for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2,y:B. For better readability, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K
= //

=

s(JΓ1 ,x :A,Γ2 ;VK) is a section of πpr∗
Γ2

(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK)

s(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;VK) is a section of πJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��

pr∗
Γ2
(1JΓ1,Γ2K)

=

��
(s(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(1JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2K))

= //

(s(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗
pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;MK))

use of the induction hypothesis on JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;MK

(∗) from above def. of prΓ2 ,y:B P (prΓ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK))

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗JΓ1,Γ2;BK(1JΓ1 ,Γ2K)))

pr∗
Γ2

((s(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1 ,Γ2,y:B;MK)))

��
(s(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(

U(pr∗
Γ2
(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

= //

=

(∗) from above def. of prΓ2 ,y:B P (prΓ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK))

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(

U(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

=

��
U((s(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗pr∗

Γ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK)(

pr∗
Γ2
(ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

= //

=

(∗) from above def. of prΓ2 ,y:B P (prΓ2
(JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK))

U is split fibred

��

pr∗
Γ2
(U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(π∗JΓ1,Γ2;BK(

ΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

pr∗
Γ2

(U((s(JΓ1 ,Γ2;VK))∗(ε
π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;CK )))

��

U((s(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;VK))∗(pr∗
Γ2 ,y:B(

π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK(ΠJΓ1,Γ2;BK(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))))

U((s(JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ2;VK))∗(pr∗
Γ2 ,y:B(ε

π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2;BK aΠJΓ1 ,Γ2;BK
JΓ1 ,Γ2 ,y:B;CK )))

Proposition 4.1.3 for ε
π∗JΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK aΠJΓ1 ,Γ2 ;BK

��
U((s(JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;VK))∗(pr∗

Γ2 ,y:B(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK))) =
// pr∗

Γ2
(U((s(JΓ1,Γ2;VK))∗(JΓ1,Γ2,y :B;CK)))

We conclude by observing that the left-hand side top-to-bottom composite mor-

phism is equal to JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK, and that the right-hand side top-to-bottom
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composite morphism is equal to proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;M(V )(y:B).CK).

Forcing a thunked computation: We omit the proof for this case because it is analo-

gous to the case for thunking a computation.

Homomorphic function application for computation terms: In this case, we assume

that

JΓ1,Γ2;V (M)C,DK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(JΓ1,Γ2;DK)

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V (M)C,DK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;V (M)C,DK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for V (M)C,D, the assumption gives us

JΓ1,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→ JΓ1,Γ2;CK( JΓ1,Γ2;DK

JΓ1,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,Γ2K −→U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)

on which we can use (c) and the induction hypothesis, respectively, to get that

JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;V K : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK( JΓ1,Γ2;DK)

JΓ1,x : A,Γ2;MK : 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

Finally, we show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V (M)C,DK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;V (M)C,DK)

: 1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K −→U(proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))
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by proving that the next diagram commutes, in which we write pr for projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
. To

improve the readability of this diagram, we aggregate small proof steps.

1JΓ1,x:A,Γ2K
JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;V (M)C,DK

//

JΓ1,x:A,Γ2;MK

def. of JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;V (M)C,DK

(c)

��

=

��

U(pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

U(pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

U(ξJΓ1,Γ2K,pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;CK),pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;DK)(pr
∗(JΓ1,Γ2;V K)))

77

=use of i.h. U is split fibred ξ is preserved on-the-nose by reindexing

��

pr∗(U(JΓ1,Γ2;CK))

pr∗(U(ξJΓ1,Γ2K,JΓ1,Γ2;CK,JΓ1,Γ2;DK(JΓ1,Γ2;V K)))

''

pr∗(1JΓ1,Γ2K) pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;V (M)C,DK)
//

pr∗(JΓ1,Γ2;MK)

def. of JΓ1,Γ2;V (M)C,DK

OO

pr∗(U(JΓ1,Γ2;DK))

=

[[

Computation variables: In this case, we assume that

JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;zK : JΓ1,Γ2;CK−→ JΓ1,Γ2;CK

and we need to show that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;zK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;zK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)
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First, by inspecting the definition of J−K for z, the assumption also gives us that

JΓ1,Γ2;CK ∈ CJΓ1,Γ2K

Next, by using (b) on this object, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;CK = proj∗Γ1;x:A;Γ2
(JΓ1,Γ2;CK) ∈ CJΓ1,x:A,Γ2K

Next, by using the functoriality of proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

, we get that

idJΓ1,x:A,Γ2;CK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(idJΓ1,Γ2;CK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)

Finally, by using the definition of J−K for z, we get that

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2;z :C;zK = proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;z :C;zK)

: proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)−→ proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ2

(JΓ1,Γ2;CK)

Other cases for homomorphism terms: We omit the cases for sequential compo-

sition, computational pairing, computational pattern-matching, computational lambda

abstraction, and homomorphic function application for homomorphism terms because

they are analogous to the corresponding cases for computation terms discussed above.
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C.2 Proof of Proposition 5.2.7

Proposition 5.2.7. Given value contexts Γ1 and Γ2, value variables x and y, value

types A and B, and a value term V such that JΓ1,Γ2[V/y]K ∈ B , JΓ1,y : B,Γ2K ∈ B ,

JΓ1,x :A,Γ2[V/y]K ∈ B , JΓ1,x :A,y :B,Γ2K ∈ B , and JΓ1;V K : 1JΓ1K −→ JΓ1;BK, then

substΓ1;y:B;Γ2;V ◦projΓ1;x:A;Γ1[V/y] = projΓ1;x:A;y:B,Γ2
◦ substΓ1,x:A;y:B;Γ2;V

Proof. We prove this equation by induction on the length of Γ2. Both the base case and

the step case of induction are proved similarly, by straightforward diagram chasing.

Base case (with Γ2 = �):

JΓ1,x :AK
projΓ1;x:A;� //

=

""

η
1a{−}
JΓ1 ,x:AK

iso.

%%

substΓ1 ,x:A;y:B;�;V

��

s(JΓ1 ,x:A;VK)

def. of substΓ1 ,x:A;y:B;�;V
def. of s(JΓ1 ,x : A;VK)

��

JΓ1K
substΓ1;y:B;�;V //

η
1a{−}
JΓ1K

iso.

def. of s(JΓ1 ;VK)
��

s(JΓ1;VK)

&&

JΓ1,y :BK

=

def. of substΓ1 ;y:B;�;V

��
{JΓ1;AK}

πJΓ1;AK

def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;�

OO

{1JΓ1K} {JΓ1;VK}
//

π1JΓ1K

^^

{JΓ1;BK}

id{JΓ1;BK}

��

{1JΓ1 ,x:AK}

π1JΓ1 ,x:AK

cc

{JΓ1,x:A;VK}

Proposition 5.2.4 def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;�
yy

=
// {π∗JΓ1;AK(1JΓ1K)}

{π∗JΓ1;AK(JΓ1;VK)}

��

{πJΓ1;AK(1JΓ1K)}

P (πJΓ1 ;AK(1JΓ1K))

def. of π∗JΓ1 ;AK(JΓ1 ;VK)

OO

{JΓ1,x :A;BK}

=

%%

{π∗JΓ1;AK(JΓ1;BK)}

{πJΓ1;AK(JΓ1;BK)}

id. law

��

{πJΓ1;AK(JΓ1;BK)}

KK

JΓ1,x :A,y :BK

=

OO

projΓ1;x:A;y:B

def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;y:B

��

{proj∗Γ1;x:A;�(JΓ1;BK)}

{projΓ1;x:A;�(JΓ1;BK)}

def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;�

yy

=

88

JΓ1,y :BK =
// {JΓ1;BK}
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Step case (with Γ2 = Γ′2,xn :An):

JΓ1,x :A,Γ′2[V/y],xn :An[V/y]K

=

��

subst
Γ1 ,x:A;y:B;Γ′2 ,xn :An ;V

��

proj
Γ1;x:A;Γ′2 ,xn :An //

=

def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ′2 ,xn :An

Proposition 5.2.4

��

JΓ1,Γ
′
2[V/y],xn :An[V/y]]K

=

��

subst
Γ1;y:B;Γ′2 ,xn :An ;V

��

{proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ′2 [V/y](

JΓ1,Γ
′
2[V/y];An[V/y]K)}

= Proposition 5.2.6p is a s. fib.

��

{proj
Γ1;x:A;Γ′2 [V/y](JΓ1 ,Γ

′
2 [V/y];An[V/y]K)}

// {JΓ1,Γ
′
2[V/y];An[V/y]K}

=

OO

{proj∗
Γ1;x:A;Γ′2 [V/y](

subst∗Γ1;y:B;Γ2;V (

JΓ1,Γ
′
2[V/y];An[V/y]K))}

=i.h.

��

{proj
Γ1;x:A;Γ′2 [V/y](subst

∗
Γ1;y:B;Γ2;V (JΓ1 ,Γ

′
2 [V/y];An [V/y]K))}

(({subst∗
Γ1 ,x:A;y:B;Γ′2;V (

proj∗
Γ1;x:A;y:B,Γ′2

(

JΓ1,y :B,Γ′2;AnK))}

= p is a split fibration induction hypothesis

��

{subst∗
Γ1;y:B;Γ′2;V (

JΓ1,y :B,Γ′2;AnK)}

{subst
Γ1;y:B;Γ′2;V (JΓ1,y:B,Γ′2;AnK)} def. of substΓ1 ;y:B;Γ′2 ,xn :An ;V

��

{subst∗
Γ1 ,x:A;y:B;Γ′2;V (

JΓ1,x :A,y :B,Γ2;AnK)}

{subst
Γ1 ,x:A;y:B;Γ′2;V (JΓ1 ,x:A,Γ′2;AnK)}

def. of substΓ1 ,x:A;y:B;Γ′2 ,xn :An ;V

��

{JΓ1,y :B,Γ′2;AnK}

=

��

{JΓ1,x :A,y :B,Γ′2;AnK}

=

def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;y:B,Γ′2 ,xn :An

Proposition 5.2.4

��

=
// {proj∗Γ1;x:A;y:B,Γ′2

(

JΓ1,y :B,Γ′2;AnK)}

{proj
Γ1;x:A;y:B,Γ′2

(JΓ1 ,y:B,Γ′2;AnK)}

::

JΓ1,x :A,y :B,Γ′2,xn :AnK proj
Γ1;x:A;y:B,Γ′2 ,xn :An

// JΓ1,y :B,Γ′2;xn : AnK
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C.3 Proof of Proposition 5.2.8

Proposition 5.2.8. Given a value context Γ, value variables x1, x2, and y, and

value types A1, A2, and B such that x2 6∈ Vars(Γ) ∪ {y}, JΓK ∈ B , JΓ;AK ∈ VJΓK,

JΓ,x1 :A1;A2K∈VJΓ,x1:A1K, and JΓ,y:(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK∈VJΓ,y:(Σx1:A1.A2)K, then we have

JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2,B[〈x1,x2〉/y]K = κ
∗
JΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)

Proof. We begin by noting that both sides of this equation can be rewritten as follows.

On the one hand, the left-hand side of this equation can be rewritten as

(s(JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2;〈x1,x2〉K))∗(
{πJΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,x1 :A1;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(

{πJΓ;A1K(JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK)))

based on Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.6, and the definition of morphisms projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
.

On the other hand, the right-hand side of this equation can be rewritten as

{η
ΣJΓ;A1Kaπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1:A1;A2K

}∗({πJΓ;A1K(JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}∗(JΓ,y :(Σx1 :A1.A2);BK))

based on the definitions of κJΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1:A1;A2K and JΓ;Σx1 :A1.A2K.

Now, as a result of p : V −→ B being a split fibration, it suffices to show

{πJΓ,x1:A1;A2K(JΓ,x1 :A1;Σx1 :A1.A2K)}◦ s(JΓ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2;〈x1,x2〉K)
=

{η
ΣJΓ;A1Kaπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1:A1;A2K

}

for the required equation to be true, which follows from the commutativity of the
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following diagram:

JΓ,x1,x2K

η
1a{−}
JΓ,x1 ,x2K

(∗)
��

s(JΓ,x1 ,x2;〈x1 ,x2〉K)

��

= // {JΓ,x1;A2K}

{η
ΣJΓ;A1K aπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1;A2K }

��

{1JΓ,x1 ,x2K}

{η
ΣJΓ,x1;A2K aπ∗JΓ,x1;A2K
1JΓ,x1 ,x2K

}

��
{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A2K(1JΓ,x1 ,x2K))}

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(fst)}

��
{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)}

=def. of s(JΓ,x1 ,x2 ;〈x1 ,x2〉K)

��

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)}

GG

{(s(JΓ,x1,x2;x1K))∗(
JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)}

{(s(JΓ,x1,x2;x1K))∗(η
ΣJΓ,x1 ,x2 ;A1K

aπ∗JΓ,x1 ,x2 ;A1K
JΓ,x1 ,x2 ,x′1 ;A2 [x′1/x1 ]K

)} (∗∗)

��
{(s(JΓ,x1,x2;x1K))∗(

π∗JΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K(

ΣΓ,x1 ,x2;A1 (

JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)))}

=

��
{ΣJΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K(JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)}

=

��
{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(

JΓ,x1,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K))}

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(JΓ,x1 ,x′1;A2[x′1/x1 ]K))}

��

{π∗JΓ;A1K(ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x1;A2K))}

{ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(JΓ,x1,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)} =
// {π∗JΓ;A1K(ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K))}

=

OO
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where the subdiagram marked with (∗) commutes because we have

JΓ,x1,x2K

η
1a{−}
JΓ,x1 ,x2K

η
1a{−}
JΓ,x1 ,x2K

and π1JΓ,x1 ,x2K
form an isomorphism (Proposition 2.2.35)

��

= // {JΓ,x1;A2K}

{1JΓ,x1 ,x2K}
id{1JΓ,x1 ,x2K}

��

{η
ΣJΓ,x1;A2K aπ∗JΓ,x1;A2K
1JΓ,x1 ,x2K

}

def. of κ

��

κJΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1;A2K

κ is an iso.

""

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A2K(1JΓ,x1,x2K))}

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(fst)}

��

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A2K(1JΓ,x1 ,x2K))} **

{1JΓ,x1 ,x2K}

π1JΓ,x1 ,x2K

def. of fst

@@

{ΣJΓ,x1;A2K(1JΓ,x1 ,x2K)}

{fst}
def. of π∗JΓ,x1 ;A2K

(fst)

))

κ
−1
JΓ;A1K,JΓ,x1;A2K

OO

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)} {πJΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)}
// {JΓ,x1;A2K}

id{JΓ,x1;A2K}

OO

and the subdiagram marked with (∗∗) commutes because we have

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)}

=

��

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(JΓ,x1;A2K)}
//

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(η
ΣJΓ;A1K aπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1;A2K )}

def. of π∗JΓ,x1 ;A2K
(η

ΣJΓ;A1K
aπ∗JΓ;A1K

JΓ,x1 ;A2K
)

��

{JΓ,x1;A2K}

{η
ΣJΓ;A1K aπ∗JΓ;A1K
JΓ,x1;A2K }

��

{(s(JΓ,x1,x2;x1K))∗(
JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)}

{(s(JΓ,x1 ,x2;x1K))∗(η
ΣJΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K aπ∗JΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K
JΓ,x1 ,x2 ,x

′
1;A2 [x

′
1/x1 ]K

)}

��
{(s(JΓ,x1,x2;x1K))∗(

π∗JΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K(ΣΓ,x1 ,x2;A1 (

JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)))}

= Proposition 5.2.4 Proposition 5.2.6

��
{ΣJΓ,x1 ,x2;A1K(JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)}

= split Beck-Chevalley defs. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2
and substΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2 ;V

��
{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(

JΓ,x1,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K))}

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(JΓ,x1 ,x′1;A2 [x′1/x1]K))}

Proposition 5.2.4 split Beck-Chevalley def. of projΓ1 ;x:A;Γ2

��

=

((

{π∗JΓ;A1K(ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x1;A2K))}

{π∗JΓ,x1;A2K(π
∗
JΓ;A1K(

ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x1;A2K)))}

{πJΓ,x1;A2K(π
∗
JΓ;A1K(ΣJΓ;A1K(JΓ,x1;A2K)))}

77

{ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(JΓ,x1,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K)} =
// {π∗JΓ;A1K(ΣJΓ;A1K(

JΓ,x′1;A2[x′1/x1]K))}

=

bb
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To improve the readability of the above proofs, we have omitted the types in value

contexts, writing Γ,x1,x2 for Γ,x1 :A1,x2 :A2. We have also omitted details of equali-

ties that follow from the use of the split Beck-Chevalley conditions, Propositions 5.2.4

and 5.2.6, and the definitions of semantic projection and substitution morphisms, e.g.,

ΣJΓ,x1,x2;A1K(JΓ,x1,x2,x′1;B[x′1/x1]K) = π
∗
JΓ,x1;BK(ΣJΓ,x1;A1K(JΓ,x1,x′1;B[x′1/x1]K))



Appendix D

Proofs for Chapter 6

D.1 Proof of Proposition 6.5.6

Proposition 6.5.6. Given a well-formed effect term Γ |∆ ` T derived from Seff, a com-

putation type C, value terms Vi (for all xi :Ai in Γ), value terms V ′j (for all wj :A′j in ∆),

value terms Wop (for all op : (x : I)−→ O in Seff), and a value context Γ′ such that

• JΓ′K ∈ Set,

• JΓ′;ViK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K, and

• (JΓ′;ViK2)γ ′ : 1−→

Jx1 :A1, . . . ,xi−1 :Ai−1;AiK2 〈〈〈?,(JΓ′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ′;Vi−1K2)γ ′(?)〉,

together with a value type A and a family of models Mγ ′ : LT d
eff
−→ Set (for all γ ′ in

JΓ′K) of the Lawvere theory IT d
eff

: ℵ
op
1 −→ LT d

eff
(where T d

eff
def
= (Seff, /0)) such that

• JΓ′;AK1 = JΓ′K,

• JΓ′;AK2(γ
′) = Mγ ′(1),

• JΓ′;V ′j K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K,

• (JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ : 1−→
d

a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)),

• JΓ′;WopK1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ′K−→ JΓ′K, and

• (JΓ′;WopK2)γ ′ =
d
〈i, f 〉 op

M
γ ′

i ◦
d
〈i, f 〉(? 7→ f ) ◦ 〈id1〉〈i, f 〉

: 1−→
d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′)),

419
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then

JΓ
′;LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ
′K−→ JΓ

′K

and, for all γ ′ in JΓ′K, the function

(JΓ
′;LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′ : 1−→ JΓ
′;AK2(γ

′)

is defined and equal to the following composite function:

1
〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′〉wj :A

′
j∈∆

//
d

wj:A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=

��

JΓ′;AK2(γ
′) Mγ ′(1)=
oo Mγ ′(|∆γ|)

M
γ ′(∆

γ `T γ)
oo

where |∆γ| denotes the length of the context ∆γ; and where we use the abbreviation

γ
def
= 〈〈〈?,(JΓ

′;V1K2)γ ′(?)〉, . . .〉,(JΓ
′;VnK2)γ ′(?)〉

Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on the given derivation of Γ |∆ ` T ,

using the eMLTTTeff versions of Propositions 5.2.4, 5.2.6, 5.2.11, and 5.2.12 to re-

late syntactic weakening and substitution to reindexing along semantic projection and

substitution morphisms.

We discuss all cases of this proof in detail below. In each of the cases, the proof of

JΓ
′;LT M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K1 = idJΓ′K : JΓ
′K−→ JΓ

′K

is straightforward, by combining our assumptions with the definitions of J−K and L−M.

Effect variables: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ ` ∆1,wj :A′j,∆2 Γ `V : A′j
Γ |∆1,wj :A′j,∆2 ` wj (V )
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First, according to the definition of L−M for effect variables, we have that

(JΓ
′;Lwj (V )M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

is equal to

(JΓ
′;V ′j (V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ])K2)γ ′

which, by unfolding the definition of J−K for function application, is equal to

1
(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ //

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

proj(JΓ;VK2)γ(?) // JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

where we implicitly make use of the fact that JΓ;A′jK2(γ) = JΓ′;A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2(γ

′)

and (JΓ;V K2)γ = (JΓ′;V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2)γ ′ , both of which follow from the definition of γ and

the eMLTTTeff versions of the results that relate syntactic substitution to its semantic

counterpart (see Propositions 5.2.6 and 5.2.12).

The required equation then follows from the commutativity of the following dia-

gram:

1
〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj :A′j∈∆

//

(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′

**
(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′

**

(JΓ′;V ′j (V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ])K2)γ ′

))

d
wj :A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼= //

=
wj ’th projection preservation of count. prod.

��

Mγ ′ (|∆γ|)

M
γ ′ (∆

γ `(wj (V ))γ)
preservation of count. prod.

��

∼=
rr

M
γ ′ (∆

γ `x
(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)
wj )

def.

��

d
wj :A′j∈∆

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(Mγ ′ (1))

projwj

��d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(Mγ ′ (1))

=

assumption about Mγ ′

��
proj(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

**d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

proj(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

assumption about JΓ′ ;AK2(γ
′)

def.

��

Mγ ′ (1)

=nnJΓ′;AK2(γ
′)
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Algebraic operations: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : I Γ,y :O[V/x] |∆ ` T
Γ |∆ ` opV (y.T )

(op : (x : I)−→ O ∈ Seff)

First, according to the definition of L−M for algebraic operations, we have that

(JΓ
′;LopV (y.T )MA;

−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

is equal to

(JΓ
′;Wop 〈V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],λy :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x].LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

which, by unfolding the definition of J−K for function application, pairing, and lambda

abstraction, is equal to the following composite function:

1

(JΓ′;WopK2)γ ′

��d
〈i, f 〉∈

⊔
i∈J�;IK2(?)

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉

(JΓ′;AK2(γ ′))
(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

proj〈(JΓ;VK2)γ(?),〈(JΓ′,y:O[V [
−→
Vi/
−→xi ]/x];LT MK2)〈γ ′,o〉〉o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉

〉

��

JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

where, analogously to the case of effect variables, we again implicitly make use of the

fact that JΓ;A′jK2(γ) = JΓ′;A′j[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2(γ

′) and (JΓ;V K2)γ = (JΓ′;V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2)γ ′ .

The required equation then follows from the commutativity of the following dia-
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gram:

1

〈id1〉〈i, f 〉

��

(JΓ′;WopK2)γ ′

assumption about Wop

��

〈id1〉o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉

((

〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj :A′j∈∆

// d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))x

∼= // Mγ ′ (|∆γ|)

M
γ ′ ((∆

γ `T 〈γ,o〉)1≤o≤|Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉|)

��

M
γ ′ (∆

γ `op(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)
(T 〈γ,o〉)o)

functoriality of Mγ ′

��

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉 1

d
o((JΓ′,y;LT MK2)〈γ ′,o〉) (∗)

��d
〈i, f 〉 1

d
〈i, f 〉(? 7→ f )

''

d
o(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

=

��d
o(Mγ ′ (1))

∼=

��
Mγ ′ (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉|)

M
γ ′ (
−→xo `op(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)

(xo)o)

��d
〈i, f 〉

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,i〉(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

=

��

d
〈i, f 〉 op

M
γ ′

i

��

Mγ ′ (1)

=

��

d
〈i, f 〉

d
o(Mγ ′ (1))

∼=

��d
〈i, f 〉(Mγ ′ (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?, i〉|))

d
〈i, f 〉(Mγ ′ (

−→xo `opi(xo)o))def. of op
Mγ ′

i

��d
〈i, f 〉(Mγ ′ (1))

= projections from countable products

uud
〈i, f 〉(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))
proj〈(JΓ;VK2)γ(?),〈(JΓ′,y:O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x];LT MK2)〈γ ′,o〉〉o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉

〉

// JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

where, for better readability, we abbreviate some of the indices of countable products.

For the same reason, we also write the value context Γ′,y :O[V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x] as Γ′,y.
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In the previous diagram, (∗) refers to the following commuting diagram:

1

〈id1〉o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉
pairing for countable products

��

〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj :A′j∈∆

// d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=preservation of countable products

��

〈idd
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′ ;AK2(γ
′))〉o

}}

d
o∈Jx:I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉 1

d
o(〈(JΓ′,y;V ′j K2)〈γ ′,o〉〉wj )

''

d
o(〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj )

++

d
o((JΓ′,y;LT MK2)〈γ ′,o〉)

��

d
o
d

wj

d
a(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

∼=

xx

d
o
d

wj

d
a(JΓ′,y;AK2 〈γ ′,o〉))

∼=

induction hypothesis

weakening

""

=

weakening

OO

Mγ ′ (|∆γ|)

〈idM
γ ′ (|∆

γ |)〉o

ss

M
γ ′ ((∆

γ `T 〈γ,o〉)o)

preservation of countable products

��

d
o(JΓ′;AK2(γ

′))

=

��

weakening

d
o(Mγ ′ (|∆γ|))

d
o(Mγ ′ (∆

γ `T 〈γ,o〉))

zz

d
o(M〈γ ′,o〉(|∆〈γ,o〉|))

=

OO

d
o(M〈γ ′ ,o〉(∆

〈γ,o〉 `T 〈γ,o〉))

weakening

weakening

��d
o(Mγ ′ (1))

∼=

weakening

00

d
o(M〈γ ′,o〉(1))

=

PP

=oo

=

��
∼=

weakening

##

d
o(Mγ ′ (1))

∼=

��

M〈γ ′,o〉(|Jx : I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉|)

=

((
Mγ ′ (|Jx : I;OK2 〈?,(JΓ;VK2)γ(?)〉|)
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Observe that throughout the last diagram, we have extensively used the eMLTTTeff

version of Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.11 to relate syntactic weakening to reindexing

along semantic projection morphisms (marked with “weakening”), e.g., to show that

JΓ
′,y :O[V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]/x];AK2 〈γ ′,o〉= JΓ

′;AK2(γ
′)

Further, as we know from our assumptions that Γ ` ∆, analogous equations for all

wj :A′j in ∆ also enable us extend weakening to derived contexts ∆〈γ,o〉, as follows:

|∆〈γ,o〉|= |∆γ|

Pattern-matching: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : Σy1 :B1.B2 Γ,y1 :B1,y2 :B2 |∆ ` T
Γ |∆ ` pm V as (y1 :B1,y2 :B2) in T

First, according to the definition of L−M for pattern-matching, we have that

(JΓ
′;Lpm V as (y1 :B1,y2 :B2) in T M

A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

is equal to

(JΓ
′;pm V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] as (y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],y2 :B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) in LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y1,y2;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

which, by unfolding the definition of J−K for pattern-matching and assuming that

(JΓ
′;V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2)γ ′(?) = (JΓ;V K)γ(?) = 〈b1,b2〉

is equal to

(JΓ
′,y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ],y2 :B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ];LT M

A;
−→
Vi ,y1,y2;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉

The required equation then follows from the commutativity of the following dia-
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gram:

1
〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj :A′j∈∆

//

(JΓ′,y1 ,y2;LT M
A;
−→
Vi ,y1 ,y2;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉

��

〈(JΓ′,y1 ,y2;V ′j K2)〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉
〉wj :A′j∈∆

weakening

��

d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=

��
Mγ ′ (|∆γ|)

M
γ ′ (∆

γ `T 〈〈γ,b1〉,b2〉)

��

d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′,y1,y2;AK2 〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉)

=

weakening

55

∼=

��
M〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉(|∆

〈〈γ,b1〉,b2〉|)

=

GG

M〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉
(∆〈〈γ,b1〉,b2〉 `T 〈〈γ,b1〉,b2〉)induction hypothesis

weakening

��
M〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉(1) =

//

=

uu

Mγ ′ (1)

=weakening

��
JΓ′,y1,y2;AK2 〈〈γ ′,b1〉,b2〉 =

// JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

Similarly to the earlier case for algebraic operations, we have again abbreviated

some of the value contexts and indices of countable products for better readability.

Case analysis: In this case, the given derivation ends with

Γ ` ∆ Γ `V : B1 +B2 Γ,y1 :B1 |∆ ` T1 Γ,y2 :B2 |∆ ` T2

Γ |∆ ` case V of (inl(y1 :B1) 7→ T1, inr(y2 :B2) 7→ T2)

First, according to the definition of L−M for case analysis, we have that

(JΓ
′;Lcase V of (inl(y1 :B1) 7→ T1, inr(y2 :B2) 7→ T2)MA;

−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)γ ′

is equal to

(JΓ
′;case V [

−→
Vi /
−→xi ] of (inl(y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) 7→ LT1 M,inr(y2 :B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ]) 7→ LT2 M)K2)γ ′
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which, by unfolding the definition of J−K for case analysis, is either equal to

(JΓ
′,y1 :B1[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ];LT1 M

A;
−→
Vi ,y1;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)〈γ ′,b1〉

or

(JΓ
′,y2 :B2[

−→
Vi /
−→xi ];LT2 M

A;
−→
Vi ,y2;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)〈γ ′,b2〉

depending on whether

(JΓ
′;V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2)γ ′(?) = (JΓ;V K)γ(?) = inl b1

or

(JΓ
′;V [
−→
Vi /
−→xi ]K2)γ ′(?) = (JΓ;V K)γ(?) = inr b2

The required equation for the inl b1 case then follows from the commutativity of the

next diagram, where, similarly to the case for algebraic operations, we again abbreviate

some of the value contexts and indices of countable products for better readability.

1
〈(JΓ′;V ′j K2)γ ′ 〉wj :A′j∈∆

//

(JΓ′,y1;LT M
A;
−→
Vi ,y1;

−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

K2)〈γ ′,b1〉

��

〈(JΓ′,y1;V ′j K2)〈γ ′,b1〉
〉wj :A′j∈∆

weakening

��

d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′;AK2(γ
′))

∼=

��
Mγ ′ (|∆γ|)

M
γ ′ (∆

γ `T 〈γ,b1〉)

��

d
wj

d
a∈JΓ;A′jK2(γ)

(JΓ′,y1;AK2 〈γ ′,b1〉)

=

weakening

55

∼=

��
M〈γ ′,b1〉(|∆

〈γ,b1〉|)

=

HH

M〈γ ′,b1〉
(∆〈γ,b1〉 `T 〈γ,b1〉)induction hypothesis

weakening

��
M〈γ ′,b1〉(1) =

//

=

vv

Mγ ′ (1)

=weakening

��
JΓ′,y1;AK2 〈γ ′,b1〉 =

// JΓ′;AK2(γ
′)

We omit the proof of the other case (for inr b2) because it is proved analogously.
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Notation and Subject Index

+i∈I (cardinal sum), 31

?A (unique morphism in V{0X} from 1{0X}

to A), 121
∼= (isomorphism), 21
∼= (natural isomorphism), 22

� (empty value context), 59

↓ (action of the monoid of updates on

the set of store values), 241

{−} (comprehension functor), 43∫
(Grothendieck construction), 130

≤ (less-than-equal order on natural num-

bers), 29

≤X (partial order of a cpo X), 150

y (notation for pullback squares), 24

( (split fibred functor witnessing split

fibred pre-enrichment), 130

J−K (interpretation function), 161, 166,

265, 311

0 (empty type), 50

0X (initial object in VX ), 121

0 (empty category), 121

1 (split terminal object functor), 42

1 (terminal object), 110

1 (unit type), 50

1X (terminal object in VX ), 42

1 (trivial one object category), 42

2 (discrete two-object category), 25

(A,α) (Eilenberg-Moore algebra), 23

A+B (coproduct type), 50

A+X B (binary coproduct of A and B in

VX ), 121

A⇒ B (exponential object), 19

A⇒C (A-fold V -cotensor), 133

A⇒X B (exponential object in VX ), 111

A⊗C (A-fold V -tensor), 133

A⊗C (non-dependent computational ten-

sor type), 51

A×B (Cartesian product of A and B), 19

A×B (non-dependent value product type),

51

A×X B (Cartesian product of A and B in

VX ), 111

A→B (non-dependent value function type),

51

A→C (non-dependent computational func-

tion type), 51

A,B, . . . (value types), 50

Adisc,Bdisc, . . . (discrete value types), 161

〈A,{Vop}op∈Seff〉 (user-defined algebra type),

280−−−−→
Â′j→ A (sequence of function types), 283

Âi (Ai, with its variables xi replaced with

fresh ones x′i), 283

[α] (unique mediating morphism of co-

cones from inJ to α), 25

〈α〉 (unique mediating morphism of cones

from α to prJ), 24

ℵ1 (skeleton of the category of count-
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able sets), 28

αA,B (natural associativity isomorphism),

146

B→ (arrow category), 38

B→ (total category of a codomain fibra-

tion), 37

β
ΠT

A
(structure map of ΠT

A(B,β)), 147

β
ΣT

A
(structure map of ΣT

A(B,β)), 148

C ( D (homomorphic function type),

50

C( D (shorthand for C(X D), 131

C (X D (shorthand for ( (X ,C,D)),

130

C,D, . . . (computation types), 50

Cat (2-category of categories, functors,

and natural transformations), 40

CBPV (Call-By-Push-Value), 4

CCC (Cartesian closed category), 111

CFam(CPO) (total category of the fibra-

tion of continuous families of cpos),

152

CFam(CPOT) (total category of the fi-

bration of continuous families of

continuous EM-algebras), 155

cfamCPOT (fibration of continuous fami-

lies of continuous EM-algebras),

155

cfamCPO (fibration of continuous fami-

lies of cpos), 152

Chr (type of characters), 241

codB (codomain fibration), 37

colim(J) (vertex of the split fibred strong

colimit of J), 121

colim(J) (vertex of the strong colimit of

J), 120

colim(J) (vertex of the colimit of J), 25⊔
X (cpo-indexed coproduct), 153, 157⊔
x∈X (set-indexed coproduct), 140

(CPOT)EP (category of embedding-projection

pairs between continuous EM-

algebras), 155

CPO (category of cpos and continuous

functions), 150

CPO/X (slice category of CPO over an

object X), 159

CPOEP (category of embedding-projection

pairs between cpos), 151

cpo (ω-complete partial order), 150

CU (universe of codes of computation

types), 290

∆ (context of variables for well-formed

terms derived from a countable

signature), 30

∆ (diagonal functor), 24

∆ (effect context), 245

∆γ (context of a countable equational the-

ory, derived from an effect con-

text ∆), 263

D (shape of a diagram), 23

δ∗A (contraction functor), 127

δA (diagonal morphism), 126

dcpo (directed-complete partial order),

152

E, . . . (expressions, collective name for

types and terms of eMLTT), 56

E[V/x] (substitution of V for x in E), 56

E[V1/x1, . . . ,Vn/xn] (simultaneous substi-

tution), 208

E[
−→
Vi /
−→xi ] (simultaneous substitution), 208

E (set of equations of a countable equa-
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tional theory), 30

ETeff (set of equations of a countable equa-

tional theory derived from a count-

able fibred effect theory Teff), 264

Eeff (set of equations of a fibred effect

theory), 246

η (unit of a monad), 17

η (unit of a split fibred adjunction), 40

η (unit of a split fibred monad), 41

η (unit of an adjunction), 21

ε (counit of a split fibred adjunction), 40

ε (counit of an adjunction), 21

e (reflexive coequalizer used to define a

cpo-indexed coproduct of con-

tinuous EM-algebras), 157

eA,(B,β) (reflexive coequalizer used to de-

fine ΣT
A(B,β)), 148

eMLTT (our effectful dependently typed

language), 49

eMLTTTeff (extension of eMLTT with fi-

bred algebraic effects), 237

eMLTTH
Teff

(extension of eMLTTTeff with

handlers of fibred algebraic ef-

fects), 275

EEC (Enriched Effect Calculus), 4

EEC+ (extension of EEC with finite prod-

ucts), 133

El (decoding function for codes of types),

290

EM (Eilenberg-Moore), 22

Exc (type of exception names), 239

F a U (adjunction), 21

F a U (split fibred adjunction), 40

FT aUT (Eilenberg-Moore resolution),

22

FL a UL (canonical adjunction for mod-

els of a countable Lawvere the-

ory L), 28

FT aUT (Kleisli resolution), 22

JΓ;AK1 (first component of the object JΓ;AK),

262

JΓ;AK2 (second component of the object

JΓ;AK), 262

JΓ;V K1 (first component of the morphism

JΓ;V K), 263

JΓ;V K2 (second component of the mor-

phism JΓ;V K), 263

F̂T (lifting of the functor FT), 156

F̂ (lifting of the functor F), 135, 141

( f e, f p) (embedding-projection pair), 151

[ f ,g] (unique copairing of vertical mor-

phisms), 122

[ fD]D∈D (dependently typed elimination

principle for split fibred strong

colimits), 122

[ fi]i∈I (unique mediating morphism for

countable coproducts), 32

〈 fi〉i∈I (unique mediating morphism for

countable products), 32

fresh(X) (a choice of a fresh value vari-

able for a finite set X of value

variables), 216

f (A) (chosen Cartesian morphism in a

cloven fibration), 36

〈 f ,g〉 (unique mediating (pairing) mor-

phism for Cartesian products),

111

f ∗ (reindexing functor), 37

f ∗(α) (component-wise reindexing of the

cocone α), 123
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f † (Kleisli extension), 18

f † (unique mediating morphism induced

by the chosen Cartesian morphism

p( f )(B)), 37

FA (type of computations that return val-

ues of type A), 50

Fam(V ) (total category of a V -valued

families fibration), 38

famSet (families of sets fibration), 140

famV (V -valued families fibration), 38

FCV (K) (free computation variable of

K), 54

FEV (T ) (set of free effect variables of

T ), 244

Fibsplit(B) (2-category of split fibrations

with a base category B , split fi-

bred functors, and split fibred nat-

ural transformations), 40

fst (first projection, derived from pattern-

matching), 54

fst (first projection for Cartesian prod-

ucts), 111

FVV (E) (set of free value variables of

E), 57, 209

Γ (value context), 59

Γ[V/x] (substitution of V for x in Γ), 60

Γ1,Γ2 (concatenation of value contexts),

60

genop (generic effect), 273

I (countable Lawvere theory), 28

I (input type of an operation symbol),

238

I/O (input/output), 1

IT (countable Lawvere theory derived from

a countable equational theory T),

31

ITeff (countable Lawvere theory derived

from a countable fibred effect the-

ory Teff), 264

iA( fz, fs) (elimination principle for weak

split fibred strong natural num-

bers), 125

iA,B( f ) (elimination principle for split in-

tensional propositional equality),

127

IdA (split intensional propositional equal-

ity), 127

inJ (split fibred strong colimit of J), 121

inJ (strong colimit of J), 120

inJ (colimit of J), 25

inl (left injection for binary coproducts),

121

inr (right injection for binary coproducts),

121

J (diagram), 23

Ĵ (Cat-valued diagram derived from J),

120

K,L, . . . (homomorphism terms), 50

K[M/z] (substitution of M for z in K), 58

κA,B (isomorphism witnessing the strength

of split dependent sums), 110

L[K/z] (substitution of K for z in L), 58

L (countable Lawvere theory), 28

LT (countable Lawvere theory derived

from a countable equational the-

ory T), 31

LTeff (countable Lawvere theory derived

from a countable fibred effect the-

ory Teff), 264
−−−−−−−−−→
λxw j : Â′j→ A. (sequence of lambda ab-
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stractions), 283

Lawc (category of countable Lawvere the-

ories), 28

lim(J) (vertex of the limit of J), 24

Loc (type of memory locations), 240

M,N, . . . (computation terms), 50

M (model of a countable Lawvere the-

ory), 28

M〈A,{ fopi}opi∈Seff〉
(model of a countable

Lawvere theory, derived from a

set A and functions fopi), 308

MLTT (Martin-Löf’s type theory), 6

µX .F(X) (least fixed point of the endo-

functor F), 19

µ (multiplication of a monad), 17

µ (multiplication of a split fibred monad),

41

Mod(L ,V ) (category of models in V of

a countable Lawvere theory L),

28

N (weak split fibred strong natural num-

bers), 124

N (set of natural numbers), 140

N= (discrete cpo on the set of natural

numbers), 154

Nω (cpo of natural numbers with the ≤
order and a top element), 159

Nat (type of natural numbers), 50

NNO (natural numbers object), 125

O (output type of an operation symbol),

238

Ω(A,α) (least zero-ary operation), 151

ob(V ) (class of objects of a category V ),

18

op (operation symbol in a countable sig-

nature), 29

op (operation symbol in a fibred effect

signature), 238

op
JΓ;CK2(γ)
(JΓ;V K2)γ(?)

(algebraic operation), 265

P (comprehension category), 43

p,q, . . . (fibrations), 36

pT (split Eilenberg-Moore fibration of a

split fibred monad T on p), 41

Πx :A.B (value Π-type), 50

Πx :A.C (computational Π-type), 50

ΠT
A (split dependent p-product in pT),

147

ΠA (split dependent p-product), 116

ΠA (split dependent product), 108
d

X (cpo-indexed product), 154, 156
d

i∈I (countable product), 32
d

x∈X (set-indexed product), 140

πA (projection morphism), 43

π∗A (weakening functor), 43

prJ (limit of J), 24

proj (composition of semantic projection

morphisms), 192

proj j ( j’th projection for countable prod-

ucts), 31

projΓ1;x:A;Γ2
(semantic projection morphism),

183

ψ f ,g (vertical isomorphism witnessing the

uniqueness of Cartesian morphisms),

35

qop (opposite of the split fibration q), 130

rA (reflexivity of split intensional propo-

sitional equality), 127

rec( fz, fs) (elimination principle for weak

split fibred strong natural num-

bers), 124
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(Seff,Eeff) (fibred effect theory), 246

S (countable signature), 29

STeff (countable signature derived from

a countable fibred effect theory

Teff), 263

Seff (fibred effect signature), 238

s( f ) (section corresponding to a vertical

global element f ), 44

s (continuous successor function asso-

ciated with the discrete cpo of

natural numbers), 154

s (successor function associated with the

set of natural numbers), 140

s (successor morphism associated with a

weak NNO), 134

s(V ) (total category of a simple fibra-

tion), 38

s(V ,C ) (total category of a simple V -

enriched fibration), 135

s−1( f ) (vertical global element correspond-

ing to a section f ), 45

sV ,C (simple V -enriched fibration built

from a V -enriched category C ),

135

sV (simple fibration built from a Carte-

sian category V ), 38

SCCompC (split closed comprehension

category), 110

Set (category of sets and functions), 18

Σx :A.B (value Σ-type), 50

Σx :A.C (computational Σ-type), 50

ΣT
A (split dependent p-sum in pT), 148

ΣA (split dependent p-sum), 116

ΣA (strong split dependent sum), 110

ΣA (weak split dependent sum), 108

σ (strength of a monad), 19

σA (dependent strength of a split fibred

monad), 144

size(E) (size of an expression E), 166

size(Γ) (size of a value context Γ), 166

snd (second projection for Cartesian prod-

ucts), 111

snd (second projection, derived from pattern-

matching), 54

(St,Upd,↓,o,⊕) (directed container of

store values and updates), 242

St (type of store values), 239

subst (composition of semantic substitu-

tion morphisms), 193

substΓ1;x:A;Γ2;V (semantic substitution mor-

phism), 184

succ (successor morphism of weak split

fibred strong natural numbers),

124

(T,η,µ) (monad), 17

(T,η,µ) (split fibred monad), 41

(TL ,ηL ,µL) (monad derived from a count-

able Lawvere theory L), 28

T, . . . (effect terms), 244

T γ (term of a countable equational the-

ory, derived from an effect term

T ), 263

LT M
A;
−→
Vi ;
−→
V ′j ;
−−→
Wop

(translation of effect terms

into value terms), 250

T (countable equational theory), 30

TTeff (countable equational theory derived

from a countable fibred effect the-

ory Teff), 264

T (monad), 17

T (split fibred monad), 41
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Teff (fibred effect theory), 246

T d
eff (fibred effect theory (Seff, /0)), 267,

419

t,u, . . . (terms derived from a countable

signature), 29

t[u/x] (substitution of u for x in t), 30

Terminal (type of terminal names), 277

ÛT (lifting of the functor UT), 156

Û (lifting of the functor U), 135, 141

UC (type of thunked computations), 50

(Upd,o,⊕) (monoid of updates), 241

V =A W (propositional equality), 50

V,W, . . . (value terms), 50∨
n xn (least upper bound of an increas-

ing ω-chain 〈xn〉), 150

V (A,B) (hom-set between objects A and

B in V ), 21

V op (opposite category of V ), 22

V T (Eilenberg-Moore category of a monad

T on V ), 22

VX (fibre (category) over X), 34

VT (Kleisli category of a monad T on

V ), 22
−→
Vi (shorthand for (V1, . . . ,Vn)), 212
−→
Vi (shorthand for {V1, . . . ,Vn}), 250

Val (type of values stored at memory lo-

cations), 240

Vars(Γ) (set of variables in Γ), 59

VU (universe of codes of value types),

290

w, . . . (effect variables), 243

(|X |,≤X) (cpo), 150

|X | (underlying set of a cpo X), 150

〈x,a〉 (x’th injection into a cpo-indexed

coproduct), 153

〈x,a〉 (x’th injection into a set-indexed

coproduct), 140

〈xn〉 (increasing ω-chain x1≤X x2≤X . . .),

150

x,y, . . . (value variables), 49

x,y, . . . (variables of terms derived from

a countable signature), 29

ξX ,C,D (isomorphism witnessing split fi-

bred pre-enrichment), 130

z (continuous zero function associated

with the discrete cpo of natural

numbers), 154

z (zero function associated with the set

of natural numbers), 140

z (zero morphism associated with a weak

NNO), 134

z : C (computation context), 59

z, . . . (computation variables), 49

zero (zero morphism of weak split fibred

strong natural numbers), 124

ζΠ,A (natural isomorphism witnessing that

U preserves split dependent prod-

ucts), 118

ζΣ,A (natural isomorphism witnessing that

F preserves split dependent sums),

119

A-fold V -cotensor, 133

A-fold V -tensor, 133

adjoint

left –, 21

right –, 21

adjunction, 21

hom-set presentation of an –, 21

identity –, 132
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lifting of –, 135, 141, 156

split fibred –, 40

algebraic effect, 26

fibred –, 238

algebraic operation, 249

algebraicity equation

general –, 251

specialised –, 261, 305

category

– of continuous families of continu-

ous EM-algebras, 155

– of continuous families of cpos, 152

– of cpos and continuous functions,

150

– of embedding-projection pairs be-

tween continuous EM-algebras,

155

– of embedding-projection pairs be-

tween cpos, 151

arrow –, 38

base –, 36

Cartesian closed –, 111

cocomplete –, 25

complete –, 24

comprehension –, 43

Eilenberg-Moore –, 22

fibre –, 34

Kleisli –, 22

locally countably presentable –, 29

regular –, 26

skeleton of the – of countable sets,

28

slice –, 159

split B-indexed –, 130

split closed comprehension –, 110

split comprehension – with unit, 43

full –, 43

total –, 36

cocone, 24

vertex of a –, 24

coequalizer, 25

reflexive –, 25

colimit, 25

countably directed –, 29

small –, 25

split fibred strong –, 121

strong –, 120

completeness theorem, 235

composition operation, 280

cone, 23

vertex of a –, 23

context

– of variables for well-formed terms

derived from a countable signa-

ture, 30

computation –, 59

effect –, 245

well-formed –, 245

value –, 59

pure –, 244

well-formed –, 61

coproduct

cpo-indexed –, 153, 157

set-indexed –, 140

split fibred strong –, 121

diagram of given shape, 23

directed container, 242

Eilenberg-Moore
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– algebra, 23

carrier of an –, 23

structure map of an –, 23

– fibration, 41

split dependent p-products in –, 147

split dependent p-sums in –, 148

split fibred – resolution, 41

embedding-projection pair, 151

epimorphism

regular –, 26

expression, 56

extension of eMLTT

– with fibred algebraic effects, 249

– with handlers of fibred algebraic

effects, 280

fibration, 36

– of continuous families of continu-

ous EM-algebras, 155

– of continuous families of cpos, 152

cloven –, 36

codomain –, 37

Eilenberg-Moore –, 41

families –, 38

families of sets –, 140

simple V -enriched –, 135

simple –, 38

split –, 37

fibred adjunction model, 131

– built from families fibration, 142

– built from identity adjunction, 133

– built from model of EEC+, 139

classifying –, 232

fixed point operation, 161

function

continuous –, 150

functor

codomain –, 37

comprehension –, 43

continuous –, 152

contraction –, 127

diagonal –, 24

families –, 38

reindexing –, 37

split fibred –, 39

split terminal object –, 42

weakening –, 43

general recursion, 161

generic effect, 273

global element, 44

Grothendieck construction, 130

handler, 276

multi–, 278

handling construct, 276, 286

initial object

split fibred strong –, 121

injection

left –, 121

right –, 121

interpretation function, 161, 166, 265,

311

kernel pair, 24

Kleisli

– extension, 18

– triple, 18

Lawvere theory

countable –, 28

model of a –, 28
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limit, 24

small –, 24

limit-colimit coincidence, 151, 155

model of EEC+, 133

monad, 17

continuations –, 19

exceptions –, 19

global state, 19

I/O –, 19

nondeterminism –, 19

split fibred –, 41

dependent strength of a –, 144

strong –, 19

update –, 19

dependently typed –, 19

monoid, 241

morphism

– of cocones, 25

– of cones, 24

– of countable Lawvere theories, 28

– of models of a countable Lawvere

theory, 28

Cartesian –, 34

diagonal –, 126

projection –, 43

semantic projection –, 183

semantic substitution –, 184

unique mediating (pairing) –, 111

vertical –, 34

natural transformation

split fibred –, 39

object

countably presentable –, 29

split fibred strong initial –, 121

terminal –, 110

partial order

ω-complete –, 150

discrete –, 150

directed-complete –, 152

product

cpo-indexed –, 154, 156

set-indexed –, 140

projection

first –, 111

second –, 111

pullback, 24

– square, 24

pushout, 25

resolution

– of a monad, 22

Eilenberg-Moore –, 22

Kleisli –, 22

split fibred –, 41

– of the continuations monad, 23

– of the state monad, 23

section, 25

signature

countable –, 29

fibred effect –, 238

– of a dependently typed update

monad, 242

– of an update monad, 241

– of binary nondeterminism, 239

– of exceptions, 239

– of global state, 239

– of global state with locations, 240

– of input/output, 241

countable –, 263
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size

– of expression, 166

– of value context, 166

soundness theorem, 198, 268, 314

split dependent

– p-products, 116

– p-sums, 116

– products, 108

strong – sums, 110

weak – sums, 108

split fibred pre-enrichment, 130

split intensional propositional equality,

127

substitution

– of a computation term, 57

– of a homomorphism term, 58

– of a value term, 56

simultaneous –, 208

substitution theorem

semantic –

– for computation terms, 188

– for homomorphism terms, 191

– for value terms, 186

syntactic –

– for computation terms, 83

– for homomorphism terms, 84

– for value terms, 79, 210, 256,

295

term

– derived from a countable signa-

ture, 29

well-formed –, 30

computation –, 52

well-typed –, 61

effect –, 244

well formed –, 245

homomorphism –, 53

well-typed –, 61

value –, 52

pure –, 238

well-typed –, 61

theory

countable equational –, 30

– of global state, 33

fibred effect –, 246

– of a dependently typed update

monad, 248

– of an update monad, 248

– of binary nondeterminism, 246

– of exceptions, 246

– of global state, 247

– of global state with locations, 247

– of input/output, 248

countable –, 263

translation of effect terms into value terms,

250

well-typedness of –, 259

type

computation –, 50

well-formed –, 61

input –, 238

output –, 238

user-defined algebra –, 280

value –, 50

discrete –, 161

pure –, 238

well-formed –, 61

universe, 290
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variable

– convention, 56

computation –, 49

effect –, 243

value –, 49

weak split fibred strong natural numbers,

124

weakening theorem

semantic –, 184

syntactic –, 76

well-formed syntax, 61, 250, 283
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